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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this dissertation is to unearth the multi-scalar political geographies of 

regional development using an empirically intensive, single-region, case study approach 

focussing on Northern Ontario.  This research focuses on Northern Ontario because it 

provides a unique setting to understand the political strategizing and contestation of 

regional development.  Northern Ontario has had a long history of federal and provincial 

regional development initiatives from region specific policies, reports, and studies to 

regional development institutions.  In fact, up until recently it was the only sub-provincial 

region in Canada with a federally appointed regional development institution.  In 

Northern Ontario there is also a deep sense of territorial grievance and discontent that has 

generated a number of organizations and movements to mobilize regional interests in the 

quest for greater autonomy over decision-making and economic development.   

The main objective of unpacking the multi-scalar political geographies of regional 

development in Northern Ontario translates into the following questions: 1) How and 

why have federal regional development initiatives in Northern Ontario changed since the 

1960s? 2) How and why have provincial regional development initiatives in Northern 

Ontario changed since the 1960s? and 3) What are the regional responses? Answers to 

these questions underscore the messy and complex nature and politics of regional 

development.  More pointedly, this thesis clearly demonstrates that regional development 

is not just about finding economic solutions to regional challenges but that these 

initiatives are also deeply political.   

To explore the politics of regional development, I draw on insights from Canadian 

political economy, new regional geography, state theory, and new regionalism literature.  
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By viewing regional development through these frameworks, I expose the nuanced nature 

of regional development so that ultimately, we may learn to adopt more effective regional 

policy innovations for Northern Ontario and other peripheral regions in Canada.  This 

research makes several important contributions.  Empirically, it provides a rich history of 

federal and provincial regional development initiatives in Northern Ontario since the 

1960s.  Theoretically, it contributes to debates on the conceptualization of regions and 

regional development including the politicization of boundaries and the paradox of 

regional development institutions.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

Introduction 

 

 

Governments are always conscious of the under-currents of disaffection; and they 

make gestures, such as holding cabinet meetings in the north, or policies designed 

specifically to meet the most urgent northern needs, to seek to forestall serious 

political consequences.  On the other hand, the opposition parties are constantly 

trying to capitalize on the disaffection by championing the northern cause (Scott 

1975: 244). 

 

On March 4
th

, 2011 the Government of Ontario released its long-awaited Growth Plan 

for Northern Ontario.  The province describes it as a 25 year plan “developed with 

northerners for northerners” (Ontario MNDMF and MOI 2011a) to guide provincial 

decision-making and investment in the region.  The plan argues that, “building a resilient 

northern economy also requires collaboration among communities to advance regional 

opportunities and strengths” (Ontario MOI and MNDMF 2011b: 9).  This is especially 

the case in a global economy that is continually undergoing transformation (Ontario MOI 

and MNDMF 2011c).  The Growth Plan is the latest in a long string of provincial and 

federal government regional development initiatives in response to a deeply entrenched 

territorial politics in Northern Ontario
1
 that arises in part out of a reality of economic 

disparity and alienation from the rest of the province.  Like previous state-led regional 

development initiatives, this plan elicited a negative response from regional actors in 

Northern Ontario.  A number of NDP Members of Provincial Parliament (MPPs) gave the 

province an “F for failure” (Mulligan 2011) while the Northern media described it as ‘a 

                                                 
1 I opt to capitalize the ‘N’ on Northern Ontario because as the Canadian Press (CP) explains, regions 

receive capitalization if they are “geographic and widely recognized descriptive regions”.  Ironically, the 

CP stopped using a capital ‘N’ on Northern Ontario in 1999.  However, regional newspapers continue the 

practice of capitalizing Northern Ontario with only a brief interruption in 2010.  Debate ensued and the 

capital ‘N’ is back in Northern Ontario (see Mills, “What Happened to N”, 2010: online). 
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plan for a plan’ (MacLeod 2011), ‘amazingly ignorant’ (Hunt 2011), and ‘growthnot’ 

(Atkins 2009).   Unpacking the contested politics behind this and other regional 

development initiatives in Northern Ontario is at the heart of my thesis.  

 

1.1 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND QUESTIONS 

The objective of this dissertation is to unearth the multi-scalar
2
 political geographies of 

regional development.  This will be accomplished through a study of state restructuring 

and the wider politics of representation and political strategizing through and around 

which regional development is constituted (MacLeod and Goodwin 1999a: 700).  

Typically, regional development research in Canada has taken a national approach tracing 

the history of state-driven regional development initiatives.  While this approach 

recognizes the importance of regionalism in shaping Canadian politics and policies, it 

misses the contested multi-scalar political geographies of regional development in 

specific regions.  It also often views the region as a pre-given site often reducing the 

“region” to simply the institutions of federalism (i.e. the provinces).  For these reasons, I 

will use an empirically intensive, single-region, case study approach focussing on 

Northern Ontario to emphasis the multi-scalar political geographies of regional 

development and conceptualization of regions. 

I selected Northern Ontario because it provides a unique setting to understand the 

political strategizing and contestation of regional development.  Northern Ontario has had 

a long history of federal and provincial regional development initiatives from region 

                                                 
2
 I use scale as a useful way to organize this research along jurisdictional lines (i.e. federal, provincial, 

regional).  Scale is also useful because Northern Ontario is not a formal political jurisdiction in the 

Canadian sense (i.e. a Province).  Thus, scale captures this region and its shifting boundaries.  I do not 

imply a fixed hierarchy of scale and my intent is not to theorize the nature of scale (for an in-depth 

discussion see Herod 2011). 
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specific policies, reports, and studies to regional development institutions.  In fact, up 

until recently it was the only sub-provincial region in Canada with a federally appointed 

regional development institution.  In Northern Ontario there is also a deep sense of 

territorial grievance and discontent that has generated a number of organizations and 

movements to mobilize regional interests in the quest for greater autonomy over decision-

making and economic development.   

The main objective, then, of unpacking the multi-scalar political geographies of 

regional development in Northern Ontario translates into the following questions
3
: 

(1) How and why have federal regional development initiatives in Northern Ontario 

changed since the 1960s? 

 What are the key moments? 

 Who are the key actors? 

 What are the impacts of political and economic restructuring? 

 How and why have these initiatives been contested? 

 How do they define Northern Ontario? 

 

(2) How and why have provincial regional development initiatives in Northern 

Ontario changed since the 1960s? 

 What are the key moments? 

 Who are the key actors? 

 What are the impacts of political and economic restructuring? 

 How and why have these initiatives been contested? 

 How do they define Northern Ontario? 

 

(3) What are the regional responses? 

 What does regionalism in Northern Ontario look like? 

 Who is involved? 

 How does this regionalism contest and shape regional development 

initiatives? 

 

Answers to these questions will underscore the messy and complex nature and politics of 

regional development.  More pointedly, this thesis will clearly demonstrate that regional 

                                                 
3

 The development of these questions was an iterative process informed by: my comprehensive 

examination; the literature review in Chapter Two (especially question 3); and the interview process. 
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development is not just about finding economic solutions to regional challenges but that 

these initiatives are also deeply political.  To explore the politics of regional 

development, I draw on insights from Canadian political economy, new regional 

geography, state theory, and new regionalism literature.  By viewing regional 

development through these frameworks, I hope to expose the nuanced nature of regional 

development so that ultimately, we may learn to adopt more effective regional policy 

innovations for Northern Ontario and other peripheral places in Canada.  

 

1.2 SCOPE OF THIS RESEARCH 

This research is based on: fifty-five (55) semi-structured and informal key informant 

interviews with people involved in regional development in Northern Ontario, Ontario 

and Canada; federal and provincial government policy research, media reports, and 

documents from stakeholders; and interviews with regional development experts in the 

UK.  This research does not examine in any depth the particular and complex regional 

development relationship between Aboriginal communities in Northern Ontario and the 

federal and provincial governments. This would be another full doctoral thesis (see areas 

for future research in Chapter Eight).  Where relevant to this thesis, the relationship 

between First Nations and regional development and regionalism will be discussed.  It 

also does not examine in any depth the complex industrial and labour geographies of 

Northern Ontario.  Where relevant to this thesis, the connection to regional development 

will be discussed. 
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1.3 A SNAPSHOT OF NORTHERN ONTARIO 

Much of the region that is considered Northern Ontario was incorporated into the 

province during the late 1800s after a period of intense conflict with the federal 

government known as the ‘Ontario boundary dispute’.  As John Ibbitson (2001) explains, 

“Ontario, unlike any other province in Confederation, was both a frontier and an imperial 

culture, founded on assumptions of progress, expansion, and power” (36).  In 1870, the 

federal government acquired land formerly belonging to the Hudson Bay Company.  This 

led to a dispute between the provincial government led by Oliver Mowat and the federal 

government led by John A. MacDonald over the precise location of the boundaries in 

parts of what is now known as Northwestern Ontario.  Both staked claims in the region 

with federal plans to grant a large portion of this disputed land to the province of 

Manitoba.  However, for the provincial government to lose what was already known as 

‘New Ontario’ would “strip the province of half its claimed territory and its guarantee of 

primacy within the Confederation” (Ibbitson 2001: 42).   

At the heart of the dispute was the vast potential of lumber and mineral wealth in 

the region and a battle over federal and provincial power and jurisdiction.  This contested 

territory was finally given to Ontario in 1884 with a decision from Canada’s highest court 

at the time, the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in England.  The boundary ran 

north of the American border, west of Lake of the Woods, and north to James Bay.  As 

Morris Zaslow (1967) explains, “the enlargement of Ontario added immense natural 

wealth in pulpwood, metallic minerals and waterpower to the province” (114) (for a more 

in-depth discussion on the boundary dispute see Zaslow 1967; Ibbitson 2001: 36-48).  In 

1912, the province of Ontario was further granted the land south of the 60th parallel by 
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the federal government, which reflects the current boundaries for the province (Zaslow 

1967).   As seen in Figure 1.1, the historical boundary of ‘New Ontario’ flowed along the 

French River, Lake Nipissing and the Mattawa River (Bray 1984). 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Historical Boundary of ‘New Ontario’ 
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The province originally pictured ‘New Ontario’ as an agricultural frontier.   

However, this vision was abandoned due to poor soil and other climate considerations.  

As H.V. Nelles (1973) describes, “the barren north suddenly became New Ontario and 

the province an Empire” ushering in a “new pattern of industrialization linked to the 

northern resource base” (51).  Livio Di Matteo (1999) identifies a provincial development 

scheme he terms the ‘Northern Ontario Policy’ that unfolded during the late 1800s and 

early 1900s.  It was based on the following: land grants for settlement; railway and road 

construction largely designed to move resources out; and the ‘Manufacturing Condition’
4
 

where timber that was cut on crown land required processing in Ontario.  By exploring 

the regional differences in per capita expenditures and revenues in Ontario between 1871 

and 1911, Di Matteo (1999) argues: 

Northern resources during this period offered a source of economic growth for 

northern Ontario, as well as a lucrative source of public revenue for Ontario.  

However, the long-term impact of this resource development, pursued in part to 

afford tax revenue for the Ontario government, was to discourage diversification 

away from natural resource industries and thus affected the north’s long-term 

development and economic welfare (310). 

 

These struggles over boundaries, natural resources, and decision-making in Northern 

Ontario continue to persist as themes into the twenty-first century.  More importantly, 

this history is a significant contributor to persistent regional alienation in Northern 

Ontario (Scott 1975; Weller 1997). 

Northern Ontario has had a long history tied to natural resources with over 78% of 

Ontario’s woodlands and some of the richest mineral deposits in the world (Ontario MOI 

and MNDMF 2008).   Up until the early 1970s, the region largely experienced economic 

and demographic growth (see Bray 1984: 14-16).  However, over the last several decades 

                                                 
4
 The manufacturing condition was abandoned under the Hepburn Liberals after they came to power in 

1934 (Bray 1984). 
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Northern Ontario has undergone considerable economic restructuring resulting in 

population decline and employment losses in the resource economy (Jankowski and 

Moazzami 1993; 1996; Moazzami 2009).  More recently, new mineral finds and growth 

in mining coupled with a crisis in the forestry sector has created a highly variable pattern 

of booms and busts across the region. The population has remained virtually the same 

since 2001 (approximately 786,290) (see Table 1.1), however the region is declining as a 

percentage of the population of the province (Southcott 2007).  

 

 

Table 1.1: A Brief Socio-Economic Profile of Northern Ontario 

 NORTHERN 

ONTARIO 
ONTARIO 

Total Population 2006 786,290 12,160,282 

Total Population 2001 786,454 11,410,095 

Percentage change 2001-2006 0 6.6 

Percentage male 49.1 48.8 

Percentage female 50.9 51.2 

Average age 41 40.3 

Percentage of aboriginal identity population 12.6 2.0 

Labour force 15 and over by occupation (% of all occupations) 

Management occupations 

Business, finance, and administration occupations 

Natural and applied sciences and related occupations 

Health occupations 

Social science, education, government services, and religion 

Art, culture, recreation, and sport 

Sales and service occupations 

Trades, transport, and equipment operators and related 

occupations 

Occupations unique to primary industry 

Occupations unique to processing, manufacturing, and 

utilities  

 

8.3 

16.0 

4.7 

6.4 

9.3 

1.8 

26.5 

18.2 

 

4.7 

4.1 

 

10.3 

18.6 

7.0 

5.3 

8.4 

3.1 

23.5 

14.1 

 

2.6 

7.2 

Average income ($) 31,729 34,491 

Source: Statistics Canada 2006. 

 

It is worth noting that although Northern Ontario’s population base is relatively 

small when compared to the Province as a whole, its population is greater than Canada’s 
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three smallest provinces: Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland and Labrador, and New 

Brunswick.   Over 55 percent of the population resides in the five largest urban centres: 

Greater Sudbury (158,258), Thunder Bay (122,907), Sault Ste. Marie (80,098), North 

Bay (63,424), and Timmins (42,997) (Statistics Canada 2007a). These urban centres, 

especially Greater Sudbury and Thunder Bay, function as regional service centres for 

retail, education, healthcare, and government services. The remainder of the population is 

distributed among much smaller resource and First Nations communities.
5
  As seen in 

Table 1.2, key informants in this research identified a number of challenges or peripheral 

realities (see Hall and Donald 2009) in Northern Ontario that fit within five broad 

categories: lack of regional control, economic concerns, demographic concerns, distance 

and transportation, and regional perceptions. 

 

Table 1.2: Summary of Northern Ontario Challenges 

CHALLENGE DESCRIPTION 

Lack of Regional 

Control 

 Lack of political will by provincial and federal elected officials to 

address regional economic concerns 

 Lack of regional decision-making over policies and natural resources 

Economic 

Concerns 

 The provincial management of natural resources 

 Lack of diversification 

 High electricity rates 

Demographic 

Concerns 

 Aging population 

 Youth out-migration 

 Limited immigration 

 Population decline and slow growth 

Distance and 

Transportations 

 Higher costs of transportation for people and businesses 

 Higher costs and poor maintenance of transportation infrastructure 

 Limited options for getting around the region 

 Lack of regional connectivity 

Regional 

Perceptions 

 The North is still seen by the South as a ‘hinterland’ 

 People are simply ‘hewers of wood and drawers of water’ 

 The region is seen as a natural resources depository 

Source: Key informant interviews, 2009-2010. 

                                                 
5
 Northern Ontario has 106 of 134 of Ontario’s First Nations communities (Ontario MOI and MNDMF 

2008). 
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This is in stark contrast to the southern half of the province, which is home to one 

of the most demographically and economically diverse regions in Canada – the Greater 

Golden Horseshoe (Ontario MPIR 2006).  This includes Toronto, Canada’s largest city-

region, with a population of over 5 million (Statistics Canada 2007b).  Southern Ontario 

is also home to Canada’s English-speaking media-hub, the centre of government for the 

province (Queen’s Park in Toronto), and the centre of government for the country 

(Parliament Hill in Ottawa).  These stark demographic and economic differences between 

Northern and Southern Ontario along territorial lines have prompted both the provincial 

and federal governments to intervene through a variety of regional development 

initiatives. 

 

1.4 CANADIAN AND UK INSPIRATIONS  

The importance of regions to Canadian politics and policies is not surprising.  As one key 

informant stated: “Canada is inseparable from its geography and Canadian politics as a 

result is inseparable from geography (KI-25).  What is surprising, however, is the lack of 

recent academic interest in the study of regions and regional development in Canada.  

Once an area of intense research and vibrant debate, interest has waned over the years 

(see for example Firestone 1974; Careless 1977; Savoie 1981; 1992, 1997, 2006; 

Courchene 1981; McCormick et al. 1981; Brodie 1989; 1990; 1997; Matthews 1983; 

Coffey and Pol se 1987; Bickerton 1990; McGee 1992; Higgins and Savoie 1997).  

Mario Pol se (1999) attributes this decline to an implicit admission “that national 

governments have, in fact, very little power to alter the basic spatial patterns of national 
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economies, at least in market economies” (303-304).  He also notes general political 

scepticism surrounding the benefits of regional development policy and the rise of 

interest instead in a more bottom-up, community economic development approach. 

This decline in interest might also be attributed to the lack of regional 

development institutional innovation since the creation of the federal regional 

development institutions (RDIs) in Atlantic Canada, Western Canada, Northern Ontario 

and Quebec in the late 1980s and early 1990s.  Moreover, academic research in the field 

of regional development in Canada has since shifted to understanding the social, cultural, 

economic, environmental, and spatial challenges of cities (particularly the fastest growing 

cities in Canada).  Provincially, there is also little contemporary academic discussion on 

regional development although a notable exception includes research in Northern British 

Columbia (Halseth et al. 2006; Markey et al. 2007a; 2007b).  However, I am inspired by 

recent federal and provincial shifts in regional development thinking.  For example, in 

early 2009 the federal government announced the creation of two new regional 

development institutions – in Southern Ontario and the Canadian Territories – designed 

to “help all regions prosper” (Canada Department of Finance 2009).  This effectively 

means that every postal code in Canada now has access to a regional development 

institution (Savoie 2009).  Provincially, Ontario has also recently adopted a regional 

approach to growth planning. 

 The paucity of recent Canadian research on the subject is in stark contrast to the 

United Kingdom (UK) and Europe, where research on regions, contested regionalism, 

and regional development has proliferated over the last decade.  This surge of UK and 

European interest is the result of the intense political and economic restructuring that 
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unfolded in those places during the 1980s and 1990s.  Under the banner of ‘new 

regionalism’, research has focused on the resurgence of regions as key sites for economic 

development and political action (Amin 1999; Storper 1997; Keating 1997a; 1998; Jones 

and MacLeod 2004; Jones 2004; Harrison 2006; 2008b).  As a number of researchers 

attest, “it is becoming something of a truism now to proclaim a resurgence of regions 

(MacLeod and Jones 2001: 669) and that “regions are being presented as the ‘crucible’ of 

economic development and the ‘prime focus’ of economic policy” (Jones 2001: 1186). 

This regional interest is in contrast to more mainstream economic thinking that forces of 

globalization and technological advancements has led to the ‘death of distance’ 

(Cairncross 1997; Friedman 2005). 

 The policy and academic interest in the region emerged from research on the 

experiences of prosperous regional economies in North America and Western Europe that 

performed particularly well during the economic crisis of the 1970s and 1980s.  Regions 

like the ‘Third Italy’, Silicon Valley, Route 128, and Baden Württemberg, were 

celebrated by regional and economic geographers in the 1990s (Cooke and Morgan 1998; 

Saxenian 1994; Morgan 1997; Scott 1996; 1998; Storper 1997; 1999).  A more politically 

centred ‘new regionalism’ literature also emerged during this time and was concerned 

with the declining authority of the nation-state and the emergence of regions as political 

arenas where regional actors assembled and pursued regional interests at national and 

international scales (Keating 1997a; 1998). The rise of this economic and political 

literature went hand in hand with the policy interest and implementation of new forms of 

economic governance in the UK, such as the recently abolished regional development 

agencies (RDAs) (see Chapter Two). 
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 The regional resurgence in economic and political geography in the 1990s led to a 

number of criticisms within regional studies.  One of the major criticisms of this literature 

was the failure of the actual research to engage with the ‘conceptualization’ of ‘regions’, 

often ignoring the social, cultural, economic, and political processes involved in the 

construction of regions.  Much of this literature, then, viewed the region as a pre-given 

site for economic development and political action (MacLeod and Jones 2001; Paasi 

2011).   This literature also often treated the state as being in perpetual decline, which 

ignored the link between the rise of the region and regional development institutions 

within broader state driven processes (Harrison 2008b; MacLeod 2001; Lovering 1999; 

MacKinnon 2009).  MacLeod and Goodwin (1999a) also stress that research on regional 

development has a tendency to “disregard the wider politics of representation and active 

processes of state restructuring and political strategizing through and around which 

economic development is itself constituted” (700).  Likewise, Cumbers et al. (2003) call 

for research on the intraregional politics of economic development which they contend 

will provide insights into the dynamics associated with state restructuring as well as 

provide insights into the formation and implementation of regional agendas. 

 Thus, in developing this research, I have relied upon several literatures.  I draw on 

Canadian political economy literature that emphasizes the importance of regions and 

regional development to federal policies and politics (Jenson 1989; Brodie 1990; 1997).  I 

also draw insights from the new regional geography, state theory, and new regionalism 

literature, described in more detail in Chapter Two.   

This research makes several empirical and theoretical contributions.  Empirically, 

this research provides a rich historical account of regional development initiatives in 
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Northern Ontario since the late 1960s.  To date, very little research exists on the key 

regional development moments and key actors involved in Northern Ontario’s regional 

development politics.
6

  It also reinvigorates the literature on Canadian regional 

development. Theoretically, this research emphasizes the importance of viewing regional 

development initiatives through the lens of state restructuring and the wider politics of 

representation and political strategizing. It also adds to the debates on regional 

development institutions, positioning them as institutions that are stuck between a rock 

and a hard place.  As well, this research adds to the debates on the conceptualization of 

regions, highlighting the politicization of boundaries.  Finally, it offers new insights on 

regionalism in times of economic uncertainty.  These contributions are explained more 

fully in Chapter Eight. 

 

1.5 CHAPTER OUTLINE 

In the next Chapter, I review the key literatures and establish my approach to the politics 

of regional development.  In particular I argue that the politics of regional development 

cannot be separated from an analysis of state restructuring and the wider politics of 

regional representation.  In Chapter Three, I discuss the methods used for this research 

including key informant in-depth interviews, government research, archival research, and 

other sources of information.  Chapters Four through Six outline the history of federal 

and provincial regional development initiatives in Northern Ontario since the 1960s.  

More specifically, I describe how and why the approach has changed, the key actors, the 

political strategizing and disputes, and how Northern Ontario as a region has been 

                                                 
6
 An exception is Geoffrey Weller who wrote a series of seminal pieces on the policies and politics of 

Northern Ontario.  Much of his early work focused on exploring the internal politics of Northwestern 

Ontario using a metropolis-hinterland approach (see Weller 1977; 1980; 1981; 1984; 1985; 1994; 1997). 
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produced, reproduced, and contested through these state-led initiatives. In Chapter Seven, 

I explore Northern Ontario as a region of multiple ‘North’s’.  I also describe the 

grassroots regionalisms and regional responses that have emerged to challenge and 

reshape state-led initiatives.   

By organizing the chapters by jurisdictional scale (i.e. federal, provincial, 

regional), I am able to emphasize the multi-scalar nature of regional development, not 

just the top-down approach that has traditionally been conducted.  This multi-scalar 

approach also situates regional development initiatives within the broader processes of 

state restructuring and highlights how these initiatives are politically strategic, messy and 

contested.  This is in contrast to approaches that reduce regional development changes to 

economic shifts only (MacLeod and Goodwin 1999b). Finally, in Chapter Eight, I 

summarize the major theoretical and empirical findings of this research, address the 

limitations, and offer policy insights.    
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CHAPTER TWO  

 

The Politics of Regional Development:  

Perspectives on the State, Regions, and Regionalisms 

 

 

This neglect of the politics of regional development reflects an underlying 

philosophical problem in terms of the failure to conceptualize the foundational 

category of ‘the region’ and to identify particular concrete conditions under which 

regions become meaningful entities (Cumbers et al. 2003: 332). 

 

Canadian politics has revolved around persistent and often divisive conflicts about 

the ‘where’ instead of the ‘who’ or ‘what’ of politics (Brodie 1997: 240). 

 

As argued in the previous chapter, regional development is not just about finding 

economic solutions to regional challenges, but these initiatives are also about the politics 

of who gets what, where, and when.  This latter view takes into account the political 

complexity through which regional development is constituted.  The purpose of this 

chapter is to shed light on these complexities of regional development through an 

exploration of recent thinking on the politics of regional development.  This literature is 

primarily drawn from research done in the United Kingdom and Europe, inspired by the 

intense political and economic restructuring that unfolded over the last several decades in 

those places.  Having said that, there is also a rich Canadian political economy literature 

on regional development that I draw on in the first section.  The second section describes 

the impacts of state restructuring on the governance of regional development.  This is 

followed by a discussion of new regionalism and its impacts on regional development.  

This sets the context for the final section that examines a new research agenda where the 

politics of regional development are much more prominent. This includes insights on the 

role of the state and grassroots regionalism in constructing regional development.  
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2.1 REGIONS, REGIONALISMS, AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN CANADA 

Regions and regionalism have always shaped Canadian politics and policies. In fact, for 

Canadian political scientist Janine Brodie (1997), “Canadian politics has revolved around 

persistent and often divisive conflicts about the ‘where’ instead of the ‘who’ or ‘what’ of 

politics” (240). Expanding on this argument she explains, “questions of where people live 

and how economic development, state activity, and political power are distributed across 

geographical space often carry more weight in Canadian politics than other potentially 

loaded questions such as what people do or how well they live” (Brodie 1997: 240).   

Likewise, in her regulation theory informed work, political scientist Jane Jenson 

(1989) argues that while partisan and class conflicts dominated the postwar political and 

economic agenda in other countries, spatial conflicts controlled the Canadian economic 

and political situation.  Like other countries, the post-war Canadian economy was 

dependent on mass production and consumption but it was also distinguished by a 

“reliance on relatively unprocessed natural resources as the real leaders of the economy; 

capital and goods imports; and a state that spent little on social programs and left labour-

management relations to the arena of private collective bargaining” (Jenson 1989: 79).  

She further describes this as permeable Fordism because it was ‘designed domestically’, 

but permeated by international and continental effects.  This resulted in “complicated 

federal-provincial arrangements” and “a politics centred on conflict over regional 

development strategies and continentalism” (1989: 80). 

Jenson (1989) further argues that the crisis of Fordist-Keynesian capitalism in 

Canada was also a national crisis.  As she further explains, the Fordist notions of nation-

building “...crumbled in the face of new and profoundly fragmenting collective identities 
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based on language and region, fostered by province-building governments” (85).  At the 

heart of the issue were “conflicts over the identity of the Canadian nation, the costs and 

benefits of continued association in a single economic unit, and the self-definition of the 

nation in cultural terms” (Jenson 1989: 85).  The result was continentalism as opposed to 

nation-building and “decentralized institutions of executive federalism” (Jenson 1989: 

88).  This emphasis on the ‘where’ of Canadian politics is important because it 

understands how (regional) economic development in Canada has historically centred on 

themes of “territorial contestation and compromise” (Donald 2005: 263).   

 

2.1.1 Understanding Regions in Canada 

As Brodie (1997) explains, the term region is a fuzzy concept with a great deal of 

confusion over its meaning in Canadian political discourse.  This fuzziness once led 

prominent political scientist Donald Smiley to protest: “banish the term region from our 

vocabulary and speak instead of province” (as quoted in Brodie 1997: 241).  Regions in 

Canada are, in fact, primarily defined by these institutional boundaries of federalism (i.e. 

provinces) or a grouping of provinces like Atlantic Canada.  This, however, ignores sub-

provincial territorial entities like Northern Ontario and it fails to think critically about 

how regions are produced and reproduced by policies and politics.  In her work, Brodie 

(1997: 242) rejects the notion that regions are simply “arbitrary intellectual constructs”.  

She continues,  

the spatial dimension of Canadian politics involves much more than sterile, 

analytical distinctions, drawing lines on a map, and searching for regularities and 

dissimilarities in the location of things or types of behavior. Regions in Canada 

have had concrete political and social dimensions that are deeply embedded in our 

collective historical experience (1997: 242). 
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Despite these insights, her work does not explicitly engage with the production and 

reproduction of any specific region in Canada.   

 There is a small body of work on provincial ‘Norths’, specifically Northern 

British Columbia (BC) and Northern Ontario that challenge the traditional conception of 

Canadian regions (Weller 1984; 1985; Summerville and Poelzer 2005; Halseth et al. 

2006; Markey et al. 2007; 2009).  In their work, Tracy Summerville and Greg Poelzer 

(2005) focus on political identity in these provincial Norths.  It is worth quoting at length 

their discussion of this Northern identity: 

…residents of Canada’s provincial Norths see themselves as northerners living in 

regions considered by the South to be the periphery or hinterland.  Culturally, many 

northerners maintain ways of life distinct from those in the South. This is 

manifested casually in recreational pursuits and in active community life, and 

sharply over issues such as gun control and hunting.  Socially, the availability of 

services – health care, transportation, and so on – is usually poorer than in the 

South and represents a major source of grievance with the South.  Economically, 

there is greater dependency on limited primary resource industries, whether it be 

mining, forestry, or fisheries, than in the South, with the concomitant migration of 

workers and populations as the markets rise and fall.  Because the North 

contributes greatly to the larger economies, there is a real sense among northerners 

that they do not have political efficacy within their respective provincial politics 

(112). 

 

While this body of work takes into account a northern regional consciousness (see later 

discussion), there is a lack of critical discussion over how the provincial Norths are 

actually constructed and contested in the politics of regional development.  

 

2.1.2 Regionalism and Regional Development in Canada 

From a political perspective, Brodie (1997) defines regionalism as a form of political 

mobilization “around issues of territorial representation and the distribution of resources 

across geographical space” (242). To explore this regionalism in Canada, Brodie (1990; 
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1997) draws on insights from Canadian political economy and in particular the work of 

Harold Innis and Vernon Fowke. She argues that their work provides a more spatially 

sensitive approach to understanding Canadian development and politics (Brodie 1989).  

With regards to Innis (1930), he pioneered the staples theory to examine Canadian 

economic growth.  His main argument was that economic growth and development in 

Canada was dependent on the exploitation of raw staples – including fur, fish, timber, 

minerals, and wheat – that were exported to imperial centres or industrially advanced 

nations like France, Britain and the United States (Clement and Williams 1989; Brodie 

1997).   

For Innis each staple “left its stamp” and was “characterized by specific patterns 

of settlement, linkages to other economic activities, interactions with the centre, culture 

and institutional arrangements” (Brodie 1989: 144).  Regions become ‘ensnared’ in a 

‘staples trap’ characterized by an export mentality, lack of diversification, and large-scale 

production of low value, unprocessed staples (Watkins 1963; Barnes 1996; Hayter and 

Barnes 2001).  This makes a region extremely vulnerable to external resource prices and 

creates a distinctive territorial identity.   While Brodie (1989; 1990; 1997) argues that 

Innis fails to provide a sophisticated analysis of state policy and political conflict, his 

work does highlight the unique role of the Canadian state in the economy which he 

deemed more interventionist than other countries due to Canada’s dependence on the 

production of staples.  Moreover, Brodie (1989) argues that his work “suggests that the 

form and content of regional protest change as major development strategies change” 

(145). 
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For a more elaborate discussion on the role of the state and state policy in the 

creation of regionalism, Brodie (1989; 1990; 1997) turns to the writings of the 

‘hinterlanders school’.  This school developed the metropolitan-hinterland thesis focused 

on the wheat boom in western Canada that occurred at the turn of the 20
th

 century.  As 

Brodie (1997) explains, proponents of this approach viewed Western Canada as an 

internal colony of central Canada.  More importantly, proponents argued that  

this subordinate and dependent relationship was enforced by the metropolitan-

inspired policies of the federal government.  These policies confined westerners to 

staples production and, at the same time, forced them to buy manufactured goods 

from the centre. Moreover, development in the hinterland was controlled and 

constrained by banking, business, and political actors all centred in the metropole 

and acting in the interests of the centre.” (Brodie 1996: 246; see also Smiley 1975: 

43-44).  

  

A metropolis-hinterland perspective also heavily influences the provincial Norths 

research. This work presents the northern regions as hinterlands while the southern 

regions act as the metropolis. As an approach, Brodie (1997) identifies several 

shortcomings.  These include its failure to account for changes in the relationship 

between the metropole and the hinterland.  For example, the dominance of the metropole 

might be impacted by external influences like the international political economy.  More 

importantly, it assumes that the periphery has no capacity to alter its subordinate status.   

That being said, the strength of this work is the role given to state policies in enforcing 

and sustaining this spatial relationship (Brodie 1997).  

 To broaden this perspective, Brodie (1990; 1997) draws extensively on the work 

of Vernon Fowke (1952) and his emphasis on “national policies”.  As Brodie (1997) 

explains, “these ‘national policies’ tended to be adopted in periods of crisis and were 

formulated in response to internal political pressures and to the demands of a changing 
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international political economy” (246).  She continues to describe these policies as being 

“framed within the context of shifting international circumstances, the political power of 

influential actors, the organizational and mobilization of social forces, and the 

uncertainties of electoral politics” (247).  Advancing Fowke’s perspective, Brodie (1997) 

argues, “Canadian regionalism is a dynamic historical force best viewed through the lens 

of state development strategies, or ‘National Policies’” (241).   

 As Cameron and Simeon (1997) explain, the First National Policy embodied three 

major features:  

Completion of the railway to British Columbia (thus securing its entry to 

Confederation); a policy of high import tariffs, to increase federal revenues and to 

provide protection for an infant manufacturing sector, largely in Ontario; and 

aggressive policies to settle western agricultural lands made accessible by the 

railway, thus increasing Canadian farm production and exports and providing a 

captive market for eastern manufacturing (162).   

 

They further argue, “the policy was strongly shaped in the interests of manufacturing, 

transportation, and financial interests centred in Ontario and Quebec” (162).  As Brodie 

explains, this national policy left in its wake “an industrialized and diversified centre, a 

deindustrialized east, and a primary-exporting western hinterland (1997: 252).  She also 

(1990) outlines a number of regional conflicts that erupted including a secessionist 

movement in the Maritimes and an agrarian protest party in the West to address this 

regional imbalance.  

 The Second National Policy emerged in the post-war period and as Cameron and 

Simeon explain,  

its fundamental components were a turning away from protectionism towards freer 

trade and closer economic integration with the United States, management of the 

economy through the new tools of fiscal and economic policy, and the construction 

of the welfare state (1997: 164-165). 
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As Brodie (1990) explains, this began a period in which governments had to be seen as 

addressing the cracks of uneven development “both to gain power and to hold in place its 

preferred development strategy” (164).  This included a variety of regional development 

initiatives designed to treat the symptoms and causes of uneven development.  

 The Second National Policy started to unravel in the 1970s marked by economic 

crisis and a shifting economic environment.   Brodie (1997) describes the elements of the 

Third National Policy as: “hemispheric economic integration; market-driven 

development; reducing the role of the state, especially in the provision of social welfare; 

and privatization” (255).  She highlights the new role of the state introduced by 

globalization and free trade and the downloading of social-welfare costs to the province.  

In 1997, Brodie noted that it was still too early to appreciate the impacts of this national 

policy on regions and regional policies.  However, she does argue, “when manufacturing 

profits flow from the centre to outside the country, there are neither the resources nor the 

political rationale to continue equalization and regional development programs” (257). 

Brodie’s empirical work provides an extremely informative and rich description 

of the spatial implications of Canada’s National Policies and how the state struggles to 

maintain particular development strategies through spatially specific policies (Brodie 

1990).  Of relevance for this research is the political value of regional development 

policies as a state strategy and how these policies have been used to “disarm political 

tensions”  (Brodie 1997: 254).  It also provides a uniquely Canadian perspective on the 

importance of regions to politics and policies.  I turn now to a wider discussion on state 

restructuring and regional development literatures prominent in economic and political 

geography focused on industrialized UK and European economies. 
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2.2 STATE RESTRUCTURING AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

In reviewing the postwar-present day literature on regional development in industrialized 

countries we can point to a number of significant trends. The most notable is a shift away 

from state-driven redistribution policies premised on industrial attraction and 

infrastructure development in slow growth regions to a shift toward encouraging 

entrepreneurship and innovation policies for all regions.  As I will show, this shift in 

thinking evolved over many years and resulted in various forms of policy initiatives and 

institutional arrangements influenced by social and economic changes. 

The postwar era is often referred to as the ‘golden age’ of capitalism (Elam 1994), 

a period of steady economic growth characterized by the Fordist model of mass 

production and consumption and the ‘Keynesian welfare national state’ (KWNS) (Jessop 

2002: 58).  According to Bob Jessop (2002), it was considered Keynesian
7
 due to a 

distinct set of economic policies aimed at securing full employment in a relatively closed 

national economy through demand-side management. Although variants existed (Painter 

2000; Jessop 2002; Jenson 1989; Wolfe 1984), there are commonalities that allow some 

generalizations to be made.  The KWNS had twin goals of stabilizing the inherent 

cyclical nature of capitalism and gaining societal support through a social welfare system 

(Martin and Sunley 1997).  While welfare policies and the degree of intervention varied 

by country, it generally included social security, healthcare, education and housing 

(Painter 2000).  The KWNS was territorially organized around the national scale, which 

was responsible for creating and guiding economic and social policy (Jessop 2002; 

Brenner 2004; Lobao et al. 2009).  

                                                 
7
 Keynesianism takes its name from the prominent economist John Maynard Keynes whose “distinctive 

approach focused upon the under-employment of resources, the demand-side of the economy and the role 

of the state in managing aggregate demand” (Pike et al. 2006: 69-70). 
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KWNS regional development policies were designed to alleviate economic and 

social disparities and reshape the space-economy through redistributing industry and jobs 

from areas of high growth to low growth regions (Martin and Sunley 1997; Polèse, 1999).   

Regional development policies were created and delivered in a top-down manner driven 

by the nation-state.  In attempts to equalize social and economic conditions, a number of 

demand-side interventions and fiscal transfers were used including growth pole 

strategies, the provision of infrastructure, and industrial incentives (Martin and Sunley 

1997; Savoie 1992).  As Amin (1999) summarizes, regional development policies were 

“firm-centred, standardized, incentive-based and state-driven” (365). 

During the 1970s, the KWNS began to unravel.  This sparked a number of debates 

over the nature, function, and form of the state and whether there has been a shift to a 

post-Fordist, post-Keynesian, Schumpeterian workfare, competition or neoliberal state 

(Lobao et al. 2009; Jessop 1994; 2002; Amin 1994; Brenner 2004; Martin and Sunley 

1997; Peck 2001a).  Within these debates there is a general consensus that this shift was 

caused by a confluence of factors including the crisis of Fordist/Keynesianism along with 

increased globalization and neoliberalism (Amin 1994; Peck and Tickell 1994; Martin 

and Sunley 1997; Jessop 2002; Brenner 2004).    

The crisis of Fordist-Keynesianism was marked by a number of factors.  These 

include: an economic recession brought on by increased international competition; more 

flexible forms of production; the slow-down in aggregate demand; the emergence of new 

technologies resulting in deindustrialization (or the decline of manufacturing); and a 

rapid growth in service activities.  It also involved the fiscal crisis of Keynesianism 

marked by government overspending and growing national deficits (Cooke, 1988; 
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Schoenberger, 1988; Scott, 1988; Filion, 1995; Brenner, 2004).  Intimately bound up 

within these economic shifts was the intensifying globalization of national economies, 

where economic activities and relations became increasingly interconnected on a global 

scale (Martin 2007).  As Martin (2000) describes, globalization has arguably eroded the 

authority of the nation-state.  It is further understood as a ‘de-localizing’ force where 

economic activities are disconnected and disembedded from their local or regional 

contexts while “simultaneously exposing local [and regional] economies to the increasing 

uncertainties associated with global competition and globally mobile capital” (Martin 

2000: 90). 

Alongside these transformations was the advent of neoliberalism, which Peck and 

Tickell (1994) define as “...a political project concerned with the liberalization (or 

constitution) of competitive market forces, the abandonment of demand-side intervention 

in favour of supply-side policy measures and the rejection of both social partnership and 

welfarism” (292).  They further divide neoliberalism into destructive and creative 

moments otherwise described as “roll-back” and “roll-out”.  “Roll-back” neoliberalism is 

defined as the destruction of key Keynesian institutions in favour of marketization and 

deregulation while “roll-out” neoliberalism includes institution-building and government 

intervention to maintain the neoliberal project (Peck and Tickell 2002; Brenner and 

Theodore 2002). 

As an intellectual pursuit, neoliberalism emerged most notably from the work of 

Hayek and Friedman based on the free market ideologies of neoclassical economics and 

is deeply opposed to state interventionist theories like Keynesianism (see Harvey 2005 

and Peck 2010 for an in-depth history).  It was transformed into a political economic 
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project most notably by Reagan and Thatcher during the 1980s “when state power was 

mobilized behind marketization and deregulation projects, aimed particularly at the 

central institutions of the Keynesian-welfarist settlement” (Peck and Tickell 2002: 388).  

Peck (2001b: 448) summarizes the ‘neoliberal policy fix’ derived from the Washington 

consensus as: fiscal discipline; public expenditure priorities (based on supply-side 

investments); tax reform (rates should be held down); financial liberalization; exchange 

rates (sufficiently competitive); trade liberalization; foreign direct investment; 

privatization; deregulation; and property rights.  More importantly, Peck (2001b) argues, 

“these neoliberal policy prescriptions are often elided with, or relabelled as, ‘imperatives 

of globalization’. As such, they are more likely to be perceived as economically derived 

rather than politically constructed/mediated pressures” (448). 

While national and subnational variants exist, these neoliberal institutional 

changes have often resulted in a shift to supply-side regional economic development 

initiatives designed to promote innovation and competitiveness.  These initiatives include 

encouraging entrepreneurship through skills training and investments in transportation 

and communication infrastructure (Jessop 1994; Amin 1999; Painter 2000; Peck 2001b).  

As Jessop (1994) further explains, “it also goes beyond the mere retrenchment of social 

welfare to restructure and subordinate it to market forces” (265).  As a result, national 

policies that focused on industrial policies and redistribution were largely abandoned by 

the 1980s and replaced by a variety of endogenous development approaches premised on 

entrepreneurship, competition and innovation-led economic growth (Hudson 2007; 

Brenner 2004; Jessop 2002; Peck and Tickell 1994; Polèse 1999; Webb and Collis 2000). 
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It has also translated into enhancing the supranational competitiveness of strategically 

positioned cities and regions (Brenner 2004).   

This intense political and economic restructuring led to a significant discussion on 

the ‘rescaling of the state’, particularly in the UK and Europe.    This refers to the transfer 

of various functions and authority by nation-states: upward to a variety of supranational 

bodies including the North American Free Trade Agreement and the European Union; 

downward to subnational entities like regions and city-regions; and outwards as 

government shifts to non-government governance models which involve the engagement 

of non-state actors (Masson 2006; Brenner 1999; 2004; Swyngedouw 1997a; 1997b; 

Lobao et al. 2009).   

While early work argued that the state was being ‘hollowed out’ (Jessop 1994; 

Swyngedouw 1997a; 1997b) as a result of globalization, it is now understood that the 

state is far from being ‘hollowed out’. As Peck (2001b) argues, we “[…]need to see 

‘hollowing out’ as a qualitative process of state restructuring, not as a quantitative 

process of state erosion or diminution” (447). The nation-state continues to play a 

significant role (Jessop 1994; Peck 2001b; Cox 2009) and as Swyngedouw (2000) 

explains, new institutional arrangements are often still dependent on the state’s legal, 

regulatory, and financial power.   

This section has explored the impacts of political and economic restructuring on 

regional development initiatives. In essence, regional economic development has shifted 

from state-driven redistributive policies premised on industrial attraction and 

infrastructure development in low growth regions to encouraging entrepreneurship and 

policies for all regions focused on promoting innovation and collaboration (for an 
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overview see Table 2.1).  I turn now to a discussion of the emergence of a new 

regionalism and regional development driven by a paradox of top-down state strategies 

and grassroots regionalism. 

 

Table 2.1: Shifts in Regional Development Perspectives 

 
Political Economic Context 

Regional Development Policy 

Approach 

Post-War to 1970s – 

Growth and 

Redistribution 

 Rapid growth; mass production; 

mass consumption 

 Keynesianism - stabilizing the 

inherent cyclical nature of 

capitalism and gaining societal 

support through a social 

welfare system 

 Territorially organized around 

the national scale 

 Alleviate spatial disparities  

 Reshape the space-economy 

by redistributing industry 

and jobs from areas of high 

growth to low growth 

 Demand-side policies – 

growth poles, industrial 

incentives, infrastructure 

investments 

Post 1970s – 

Restructuring  

 Declining growth; recession 

 Increased international 

competition; more flexible 

forms of production; emergence 

of new technologies resulting in 

deindustrialization 

 Fiscal crisis of Keynesianism; 

neoliberalism; globalization 

 Territorially rescaled upward, 

downward, and outwards 

 Retrenchment of 

government intervention in 

managing disparities  

 Endogenous development or 

supply side policies 

premised on improving 

competitiveness, 

entrepreneurship, and skills 

training 

 Regional development 

institutions 
Source: Author 2012 

 

 

2.3 NEW REGIONALISMS AND NEW REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT  

The impact of this restructuring has led to a lively debate in regional studies and 

economic geography over the ‘rise of the region’, especially in the UK and Europe.  As 

Storper (1997) explains,  

Something funny happened in the early 1990s.  The region, long considered an 

interesting topic to historians and geographers, but not considered to have any 

interest for mainstream western social science, was rediscovered by a group of 

political economists, sociologists, political scientists, and geographers [...] It was 
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asserted that the region might be a fundamental basis of economic and social life 

“after mass production” (3).  

 

This surge of interest in the region is often referred to as ‘new regionalism’.  Far from a 

coherent approach, ‘new regionalism’ is a ‘chaotic concept’ (Harrison 2006) that draws 

inspiration from a number of conceptual frames and empirical evidence.   

 

 2.3.1 Economic New Regionalism 

For example, economic ‘new regionalism’ emerged from research on the experiences of 

prosperous regional economies in North America and Western Europe that performed 

particularly well during the economic crisis of the 1970s and 1980s.  Regions like the 

‘Third Italy’, Silicon Valley, Route 128, and Baden Württemberg were well celebrated by 

regional and economic geographers in the 1990s (Cooke and Morgan 1998; Saxenian 

1994; Morgan 1997; Scott 1996; 1998; Storper 1997; 1999).  All of these regions “[drew] 

extensively upon local assets for their competitiveness” (Amin 1999: 368) and exhibited 

“‘post-Fordist’, ‘flexible’, ‘learning-based’, production systems – the emerging face of 

capitalist industry in this fin de siècle” (Storper 1999: 23).  

 Economic ‘new regionalism’ draws theoretical insights from institutional 

economics, economic sociology and evolutionary political economy (Amin 1999; Martin 

2000; Harrison 2006).  Institutional approaches highlight the importance of institutions in 

shaping economic development (MacKinnon et al. 2002).
8

 The concept of 

‘embeddedness’ (Granovetter 1985) has emphasized the importance of “locally specific 

social and institutional factors in shaping economic development, particularly in terms of 

                                                 
8
 The institutional turn in economic geography recognizes “that the form and evolution of the economic 

landscape cannot be fully understood without giving due attention to the various social institutions on 

which economic activity depends and through which it is shaped” (see Martin 2000: 77 for more detail).   
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supporting innovation and entrepreneurship through the development of collaboration 

and trust between firms and organizations” (MacKinnon et al. 2002: 296).  The concept 

also draws ideas from evolutionary political economy including the importance of path 

dependency in shaping economic development (MacKinnon et al. 2002) and the role of 

innovation as a key driver in economic development as theorized by Schumpeter (Cooke 

and Morgan 1998).  

It can also be traced to earlier work on the role of high technology and innovation 

on regional economic development and the rise of industrial districts and new industrial 

spaces using flexible and specialized modes of production (MacLeod 2001; Piore and 

Sabel 1984; Scott 1988; Storper and Scott 1989; Storper 1999).  MacKinnon et al. (2002) 

also situate ‘new regionalism’ within a new focus on agglomeration and ‘clustering’ that 

developed in the late 1980s and 1990s.  This includes, the California school of economic 

geographers on ‘new industrial spaces’, namely Allen Scott and Michael Storper (Scott 

1988; Storper and Scott 1989; Storper 1999); Piore and Sabel (1984) on flexible 

specialization and industrial districts in the north-central and north-eastern regions of 

Italy; and the work of Paul Krugman (1995) and Michael Porter (1990; 1994) that 

“acknowledges the economic externalities and increasing returns to scale associated with 

spatial clustering and specialization” (Amin 1999: 368).  

In economic geography and regional development studies, ‘new regionalism’ is 

most often associated with the work of Ash Amin and Nigel Thrift (1995) on 

‘institutional thickness’; Michael Storper (1997) on ‘untraded interdependencies’; and 

Philip Cooke and Kevin Morgan (1998; Morgan 1997) on the ‘associational economy’.  

For Amin and Thrift (1994; 1995), their work on the ‘new institutionalism’ highlights the 
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importance of the social and cultural factors that also “live at the heart of economic 

success and that those factors are best summed up by the phrase ‘institutional thickness’” 

(Amin and Thrift 1994: 14).   

The term ‘institutional thickness’ takes into account not only the ‘hard 

institutions’ (i.e. the presence of institutions) but also the ‘soft institutions’ (i.e. social and 

cultural factors) that play a role in regional economic success (Harrison 2006).  Drawing 

on research in ‘successful’ regions in Western Europe, they suggest four main 

characteristics: 1) a strong institutional presence (in the form of institutional 

arrangements between an array of actors including firms, local authorizes, labour unions, 

research centres etc.); 2) a high level of interaction between these institutions to 

encourage networking, cooperation and exchange; 3) the presence of well-defined 

structures of domination, coalition-building and collective-representation; and 4) 

inclusivity and collective mobilization, or in essence a common sense of purpose on a 

widely held agenda or regional development project (Amin and Thrift 1994: 14;  see also 

Martin 2000; Goodwin et al. 2002).  Institutional thickness, thus, takes into account the 

number and diversity of institutions but also the “institutionalizing processes that both 

underpin and stimulate a diffused entrepreneurship” (Amin and Thrift 1994: 15). 

Likewise, Storper (1997) argues that reflexivity is the central characteristic of 

contemporary capitalism.  In other words, “information sharing and institutional 

networking are replacing market-based competition” (Goodwin et al. 2002: 201).  His 

work highlights the ‘region as a nexus of untraded interdependencies’, the distinct 

regional assets that impact competitive advantage. As Storper (1997) describes, 

‘untraded interdependencies’, which take the form of conventions, informal rules 

and habits that coordinate economic actors under conditions of uncertainty; these 
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relations constitute region-specific assets in production. These assets are a central 

form of scarcity in contemporary capitalism, and hence a central form of 

geographical differentiation in what is done, how it is done and in the resulting 

wealth levels and growth rates of regions (5). 

 

Storper (1997) further argues that firms and institutions become attached to particular 

regions due to these ‘untraded interdependencies’.  These assets are also said to have a 

direct impact on a region’s competitive advantage because they help firms and 

institutions develop a capacity for learning which enables them to adapt to change (Amin 

1999; MacKinnon et al. 2002; Cumbers et al. 2003).   

 Finally, Cooke and Morgan’s work (1998; Morgan 1997) links the resurgence of 

regions with more collaborative forms of innovation and learning in contemporary 

capitalism (MacKinnon et al. 2002; Cooke and Morgan 1998; Morgan 1997; Florida 

1995).  It reflects over a decade of research on regional economic development in the UK 

and Western Europe during the economic crisis and neoliberal policies of the 1980s.  

Within the associational economy, economic activity is argued to be based on collective 

learning while competition involves partnership and interactive innovation (Cooke and 

Morgan 1998).  Furthermore, economic success is best facilitated by networking and 

interaction at the regional scale (Goodwin et al. 2002; Jones 2001).   

This work highlights the concept of ‘regional innovation systems’ defined as 

regions which posses a wide array of innovation organizations like universities, research 

laboratories, regional public and private governance organizations, banks, and interacting 

large and small firms. More importantly these organizations demonstrate linkages and 

interactive communication. Regional innovation systems, thus, combine learning with 

upstream (i.e. close to the point of origin of the innovation or idea) and downstream (i.e. 

near market) innovation capability (Cooke and Morgan 1998: 71).  Jones and MacLeod 
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(1999) further explain that this research emphasizes “territorially specific horizontal 

relations of authority and dependence, alongside networks of solidarity, trust and 

tolerance” best nurtured at the regional scale (298). 

This work also stresses that, “knowledge is the most strategic resource and 

learning the most important process” (Cooke and Morgan 1998: 17). MacKinnon et al. 

(2002: 301-302) describe a number of key propositions within the learning region 

literature: 1) despite increasing efforts to codify knowledge, regions that become sources 

for tacit knowledge can derive considerable economic advantages; 2) relational assets or 

untraded interdependencies are embedded in the social relations between firms and 

institutions located at the regional scale; 3) learning regions have increased sectoral 

specialization or clusters due to the importance of ‘being there’ (Gertler 1995); and 4) it 

places an emphasis on collective learning in stimulating agglomeration – referring to 

learning that occurs over time among a community of firms in a given place which 

requires a degree of continuity and stability in interfirm relations and trust. 

Generally speaking then, economic ‘new regionalism’ is focused on the role of 

soft institutions or the social, cultural and institutional factors within regions that play a 

role in promoting more innovative forms of economic development (Harrison 2006; 

MacKinnon 2009).  It also documents “how the region came to represent a focal point for 

knowledge creation, learning and innovation” (Harrison 2008b: 923).  More importantly, 

‘new regionalism’ arguably provides a ‘third way’ in contrast to “neoliberal market-based 

and state centred approaches to regional development” (Cumbers et al. 2003: 331).  As 

Morgan (1997) argues, it opens “up to inquiry regional processes and intermediate 
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institutions that were marginalized by the inordinate attention devoted to ‘state’ and 

‘market’” (492).    

As a policy approach, Amin (1999) argues that this translates into a focus on 

“building the ‘wealth of regions’ (not the individual firm), with upgrading of the 

economic, institutional and social based considered as the prerequisite for entrepreneurial 

success” (370).  In his view, there are four ‘areas of action’ that emerge from this 

perspective.  First, he recommends building clusters and local economies of association.  

Within this, Amin (1999) stresses the need to “develop unique industrial strategies based 

on a deep assessment of local institutional and other support specificities” (371). He also 

suggests firm-specific strategies (i.e. small-firm development programs and incentives to 

attract inward investors) and institutional supports (i.e. technology transfer, training and 

education).  Building economies of association might include encouraging dialogue, 

learning, exchange and reciprocity through joint ventures and establishing contacts with 

sector specific organizations and support groups.  

Second, Amin (1999) encourages learning to learn and adapt.  A key component 

of learning regions is their ability to “adapt around particular sectors and to anticipate at 

an early stage new industrial and commercial opportunities that enables them to develop 

and retain competitive advantage” (371).  He argues that less favoured regions often 

suffer from institutional lock-in and are reactive to economic situations.  Contributing 

factors to learning include: encouraging a highly skilled and professional labour market; 

the number and strength of training and education programs; quality of linkages between 

universities and industry; and the quality of the research, science and technology base.  

He contends that “many LFRs display a discernable lack of most of these attributes, with 
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policy actions often geared towards the production of low-grade skills and training or 

towards disembodied ventures such as university expansion, science parks and training 

schemes which fail to built the necessary connections” (371). 

The third regional policy orientation identified by Amin (1999) includes 

broadening the local institutional base.  The common assumption is that region-building 

includes gaining independent political power which in turn encourages decision-making 

to pursue regional economic agendas.  However, who makes decisions and how is 

equally important.  This also includes building up institutional thickness.  The final 

suggestion by Amin (1999) is mobilizing the social economy.  By this, he is referring to 

the belief that regional social inclusion and empowerment encourages economic 

creativity.  Amin (1999) argues that social exclusion policies need to be more central to 

policies that stimulate regional entrepreneurship.  

 

Table 2.2: Summary of Economic ‘New Regionalism’ 

Theoretical Insights 
Institutional economics; Economic Sociology; and Evolutionary 

Political Economy 

Key Concepts 

Embeddedness (Granovetter 1985); Learning (Florida 1995; Morgan 

1997; Cooke and Morgan 1998); Institutional Thickness (Amin and 

Thrift 1994; 1995); Untraded Interdependencies (Storper (1997); 

Regional Innovation Systems (Cooke and Morgan 1998) 

Main Argument Regions are the key territorial unit for economic development 

Policy Approach  

Creating/strengthening regional institutions; Encouraging cluster 

development; Building economies of association; Encouraging 

learning 

Source: Author 2012 

 

2.3.2 Political ‘New Regionalism’ 

A second strand of ‘new regionalism’ is based on arguments from the political sciences 

and includes the work of Michael Keating (1997a; 1997b; 1998).  This ‘political’ new 

regionalism is concerned with the restructuring of the state and the emergence of regions 
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as political arenas where regional actors can assemble and pursue their interests at 

national and international scales in the context of globalization (Keating 1997a).  He 

shares a similar perspective to research focused on the rescaling of the state.  For Keating 

(1998), the power and authority of the state has been “eroded from three directions: from 

above by internationalization; from below by regional and local assertion; and laterally 

by the advance of the market and civil society” (73, emphasis added). 

Keating (1997a) attributes this political ‘new regionalism’ to three series of 

political economic shifts sweeping across Western Europe since the 1980s: functional 

restructuring; institutional restructuring; and political mobilization. Functional 

restructuring considers the state’s inability to manage a national economy through 

redistributive regional policies due to the impacts of globalization. It also recognizes 

insights from economic ‘new regionalism’ and the resurgence of regional economies.  As 

Keating (1997a) further explains, many states have also experienced institutional 

restructuring which involves the devolution of government institutions to regions to 

promote modernization and more effective administration.  In some cases it is also a 

response to pressure from regional political movements and/ or as a means to enhance 

state autonomy by devolving responsibilities.  Keating (1997a) also emphasizes the role 

of regional political mobilization, usually premised on social and economic issues as well 

as questions over regional autonomy, as contributing to a political new regionalism.  

 

Table 2.3: Summary of Political ‘New’ Regionalism 

Theoretical Insights Political Science (Keating 1997a) 

Key Concepts 
Functional Restructuring; Institutional Restructuring; Political 

Mobilization 

Main Argument Regions are the key territorial unit for political action 

Policy Approach Regional governance for regional actors to pursue their interests 

Source: Author 2012 
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2.3.3 New Institutions for Regional Development 

In many ways, these economic and political regionalism arguments have contributed to 

the devolution of economic governance to new institutions like the British regional 

development agencies (RDAs) (Amin 1999; Jones 2004; Jones and MacLeod 1999; 

Webb and Collis 2000; Jones and MacLeod 2004; Goodwin et al. 2002; 2005; 2006; 

Morgan 2001; 2006; Pike and Tomaney 2009).  Amin (1999) argues that the potential of 

new institutions for regional development include “bottom-up, region-specific, longer-

term and plural-actor based policy actions” (366).  From this perspective, old top-down 

regional policies are decentralized and the emphasis is placed on ‘what regions can do for 

themselves’ (Keating 2008).   

In England, the Labour Party introduced RDAs in the late 1990s to address 

economic deficits in the English regions (Morgan 2006; Webb and Collis 2000; Bradbury 

2008).  Literature on devolution in the UK also includes the establishment of the Scottish 

Parliament and elected Assemblies for Wales, Northern Ireland and London.  As 

Goodwin et al. (2002) explain, “although there is a range of cultural and political reasons 

for this restructuring, common to these institutional developments [including the RDAs] 

is a concern to secure economic prosperity through supply-side policies to create a 

competitive advantage” (202).   

The argument that devolution can produce an economic dividend follows the 

belief that:  

(1) it empowers local knowledge, without which localized learning is of little 

practical benefit; (2) it allows regions to design and deliver policies that are attuned 

to their own needs rather than the requirements of a centralized template; and (3) it 

helps to create the conditions for a more locally accountable and more effective 

system of governance (Morgan 2006: 193-194). 
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A total of eight RDAs were created, tasked with promoting employment, business 

efficiency, innovation and competitiveness along with coordinating economic 

development and regeneration within their respective regions (Webb and Collis 2000; 

Goodwin et al. 2002; Jones 2004; Pearce 2008).  Overall, proponents argued that the 

devolution of economic governance to the RDAs would create new institutions for the 

English regions to “punch their weight in the global market place” (Jones 2004: 178 

quoting the DETR).  

 

2.3.4 New Regionalism Critique 

‘New regionalism’ is not without its critics.  In his well-known and sharp assessment, 

John Lovering (1999) distinguishes between sophisticated and vulgar versions of 

economic ‘new regionalism’.  According to Lovering (1999) the former refers to the 

‘careful theoretical work’ and rigorous examinations of “hypothetical possibilities, 

typically including the possible role of untraded interdependencies, reflexive governance, 

‘trust’, the motors of territorial industrial clusters, networks etc.” (384).    By contrast, the 

latter takes into account research, which “illegitimately assumes that abstract theoretical 

categories can be straightforwardly translated into real-world empirics” (384).  Lovering 

(1999) also describes this body of work as “a set of stories about how parts of a regional 

economy might work, placed next to a set of policy ideas which might just be useful in 

some cases” (384, original emphasis).  Included in his criticisms are the implications of 

placing competitiveness at the level of a region versus the firm.  He further argues that 

much of this work confuses “development in a region with the development of a region” 

(384, original emphasis). 
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Other scholars provide more sympathetic critiques (Harrison 2006; MacLeod 

2001) in addition to those highlighted by Lovering.  For example, a number of scholars 

take issue with the relative silence paid to the state and political strategy in shaping the 

new regional institutions and spaces of governance (Jones 2001; MacLeod and Jones 

2001; Jones 2004; Harrison 2008b MacKinnon 2009).  As Goodwin et al. (2005) explain, 

the lack of attention to the role of the state  

might not be surprising given the heavy emphasis within this research on supply-

side innovation and the replacement of formalized government with less formal 

networks of partnership and governance, but one still needs to understand how the 

state helps to produce, reproduce and articulate these new sites and scales of 

economic governance (423). 

 

Moreover, although ‘new regionalism’ has led to a regional resurgence, it often treats the 

region as an “object of mystery” (Harrison 2006: 26; see also Lovering 1999; for an 

exception see Cooke and Morgan 1998; Morgan 2004) and the state is also often treated 

as being in perpetual decline (Harrison 2008b; MacLeod 2001; Lovering 1999; 

MacKinnon 2009).  As a policy approach, Markey et al. (2007) also caution, “devolution 

to regional development authorities may create a democratic deficit where un-elected 

individuals determine regional priorities” (74).  I turn now to a discussion of research that 

is calling for a “new research agenda in which the politics of regional development are 

given much more prominence than they were in the 1990s” (Morgan 2004: 877). 

 

2.4 A POLITICS OF REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT APPROACH 

These critiques surrounding both state and new regionalism perspectives led to calls for a 

new research agenda premised on the politics of regional development by a number of 

critical geographers (MacLeod and Goodwin 1999a; 1999b; MacLeod 2001; MacLeod 
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and Jones 2001; MacKinnon et al. 2002; Cumbers et al. 2003; Morgan 2004).  This 

research agenda often involves more engagement with questions of how and why regions 

are produced and reproduced.  As Cumbers et al. (2003) argue, “studies of regional 

economic development need to be informed by a much stronger sense of politics, 

assessing the specific ways in which regions are produced and reproduced through the 

actions of particular social groups and institutions” (337).  Jones and MacLeod (1999) 

also put forward the notion of engaging with “the relationships between state strategy, 

scale, and political representation” (308).  Likewise, MacLeod and Goodwin (1999a) 

advocate for an approach that appreciates the role of “the wider politics of representation 

and the active processes of state restructuring and political strategizing through and 

around which economic development is itself constituted” (700).  This lies at the heart of 

my thesis research interest. 

 To emphasize the politics of regional development initiatives, I explore literature 

on the conceptualization of regions, the role of the state and political strategy, and 

regional responses through regionalism.  These themes are important in demonstrating 

the complexity through and around which regional development is constituted.  This is 

important because it recognizes regional development as a response to both economic 

circumstances and political tensions. 

 

2.4.1 Conceptualizing Regions 

As noted, one of the shortcomings with contemporary research on regional development 

is a lack of critical engagement with questions of how and why regions are produced and 

reproduced.  As Ansi Paasi (2001) argues at length, 
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While the perspectives of authors may vary from the questions of economy 

(knowledge economy, economic restructuring) to the questions of 

administration/governance, from culture and identity to the roles of new institutions 

in regional development, one suggestion that can be made is that the region 

should not be regarded merely as a passive medium in which social action takes 

place.  Neither should it be understood as an entity that operates autonomously 

above human beings.  Regions are always part of this action and hence they are 

social constructs that are created in political, economic, cultural and 

administrative practices and discourse.  Further, in these practices and discourses 

regions may become crucial instruments of power that manifest themselves in 

shaping the spaces of governance, economy and culture (Paasi 2001: 16, emphasis 

added). 

 

As a concept, regions have had a longstanding tradition in geography (see Livingstone 

1992) with a multitude of meanings and conceptualizations about how they are produced 

(see also Harrison 2008a; Paasi 2009a; MacKinnon 2009). 

In regional geography, Ansi Paasi (1986; 1996; 2002; 2003; 2009a; 2009b; 2010; 

2011) is at the forefront of work on the conceptualization of regions.  His research 

identifies several detailed classifications of regions that geographers have employed.  

These include the prescientific concept of region, discipline-centred interpretations, and 

critical interpretations.  In the first category, regions are largely ‘taken-for-granted’ or as 

a “practical, unreflected choice by the researcher” (Paasi 1996: 95, original emphasis).  

As a discipline-centred interpretation, the region is constructed by the researcher and 

used as a tool to classify or characterize various phenomena.  The final category takes 

into account more critical approaches associated with a ‘new regional geography’ 

including regions as a constituent of the life-world; a manifestation of capital 

accumulation; a setting for social practice; and as a historically contingent process (see 

Paasi 1996: 96; MacLeod 2001). 
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This ‘new regional geography’
9
 emerged in the mid-1970s and 1980s in response 

to: advances in social theory (Gilbert 1988); criticism over the chorographic tradition in 

regional geography (Pudup 1988); discontent with the still-dominant quantitative 

revolution (Paasi 2009a; MacKinnon 2009); and as economic growth started to unravel 

economic and regional geographers turned to more critical insights from the political 

economy tradition to understand the unfolding economic crisis.  This transformation 

included a more theoretical orientation, an emphasis on historical approaches, and a shift 

to understanding the social, cultural, and institutional practices inherent in the production 

of regions (Paasi 2009a; MacKinnon 2009).   

Paasi’s (1986) work on the institutionalization of regions provides a strong 

illustration of a more critical regional perspective.  In Paasi’s framework the region is 

understood as a historically contingent process that is produced and reproduced through 

the actions of individuals and institutions.  As Paasi (1986; 2009b) argues, regions are 

perpetually becoming versus just being.  In fact, this approach recognizes  

...regions as social constructs that do not rise in a vacuum but that are made in 

broader social practice – regions are hence contested results of power relations.  

Such approaches challenge traditional ideas of regions as given, bounded, 

ahistorical entities that have a specific essence and a permanent identity (Paasi 

2009b: 133). 

 

His theoretical framework – the institutionalization of regions – emphasizes four stages 

that can occur in any order or even simultaneously.  They are: territorial shape; symbolic 

shaping; institutional shaping; and establishment (Paasi 1986).   

                                                 
9
 Anne Gilbert (1988) identified three views within this ‘new’ approach.  The first is a political-economy 

approach grounded in Marxism, which viewed the region as a “local response to capitalist processes”.  The 

second emerged from insights in cultural geography emphasizing the region as a “focus of identification”.  

The final approach sees the region as a “medium for social interaction” and borrows from advances in 

social theory (209-213). 
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 The territorial shape refers to the emergence of boundaries, which can be soft 

(virtually open and irrelevant) or hard (nearly closed and significant).  Delimiting 

boundaries is usually a disputed process and is often based on a variety of political, 

economic, cultural, and administrative processes. Symbolic shaping involves creating a 

name and symbols that signify the region and regional identity.  This reinforces the 

existence of a particular region and is usually a reflection of historical, cultural and 

political interests.  In the third stage, institutional shaping, informal and formal 

institutions are created.  This might include informal institutions like habits, dialects, 

and/or regional ways of doing things or formal institutions like political and/or social 

organizations.  Meanwhile the fourth stage, the establishment of the region, 

acknowledges the region as part of a larger spatial and social consciousness. According to 

Paasi, once a region is established it becomes discursively reproduced and a site for 

confrontation over power and resources (see Paasi 1986; 2009b).   

Paasi (2003; 2009b) also uses the regional consciousness and the identity of a 

region to understand the complexities of region-building.  This identity of a region 

includes the symbols, discourses, classifications and signs based on nature, culture, 

people, and economy that are used to distinguish a region from others (Paasi 2003; 

2009b; Jones and MacLeod 2004).  Paasi also uses the term regional consciousness of 

individuals
10

 to refer to the “personal and collective spatial practices and experiences of 

actors, mainly inside but also outside the region, normally framed by institutionalized 

power geometries” (Jones and MacLeod 2004: 437). 

                                                 
10

 Paasi makes an analytical distinction between regional consciousness and regional identity because the 

later often leads to anthropomorphic assumptions that regions can act (see also Jones and MacLeod 2004). 
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Over the last decade, the emergence of a relational approach has generated a new 

way of thinking about regions based on the pioneering work of Doreen Massey, John 

Allen and Allan Cochrane (see for example Allen et al. 1998).  It draws on insights from 

actor-network theory and post-structuralism and rejects the idea that regions are territorial 

and bounded.  Rather, this approach reimagines regions as open and relational 

(MacKinnon 2009).  As Allen et al. (1998) argue, “an adequate understanding of the 

region and its futures can only come through a conception of places as open, 

discontinuous, relational and internally diverse” (143).  Allen et al.’s (1998) influential 

book, Rethinking the Region, is an exploration into the nature of neo-liberal growth while 

grappling with the question of what and when was the south east in England?  They argue 

that drawing precise boundaries is an invitation for misunderstandings about the 

coherence of social relations within the region.  As they detail, during the 1980s the south 

east was perceived as the neo-liberal heartland.  However this overshadowed a 

discontinuity whereby some parts of the ‘region’ where included in this growth while 

other were excluded and the dynamics often stretched beyond the formal boundaries of 

what was perceived to be the south east. 

This relational turn to conceptualizing regions has sparked a wider debate 

between territorial/scalar and relational/networked approaches.  As MacKinnon (2009) 

explains, relationalist approaches “[...]offer merely a mirror image or flip side, 

privileging relational over territorial understandings rather than vice versa” (234).  Yet a 

number of researchers see the value of both a territorial and relational perspective and 

that ultimately it is not an either or decision (Paasi 2009b; Jones and MacLeod 2004; 
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MacLeod and Jones 2007; Jones 2009; Hudson 2007; Morgan 2007; Harrison 2008a).  As 

Hudson (2002) suggests, 

... the degree to which regions are regarded as closed, continuous and bounded or as 

open, discontinuous and permeable is perhaps best regarded as a matter to be 

resolved ex post facto and empirically rather than a priori and theoretically (quoted 

in Jones and MacLeod 2004: 448). 

 

Jones (2004) further contends that “...we should not be forced to adopt a ‘networks versus 

territories’ scenario” (183).  In many cases as Jones and MacLeod (2004: 437) argue, key 

agents like politicians, policy-makers, regional actors, and individuals often ‘imagine and 

identify’ with a specific ‘bounded’ region.  Thus, as Harrison (2008a) identifies, 

relational perspectives provide valuable insights when they focus on economic 

exchanges, however, “[...] they ‘bend the stick too far’ when it comes to spaces of 

political regionalism where ‘political action’ is mobilized territorially” (original emphasis 

821). 

 

2.4.2 Unpacking the Role of the State and Political Strategy  

A number of UK authors also argue that more attention is needed on the role of the state 

and political strategy in producing “new sites and scales of economic governance” 

(Goodwin et al. 2005: 424).  To address these concerns a number of scholars in the UK 

are using insights from state theory to explore the politics of regional economic 

development.  This research is a reflection of the intense political and economic 

restructuring that unfolded in the UK over the last several decades.  This includes the 

creation of the Scottish Parliament and elected Assemblies for Wales, Northern Ireland 

and London along with the RDAs for the English regions.  As Harrison (2008b) explains, 

this research acknowledges that the rise of ‘new institutional spaces’ (Jones 1999) and 
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‘new regional spaces’ (MacLeod 2001; Brenner 2004) are “not necessarily or purposively 

at the expense of the state” (935) but by the restructuring and rescaling of state power.  

To understand the “processual nature of state activity” (Goodwin et al. 2006: 981) 

and the state as a “political process in motion” (Peck 2001b: 449) a number of British 

geographer’s (Goodwin et al. 2005; MacLeod and Goodwin 1999a; 1999b; Jones 2001) 

have turned their attention to the writings of Bob Jessop (1990; 1997; 2001; 2002; 2008) 

on state theory and the strategic-relational approach (SRA).  In the introduction to State 

Power (2008), Jessop explains that the intent of his writing is to provide a theoretically 

informed and critical account of the changing political economy of the post-war British 

state within its broader economic, political and socio-cultural context.   

As Goodwin et al. (2006) explain state restructuring varies based on the specific 

cultural, political, economic and social forces that produce distinctive national responses.  

However, they see value in the SRA “as a way of examining the political geographies of 

all states” (993; see also Pemberton and Goodwin 2010).  The SRA reflects an attempt to 

move away from the functionalism and class-reductionism that plagued earlier writings 

on state theory (Jonas et al. 2003; Cumbers et al. 2003).  Within this approach, the state is 

not treated as a simple entity but rather the state is a social relation and can be viewed “as 

the site, the generator and the product of strategies” (Jessop 1990: 260).   

In explaining each of these points further, Jessop draws our attention to the 

strategic nature of the state.  As the site of political strategies Jessop (1990) uses the 

concept of strategic selectivity or a state whose internal structure and method of operating 

is more accessible to some types of political strategies over others.  Essentially this 

means that, 
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particular forms of economic and political system privilege some strategies over 

others, some spatial scales over others access by some forces over others, some 

interests over others, some time horizons over others, some coalitions possibilities 

over others (1997: 63). 

 

The state is also the generator of political strategies.  Here Jessop (1990) highlights the 

importance of studying the various strategies and tactics that state politicians and officials 

develop to enforce a certain degree of coherence on state activities.  The state can also be 

understood as the product of political strategies as “the structure and modus operandi of 

the state system can be understood in terms of their production in and through past 

political strategies and struggles” (original emphasis Jessop 1990: 261).  Thus, the 

present structure and form of the state is partly a reflection of past strategies and struggles 

or as Jessop describes “past patterns of strategic selectivity and the strategies adopted for 

its transformation” (original emphasis 1990: 261).   

Overall, when the state is viewed in relational terms “state power reflects the 

prevailing balance of forces as this is institutionally mediated through the state apparatus” 

(Jessop 2002: 40).  The state, then,  

has no power – it is merely an institutional ensemble; it has only a set of 

institutional capacities and liabilities which mediate that power; the power of the 

state is the power of the forces acting in and through the state.  These forces include 

state managers as well as class forces, gender groups as well as regional interests, 

and so forth (Jessop 1990: 269-270). 

 

Furthermore, the strategic nature of the state illustrates that the state, as well as the 

policies and activities that are pursued through it (Goodwin et al. 2006; Pemberton and 

Goodwin 2010), “constitutes a terrain upon which different political forces attempt to 

impart a specific strategic direction to the individual or collective activities of its different 

branches” (Jessop 1990: 268).  Thus, as Goodwin et al. (2006) using insights from 

Brenner (2004) explain, political forces which are capable of acting ‘in and through’ the 
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state will try to create a variety of strategies “intended to harness state institutions 

towards particular socio-economic projects” (Brenner 2004: 87). 

Jones (1997; 1999) uses the SRA in his work on the emergence of Training and 

Enterprise Councils in the UK to address the ‘regulation enigma’ – “the difficulty of using 

regulation theory to explain local transformation” (Jones 1999: 37).  For Jones (1999),  

this approach allows for detailed studies on the institutional specifics of particular 

state regimes to be undertaken.  Combining these strengths in and through a 

regulation approach (RA), in contrast to a rigid macro-level regulation theory, 

Jessop’s work has great value of exploring the national construction and local 

operation of economic governance (38). 

 

Likewise Cumbers et al. (2002) believe that this approach to theorizing the state and 

political strategy addresses “both the neglect of politics within first and second generation 

regulation theories … and the functionalism of earlier generations of Marxist state 

theory” (335).  They further argue that when the state is viewed as a social relation it 

highlights the “dialectical interplay between state forms and the strategies of various 

social groups” (335).  This in turn shifts our attention to the relationship between “wider 

regulatory mechanisms and specific social and political interests within regions” 

(Cumbers et al. 2004: 335). 

MacLeod and Goodwin (1999b) note “this stress on politics and political strategy 

is also useful in avoiding the dangers of economism” (516).  They further argue that it is 

enticing to use economic changes to explain shifts in the nation state, “however, there 

could well be political reasons prompting such institutional redesign” (516).  Cumbers et 

al. (2003) further argue that this approach “[…] provides a set of conceptual tools for 

analyzing agency and political strategy across space[…]” (335).  Jones et al. (2005) also 

argue that “Jessop’s understanding of the state as strategic – or, in other words, as a site, 
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generator, and product of specific strategies that are relational – is illustrative of a state 

that is a ‘political process in motion’ [using Peck 2001b: 449]” (339).   

As noted, a number of researchers have turned to the SRA for insights into the 

role of the state and political strategy in the production of new institutions, spaces and 

scales of governance (Jones 1997; MacLeod and Goodwin 1999a; 1999b; MacKinnon 

2000; Brenner 2004; Jonas et al. 2003; Goodwin et al. 2005; 2006; Pemberton and 

Goodwin 2010).  For example, in his seminal work – New State Spaces (NSS) – Neil 

Brenner (2004) spatially re-theorizes the SRA approach in his discussion of the territorial 

and scalar transformation of the state under contemporary capitalism.  Based on insights 

from Jessop, he introduces the concepts of state spatial projects and state spatial 

strategies.  The former refers to the internal scalar division of administration within the 

state (i.e. subnational, provincial, regional, municipal, local) while the latter refers to the 

geographies of state interventions and policies (Brenner 2004).   

He then uses this ‘strategic-relational-spatial’ framework of state theory to 

examine the postwar political-economic geographies of state restructuring in Western 

Europe (93).  He traces the spatially selective political strategies under Fordist-

Keynesianism designed to manage uneven development and the variety of post-

Keynesian competitive state measures focused on territorial competitiveness.  While 

Brenner’s work is highly informative and influential it does lack a discussion on the 

“actual politics behind state intervention” and is “curiously devoid of process, especially 

those around contestation, resistance, and political struggles” (Goodwin 2006: 2194).  

MacKinnon and Shaw (2010) also note that the NSS approach tends to privilege the 
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broader processes of state restructuring versus the politics of restructuring in particular 

spaces.   

Goodwin et al. (2006; see also 2005) use the SRA to examine the new 

institutional geographies of state restructuring and devolution in the UK.  For them, the 

SRA can “be utilized to seriously examine the territorial and institutional contexts of state 

power” (982). These authors focus specifically on the factors shaping economic 

governance since devolution using three examples, including: Education and Learning 

Wales; the East Midlands RDA in England; and Invest in Northern Ireland.  Through 

these examples they are able to explore how the “shape and form of the new 

organizations that emerged in each territory was an open political question” (983). 

In a recent paper, Pemberton and Goodwin (2010) also use the SRA to examine 

the changing structures and institutions of rural local governance using a case study of 

Ceredigion County Council in West Wales.  They explore the changing structures and 

institutions of local government and the shifting state strategies of social groups and 

political forces in this rural area.  Their research demonstrates the interplay between local 

state restructuring and political strategies.  As they explain, “the changing institutions of 

the state have both informed, and been informed by, the emergence of new political 

forces and strategies” (282). 

Jones (2001) further calls for a closer engagement with state theory in his work 

examining the emergence of the RDAs in England.  He argues that “by unpacking the 

role of the state in economic development, and specifically untangling the hierarchies of 

different power relations associated with this initiative, RDAs are presented as part of a 

political strategy aimed at rescaling, instead of resolving, an economic and democratic 
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deficit” (1187). After discussing the central ideas behind the ‘new regionalism’, Jones 

details the emergence of England’s RDAs to highlight a number of contradictions, 

tensions, and weaknesses.  He questions the territorial basis of the RDAs and the 

delimitation of their boundaries, which was state-driven and top-down, essentially 

“treating regional spaces as given, and not examining their multiple constitution” (1197). 

A number of researchers, including Jones (2001), also highlight the disjuncture 

between the modest power (authority and fiscal capacity) given to the RDAs and their 

significant responsibilities (Morgan 2006; Jones 2004).  Devolving economic governance 

to RDAs also poses the risk of blaming the region or ‘victim’ for continued economic 

challenges (Hudson 2005) and can “...absolve the central government of its 

responsibilities for spatial equity” (Pike and Tomaney 2009: 29).  It also provides an 

opportunity for the state to decentralize ‘less gratifying functions’ or insulate the state 

from regional pressures (Keating 1997a: 387).  Jones (2001) also identifies the lack of 

accountability with boards that are appointed by and accountable to the Secretary of the 

State. Hudson (2006; 2007) further cautions against overemphasizing the extent to which 

the ‘power to decide’ has really been transferred to regions.  He also underlines the fact 

that the state still has the authority and power to decide the extent of devolution and how 

it unfolds.  

By paying closer attention to the state, it is clear that the state still provides the 

“institutional conditions or atmosphere for economic development” (Jones 2001: 1201-

1202).  As Jones and MacLeod (1999) highlight it is essential to understand and 

recognize “the key role performed by the national state in delimiting the spatial 

boundaries, operational parameters and key actors out of which the new regionalism is 
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being forged” (308).  RDAs are also seen as part of a political strategy or “institutional 

sites through which national state power, defined as the ability to exercise intervention 

through a territorial programme of action (the regionalist project), can be realized” 

(Jones 2001: 1203).  However Harrison (2008b) argues, this approach risks “[...] easily 

swinging the pendulum back too far in the direction of the state” just as the new 

regionalism had swung the pendulum “[...] too far in the direction of the region” (926).   

 

2.4.3 Plural Approaches: State Regionalization and Grassroots Regionalism  

In response to this overtly state driven research agenda a number of British geographer’s 

have turned their attention to more pluralized approaches (Jones and MacLeod 1999; 

2001; 2004; Jones 2004; Harrison 2008b).
11

  Gordon MacLeod and Martin Jones best 

articulate this approach, combining state thinking with insights from regional geography 

and political regionalism. Their work highlights the role of regional contestation, 

resistance and political struggle in the governance of regional development.  They use the 

concepts of regionalization and regionalism to examine the politics of regional 

governance in England.   

 The process of regionalization considers the regional institutions and regional 

spaces like the RDAs created by the state.  It also considers the emergence of regional 

economic spaces within globalization and the rescaling of state power and takes into 

account the political construction of regions by state personnel for coordinating and 

delivering policies and economic development strategies (Jones and MacLeod 2004; 

                                                 
11

 Cooke and Morgan (1998) also distinguish between regionalization and regionalism in their work on the 

associational economy. 
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Jones 2004).  They use a variety of regionalisms to reflect the historically contingent 

connections between territory and identity.   

 For example, Jones (2004) uses this pluralized approach to examine the territorial 

restructuring of the state and the rise of grassroots regional movements specifically in the 

East Midlands of England. Empirically, Jones (2004) traces the state-driven 

regionalization attempts or institutional developments in the East Midlands over the past 

50 years.  This included, ‘economic planning regions’ “where the state constructed and 

managed ‘problem regions’ through the spatial targeting of assistance to address the 

unevenly developing capitalist space economy” (164) to the devolved Regional 

Development Agencies.   

He then describes the development, focus, strategies and achievements of civil 

society regionalism
12

 or grassroots regional movements, divorced from existing political 

institutions, in the East Midlands.  For example, the Movement for Middle England 

began as a regional justice movement in the late 1980s, founded on devolving power 

from central government to the ‘people of England’.  He traces the evolution of this 

movement into its current incarnation known as Devolve!, an organization focused on 

regional devolution, democratic devolution, cultural devolution and economic devolution. 

Jones (2004) then demonstrates how this regional movement dropped its territorial claim 

to the Midlands and moved towards an interterritorial approach.  This approach was 

designed to “provide more meaningful engagements with policy-makers, practitioners 

                                                 
12

 Jones (2004) uses the phrase civil society to focus outside the state on more bottom-up “grassroots 

regional movements as incipient ‘secession groups’ – groups which have mostly turned their back on 

mainstream political parties, operate within the shadow of conventional politics and prefer to pursue more 

unconventional ways of making themselves heard” (163). 
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and civic regionalists involved in campaigns for elected regional government across 

England” (178, original emphasis).   

Through these examples, Jones (2004) highlights the struggle to “challenge the 

emerging political systems in England’s regions” (182).  By distinguishing between the 

different processes of regionalisation and regionalism Jones (2004) also provides “a way 

of analyzing the contestation and mobilization of regions” (160). It also highlights the 

contested nature of regional development where state regionalization strategies meet 

grassroots regional movements. The example of Devolve! also engages with debates 

between relational and territorial approaches.  Within this debate, Jones (2004) argues, 

We should not be forced to adopt a ‘network versus territories’ scenario.  On the 

one hand, networks should not be seen as non-spatial and without ‘geographical 

anchors’ and, on the other hand, territories and scales should not be viewed as 

closed and static: they are deeply processual and practical outcomes of strategic 

initiatives undertaken by a wide range of bounded and unbounded social forces 

(183, original emphasis). 

 

He further sees value in an approach that “recognises bounded and unbounded 

confrontations, struggles and compromises that occur within territory” (Jones 2004: 183). 

In other work, Jones and MacLeod (2004) investigate the ‘institutionalization of 

England’s Southwest region’.  In this work, they draw on insights from Paasi (2003; 

2009b) on regional consciousness and the identity of a region to understand the 

complexities of region-building.  Jones and MacLeod (2004) argue that this perspective 

helps us untangle the ‘contested narratives of regional identity’ (438) by bringing to the 

forefront political agency and social power.  It also places an emphasis on contestation 

and highlights the variety of territorial claims that can emerge within a region.  More 

importantly, Jones and MacLeod (2004) stress the need to understand “precisely how 

certain regional activists and alliances endeavour to mobilize a ‘regional interest’, often 
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one that prioritizes sectional interests but in the name of ‘the region’ as a whole” (437).  

Thus, placing a stronger emphasis on political agency and contestation in the governance 

of regional development. 

 Through their empirical work, Jones and MacLeod (2004) first trace the 

characterization of England’s ‘territorial enigma’ or the lack of a territorial emphasis.  

They then describe the emergence of New Labour’s state-driven regionalization through 

the creation of England’s Regional Development Agencies (RDAs).  While in opposition, 

the ‘region’ had been an important space for New Labour’s political strategizing 

especially in response to the Conservative ‘quangos’ or “unelected centrally appointed 

agencies of governance” (438).  Regions subsequently found a place in New Labour’s 

election platform, which proposed a Regional Development Agency for every English 

region.  The RDAs were marketed on an economic dividend designed to promote growth 

and competitiveness. 

Jones and MacLeod (2004) then turn to the struggles of institutionalizing the 

South West of England due to ‘insurgent’ regionalisms competing for their visions of 

economic development and political representation.  They provide examples of the 

alternative political geographies that exist within the South West including Cornwall and 

Wessex.  Some Cornish view Cornwall as a separate Celtic nation, like Scotland or 

Wales, with a distinct history, flag and language.  Opposition against New Labour’s 

regionalization has been led by Mebyon Kernow, a grassroots regional movement based 

on cultural rights combined with strategies for economic development.  Jones and 

MacLeod (2004) discuss the history and tactics of Mebyon Kernow and explain how it is 

committed to establishing an elected Assembly for Cornwall versus the South West.  
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Meanwhile in Wessex, the territory was split between two RDAs with little thought given 

to questions of regional boundaries and identity.  Regionalism in Wessex, in comparison, 

lacks the membership and credibility of the Cornish activists.   

Conscious of these internal divisions, the Campaign for the English Regions (a 

national regional lobby organization) funded a development officer to support a South 

West-wide movement aligned with the RDA boundaries.  Jones and MacLeod (2004) 

further trace the territorial tensions that ensued between the various regional activists.   

Overall, this work illustrates the tensions that arise when regionalization meets 

regionalism over territorial shape, political representation, and economic development.  It 

also highlights the alternative political geographies that exist within a ‘region’ and it 

raises fundamental questions about which regional activists can claim to legitimately 

represent a region and at what scale.  As Jones and MacLeod (2004: 434) summarize “the 

struggle over regionalization and regionalism in the South West represents a living 

embodiment of how regions should be conceptualized as relatively permeable, socially 

constructed, politically mediated and actively performed ‘institutional 

accomplishments’”.   

In other work, MacLeod and Jones (2001) deploy Paasi’s institutionalization of 

regions framework to understand the struggles to construct ‘the North’ of England as an 

institutionalized region within Britain.  However, they also emphasize the importance of 

adding insights from geographically sensitive state theory to understand how regions are 

‘established’ through national state political strategies.  In their empirical work, they first 

discuss the emergence of the weak Northern imaginary and territorial shape in the mid-

20
th

 century with sub-regions like the North East constructed as administrative regions 
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for the central government. At the same time, a ‘regional politics of difference’ was 

emerging due to increasing economic disparities between the south and north of England.  

As MacLeod and Jones (2001) explain, “uneven regional development became something 

worth mobilising around” (683).   

They then examine the ‘Campaign for the North’, which emerged in 1977 to build 

a regional consciousness using a variety of symbolic and institutional tactics.  For 

example, it often symbolized the region “as a territory shackled and padlocked to a South 

East regional power base” with the aim of breaking these political, economic and cultural 

chains (MacLeod and Jones 2001: 684).  However, they also note the tensions that arose 

over boundaries, scale, multiple identities, and representations within the region, which 

impacted the campaign’s ability to create an effective regional mobilization.  Jones and 

MacLeod then discuss the ‘Campaign for a Northern Assembly’ in its quest to mobilize 

the cause for regional autonomy within the broader political strategies of New Labour.  

Once again issues emerged over name, boundaries, and territorial shape.  Moreover, the 

campaign was overly situated in the North East administrative unit.   

Their work highlights the cultural and territorial implications of state-driven 

regional strategies and how “regions like the North East can be ‘established’ through 

national state political imperatives” (689).  Their work also emphasizes the attempts by 

‘strategically conscious regional movements’ to establish ‘the North’ or ‘North East’ as a 

distinct region (689).  MacLeod and Jones (2001) further shed light on the need to 

identify regionally created responses to state driven regional strategies and whether these 

responses are designed to deepen a region’s institutionalization or challenge/reconstruct 

it.  This research also pays particular attention to the political strategizing through which 
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specific regional development policies and approaches are formulated.  Thus, 

highlighting the contested nature of regional development involving a variety of state and 

regional actors.  It further explores the production, reproduction and contestation of 

regions and the contested nature of regionalism.  Understanding regional development 

initiatives as politically strategic and highlighting the regional responses is central to this 

research.  

 

2.5 SUMMARIZING MY APPROACH 

My approach to this research is to derive insights from recent work on regional 

development and political economic restructuring from the UK and Europe but always 

with an eye on the unique Canadian political and economic context.  As noted earlier in 

this chapter, regions and regionalism have always shaped Canadian politics and policies. 

That being said, interest in regional development as an academic pursuit in Canada has 

significantly slowed over the last several decades. A reinvigorated debate, taking into 

account the new regional institutional spaces of regional development in Canada, is 

greatly needed.  Empirically, there is little in-depth critical research on regional 

development and regionalism in Northern Ontario.  

 Borrowing insights from Ansi Paasi, I understand regions as historically 

contingent and “contested social processes” (Paasi 1991; 2009c: 467).  As Paasi (2009c) 

further describes, 

These processes, inherent motives and power relations may be based on economy, 

politics, culture or administration, and may ‘originate’ from the ‘region’ in question 

or from outside it, and they may come together in unique ways in each region-

building process (467).  
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His work also explains (1986; 2009b) how regions are perpetually becoming versus just 

being.  Paasi’s work will be useful in explaining how Northern Ontario has been 

produced and contested, especially in terms of the territorial shape or boundaries of the 

region.  His work also provides insights on regional consciousness and the identity of a 

region to understand the complexities of region-building. 

I also draw on insights from Jessop (see earlier discussion) to understand the state 

as a social relation that can be viewed “as the site, the generator and the product of 

strategies” (Jessop 1990: 260).  As Jones (2001) explains, by unpacking the role of the 

state in regional development, initiatives like RDAs and regional policies can then be 

viewed as part of a state political strategy.   In the case of Northern Ontario, this approach 

will provide a lens to view provincial and federal regional development policies and 

institutions in the region as a political strategy designed to manage economic disparities 

and territorial politics.  Also important is the emphasis on politics and political strategy as 

described by MacLeod and Goodwin (1999b). This approach avoids using only economic 

shifts to explain state restructuring and changes in regional development initiatives. 

Rather, the focus is on the key regional development moments situated within the broader 

processes of political and economic restructuring.  

I also adopt the idea of grassroots regionalism to explore the regional movements, 

contestation, resistance and political struggles involved in regional development.  

Tomaney (2009) provides a more detailed description of regionalism, which he argues is 

a process that is continuously being “formed and reformed, negotiated and manipulated, 

promoted and contested” (294).   He further explains, “if regions are social constructions, 

regionalism is a form of social, cultural, and political identification”.  It is associated with 
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the production or protection of an identity and a consciousness [see earlier discussion by 

Paasi] attached to a particular territory within a nation-state” (294).  Thus, Tomaney 

(2009) describes regionalism as ‘performative’ and seeking “to achieve legitimacy for 

definitions of boundaries and to obtain approval for this definition in cultural and 

political, and popular and official understandings” (294).   

As Jones and MacLeod (2001; 2004) describe, grassroots regionalism is often a 

contested process with competing visions of economic development and regional 

interests.  As noted in the provincial Norths, conflict and tension is also caused by: 

cultural differences (i.e. between non-Native and First Nations communities); labour 

versus capital; and the structure of the resource economy that traditionally failed to 

encourage intra-regional cooperation (Markey et al. 2009).  However, as MacLeod and 

Jones (2001) depict a ‘regional politics of difference’ premised on economic disparities 

becomes an issue worth mobilizing around.   In the provincial Norths literature, a 

collective frustration with sporadic government policy prescriptions along with feelings 

of abandonment has also created an emerging sense of regional unification (Summerville 

and Poelzer 2005; Markey et al. 2009). 

MacLeod and Jones (2001) further underscore the need to understand the tensions 

that arise when state strategies meet grassroots regionalism over territorial shape, political 

representation, and economic development.  They seek to know whether these responses 

are designed to challenge or reconstruct these strategies.  They also share a similar 

perspective with Canadian research that depicts the contested nature of regional 

development between state actors and regional interests.  This research, thus, 

demonstrates the messy and complex politics of regional development initiatives situated 
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within the broader processes of state restructuring.  It also offers insights into the political 

construction of regions and the contested nature of grassroots regionalism. 
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CHAPTER THREE  

 

Fielding the North:  

Research Design and Methods 

 

In Chapter Two, I outlined the key areas of literature that inform this research.  In this 

chapter, I describe the research design and methods used to address the main research 

questions that drive this study: 

(1) How and why have federal regional development initiatives in Northern Ontario 

changed since the 1960s? 

 What are the key moments? 

 Who are the key actors? 

 What are the impacts of political and economic restructuring? 

 How and why have these initiatives been contested? 

 How do they define Northern Ontario? 

 

(2) How and why have provincial regional development initiatives in Northern 

Ontario changed since the 1960s? 

 What are the key moments? 

 Who are the key actors? 

 What are the impacts of political and economic restructuring? 

 How and why have these initiatives been contested? 

 How do they define Northern Ontario? 

 

(3) What are the regional responses? 

 What does regionalism in Northern Ontario look like? 

 Who is involved? 

 How does this regionalism contest and shape regional development 

initiatives? 

 

I first discuss the importance of using case studies in qualitative research and in particular 

research on regions and regional development.  Next I detail the data collection methods 

and analysis process, which includes: fifty-five key informant interviews; in-depth 

provincial and federal government policy research; and policy and theoretical insights 

from ten key informants in Northeast England and Wales.  I then explore my positionality 
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as an insider from Northern Ontario and I conclude this chapter with a discussion of 

interviewing political ‘elites’ and the politics of timing. 

 

3.1 QUALITATIVE CASE STUDY 

A case study is defined as “a research strategy which focuses on understanding the 

dynamics present within a single setting” (Eisenhardt 1999: 138). It often involves the 

examination of a specific place, person, group, or society and can be used for intrinsic 

exploratory, descriptive, and explanatory purposes among others (Yin 1984; Babbie 

1999; Hardwick 2009).  I initially selected Northern Ontario as an intrinsic case study 

which simply refers to the researcher having a personal or professional interest in the 

particular study (Stake 2005; Hardwick 2009).  I opted to use a case study approach 

because of its in-depth nature to explore and understand the context and processes of 

specific cases or regions. This approach also often uses multiple data collection 

techniques that for this research included a range of sources from key informant 

interviews to policy analysis (Eisenhardt 1999; Bryman et al. 2009; Hardwick 2009). 

In Canada, regional development research is often done from a national 

perspective without looking in-depth at a particular region or case study  (see for an 

exception Savoie 1997; 2006 and Bickerton 1990).   While national accounts provide 

detailed and critical insights on the state, these accounts don’t always help us in sorting 

out: 1) why particular regions are included national and sub-national in regional 

development schemes; 2) how these regions are produced, reproduced and politically 

contested; and 3) the particular politics of regional development in an everyday grounded 
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place.  These understandings can only come from an empirically rich intensive case study 

of a particular region.   

In research on the politics of Ireland’s regionalisation approach to the allocation 

of structural funds, geographer Mark Boyle (2000) suggests selecting a methodology that 

explores the “detailed contours of political contestation … telling the story in a way 

which captures the messiness of conflicts on the ground” (741).  He also argues that 

many studies that focus on political contestation lack the “nuances, emotions, passions, 

and personalities or political conflicts” (74) because of their choice of research methods.  

For Boyle, in-depth qualitative research offers the opportunity to explore a thick 

description of these struggles. 

Prominent geographers like Jamie Peck (2003) are also “unapologetic advocate[s] 

of intensive case-study research” (730) in economic geography and critical regional 

studies.  Harrison (2006) also calls for “empirically based intensive single-region case 

study research” in hopes that it will “offer the capacity to allow one to analyse the 

multidimensional policy trajectories and multiscalar linkages (and interlinkages) 

occurring in and through regions” (40).   Likewise, MacLeod and Jones (2001) stress a 

reflexive analysis of particular regions “within the context of their very cultural, political, 

and academic conception” (677).  

Qualitative approaches, like case studies, have attracted criticisms in critical 

regional studies and economic geography.  For example, in her seminal piece on ‘fuzzy 

concepts’ Ann Markusen (2003) raises concerns over the inability of case study research 

to provide representative or generalizable findings and the challenges of replicating case-

study research.  However, as Peck (2003) argues, qualitative research methods “provide a 
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means of accessing and understanding the social world” (730).  More importantly, case 

studies are selected for their explanatory power rather than their ability to present a 

representative sample or findings that can be generalized (Peck 2003).  Thus, rather than 

abandoning qualitative approaches Peck (2003) provides a number of suggestions to help 

develop and extend case study approaches including: increased use of multi-method 

approaches including triangulating various forms of qualitative data; and more overt 

discussions about case study selection, sample size and the conditions used in data 

analysis, selection, and presentation (737). 

 

3.2 DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS  

Several data collection techniques were used to address the main research questions in 

this study.  These include: 

 Fifty-five (55) semi-structured and informal key informant interviews with 

people involved in regional development in Northern Ontario, Ontario and 

Canada;  

 Federal and Provincial government policy research, media reports, and 

documents from stakeholders; and 

 Interviews with regional development experts in the UK. 

 

In the sections that follow, I will discuss each of these techniques in detail along with 

their respective analysis process.  

 

3.2.1 Key Informant Semi-Structured Interviews 

To help answer the research questions, I conducted forty semi-structured and informal 

key informant interviews with elected officials and public servants from all three levels 

of government along with academics, and regional actors (see Table 3.1 for more details).  

I was particularly interested in people with knowledge about regional economic 
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development, government and politics, and Northern Ontario.  I identified potential key 

informants through policy reports, involvement in politics, and academic research 

interests as well as through regional development institutions and other key informants.  

While the majority of key informants had expertise in Northern Ontario, four key 

informants were selected for their knowledge of Ontario and Canadian politics and 

regional economic development.  The key informant interviews were instrumental for 

gaining insights into the ‘behind the scenes’ narratives that are absent in policy 

documents.  As one key informant (KI-23) explained there is often the stated reason 

versus what’s going on politically. 

 

Table 3.1: Description of key informants 

DESCRIPTION NUMBER 

Researchers (Northern Ontario, Provincial, and Federal) 8 

Provincial Members of Parliament (Past and Present) 6 

Provincial Public Servants (Past and Present) 7 

Federal Members of Parliament (Past and Present) 4 

Federal Public Servants (Past and Present) 6 

Regional Actors and Institutions (Chambers of Commerce; Local Elected Officials; 

Municipal Associations) 
9 

Innovation and Creativity in Northern Ontario Study (see below) 15 

TOTAL 55 

Note: Some key informants represented more than one category however they are listed in their current or 

most recent role. 

 

This research received ethics approval from the General Research Ethics Board 

(GREB) at Queen’s University on August 25
th

, 2009 (GREB ref# GGEO-093-09).  I 

started interviewing in March 2010 and over the next year travelled in excess of 5,000 
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kilometres across Ontario to conduct nearly all of the interviews in-person.  However due 

to scheduling conflicts three interviews were done over the phone.  Interviews were held 

in Toronto, Ottawa, Sudbury, North Bay, Timmins, Sault Ste. Marie, Thunder Bay, and 

Kitchener-Waterloo.  By travelling to and from these locations by car and bus I 

experienced the geographic realities that exist within this province, including vast 

distances, isolation, wildlife, and forest fires. 

Interviews ranged from thirty minutes to two hours and fifteen minutes and were 

conducted in offices, restaurants, and pubs. For the most part, the interviews were 

digitally recorded except for three informal discussions where hand written notes were 

taken.  Key informants were asked questions that fit into four general themes:  

1) Background information about their role, institution or organization;  

2) Issues and definitions of Northern Ontario;  

3) Key moments in regional economic development; and  

4) Regional development institutions and policies in Northern Ontario.   

 

This semi-structured thematic interview format enabled me to ask questions about the 

region as well as specific strategies and issues surrounding regional economic 

development.  More importantly, semi-structured interviews are often cited for their 

flexibility, openness and ability to interrogate specific decisions (Schoenberger 1991; 

Mullings 1999; Sabot 1999).  I developed three different interview guides (see Appendix 

A), which were virtually the same except for a small number of questions that catered to 

the provincial, federal or regional expertise of the key informant. 

I started with the interview guides however I quickly discovered that depending 

on the role or expertise of individual key informants, a more tailored approach was 

needed.  Key informants also had unique experiences to share about specific policies, 

strategies, institutions, and time periods which required a more flexible approach.  Thus 
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some themes were emphasized over others and customized questions were created for 

individual interviews.  Most interviews started with a discussion of Northern Ontario and 

from there the interviews often flowed like conservations.  The interviews not only 

provided valuable insights but also in some instances key informants provided me with 

supplementary position papers and unpublished documents related to regional economic 

development and Northern Ontario. 

This research also benefited from fifteen key informants including entrepreneurs 

and organizations in Northern Ontario from a study on innovation and creativity (see Hall 

and Donald 2009; 2012).  These semi-structured, thematic interviews were conducted 

over a period of two months between September 2008 and October 2008.  Results from 

this study provide a window into the regional economic development challenges and 

opportunities from the perspective of entrepreneurs and grassroots economic 

development institutions.  Key informants in this study also discussed the effectiveness of 

regional development institutions and policies as well as issues related to the region.  

These interviews bring the total number of key informants for this research to fifty-five.   

I also attended a regional economic development planning summit, Think North 

II, hosted by the Ministry of Northern Development, Mines and Forestry between June 15 

and 16, 2011.
13

  This event involved a panel of national and international experts and 

participants including regional, community, business, and political leaders.  The purpose 

of the summit was to gain international insights on best practices in regional economic 

planning with a strategic focus on building competitive advantage.  Participants were 

involved in several workshops to discuss ideas for two pilot regional economic 

development planning areas in Northern Ontario; building a Northern framework; 

                                                 
13

 Another summit was held in Thunder Bay on June 13-14, 2011. 
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fostering relationships for regional economic development; and addressing the talent 

shortage.  During the conference, I compiled detailed notes and obtained post-summit 

materials including workshop discussion notes and presentations.   

I started the interview analysis process with transcribing the interviews.
14

  As 

Oliver et al. (2005: 1273) explain transcribing is a significant part of the research process 

that can “...affect the way participants are understood, the information they share, and the 

conclusions drawn”.  For this research, I used a denaturalized transcription approach to 

focus on the actual content of the interview versus the mechanics of the interview used in 

a naturalized approach.  While the transcript still represents a verbatim account of the 

interview, it is less focussed on describing utterances and involuntary vocalizations like 

burping and coughing (Oliver et al. 2005).   I did, however, include what Oliver et al. 

(2005) describe as intentional vocalizations or response tokens like Hm, Ok, Yeah, Uh-

huh.  I also included notes on intentional laughing and gestures like slamming the table 

for emphasis.  The time needed to transcribe each interview varied depending on the 

clarity (e.g. background noise) and the speech mannerisms of the key informant (e.g. 

speed of talking).   I transcribed all the interviews in Windows Media Player because it 

allows the user to slow the speed of the interview and it provides an accessible toolbar to 

pause and resume the interview. 

 I assigned all the interviews a unique identifier.  My original intention was to 

include occupational identification like, for example, Federal Member of Parliament.  As 

the Information Letter (see Appendix A) noted the rarity of the key informant’s 

occupation might make it difficult to present the results of the interviews anonymously.  

                                                 
14

 Most of the transcribing was undertaken during the Fall of 2010 and Winter of 2011 due to my interview 

travel schedule and teaching commitments. 
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However, during several interviews concerns were raised over confidentiality and 

anonymity due to the political sensitivity surrounding some of the issues discussed.  I 

thus opted to use KI (key informant) and a number to differentiate key informants (e.g. 

KI-01) and in some instances to protect anonymity I did not attribute specific remarks or 

arguments to specific key informants.  

    I opted to do manual coding rather than using software due to personal 

preferences.  I started coding the interviews by reading through all the transcripts once to 

get a general overview.  I then read through each transcript compiling a list of descriptive 

themes.  This yielded the following six categories: 

 Northern Ontario 

 Northern issues 

 Regionalism 

 Federal regional economic development 

 Provincial regional economic development 

 Recommendations  

 

Each category was further refined to include specific themes that were further broken 

down to include more detailed opinions and perspectives. This approach enabled me to 

see the overall themes of the transcripts as well as differentiate between the multiple 

perspectives and expertise on regional economic development and regionalism in 

Northern Ontario (for an example refer to figure 3.2).  Notable quotations were also 

highlighted and categorized throughout the coding process.  These themes were also 

informed by the literature discussed in Chapter Two.  For example, themes related to the 

production and reproduction of Northern Ontario emerged from the conceptualization of 

regions literature while themes on regional development were informed by the literature 

on new regionalism, political strategy, and plural approaches.  
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Table 3.2: Coding Example 

Northern Ontario 

Boundaries 

 Parry Sound is the dividing line 

 Muskoka is the dividing line 

 Historical boundaries of Northern Ontario 

Subregional distinctions 

 Northeastern Ontario 

 Northwestern Ontario 

 Far North 

Provincial and Federal 

differences 

 Provincial definitions of Northern Ontario 

 Federal definitions of Northern Ontario 

Source: Author 2012 

 

 

3.2.2 Government Research, Media Reports, and Stakeholder Documents 

A large part of this research involves the analysis of a variety of government documents 

on the subject of regional economic development in Northern Ontario.   These include: 

legislation; policy statements; staff reports; program reviews; budget statements; 

speeches; research reports; minutes and proceedings from a number of Committees’; 

Hansard; election platforms; and annual reports.  My intent was to find key federal and 

provincial regional development moments and actors as well as gain a more in-depth 

understanding of specific initiatives in Northern Ontario.  I reviewed over 350 federal and 

provincial government sources.  These sources were used to inform the interview 

questions and select key informants.  I also used these government sources to provide 

clarification, corroborate, and expand on the interview material.  The subsequent sections 

discuss the federal and provincial government documents used in this research along with 

the media reports and stakeholder documents that were also obtained. 

 I relied on a number of federal government resources from the 1970s until the 

present for this study based on the following themes: national shifts in regional economic 
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development policy; federal initiatives in Northern Ontario; and information on FedNor.  

In May 2010, I spent several days at the Industry Canada Library in Ottawa going 

through policy documents on federal initiatives in Northern Ontario and FedNor.  As a 

result, I was able to find historical policy documents on the creation of FedNor and 

DREE policy documents on regional development in Ontario.  Through the Queen’s 

Library and the RACER interlibrary loan system I also obtained and evaluated DREE and 

DRIE reports for reference to Northern Ontario and shifts in regional development 

policies.  This included: annual reports between 1969 and 1987; the nine subsidiary 

agreements signed between Canada and Ontario during the 1970s and early 1980s; staff 

papers prepared for DREE as part of the regional development policy and program 

review; the 1973 Yellow Books and the 1979 Blue Books
15

; and a number of other DREE 

program documents and provincial reports. 

 I also analyzed four decades of the Debates of the House of Commons using the 

indexes; the Minutes of Proceedings of the Standing Committee on Regional 

Development, the Standing Committee of Regional Industrial Expansion, and the 

Standing Committee on Industry, Science and Technology; federal budgets; and throne 

speeches for relevant discussions on regional development and Northern Ontario.  While 

this was a time intensive process it provided greater clarity on the key actors and issues in 

Northern Ontario.  It also yielded insights into government policies, perspectives and 

legislation on regional development.  Other federal government documents evaluated for 

this study include: the Royal Commission on the Economic Union and Development 

Prospects for Canada; the Report of the Task Force on Regional Development 

                                                 
15

 This refers to the nickname given to yellow (1973) and blue (1979) covered DREE reviews of the 

economic circumstances and prospects in each of the provinces and for Atlantic Canada and Western 

Canada (Savoie 1992). 
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Assessment; the November 1995 Auditor General report on regional economic 

development in Canada.   I also acquired a copy of the report prepared for Prime Minister 

Brian Mulroney on the establishment of Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency (ACOA).   

 In 1987, the federal government created the Federal Economic Development 

Initiative for Northern Ontario (FedNor).  I obtained a number of FedNor documents 

including information about its initial creation from the Standing Committee on Regional 

Industrial Expansion.  I also evaluated FedNor program reviews; program evaluations; 

business plans; Industry Canada Reports on Plans and Priorities; and several private 

members bills for details on policy and program changes in Northern Ontario.  While the 

majority of this information was obtained through a number of libraries a Freedom of 

Information (FOI) request was filed with Industry Canada for information pertaining to 

FedNor. The FOI was filed on February 23
rd

, 2011 and on March 23
rd

, 2011 a notice was 

sent requesting an extension to deliver the results of the FOI due to time constraints.  The 

documents were received on April 26
th

, 2011.  A second FOI was submitted on August 

15
th

, 2011 and, after a series of extensions, it was received on January 16
th

, 2012 with one 

document excluded from disclosure. 

I also researched a number of provincial government resources from roughly the 

1960s until the present based on the following themes: provincial shifts in regional 

development policy; provincial initiatives in Northern Ontario; and information on 

regional institutions for Northern Ontario regional development.  Over the summer of 

2010, I visited the Archives of Ontario to search for specific policies, agencies and actors 

associated with regional economic development in Northern Ontario and Ontario.  A 

number of resources were found including the Leo Bernier Fonds (F 1431).  Leo Bernier 
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was the Member of Provincial Parliament for Kenora (1966-1987) and an influential 

Cabinet Minister nicknamed the ‘Emperor of the North’ for his advocacy and his role as 

minister for multiple ‘Northern’ portfolios.  I also reviewed the Design for Development 

program files for Northeastern and Northwestern Ontario along with files from the 

Northeastern and Northwestern Ontario Development Councils (Series RG 6-58).  I 

initially consulted the archives in hopes that I would gain access to historical documents 

not found through Queen’s or RACER.  I discovered a rich body of contextual evidence 

including policy documents, newspaper clippings, and speeches.  Most of this 

information is from the 1960s and 1970s and it provides historical material that couldn’t 

be garnered from the interviews. 

 I further analyzed annual reports for the Northern Ontario Heritage Fund 

Corporation (1988-present) and the estimates for the Ministry of Northern Development, 

Mines and Forestry (1977-present).  Like the federal government research, I pursued an 

extensive search through the Journals of the Legislative Assembly for key policy 

documents, cabinet reports, bills and acts pertaining to Northern Ontario.  Statements by 

the Prime Minister/Premier on regional development, election platform statements on 

Northern Ontario, provincial budgets and throne speeches were also reviewed for 

reference to regional development and Northern Ontario.  Other key reports and policies 

reviewed include the Royal Commission on the Northern Environment; reports from the 

Northeastern and Northwestern Development Councils; the Design for Development 

program; the Advisory Committee on Resource Dependent Communities in Northern 

Ontario; a Brief History of the Ministry of Northern Development; the Northwestern 

Ontario Economic Facilitator Report; and the Growth Plan for Northern Ontario.  
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I also used documents from regional stakeholders pertaining to specific policies 

and issues.  These include: policy position papers; research reports; and written 

responses.  These documents were obtained from key informants, the Internet, and the 

archives and libraries.  I also searched media reports and business magazines including 

the Sudbury Star, the Thunder Bay Chronicle Journal, the North Bay Nugget, the 

Timmins Daily Press, the Northern Life, the Toronto Star, the Globe and Mail, and 

Northern Ontario Business for articles and opinion pieces on regional issues and specific 

regional development initiatives like, for example, the creation of FedNor.   

 

3.2.3 UK Theoretical and Policy Insights  

In 2009, I spent a semester as a visiting researcher in the School of City and Regional 

Planning at Cardiff University in Wales through the Social Sciences and Humanities 

Research Council of Canada Michael Smith Foreign Study Supplement.  During this 

time, I participated in graduate courses including Perspectives on Regeneration; Local 

Economic Development; and Regional Innovation Systems.  I attended a debate on city-

regions hosted by the Institute of Welsh Affairs and went to several seminars and 

conferences including: New Planning Spaces and the New Spatial Planning; The New 

Capitalism and the Future of Policy Making and Planning; The New Capitalism and the 

Future of Work and Organization; and Exiting the Crises: Regional Development 

Priorities for the Post Recession Economy.  I also had the opportunity to travel around 

the United Kingdom and speak with eight scholars engaged in regional economic 

development research in Northeast England and Wales as well as with two regional 

development policy-makers at One Northeast and the Welsh Assembly Government.  The 
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United Kingdom academic and policy context provided a rich and theoretically advanced 

environment to engage in debates on regionalism and regional development studies, and 

this experience enabled me to gain further theoretical and policy insights for this 

research. 

 

3.3 I AM A ‘NORTHERNER’: POSITIONALITY, INSIDER RESEARCH AND BIAS 

Over the course of this research my positionality has raised interesting challenges and 

opportunities.  My positionality was obviously influenced by age and gender.  For 

example, the majority of my interviews were with middle-aged males.  Several female 

economic geographers have noted their experiences interviewing male ‘elites’ 

(Schoenberger 1991; Mullings 1999; Sabot 1999).   Like Schoenberger (1991), I suspect I 

was less threatening and perhaps intriguing as a 20-something year old female interested 

in politics and regional development.  However, I feel that my positionality was impacted 

more by my connection to Northern Ontario.  

I was born in Kirkland Lake and raised in Sudbury.  The former is a gold mining 

town approximately 8 hours (driving) north of Toronto while the latter is the largest city 

in Northern Ontario, has an economic history dominated by nickel mining, and is roughly 

4.5 hours (driving) north of Toronto.  My father and my grandfather were both involved 

in the mining industry and at a young age I became conscious of the volatile nature of the 

resource economy.  I also experienced the ever-present role of state intervention in the 

region and the insistence by regional actors that the ‘North’ was different from the rest of 

Ontario.   As my academic career unfolded I became curious to discover more about the 

character and changing nature of state intervention in the region and why the North is 
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considered different.  Thus, my research has been shaped by my connection to Northern 

Ontario and this in turn has impacted my positionality in several ways including being an 

‘insider’ and emphasizing particular identities. 

Several geographers have debated the challenges and opportunities of being a 

research insider or outsider (Herod 1999; Mullings 1999; Sabot 1999).  As Mullings 

(1999: 340) describes,  

Researchers argue that insider researchers who study a group to whom they belong, 

have an advantage because they are able to use their knowledge of the group to 

gain more intimate insights into their opinions. By contrast outsiders argue that by 

not belonging to a group under study, they are more likely to be perceived as 

neutral and therefore be given information that would not be given to an insider.   

 

While I agree with arguments on both sides of the debate, positionality is not a binary and 

advantages and disadvantages exist with being a perceived insider or outsider.  For 

example, as a researcher you might be an insider based on certain criteria but be an 

outsider on other measures (Herod 1999; Mullings 1999; Sabot 1999).   

As an insider, I was able to recognize regional tensions, nuances and perceptions 

between Northern and Southern Ontario.  For example, several years ago I was involved 

in a research project in Northern Ontario where participants requested me over other 

members of the research team because I was the ‘Northerner’.  I also encountered 

participants who would respond to questions with: ‘you wouldn’t know anything about 

that’ when talking about Northern issues because of my Southern Ontario University 

affiliation.  However, disclosing that I was from the North allowed me to connect and 

establish a good rapport to gain further insights into their views.  In this research, I was 

always asked about my connection to Northern Ontario either before or during the 

interviews.  For example KI-19 paused during the interview and asked: “Where you 
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from?”.  Key informants would also assume a shared knowledge based on being 

Northerners.  As one key informant stated: “again I’m not telling you anything you don’t 

know” (KI-14).  This would require follow-up questions for more detail versus relying on 

my assumptions.   

During the research process, I sometimes had to consciously adapt or shift my 

positionality to emphasize certain identities over others to appear less threatening 

(Mullings 1999) albeit without being dishonest.  As Herod (1999) notes, “…at some time 

and places the researcher may emphasize certain positionalities and identities and not 

others” (321).  So, for example, when interviewing key informants in Northern Ontario 

outside of Sudbury, I often mentioned that I was born in Kirkland Lake to highlight my 

connection to the smaller and more ‘Northern’ communities in the region. Sudbury is 

often seen as the ‘Toronto of the North’ because of its size, proximity to Southern 

Ontario, and its role as a regional service centre for government services, education, 

healthcare, and retail.  This was especially the case in Northwestern Ontario due to the 

extreme differences in distance between cities like Sudbury and Thunder Bay to Toronto 

or Ottawa. 

In the following chapters, it will become obvious that regional actors have a deep 

emotional attachment to Northern Ontario embodied in a regional consciousness (see 

Tuan 1974; 1977; Paasi 2003; 2009b).  Many expressed their love for the region like KI-

13 who stated: “[…] there’s…not a real logical answer except that I loved it [referring to 

Northern Ontario]”.  In many cases, interview responses and stakeholder material are 

emotionally charged like KI-34 who expressed: “They don’t give a shit!” referring to the 

provincial government.  Regional actors are also quick to defend the region.  As 
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mentioned earlier, I also have an emotional attachment to Northern Ontario that is 

reflected in my research.  As Joyce Davidson and Christine Milligan (2004) note, “our 

emotional relations and interactions weave through and help form the fabric of our 

unique personal geographies” (523).   

While my connection to Northern Ontario might raise questions about bias in this 

research, Kim England (1994) acknowledges “fieldwork is personal” and “the researcher 

cannot conveniently tuck away the personal behind the professional” (85).  She continues 

on to explain that “fieldwork is intensely personal, in that the positionality and biography 

of the researcher plays a central role in the research process, in the field as well as in the 

final text (England 1994: 87).  Thus, to combat this we need to be honest about our 

personal connections and positionalities within the research process.  Or as England 

(1999) further argues, “we need to locate ourselves in our work and to reflect on how our 

location influences the questions we ask, how we conduct our research, and how we write 

our research” (87). 

  

3.4 THE POLITICS OF INTERVIEWING POLITICAL ‘ELITES’ 

Interviewing is a common data collection technique in the social sciences to uncover 

information and the views of participants in a study. While there are a few detailed 

accounts on interviewing organizational
16

 and corporate elites in the geography literature 

(Schoenberger 1991; Herod 1999; Mullings 1999) there is a lacuna with regards to 

interviewing political ‘elites’ (see for an exception Sabot 1999; Ward and Jones 1999).  

As Lilleker (2003) explains, political ‘elites’ include elected officials, senior state 

employees, and executives of organizations that are close to the decision-making and 

                                                 
16

 As Delaney (2007) defines organizational elites hold a particular position within an organization. 
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policymaking process.  It was essential to involve political elites in this research because 

in many circumstances they are the only sources of information for understanding the 

‘behind the scenes’ narratives surrounding regional development.  As Lilleker (2003) 

argues  “much of what occurs in politics is ‘off-stage’ and is either unrecorded or it is 

locked away” (213). 

 I think a common perception when interviewing political elites is that gaining 

access will be exceedingly difficult.   I provided an introductory letter attached to a short 

email that explained who I was, the importance of this research, and I catered each email 

and letter to the individual expressing why his or her expertise was needed in this 

research.  As Delaney (2007) explains, “write that you are studying a specific topic in 

some detail, and their particular set of experiences and expertise are crucial to gaining a 

full understanding of the issue at hand” (212, original emphasis).  It also helped that in 

many cases I was travelling to specific locations to interview individuals.  I usually had 

only a few days in a particular location and for the most part key informants were willing 

to accommodate my schedule.  Whenever possible I asked the individual to suggest any 

time and place that was convenient to them.  I also found that choosing to travel to their 

location showed that I was keen to include them in my research and this willingness to 

meet them on their home turf assisted with gaining access. 

 Overall, I had no significant issues with gaining access. The only exception was 

with what I call the deferral.  I initially intended to interview key informants in Provincial 

ministries, like the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade, regarding the overall 

provincial approach to economic development. However, I was quickly referred to the 

Ministry of Northern Development and Mines due to the Northern Ontario focus of my 
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research. I had a similar experience with trying to gain a federal overview through 

Industry Canada.  This tendency to refer to the regional organizations was also discussed 

by key informants.  For example, KI-02 explained the positive and negative impacts of 

other government officials deferring to regional organizations: 

The positive being that all of those Ministries recognize that’s the lead Ministry.  

When you’re talking about Northern Ontario, those are the guys that have the lead.  

And so that’s good.  So that at least those Ministries know before they do anything 

they now understand, oh gotta touch base with that Ministry.  So that’s the positive 

of it.  The negative is, wait a minute you can’t just be oh go see…them, don’t talk to 

me. 

 

I will return to this theme in subsequent chapters. 

 As Delaney (2007) explains, another frustrating issue with interviewing 

organizational elites is the ‘spokesperson problem’ where individuals give the standard 

corporate line.  In interviewing political elites it’s the political problem where individuals 

‘toe the party line’.  This happened in a few interviews where political jabs were directed 

at the opposition and key political party moments were stressed.  Delaney (2007) offers 

some interesting words of advice: jiu-jitsu.  That is,  

using your opponent’s momentum to your own advantage.  In other words, I accept 

the fact that the interviewee will act as a spokesperson, may treat me as status 

subordinate, and may try to control the interview.  Given these tendencies, how can 

I best gain what I need from the interview? (215) 

 

Essentially, always ask for further explanation and think of ways to connect the 

discussion to your research objectives.  In the case of my research, politics is an 

important part of the story and political responses often led to findings in and of 

themselves.   

 Another challenge was the historical nature of this research.  In some instances I 

was asking key informants to discuss key policy moments from over 25 years ago.  This 
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introduces problems with accuracy over dates and names depending on how far back 

events were discussed.  In his work, Lilleker (2003) suggests corroborating facts from the 

interviews with primary and secondary sources (otherwise known as triangulation).  I 

also took this approach and when supporting sources couldn’t be found I made sure to 

note that this was based on a key informant’s recollection of that particular moment. 

Perhaps the most challenging and unanticipated aspect of this research is what 

Ward and Jones (1999) refer to as the mode of entry which is shaped by the political-

temporal contingency of research.  By this they are referring to “a political approach to 

the relations of research production, by problematizing ‘research situatedness’ vis-à-vis 

the timing of the research enquiry” (302-303).  In other words, they are discussing the 

political timing of the researcher.  In their paper, they explain the secretive nature and 

political sensitivities with researching training and enterprise councils (TECs) in the early 

stages of their creation in the early 90s.  However, five years after their formation gaining 

access was less of a challenge due to the timing of the research.  Yet by 1996 TECs were 

once again in the political limelight and researchers were experiencing issues with access 

and sensitivity.    

I also experienced issues with the provincial and federal governments due to my 

mode of entry into the political realm.  In 2007, consultations for the provincial Growth 

Plan for Northern Ontario started and the final report was released on March 4
th

, 2011.  I 

began my research interviews between the release of the draft and the final report.  While 

regional organizations and opposition elected officials were keen to talk about the 

Growth Plan, governing elected officials and public servants were more guarded about 

sharing details of the plan.  I also found that federal policies were shrouded in political 
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secrecy due to the sensitive political environment attributed to the minority government. 

Federal interviews were also sensitive due to program reviews and budget cuts.  As a 

result, interviews with public servants were done under strict conditions of anonymity 

and responses were often cautious. Unlike Ward and Jones (1999), access was only an 

issue on a few occasions.  When this did occur, I tried to find another key informant in a 

similar role. 

 

3.5 KNOWLEDGE MOBILIZATION 

In recent years, a number of geographers have expressed concerns about the policy 

relevance and policy distance of geographic research (Peck, 1999; Martin, 2001; Massey, 

2001; Dorling and Shaw, 2002; Markusen, 2003). From the onset, I decided that a policy 

brief would be an important tool in reducing policy distance.  In Chapter Eight, I discuss 

a number of policy insights and recommendations for regional development in Northern 

Ontario that were provided throughout the interview process.  These insights are 

expanded on in Appendix H (A Policy Brief for Northern Ontario).  I intend to circulate 

this policy brief with every key informant involved in this research. I will also offer to 

discuss my findings at meetings and conferences on Northern Ontario.  My hope is for 

this research and policy brief to generate critical reflection and discussion on regional 

development on Northern Ontario.   

 

3.6 SUMMARY 

In this chapter I have described the research design and methods used to address the main 

research questions that guide this study. This includes an intensive case study of Northern 
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Ontario.  I also discussed my data collection methods, such as key informant interviews, 

archival, and government research.  I then turned to a discussion of my positionality as a 

‘Northerner’ and the challenges of interviewing political elites and the politics of timing. 

I also stressed the importance of policy research in building a narrative about Northern 

Ontario and regional development. In the next chapter, I trace the politics of federal 

regional development initiatives in Northern Ontario.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

Federal Regional Development Initiatives  

in Northern Ontario 

1960s-2012 

 

Northern Ontario is for the rest of the province what the prairie West is for 

Canada…Both feel alternately neglected and exploited, and the feeling is only 

partly paranoia.  But the prairie West has provinces and a political voice; northern 

Ontario is a part, and electorally a very small part, of a province that exploits it.  

Political frustration gives northern resentment a very special bitterness (Miller 

1985: 174). 

 

This chapter outlines the history of federal regional development initiatives in Northern 

Ontario, since the 1960s, as a response to territorial politics and economic disparities.  I 

separate the federal approach to regional development into three distinct stages: national 

unity and DREE 1969-1987; decentralizing regional development to have-not regions 

1987-2009; and new regional institutional spaces 2009-2011.  More specifically, I 

describe how and why the approach has changed, the key actors, the political strategizing 

and disputes, and how Northern Ontario as a region has been produced, reproduced, and 

contested through these initiatives.  Methodologically, the first half of this chapter is 

based on archival material, newspaper articles, and government sources while the later 

half includes key informant interviews.    

 

4.1 NATIONAL UNITY AND DREE: 1960S-1987 

In this section, I explore the federal approach to regional development initiatives in 

Northern Ontario from the 1960s to 1987 within the context of shifting political and 

economic circumstances.  Far from a coherent approach, federal attempts during this time 

can be divided into four key moments: the emergence of the Department of Regional 
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Economic Expansion (DREE), the DREE Review and the Emergence of General 

Development Agreements (GDAs), the slow demise of DREE, and increasing neoliberal 

influences.  As I detail, these early attempts in Northern Ontario were minimal and they 

often followed the provincial lead on determining regional development priorities.  At the 

federal level, regional development during this time was initially designed with 

Keynesian insights and a political agenda to promote national unity.  However, the 

political and economic crisis of the 1970s led to the slow demise of DREE and the 

decline of redistributive-type regional development as a national priority. 

 

4.1.1 The Emergence of DREE in 1969 

The 1960s in Canada was an era of strong yet uneven national growth.  During this 

period, explicit redistribution initiatives were created, like Medicare and the Canada 

Pension Plan, with Keynesian-inspired policies clearly dominating federal policy 

thinking.  It is also during this time that a more concerted, albeit fragmented, federal 

effort emerged to combat regional disparities.  In the early 1960s, a number of regional 

development programs were created targeting areas of high unemployment and slow 

growth, most notably rural regions and Atlantic Canada
17

 (Savoie 1992; Higgins and 

Savoie 1997; Beaumier 1998).  Generally speaking, these regional development 

initiatives were modest, providing financial incentives to the manufacturing industry to 

locate in these regions as well as developing infrastructure.   

                                                 
17

 These initiatives include: the Agricultural Rehabilitation Development Program (ARDA) which was 

created in 1961; the Fund for Rural Economic Development (FRED) introduced for designated regions in 

1966; the creation of the Atlantic Development Board (ADB) in 1962, which administered the Atlantic 

Development Fund; and the Area Development Agency (ADA) initiated in 1963 (see Beaumier 1998; 

Savoie 1992 and 2006 for a more detailed account). 
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As Guy Beaumier (1998) explains, these early attempts lacked an overall strategy 

for regional development and coordination between federal government departments.  

This led to disorderly arrangements whereby separate federal line departments 

administered regional development programs with their provincial counterparts resulting 

in multiple federal programs and plans in the same province.  At the same time, these 

initiatives did signal a government commitment towards the value of redistributive-type 

regional development initiatives.  As Donald Savoie (2006) argues during this decade, 

“Ottawa had moved in a very dramatic fashion away from its cautious, conservative, and 

frugal approach to economic policy to a preoccupation with slow-growth regions” (84-

85).  

By 1968, this preoccupation with the fate of slow-growth regions became part of a 

federal government political agenda.  With the election of Liberal leader Pierre Trudeau 

as Prime Minister, ‘national unity in the context of a just society’ became key priorities 

for the federal government and as several researchers have noted (Savoie 1992; Higgins 

and Savoie 1997; Bickerton 1990), regional development was an early political strategy 

to achieve these goals. Trudeau argued: “If the underdevelopment of the Atlantic 

Provinces is not corrected…then the unity of the country is almost as surely destroyed as 

it would be by the French-English confrontation” (as quoted in Phidd and Doern 1978: 

324).  Regional development also fit within another political priority related to 

administrative reform to combat the uncoordinated Pearson years.  As James Bickerton 

(1990: 210) summarizes,  

demands for a rational, coordinated, comprehensive federal approach to the 

regional problem nicely meshed with the strategies and discourses of the new 

government: an expanded regional role would facilitate greater federal political 

visibility in regional economies, thus helping to stem the decentralizing tide that 
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was carrying Québec out of Confederation. It also supported the thrust towards 

administrative reform that was a second and related priority of the new Trudeau 

government in Ottawa. 

 

In terms of economic circumstances, central Canada was experiencing strong economic 

growth. It was, thus, relatively easy for Ottawa to argue that regional development, 

premised on bringing employment and income levels in slow-growth regions closer to the 

national average, would have little impact on national growth (Savoie 1992).   

Québec Member of Parliament (MP) Jean Marchand was selected by Prime 

Minister Trudeau to lead the government’s regional development efforts and Tom Kent 

was appointed deputy minister.  Institutional support for regional development officially 

materialized on April 1
st
, 1969 with the creation of the Department of Regional Economic 

Expansion (DREE), through the Government Organization Act (Statues of Canada 

1969a).  The establishment of DREE however was not without resistance. As Savoie 

(1992) explains in detail, Marchand and Trudeau preferred a “super department of 

regional development with the necessary clout to get other federal departments to 

contribute to regional development through their own programs, a program delivery 

capacity of its own, and an ability to deal with provincial governments” (34).  They 

envisioned a research analysis and planning function located inside the Prime Minister’s 

Office, reporting to Trudeau and Marchand.  Meanwhile program delivery would be 

established in a traditional line department with Marchand as Minister. 

This idea was met with stern opposition from the Privy Council Office due to the 

dual administrative structure and the complexity of having a Minister with coordination 

authority over their colleagues’ programs but also having their own program to 

administer.  Marchand was also named the regional minister responsible for Québec 
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giving him “considerable influence over political decisions and patronage” (Savoie 1992: 

35).  It was Trudeau’s advisors who raised a red flag about the possibility for tensions 

within cabinet related to the considerable power Marchand would have (for a detailed 

account see Savoie 1992: 34-37).  DREE was thus established as a traditional line 

department.  However, Conservative leader Robert Stanfield expressed concerns over the 

effectiveness of the new Department stating: 

One of the dangers in establishing the new Department of Regional Economic 

Expansion and giving the responsibility to a minister […] is that there may very 

well be a tendency on the part of other minsters to say, ‘Let Jean do it’ and not 

accept any particular responsibility for, or even wash their hands of, the whole 

problem of regional disparity (Canada House of Commons 1969a: 6020).  

 

This concern was related to the power of the Minister who could only encourage 

cooperation thus providing the opportunity for other departments, branches and agencies 

to ignore DREE or ‘let DREE do it’. 

The Department was tasked with promoting economic expansion and social 

adjustment in slow-growth regions through a ‘growth-pole’ strategy based on two new 

programs: the special areas program and the Regional Development Incentives Act 

(RDIA) (refer to Table 4.1).   The fundamental idea behind the growth pole strategy as a 

policy tool was to focus government investment in regions with income and employment 

disparities.  This was accomplished through infrastructure development and industry 

attraction on targeted ‘more promising’ urban centres within the slow growth region as 

opposed to having investment spread thinly over a wider region.  In theory this would 

encourage the “interregional movement of capital” from high-growth regions to low-

growth regions and the “intraregional movement of labour” within low-growth regions to 

the growth centres (Parr 1999: 1200).   
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Table 4.1: Main DREE Programs and Geographic Coverage by 1972
18

 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 

Special Areas 

Program 

 Industrial centre(s)/Growth 

Pole(s) designated in 

economically and socially 

depressed regions 

 Special area agreement 

signed with the province 

 ‘Growth poles’ were 

selected based on their 

potential for attracting 

industry (manufacturing 

and processing) 

 Infrastructure built to 

facilitate industrial growth 

 23 growth poles selected across the 

country 

 Newfoundland and Labrador (8) – 

Happy Valley, Hawkes Bay, Gander, 

Come by Chance, St. John’s, Burin, 

Stephenville, and Corner Brook  

 Nova Scotia (2) – Strait of Canso and 

Halifax-Dartmouth  

 New Brunswick (2) – Saint John, 

Moncton  

 Québec (5) – Sept-Îles, Lac St. Jean, 

Québec City, Trois-Rivières, Ste-

Scholastique 

 Ontario (1) – Renfrew-Pembroke(1) 

 Manitoba (1) – The Pas 

 Saskatchewan (3) – Meadow Lake, 

Saskatoon, and Regina 

 Alberta (1) – Lesser Slave Lake 

Regional 

Development 

Incentives 

Program 

 Regions selected because of 

‘exceptional inadequacy’ 

for productive employment 

 Incentives (grants and loan 

guarantees) for the 

establishment, expansion 

and of manufacturing and 

processing facilities as well 

as certain commercial 

activities 

 The entire Atlantic provinces 

 Parts of eastern and northern Québec 

 Parts of Northern Ontario and the 

counties of Stormont, Glengarry and 

Prescott 

 Southern part of Manitoba 

 Parts of Saskatchewan, 

 Parts of southeastern Alberta 

 Parts of southeastern British Columbia 

Source: Statutes of Canada 1969a; 1969b; DREE 1972; 1973c; Savoie 1992; Beaumier 1998 

 

The DREE Act was short on details and it described special areas as any area in a 

province that is deemed to require special assistance for economic expansion and social 

adjustment (Statutes of Canada 1969a).  Reasons for special assistance included 

‘exceptional inadequacy’ for productive employment. Savoie (1992) highlights the 

political motivations behind the ambiguous DREE legislation.   Simply put, selecting 

                                                 
18

 The Atlantic Development Council replaced the Atlantic Development Board while the Area 

Development Incentives were terminated.  ARDA and FRED slowly expired while a Special ARDA 

program was created in 1971 to provide federal-provincial cost-sharing mechanisms in rural places with 

predominately native ancestry (Savoie 1992; Statutes of Canada 1969a). 
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regions that are ‘in’ and regions that are ‘out’ is always politically contentious.  DREE 

selected special areas after ‘appropriate consultation’ with the provinces (Statutes of 

Canada 1969a).  This, more or less, translated into a “take it or leave it approach” (Savoie 

1992: 42) whereby the federal government selected growth centres and regions for 

industrial incentives and the provinces had little choice but to accept these designations. 

The political pressure exerted on Marchand to designate regions, especially 

Montreal, for DREE assistance is well documented (Savoie 1992; Bickerton 1990).  As 

Savoie (1992) explains, Montreal’s unemployment rate was significantly higher than 

Toronto’s and it was argued by Montreal MPs that these economic circumstances 

warranted DREE’s attention.  However, Bickerton (1990) also highlights the political 

motivations to include Montreal as “a handy tool in the battle against separatism” (217).  

Thus, as a result of these political and economic circumstances the Montreal-Cornwall 

corridor became eligible for industrial incentives.  The level of assistance, however, was 

set lower than the other designated regions in Québec and Ontario and a top tier of 

assistance was defined for Atlantic Canada (see Table 4.2). 

 

Table 4.2: DREE Regional Development Incentives Program (RDIP) Designations 

DESIGNATED REGIONS DESCRIPTION 

Incentive Region A – Atlantic Canada 
 Maximum grant of 35 percent of the 

approved capital costs and $7,000 per job 

created directly in the facility 

Incentive Region B – parts of Québec, 

Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and 

British Columbia 

 Maximum grant of 25 percent of the 

approved capital costs and $5,000 per job 

created directly in the facility 

Incentive Region C – Southwestern Quebec 

and Southeastern Ontario (Montreal-Cornwall) 

 Maximum grant of 10 percent of the 

approved capital costs and $2,000 per job 

created directly in the facility 

Source: Canada DREE 1972; Savoie 1992 
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Early federal regional development initiatives in Northern Ontario were minimal 

and driven by regional discontent and Northern MPs.  In the 1968 election, Northern 

Ontario ridings returned ten Liberals in thirteen ridings while the NDP (Temiskaming), 

PCs (Parry Sound-Muskoka), and Liberal-Labour (Kenora-Rainy River) each won a seat.  

The ‘mid-northern’ portion of the region was eligible to receive assistance through the 

RDIP as part of ‘Incentive Region B’ (Canada DREE 1973c).  However, designating 

regions outside of Manitoba, Québec, and Atlantic Canada were viewed as political 

gestures to appease any political discontent.  DREE officials also feared that fiscally 

strong provinces like Ontario would create their own incentive programs that would 

challenge federal efforts (Savoie 1992). 

In fact, prior to the creation of DREE the Northwestern Ontario Regional 

Development Council (NWORDC)
19

 lobbied the federal government for inclusion in 

regional development initiatives like the Area Development Program.  In 1967, the 

Council along with the Northwestern Ontario Municipal Association (NOMA)
20

, the 

Northwestern Associated Chambers of Commerce (NOACC)
21

 and the Northern 

Development Committee within the Ontario Economic Council sent a telegram to the 

federal Minister of Industry “expressing the disappointment, disillusionment, and 

downright anger of the Northwest over continuing indifference of the federal authority to 

                                                 
19

 As discussed in the next chapter, in 1954 the provincial government established ten regional development 

associations.  In 1966, they were renamed regional development councils and were tasked with providing a 

regional view and consultation on regional development plans and policies (Thoman 1971; Tindall 1972; 

Scollie 1973).  
20

 NOMA was created in 1947 to represent municipalities from the Districts of Kenora, Rainy River, and 

Thunder Bay (Brock 1978). 
21

 NOACC is a registered provincial lobbyist organization that was founded in 1931.  It unites Chambers of 

Commerce throughout Northwestern Ontario and acts as the voice for over 2,000 businesses in the region 

(NOACC 2008).   
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the progress and prosperity of this region”
22

.  In a news bulletin, NWORDC also 

estimated that “taxpayers of industry-starved Northwestern Ontario have paid about $2.5 

million toward the establishment of plants elsewhere in Canada under the federal 

incentives program”
23

.   

 This political pressure by regional organizations and by Northern MPs led to the 

inclusion of Northwestern Ontario (up to the fifty-first parallel) in DREE
24

 (Canada 

House of Commons 1970).  However, no special areas were defined in Northern Ontario 

leading some MPs and regional organizations to question whether federal regional 

development in the region was a concerted effort (Canada House of Commons 1970).  

NWORDC argued that all of Northwestern Ontario should be a “green dot” or a special 

area
25

.  However, Marchand stated: “the main difference between, say, Ontario and the 

Maritime provinces…was that Ontario had major urban centres with vigourous economic 

growth to which people from northern Ontario could move” (as quoted in Savioe 1992: 

33).  That being said, in April 1970 the Renfrew-Pembroke area was selected as a special 

area due to the efforts of MPs who argued that the area “has all the problems of the north 

but is denied the remedies” (Canada House of Commons 1969b: 1983; see also Canada 

House of Commons 1971: 2665).  Regional designations thus reflected not only 

economic circumstances but also political strategies to appease discontent.  

                                                 
22

 Northwestern Ontario Development Association – News Bulletin – New Release June 13
th

, 1967 (page 

2).  N.W.O.R.D.C. - News Bulletin (1967-1970), RG 6-58 (RG VI XI 2-2).  Archives of Ontario (Toronto). 
23

 Northwestern Ontario Development Association – News Bulletin – Northwest Ontario Growth-at-Glance 

Volume 8, No. 3 May 26
th

 1967 (page 4).  N.W.O.R.D.C. - News Bulletin (1967-1970), RG 6-58 (RG VI 

XI 2-2).  Archives of Ontario (Toronto). 
24

 Northwestern Ontario Development Association – News Bulletin – Northwest Ontario Growth-at-a-

Glance, Volume 11 Number 6 August 29
th

 1969.  N.W.O.R.D.C. - News Bulletin (1967-1970), RG 6-58 

(RG VI XI 2-2).  Archives of Ontario (Toronto). 
25

 Mid-Year Synopsis June 29
th

, 1972 NWODC by Alexander Phillips, General Manager to the Board of 

Directors NWODC.  N.W.O.R.D.C. - mid-year summaries (1968-1972), RG 6-58 (RG VI XI 2-2).  

Archives of Ontario (Toronto). 
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Table 4.3: Early DREE Initiatives in Ontario  

DREE Program Ontario Coverage 

Regional Development 

Incentives Program 

 Mid-northern Ontario (up to the fifty-first parallel) – 

Designated Incentive Region B 

 Counties of Stormont, Glengarry and Prescott – 

Designated Incentive Region C 

Special Areas Program (i.e. 

‘Growth poles’) 
 Renfrew-Pembroke 

Source: Statutes of Canada 1969a; 1969b; DREE 1972; 1973c 

 

4.1.2 The 1972 DREE Review and the Emergence of GDAs  

In 1972, new political and economic circumstances resulted in a shift in regional 

development thinking.  The Liberals were reduced to a minority – 109 seats versus 107 

for the Conservatives – after the 1972 election, losing a number of traditional 

strongholds, including two seats in Northern Ontario (see Appendix B for federal voting 

patterns in Northern Ontario). As Savoie (1992) notes, during the election campaign 

concerns were raised over the purported ‘French power’ in Ottawa which ultimately cost 

the Liberals a number of seats in ‘English Canada’.  Prior to the election, Marchand 

announced a massive policy review for DREE due to a number of criticisms, including 

calls from the provinces for more cooperation and questions over whether this approach 

was in fact alleviating regional disparities (Savoie 1992).  

The review continued after the election by the newly appointed Minister of 

DREE, Don Jamieson from Newfoundland.  While the results of this review have been 

well documented elsewhere (see Savoie 1981; 1992), two dominant themes emerged: 

economic development opportunities existed in all provinces and DREE efforts should be 

multi-dimensional and cooperative with the provinces (Savoie 1992; Canada DREE 
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1973a).  This resulted in a new strategy based on general development agreements 

(GDAs) that were signed with the provinces (Savoie 1981; Higgins and Savoie 1997; 

Savoie 1992; Beaumier 1998).   The GDAs were enabling documents that provided a 

broad statement of goals, outlined priority areas, and described how collaborative 

decisions would be made.  Subsidiary agreements were then reached which outlined 

specific projects and cost-sharing mechanisms (see Savoie 1981 for a detailed account of 

the GDA approach).  

 The review is detailed in a series of staff policy papers on the economic 

circumstances and opportunities in each province.  The review marked a clear shift in 

thinking from discussing regional disparities to identifying development opportunities 

(Canada DREE 1973a-d).  As one DREE report noted “the policy concern should not be 

regional disparities per se but, rather to encourage each region of Canada to realize its 

economic potential for economic and social development” (Canada DREE 1976b: 12, 

original emphasis).  However, as Bickerton (1990: 223) argues this shift in thinking 

allowed DREE to “become a vehicle for delivering politically popular infrastructure 

projects and sectoral modernization programs to the provinces” as opposed to a 

department focused on alleviating regional disparities. 

The DREE review also expanded the geographic scope of the department to 

include every province through a decentralized administrative structure in ten provincial 

offices and four regional offices.
26

   Regional offices provided support to the provincial 

offices as well as performed general analysis and identified major development 

                                                 
26

 The Regional Development Incentives Program was also reviewed and amendments were made to the 

boundaries of designated regions.  All of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Atlantic Canada were now eligible 

for assistance along with most of Québec (minus the Montreal-Hull corridor), and Northern Ontario 

(Canada DREE 1973b). 
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opportunities while the provincial offices were tasked with development, analysis and 

administration (Canada DREE 1976a). As Savoie (1992) explains, this decentralization 

was unprecedented in Canadian public administration.  DREE officials argued that this 

decentralized approach to decision-making was necessary to “plan, formulate, implement 

and administer the development effort” (Canada DREE 1976a).   This approach also 

encouraged increased regional and provincial presence and it provided the capacity to 

engage with provincial governments.  After being reduced to a minority government the 

Liberal’s needed to win back support and a more collaborative regional development 

approach in every province provided a highly visible strategy to try and accomplish 

this.
27

  

In Northern Ontario, the Liberals lost two seats to the NDP in the 1972 election 

but gained John Reid after he changed his political affiliation back to Liberal.  This gave 

the Liberals a total of nine seats, the NDP three seats in the region, and the PCs one seat.  

During the election, regional organizations in Northern Ontario were irritated that Québec 

had received nearly half of DREE’s financial assistance.  In a news bulletin, the Manager 

of the Northwestern Ontario Regional Development Council (NWORDC) called DREE 

the ‘department for more employment in Québec’.  He further contended, “Northwestern 

Ontario taxpayers are shelling out their money to subsidize Québec while getting little in 

return to spur their own regional economic expansion”
28

.  Given the minority government 

situation and this regional displeasure, the DREE review provided the federal government 

                                                 
27

 For a discussion of how the policy review was used to reduce western alienation and increase the 

political visibility of the Liberal party in the West see Savoie (1992:53).  
28

 Northwestern Ontario Development Council – News Bulletin – April 17
th

, 1972 News Release.  

N.W.O.R.D.C. - News Bulletin (1971-1972), RG 6-58 (RG VI XI 2-2).  Archives of Ontario (Toronto). 
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with the opportunity to establish a concerted regional development effort in Northern 

Ontario. 

The review, Ontario: Economic Circumstances and Opportunities, defined 

Northern Ontario as the area north of the French River (Canada DREE 1973a).  It 

recognized that “not all parts of Ontario have enjoyed the rapid rate of growth and 

development” (Canada DREE 1973d: 1) which was in contrast to the typical assumption 

that all of Ontario shared in the benefits of the ‘industrial heartland’. In a statement to the 

Standing Committee on Regional Development, Minister Jamieson described population 

growth in Northern Ontario during the 1960s as being slightly below the average of 

Atlantic Canada and economic performance as comparable to Manitoba and New 

Brunswick.  He also highlighted the dual economy between the urban centres (Sudbury, 

Thunder Bay, North Bay, Sault Ste. Marie and Timmins) and the smaller First Nations 

and resource communities in Northern Ontario.  Jamieson further argued that “special 

efforts will be required if there is to be a significant increase in the employment and value 

of production derived from the extensive natural resource base and an increase in the 

viability of some of the urban centres” (Canada DREE 1973a: 13). 

 The review for Ontario identified a number of economic challenges and 

development opportunities in Northern Ontario (Table 4.4).  However, the review lacked 

any clear identification of a plan for implementation or policy tools that would be 

necessary to achieve these opportunities.  Overall, the review for Northern Ontario 

suffered from a ‘do-more-of-the-same’ approach – “to realize the development 

opportunities which exist, while at the same time facilitating in, and assisting in, the 

adjustment process which appears likely to continue” (Canada DREE 1973d: 19).   
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Table 4.4: Northern Ontario economic circumstances and development opportunities  

ECONOMIC CIRCUMSTANCES DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

 Slow employment growth, below 

average incomes and high out 

migration 

 Increase employment in the service 

industries in major urban areas 

 Distances to markets; high 

transportation, production and 

marketing costs; highly dispersed 

population; high-wage because of the 

resource industries; no large 

metropolitan area to provide goods and 

services; access to capital and limited 

entrepreneurial talent 

 Encourage the manufacturing 

commodities regionally that are being 

imported from outside the region 

 

 Population in remote rural areas face 

sever economic and social problems 

 Further expand the extraction and 

processing of natural resources 

 Challenges for gold mining and some 

pulp and paper communities due to 

economic restructuring and 

technological changes in pulp and 

paper 

 Exploit and utilize the abundant 

recreational resources 

 

Source: Adapted from Canada DREE 1973d 

 

 

Shortly after the release of the review, Ontario: Economic Circumstances and 

Opportunities, John Rodriguez, the newly elected NDP MP for Nickel Belt, called the 

report a “classic example of ‘pin the tail on the donkey’” (Canada House of Commons 

1973a: 5268).  He further argued that the report “reinforces the long-held colonialist view 

that the residents of Northern Ontario are condemned forever to be hewers of wood and 

drawers of water” (Canada House of Commons 1973a: 5268).  At the heart of his 

criticism were the shallow solutions put forward to address the socioeconomic challenges 

in Northern Ontario.  As an alternative, Rodriguez proposed eleven priorities for regional 

development in Northern Ontario.  These alternatives ranged from “a permanent 

secretariat for regional development in northern Ontario” to “disincentives for other 
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wealthier parts of the provinces” and “selective transport and freight rate subsidies which 

should be co-ordinated with provincial carriers” (Canada House of Commons 1973a: 

5268) 

 He also criticized the government for locating the regional office in Toronto while 

the provincial office was located in Thunder Bay, questioning why Toronto would even 

be considered as an appropriate place for an office dealing with regional economic 

disparities.  Rodriguez argued that the underdevelopment of Northern Ontario was a 

result of the “centralization of government and everything else in Toronto” (Canada 

House of Commons 1973b: 6706).  However, Minister Jamieson maintained that the 

rationale behind having an office in Toronto was ‘perfectly obvious’ – the proximity to 

provincial authority and decision-making (Canada House of Commons 1974: 1:19).  

Rodriguez also noted that six offices would be located in the Maritimes, a region 

geographically smaller than Northern Ontario and only slightly larger in population 

(Canada House of Commons 1973b: 6706).  

 In 1974, a General Development Agreement (GDA) was signed between Canada 

and Ontario represented provincially by the Ministry of Treasury, Economics and 

Intergovernmental Affairs.  As mentioned previously, the purpose of the GDAs was to set 

the guidelines for regional development in the provinces.  More specifically, the main 

components were to: provide a summary of the economic circumstances, reiterate 

objectives, and give a statement on each of the activity areas at the time of signing 

suitable for subsidiary agreements (Canada DREE 1974a).  The GDA made it clear that 

although Ontario is one of the most prosperous provinces based on aggregate indicators, 

these measures fail to account for the significant economic disparities within the 
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province.  This was particularly the case in Northern Ontario and most of Eastern 

Ontario. 

The GDA approach signalled a shift from the previous ‘take-it-or-leave-it’ 

approach (Savoie 1992) to the federal government following the provincial lead on 

regional development. In Ontario, officials wanted the GDA to pursue regional 

development initiatives within the context set by the provincial Design for Development 

program (as detailed in the next chapter). For example, one of the objectives in the 

Northwestern Subsidiary Agreement was to “strengthen the region’s designated and 

strategic centres” identified in the Design for Development: Northwestern Ontario 

Region – Phase 2 report (Canada DREE 1974b). The Dryden Subsidiary Agreement was 

also based on Dryden’s provincial designation as a ‘strategic centre’ (Canada DREE 

1975a).  In determining regional designations, DREE further relied on Ontario’s Design 

for Development planning regions. In fact, the overall objectives of the GDA’s in 

Northern Ontario were focused on improving opportunities for productive employment in 

the disadvantaged planning regions and reinforcing provincial regional development 

policies.   

Between 1974 and 1980, ten subsidiary agreements were signed between Canada 

and Ontario, eight of which focused spatially or sectorally in Northern Ontario (see 

Appendix C).  Funding for subsidiary agreements in Ontario was shared equally between 

the federal and provincial governments.
29

  Spatially these agreements targeted 

Northwestern Ontario, Northeastern Ontario, and the Northlands along with specific 

                                                 
29

 This is in contrast to Newfoundland and Labrador with 90 percent federal funding; Nova Scotia and New 

Brunswick with 80 percent federal funding; Québec, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Yukon and Northwest 

Territories with 60 percent funding; and Alberta and British Columbia, like Ontario, with 50 percent 

funding (Canada DREE 1980). 
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communities (e.g. Dryden) or types of communities (i.e. single industry and rural 

communities).  The GDAs were used to fund an array of projects including rural 

development, the provision of infrastructure, and skills training.  The Northwestern and 

Northeastern Ontario designations were based on the provincial planning boundaries used 

in the Design for Development program.  The interim northlands subsidiary agreement 

(Canada DREE 1975b), however, noted that the ‘northlands’ was not a ‘traditional’ 

region but rather a ‘geo-socioeconomic’ area that was outside the scope of the strategic 

centres identified in Design for Development.  It further explained: 

It covers portions of several physiographic regions and is characterized by a 

community of human, social, and economic factors that are unique to the 

Northlands.  Relative underdevelopment, lack of standard services (social and 

physical), remoteness, human enclaves in a vast hinterland and high costs provide 

some of the basic characteristics for a regional concept (Canada DREE 1975b: 3, 

emphasis added).  

 

A large portion of the northlands region was also of ‘native ancestry’.  DREE, therefore, 

followed the planning boundaries set by the provincial government but also created a new 

‘geo-socioeconomic’ region to assist smaller more remote First Nations communities. 

 In 1974, the Liberals returned to a majority government.  During the election 

campaign, Bickerton (1990) notes that little attention was paid to regional development.  

Instead attention was focused on efforts to offset inflation.  After the election, Marcel 

Lessard (Québec) replaced Don Jamieson as Minister of DREE.  Lessard lacked the 

political clout of his predecessors and Bickerton (1990) argues that this was further proof 

of the declining importance of regional development as a political priority in Ottawa.  

Early on, Lessard did little to impact the course of DREE’s mandate or policy focus.  The 

Department issued a series of staff papers on the Climate for Development in each 

province but did little to create any new major initiatives.   
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The report for Ontario (Canada DREE 1976e), noted that the province was 

significantly impacted by the recent economic slowdown, particularly in the 

manufacturing sector.  In Northern Ontario, the paper described the below average 

population growth and incomes along with large municipal deficits in some communities. 

However, the staff paper recommended that opportunities exist for the local processing of 

natural resources and the decentralization of tertiary activities in Toronto and Ottawa to 

cities in Northern Ontario. Unfortunately, these recommendations were not acted upon 

and these papers failed to contribute anything new or groundbreaking to the federal 

approach to regional development.  To make matters worse, by 1976 the national 

economy was stagnant with high unemployment and inflation and the significance of 

regional development as a political priority was replaced by growing concerns over the 

national economy (Canada Department of Finance 1977; Savoie 1992). 

 

4.1.3 The Slow Demise of DREE: 1976-1987 

In most industrialized countries, the economic crisis was brought on by a number of 

issues including: the ‘oil shock’ of the mid-1970s, increased international competition, 

more flexible forms of production, a slow-down in aggregate demand, and the emergence 

of new technologies resulting in deindustrialization (or the decline of manufacturing).  It 

also involved the fiscal crisis of Keynesianism marked by government overspending and 

growing national deficits (Cooke, 1988; Schoenberger, 1988; Scott, 1988; Filion, 1995; 

Brenner, 2004).  Intimately bound up within these economic shifts was the intensifying 

globalization of national economies, where economic activities and relations became 

increasingly interconnected on a global scale (Martin 2007).   
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As noted in Canada, by 1976 the national economy was stagnant with high 

unemployment and inflation (Canada Department of Finance 1977).  Politically, Québec 

had elected the Parti Québécois, a provincial party dedicated to the national sovereignty 

of Québec and secession from Canada.  As Savoie (1992) notes, “DREE was to be caught 

in this political crossfire, as Québec was an important client and DREE’s major program 

in the province required close federal-provincial cooperation to be effective” (68).  The 

economic circumstances also meant fiscal restraint.  Plus, despite years of assistance to 

slow-growth regions, regional disparities persisted.  As a result of these political and 

economic tensions DREE underwent a policy review in 1978. 

 The policy review, under Minister Lessard, advocated for a reorientation of 

regional development policy.  Lessard informed the Senate Standing Committee on 

National Finance: “[DREE is not] a welfare agency … Our primary objective … is to 

help each region of Canada nurture and cultivate those areas and prospects with the best 

potential for development” (as quoted in Savoie 1992: 69-70).  The DREE review also 

placed more emphasis on recognizing the comparative advantage in each region.  The 

review included an update of the economic development prospects for each province, 

prepared in consultation with the provinces.  The review also showcased the shifting 

economic circumstances in Canada.  The west was prospering as a result of high 

commodity prices and its resource advantage; Atlantic Canada remained relatively 

unchanged despite government efforts; and the industrial heartland was experiencing 

economic hardship (Bickerton 1990; Canada DREE 1979a).   

The DREE review in Ontario expressed concerns over the province’s economic 

circumstances.  It argued that “the future of Ontario is up for review” and “no longer can 
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Ontario’s continued growth be taken for granted” (Canada DREE 1979b: 2).  Ironically, 

the DREE review also recommended that Ontario “must now be even more conscious of 

the overall development of the province itself” (2) versus stimulating slow-growth 

regions within the province.  The review listed Ontario’s comparative advantages as its: 

location, availability of natural resources like minerals and forests, the industry structure, 

a strong tertiary sector, and market advantages.   

In terms of Northern Ontario, the review discussed the economic challenges 

inherent to the region.  This included: external demand, reliance on the vagaries of the 

world market, resource dependency, and a ‘dependent hinterland of the industrial 

heartland to the south’ (5).  The review also noted that while performance was improving 

for pulp and paper and the lumber industry, the mining industry was suffering from low 

prices and the eight-month strike in Sudbury.  In response to the layoffs at Inco and 

Falconbridge (detailed further in the next chapter), DREE instigated a federal-provincial 

taskforce to advise local businesses of assistance available to them through existing 

industrial development programs.  The Sudbury Entrepreneurial Initiative encouraged 

businesses to expand, modernize, or diversify to offset the layoffs.  DREE also opened an 

office in Sudbury (Canada DREE 1978).  The DREE review, however, maintained, 

“beyond 1980, prospects for the north are not optimistic” (26).  As a result of the Lessard 

review the approach to regional development was reoriented.  The General Development 

Agreements (GDAs) were still considered the best delivery mechanism.  However, as 

Savoie (1992) explains, “the policy review recommended that DREE should be highly 

selective [in it’s support], tying it to specific investments with strong potential for growth 

and employment” (69). 
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In 1980, after the Liberals defeated the short-lived PC minority government, the 

new Minister of DREE – Pierre De Bané – called for a major policy review.   De Bané 

was a junior minister with an ambitious goal for DREE.  He wanted to strengthen 

DREE’s position in Ottawa.  At the time, it represented less than two percent of Ottawa’s 

expenditure budget and thus the department was constrained in its attempts to alleviate 

regional disparities.  In a similar fashion to Prime Minister Trudeau in the 1960s, De 

Bané tied national unity to alleviating regional disparities (for a detailed discussion see 

Savoie 1992: 75-83).  However, as Savoie (1992) explains the “prime minister had made 

it clear that constitutional renewal and a new energy policy were at the top of the agenda” 

(76). 

 De Bané and his federal colleagues and backbenchers were highly critical of the 

GDA approach.  Ottawa had entered a period of competitive federalism with the 

provinces.  For example, the federal government had just endured a bitter referendum in 

Québec on sovereignty and there were no Liberal provincial governments across the 

country (Savoie 1992). Moreover, as a result of the National Energy Program, the 

western provinces became increasingly alienated and infuriated with Ottawa (Bickerton 

1990).  As Savoie (1992) argues, “it was thus difficult for government MPs to see DREE 

funds simply transferred to provincial governments that used them to put in place popular 

economic-development initiatives for which they took the credit” (77).  As an alternative, 

De Bané tried to find initiatives that DREE could finance alone and deliver directly 

without the provinces to increase federal visibility.  However, as Savoie (1992) explains 

before De Bané could alter the regional development approach in Canada, the Prime 

Minister announced a major government reorganization.  
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In 1982, faced with new economic realities and debates over the value of DREE, 

Trudeau announced significant changes for regional development.  In a news release, he 

argued:  

The traditional Canadian economic balance between have and have-not provinces is 

shifting largely under the impetus of present and forecast resource developments in 

the West and offshore of the Atlantic provinces. For the first time in our history 

every region of the country, and not just those that traditionally have been well-off, 

is faced with major opportunities for development (Office of the Prime Minister 

1982: 3). 

 

It was thought that regions in the West, North, and Atlantic Canada would be able to 

“take care of themselves” while the “new regional problem was weakening 

manufacturing in central Canada” (Savoie 1992: 85-86). Trudeau also stated: “it is no 

longer enough that one department alone is primarily responsible for regional economic 

development” (Office of the Prime Minister 1982: 1). 

Politically, the federal government was not getting the visibility and creditability 

it desired under the GDA approach.  Many of the GDAs were set to expire and given the 

growing federal-provincial tensions, the timing was right for change (Aucoin and Bakvis 

1985).  As a result of these political and economic circumstances DREE was replaced by 

the Department of Regional Industrial Expansion (DRIE) and the Industrial and Regional 

Development Program (IRDP) was created to provide financial assistance to 

manufacturing, processing and service industries.  While all areas of the country qualified 

for assistance, the level of support varied by region and by type of investment activity.    

The Ministry of State for Economic and Regional Development (MSERD) was also 
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created to promote a government wide focus on regional development
30

 (Office of the 

Primer Minister 1982; Higgins and Savoie 1997; Savoie 1992; Beaumier 1998).  

A report, prepared by the Atlantic Provinces Economic Council, on the 

reorganization of regional development stated: “DREE was conceived with the noblest of 

intentions, that of reducing regional inequality. However, it began life without any real 

performance guidelines or goals, a condition that was to persist through most of its 

existence” (1982: 13).  As Bickerton (1990) also notes, it operated with an increasingly 

smaller share of the federal budget.  He further argues that the relative position of the 

Atlantic Provinces had no discernable improvement between 1970 and 1981 in terms of 

unemployment statistics, participation rates, and per-capita incomes.  Thus, “DREE 

never…mounted a coherent attack on disparities, or even developed a strategy to do so” 

(Bickerton 1990: 276).  

The Senate Committee on National Finance also produced a report, Government 

Policy and Regional Development (1982).  This report expressed concerns with the 

megaproject approach, focused on large-scale resource projects, being asserted by the 

federal government.  They cautioned, “megaprojects could serve to widen the economic 

gulf” between regions (8) because they involved “enormous risks, are dependent on 

developments in international markets, and are very sensitive to minute changes in 

efficiency and cost” (51).  The Senate Committee recommended a strategy premised on 

promoting competitive advantage or “concentrating on what one does best or ‘least 

worst’” (30) combined with government intervention through the maintenance and 

improvement of infrastructure.  However, the report further argued that while 

                                                 
30

 A new short-lived approach replaced the GDAs when they expired called Economic and Regional 

Development Agreements (ERDAs) (for a discussion see Savoie 88-93).   
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“government intervention is an essential element of regional development … this 

intervention should interfere as little as possible with the operation of natural market 

forces” (4).  The Senate Committee also expressed concern over the demise of DREE as 

the ‘defender’ of less developed regions and stated “there are disturbing signs that the 

government reorganization, while paying lip service to regional disparities, will be 

focused on main chance” (11). 

But as Bickerton (1990) explains, the megaproject strategy “stalled almost as soon 

as it was announced as official government policy” (277).  By 1982, Canada was hit by a 

severe international recession resulting in slower economic growth, decreased demand, 

and a sharp decline in planned investments by the private sector.  As a result, the 

reorganization was “little more than a bureaucratic reshuffling” (Bickerton 1990: 278).  

Bickerton (1990) further argues that the demise of DREE had little to do with improving 

regional development.  Instead it was “motivated by a political strategy … to gain greater 

political credit for Ottawa’s regional expenditures” (278).  

In 1984, John Turner briefly succeeded Trudeau after he retired from politics.  

The Ministry of State for Economic and Regional Development was terminated and a 

number of its functions were transferred to DRIE.  As Savoie (1992) explains, this 

reorganization was undoubtedly prompted by Turner’s strong commitment to streamline 

government versus any commitment to strengthen regional development. Turner called 

an election and was defeated in the 1984 general election by PC leader Brian Mulroney.   

The PCs secured 211 seats while the Liberals won only 40 and the NDP 30 seats.  In 

Northern Ontario, the Liberals lost six seats for a total of three seats while the NDP 

gained four seats and the PCs secured five seats.   
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As Savoie (1992) explains, the Mulroney government introduced a new political 

agenda that involved four policy fronts: national reconciliation, economic renewal, social 

justice, and constructive internationalism.  Regional development was a key feature of the 

national reconciliation and economic renewal themes.  Moreover, regional development 

had been a prominent feature during the election campaign.  For example, the PC party 

issued a policy paper during the campaign arguing: “when the Liberals dismantled DREE 

in 1981, they left Canada’s least developed regions without their traditional voice” (as 

quoted in Savoie 1992: 99). The policy paper offered two guiding principles: 

“consultation and fair and equitable distribution of regional development funds” (99). 

But, as Savoie (1992) argues, the paper was “less forthcoming on specific policy goals or 

directions” (99).  Mulroney would also  “look to the provinces for solutions to regional 

development rather than impose centrally designed policies and programs” (Savoie 1992: 

98). 

 

4.1.4 Increasing Neoliberal Influences 

By the early 1980s, “the increasingly ascendant view was that government spending, 

particularly on social-welfare programs, and misguided Keynesianism were at the root of 

the crisis” (Brodie 1997: 255).  However, in contrast to the Thatcher and Reagan 

neoliberal agendas, the election of Mulroney and the PCs exposed the Canadian welfare 

state to what Brodie (2002; 2003) describes as more tentative and incremental neoliberal 

policies.  She further argues that the ‘contours of neoliberal governance’ (2003: 19) 

developed more rapidly after the PCs secured a second majority in the 1988 election.   

This included cuts to social programs and a retreat from social policy.  Throughout the 
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1980s, the new political and economic agenda in Canada was also focused on market-

driven development, international competitiveness, and free-trade [i.e. the Canada US 

Free Trade Agreement (1987) and later the North American Free Trade Agreement 

(1994)]. 

By 1986, the Mulroney government was being criticized over its regional 

development efforts by partisan allies in the four Atlantic provincial governments.   In 

Atlantic Canada, DRIE was criticized as an industry department focused on the more 

prosperous regions rather than a regional development department.  In fact, the press was 

reporting that over 70 percent of DRIE’s IDRP spending was going to Ontario and 

Québec (Savoie 1987; Savoie 1992).  As Savoie (1987) also explains, provincial 

government officials in Atlantic Canada reported that firms were being offered more 

generous grants to locate in Southern Ontario.  During a visit in September 1986, the 

Atlantic Premiers informed Mulroney that DRIE was ‘part of the problem’ (Savoie 1997: 

16).  DRIE was also seen as overly bureaucratic (Savoie 1992).   

In August 1986, Premier Richard Hatfield of New Brunswick asked Donald 

Savoie, a prominent scholar on regional development, to prepare a ‘five-pager’ on what 

was needed in Atlantic Canada.  Savoie (1997) explained,  

the solution was to have them [government programs] work better, to focus on 

local entrepreneurs, to review federal policies and programs that discriminate 

against Atlantic Canada and to assist small businesses with their marketing and 

Research and Development (R&D) efforts (16-17). 

 

But above all, he argued that Atlantic Canada needed an agency “with a ‘bias for action’ 

rather than top-down bureaucratic programs” (17).  Hatfield provided Mulroney with a 

copy of the paper and a few weeks later Mulroney informed the Atlantic premiers that 
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Savoie would be asked to prepare a report on the establishment of the Atlantic Canada 

Opportunities Agency (ACOA) (see Savoie 1987).  

 

4.2 DECENTRALIZING REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT TO ‘HAVE-NOT’ REGIONS 

In 1987, regional development
31

 was decentralized away from Ottawa towards the 

regions through the creation of regional development institutions (RDIs).  The argument 

was that regional development interventions would reflect the needs of the region they 

were intended to assist.  In theory, this new approach would facilitate more direct 

interaction between the federal RDIs and the regions (Higgins and Savoie 1997; Savoie 

1997; Beaumier 1998; Savoie 2006).  More importantly, regional development would no 

longer be focused on the overt elimination of regional disparities.  Instead the basic goal 

of regional development shifted to help slow-growth regions realize their economic 

potential (Bradford 2010). It also, however, allowed the federal government to devolve 

its responsibility for regional development thus removing it from an area of national 

priority.  Or as one key informant stressed “the federal government was getting out not 

into regional development policy” (KI-16). 

 By 1987, Canada and the United States were also well into negotiations for a Free 

Trade Agreement.  Free trade was a key recommendation put forward by the 1985 Royal 

Commission on the Economic Union and Development Prospects for Canada (otherwise 

known as the MacDonald Commission).  However, free trade introduced serious 

constraints for regional development policies.  As Scott Sinclair and Michael Clow 
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 On June 30, 1987 the House Standing Committee on Regional Industrial Expansion tabled a report on 

DRIE calling on the federal government to create separate responsibility centres, each with its own 

programs to reduce regional disparities and promote industrial growth.  DRIE was therefore disbanded and 

the IRDP lapsed in 1988 (Savoie 1992; Beaumier 1998).   
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(1988: 189) explain, “monies spent under virtually the entire gamut of Canadian regional 

development programmes were judged to be illegal subsidies under American trade law”.  

One key informant also described:  

the Free Trade Agreement kind of upset that, so the notion of rebalancing through 

transfer payments or regional development programs and national policy lost a lot 

of its meaning and so I think there was an economic reason why regional 

development […] has lost some of its lustre and I think its tied to globalization 

and the Free Trade Agreement (KI-06). 

 

Arguably, the RDIs also reflected the impacts of free trade on regional development.  

American officials viewed industrial incentives as countervailing subsidies.  But, 

politically the Mulroney government needed to maintain a presence in regional 

development and address regional tensions over the current approach.  Thus, DRIE was 

disbanded and the IRDP lapsed while the RDIs with a focus on small and medium sized 

businesses provided the perfect compromise to political and economic tensions.  

The Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency (ACOA) was officially unveiled in St. 

John’s, Newfoundland on June 6, 1987 as an agency that would administer a $1.05 

billion fund (see Savoie 1997: 20-26 for a discussion of the contrasts between his 

recommendations and ACOA).  An agency was also created for Western Canada known 

as Western Economic Diversification (WD) to counter political and economic difficulties 

in the region, including the rise of a right wing, regional protest party – the Reform Party.  

The agency was championed by Don Mazankowski, the Deputy Prime Minister, who was 

determined to put Western Canada on the political agenda.  After a sector review 

coordinated by the Privy Council Office, Mulroney went to Edmonton to announce the 

creation of WD an agency that would administer a $1.2 billion fund (Savoie 2006).
 
 As 

detailed in the next section, an economic development organization was also created for 
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Northern Ontario (the Federal Economic Development Initiative in Northern Ontario – 

FedNor).
32

 

The RDIs have different geographies, governance structures, and priorities based 

on their respective regions. For example, ACOA and WD are interprovincial RDIs made 

up of the Atlantic Provinces of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and 

Newfoundland and Labrador, and the Western provinces of British Columbia, Alberta, 

Saskatchewan, and Manitoba, respectively. Meanwhile, FedNor is an intra-provincial 

organization for the northern region of the province of Ontario. There are a number of 

notable differences between the creation of FedNor, ACOA and WD.  For example, 

ACOA and WD were established as agencies.  This means they have separate 

departments, acts of parliament (that establish them as separate entities as well as outline 

their mandates and powers), and Ministers while FedNor is an economic development 

organization within a federal department.
33

  The size of the fund was also drastically 

smaller at FedNor versus the agencies. 

The RDIs also reflect an interesting paradox.  They were designed to reflect the 

needs of the region, thus, a more bottom-up institutional arrangement.  However, the 

RDIs are creatures of the federal government.  For example, the federal government sets 

their mandate and priorities, determines their funding, and defines their authority.   As 

one key informant explained: “Hey we’re at the whim…of the government!” (KI-18).  At 

the same time, the RDIs are responding to region-specific issues and initiatives.  Thus, 

borrowing from the work of Jamie Peck (1998) on Training and Enterprise Councils 
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 In 1991, Federal Office for Regional Development in Québec (FORD-Q) emerged from the Department 

of Industry, Science and Technology as a separate Department (Office of the Auditor General of Canada 

1995). 
33

 At the time it was located in the Department of Industry, Science and Technology Canada. 
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(TECs) in the UK, the RDIs are “neither simply top-down institutions […] nor can they 

be seen crudely as bottom-up, local creations” (29).  As the following sections highlight, 

this paradox creates a complex and contested regional development landscape. 

While the RDIs have persisted as the main federal approach to regional 

development since 1987, they have experienced institutional restructuring and shifts in 

programming that reflect political and economic tensions.  In the remainder of this 

section, I discuss the history of the Federal Economic Development Initiative in Northern 

Ontario (FedNor).   I also describe the impacts of the 1990s federal program review on 

the RDIs and the contemporary political battles between the Federal Conservatives and 

the Ontario Liberals over regional development.  Overall, this section highlights the 

political tensions and economic realities that have shaped and reshaped the RDIs and the 

boundaries of Northern Ontario.   

 

4.2.1 The Federal Economic Development Initiative in Northern Ontario 

On July 15
th

, 1987, Solicitor General and Sault Ste. Marie MP, James Kelleher, 

announced the creation of an economic development organization called the Federal 

Economic Development Initiative in Northern Ontario (FedNor).  As noted, in the 1984 

election the PCs secured five seats in Northern Ontario while the Liberals held three seats 

and the NDP four seats.  Initially FedNor was created as a special $55 million five-year 

initiative to assist with economic development in the region.  Northern opposition 

members had pressured the government for months to create a recovery package for 

Northern Ontario to offset the U.S Tariff on lumber and other economic challenges in the 

region (Canada House of Commons 1986).  This included difficulties at Algoma Steel in 
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Kelleher’s Sault Ste. Marie riding (see Nishman 1995 for history of Algoma Steel).  As 

one key informant noted: “the government needed to be seen as doing something” (KI-

23).  Kelleher played a strong role in convincing his cabinet colleagues that an economic 

development entity for the region was needed (Canada House of Commons 1988; KI-23).  

Despite his efforts, Kelleher would not be re-elected in the 1988 election.   

The federal government argued that FedNor was ‘created for Northern Ontario 

and run by Northerners who understand the uniqueness of our business environment’ 

(FedNor 1989: 4).  Mayors in Northern Ontario saw the creation of FedNor as 

recognition of “Northern Ontario as a distinct region with its own economy and economic 

problems” (Toronto Star 1987: A3).  Conservative MPs and members of the FedNor 

Advisory Board shared a similar stance.  As the Chairman of the Board told the Standing 

Committee on Regional Industrial Expansion: 

I have to say with a great detail of pride and enthusiasm, that the federal 

government’s decision to set up a separate fund for northern Ontario is a major 

breakthrough. It has not happened in Canada’s history. To have a special block of 

funding and a board established by northerners for northerners in northern 

Ontario by a national government has been unheard of (Canada House of 

Commons 1988: 29:30, emphasis added). 

 

However, opposition MPs viewed FedNor as ‘smoke and mirrors’ to hide the ultimate 

goal of the government which was to get out of regional development.  They also argued 

that the initiative was underfunded and had little power (Kelly 1988).  Interestingly, the 

Ontario Liberal government was reportedly not included in the discussions about the 

creation of FedNor (Howard 1987). 

The early governance structure included a private sector Economic Development 

Advisory Board and a Secretariat which consisted of staff and a Director General.  The 

Advisory Board and the Secretariat were tasked with deciding what projects received 
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funding and providing advice to Cabinet on other federal policies and programs which 

would influence economic development in Northern Ontario (Canada FedNor 1989).  The 

establishment of the advisory board was politically contentious. The media reported that 

‘Tory activists and friends’ filled the new board (Howard 1987).  The political nature of 

the appointments was also discussed during a meeting of the Standing Committee on 

Regional Industrial Expansion (1988).  For example, Leo Bernier, the former 

Conservative provincial Minister of Northern Affairs, was appointed Chairman of the 

Board.  

Geographically, FedNor was initially headquartered in Kelleher’s riding – Sault 

Ste. Marie – and had satellite offices in Thunder Bay and Sudbury.  The original focus 

was to provide direct assistance (loans and non-repayable contributions) to small and 

medium sized businesses for: the establishment of new facilities, modernization and 

expansions of existing facilities, research and development, and market development and 

feasibility studies.  FedNor had four main programs: the Loan Insurance Program, the 

Rural Small Business Program, Core Industrial Program, and the Tourism Assistance 

Program (see Table 4.5 for more detail) (FedNor Review 1989; Goss, Gilroy and 

Associates Ltd. 1991).  In 1992, FedNor was renewed for another five years (Canada 

House of Commons 1992; Office of the Auditor General of Canada 1995). As part of this 

renewal, the FedNor Business Incentive Program was created to replace the Rural Small 

Business Assistance Program, the Core Industrial Program, and the Tourism Assistance 

Program while the Loan Insurance Program was discontinued (Office of the Auditor 

General of Canada 1995).  
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Table 4.5: Initial FedNor Programs 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

Loan Insurance 

Program 

 To provide insurance to cover up to 85 percent of a 

business loan for the establishment of new commercial 

operations or the expansion/modernization of existing 

commercial operations 

Rural Small Business 

Program 

 To assist small businesses, excluding the cities of Thunder 

Bay, Sault Ste. Marie, North Bay, Timmins and the 

Regional Municipality of Sudbury, for new facilities or 

the expansion/modernization of existing facilities 

Core Industrial 

Program 

 To direct assistance to industry for the construction of new 

facilities, for the expansion or modernization of an 

existing facility, for market research and promotion, and 

for an innovation or development project 

Tourism Assistance 

Program 

 To contribute to the capital costs of establishing a new 

tourism facility, or expanding, modernizing or renovating 

an existing tourism facility  

Source: FedNor Review 1989; Goss, Gilroy and Associates Ltd 1991 

 

During the 1993 election campaign, regional development was a key theme in the 

Liberal Red Book.  As Savoie (2006: 166) explains, Liberal leader, Jean Chrétien, argued 

that his government would,  

work closely with provincial governments to ensure the federal government is a 

partner, not a competitor, in the formulation of regional economic development 

policy.  We will work with provincial governments to fulfill the priorities 

established in provincial strategic economic plans.  Our efforts will concentrate on 

infrastructure, including tourism; commercial application of research and 

development through local institutions; and specific aid to small business.   

 

On Election Day, the Liberals won 177 seats while two regional parties the Bloc 

Québécois and the Reform Party secured 54 seats and 52 respectively.
34

  The NDP were 

reduced to nine seats and the PCs won a humiliating two seats.  Several issues 

contributed to this defeat, including internal divisions within the party, economic 

                                                 
34

 The Bloc Québécois was founded on Québec sovereignty and secession while the Reform Party grew out 

of western alienation.   
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circumstances, and public discontent with the GST.  In Northern Ontario, the Liberals 

secured every seat in the region.  As I describe in the next section, Chrétien introduced a 

new political and economic agenda including an intense program review. While the RDIs 

survived, it was clear that the future of regional development in Canada would be 

different (Office of the Auditor General of Canada 1995). 

 

4.2.2 Program Review, Institutional Restructuring, and Political Value 

During 1994, the Liberals announced an ambitious program review exercise to bring the 

deficit down to 3 percent of the GDP (Savoie 2006). A number of factors precipitated 

these deep spending cuts and structural reforms.  According to government reports, a 

mixture of economic, technological and political shifts had influenced Canada’s 

competitive position.  For example, a report by the Auditor General detailed the growth 

of information technology, the emergence of third-world economies, and the 

globalization of trade (Office of the Auditor General of Canada 1995).  It also highlighted 

how “constantly changing alliances, trading blocks, and free trade agreements have 

emerged against a backdrop of rapid change in politics, technology, demographics, 

opportunities, and worldwide production and distribution costs” (Office of the Auditor 

General of Canada 1995: online).  For Armit and Bourgault (1996) the economic context 

provided the best justification for this review.  As they explain, successive years of 

multiplied budget deficits had become structural.  This combined with turbulence in 

international financial markets, a sudden increase in interest rates, and a devalued credit 

rating created the fiscal pressure needed to “reinvent government” (Armit and Bourgault 

1996: 4; Kroeger 1996). 
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The objectives of the review were: “to get government right; to ensure that 

taxpayers were getting value for money; and to encourage Canadians to work towards 

building a more innovative economy” (Industry Canada 1995: 12).
35

  As the 1995 Federal 

Budget stated this would “include deep cuts in the level of federal program spending – 

not simply lower spending growth, but a substantial reduction in actual dollars spent” 

(Canada Department of Finance 1995: 6, emphasis added). The program review was, 

however, much more than just deep budget cuts.  As Savoie (1997) describes, it was a 

move towards a “more limited state with a lighter hand on the economy” (28).  As 

Swimmer (1996) explains, it represented a fundamental shift in thinking  

…toward reducing the role of the federal government by devolving responsibilities 

to other levels of government and to the private and voluntary sectors; reducing 

transfer payments to provinces, individuals, and businesses; and applying private 

sector management techniques to those federal government activities that remain 

(1-2). 

 

Thomas (1996) also illustrates that “there was an underlying assumption in favour of less 

government and greater administrative efficiency, while other values like equity and 

accountability received much less emphasis” (1996: 39).  For Kroeger, the 1995 Budget 

marked the end of “fifty years of activist, interventionist, and above all, self-confident 

government” (1996: 21).  These reforms reflected the growing influence of neoliberal 

policies and practices in the Canadian state. Set within this context of increased 

international competition and fiscal restraint the federal government introduced 

significant structural reforms and austerity measures that would cut deep into regional 

development.  

                                                 
35

 For a more detailed discussion of the program review see G. Swimmer (1996), How Ottawa Spends 

1996-1997: Life Under the Knife.  
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As the former Minister of ACOA, David Dingwall explained to the Gomery 

Commission, “there was a full campaign inside the government to get rid of the regional 

agencies, and we had to fight very, very hard to maintain those agencies” (as quoted in 

Savoie 2006: 176).  While the RDIs survived the program review, they experienced 

radical reforms. The 1995 Budget revealed deeper cuts to the regional development 

agencies versus other departments with a projected 50 percent decline in funding of $562 

million over the next three years (Canada Department of Finance 1995; Savoie 1997).  In 

addition to their significantly reduced budgets, the RDIs would move away from offering 

grants or direct subsidies to the private sector.  Instead, they would now focus on offering 

loans and repayable contributions to small-and-medium-size enterprises.  This was part of 

an overall government plan to reduce business subsidies.  Citing an OECD Jobs Study, 

the Budget argued: “[s]ubsidies tend to operate in exactly the opposite way from what is 

needed: they slow rather than stimulate adjustment; they discourage rather than 

encourage innovation; and they tend to become permanent” (quoted in Canada 

Department of Finance 1995: 42).   

The RDIs also assumed responsibility for the Community Futures Program (CFP) 

from Human Resources Development.  The CFP was implemented in 1986 as part of the 

Canadian Jobs Strategy to assist labour adjustment in areas of high unemployment 

through counselling and business development (for a detailed history see Fuller, Larsson, 

and Pletsch 2010).  In 1994, the Community Futures Committees were amalgamated with 

the Business Development Centres (BDCs) to create Community Futures Development 

Corporations (CFDCs).  The CFDCs were tasked with, strategic community planning, 
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delivering business services to SMEs, and providing access to capital.  In 1995, the 

responsibility for the CFDCs was transferred to Industry Canada and the RDIs.   

This move brought with it a much stronger emphasis on community-based 

economic development.  David Douglas defines community-economic development as 

the “purposeful design and action by community residents to influence the characteristics 

of their local economy” (1994: 7).  It reflects a shift in thinking from creating economic 

activity within a community versus redistributing from elsewhere.  However, as a state-

driven regional development initiative it is also reflective of the broader political and 

economic circumstances including the retrenchment of the welfare state and deepening 

globalization.  As Polèse (1999) admits, “the author cannot help but feel that ‘local 

development’, as a policy ideal, is in the end closer to a silent surrender, an implicit 

admission that the central state really cannot do much about unequal regional 

development and regional disparities” (309).   Similarly, others argue that “[b]ottom-up 

approaches as the answer can be cruel [because] the regional forces are so strongly 

centralist and the smaller places can never pull themselves up by their own CED 

bootstraps” (as quoted in Savoie 2000).  

Also in 1995, regional economic development programs in Canada fell under the 

scrutiny of the Auditor General (AG).  The AG report identified a number of challenges 

with the federal approach, including issues with implementing changes to the repayment 

policy from non-repayable to repayable contributions as set out in the Budget.  Other 

challenges identified in the report included: lack of information on programs that have 

worked and programs that have not; lack of cost-effective, risk based project assessment; 
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long approval times; and the need for ongoing co-operation between the regional 

development entities (Office of the Auditor General of Canada 1995).   

On January 25
th

 1996, amid this scrutiny, austere environment, and allegations of 

‘regional pork barrelling’, the Minister of Industry – John Manley (MP – Ottawa South) – 

assumed responsibility for ACOA, WD, and the Federal Office for Regional 

Development in Québec (FORD-Q) in a significant institutional restructuring (McKenna 

1996).  This meant that these agencies would no longer be stand-alone with a senior 

cabinet minister and direct access to cabinet and cabinet committees.  Instead, under the 

guidance of a junior minister they would now report to the Minister of Industry (Savoie 

2006).  After the swearing-in ceremony, Manley stated: “We’re looking to help build 

regional economies that are able to respond to the challenges of global competition and 

changing economic circumstances. There’s no money and no desire to go out and issue 

cheques for political purposes”  (McKenna 1996: B7).  This decision was met with 

hostility especially in Atlantic Canada.  As Savoie (2006) explains, officials at ACOA 

“felt betrayed, interpreting the decision as a clear signal of Ottawa’s desire to get the 

agency under greater political and administrative control” (177).  He further notes that 

Manley was perceived as a suburban MP from Ottawa concerned with the national capital 

and the high-tech industry.   

This institutional restructuring revealed the political value of the RDIs.  As one 

columnist from The Globe and Mail reported: “a decision to eliminate agencies that 

effectively serve as the federal government’s major presence in many communities – and 

one of its primary ways of garnering goodwill in remote areas – would not be without 

lasting political ramifications” (Feschuk 1996: B1).  The federal government also 
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restructured the RDIs programming to fit within the Industry “jobs and growth” mandate 

by placing more emphasis on entrepreneurship, innovation, trade, competitiveness, and 

partnerships (Canada ACOA 1998). 

In Northern Ontario, FedNor was not immune from this scrutiny and 

restructuring.  The AG report found that the real benefits of FedNor-supported projects 

often fell short of the anticipated economic benefits specified in project applications. 

Since its inception, FedNor had supported over 800 projects with approximately $54 

million in assistance.  The majority of projects (615 involving $44.9 million) received 

support for the establishment, expansion and modernization of small-and-medium-sized 

businesses.  The report offered a number of recommendations including the need for a 

streamlined set of guidelines and criteria, the need to streamline the review and approval 

process, improved co-ordination with other provincial agencies, improved monitoring of 

project results, and the creation of an evaluation framework for the Business Incentives 

Program.  

 As part of the federal program review, Industry Canada hosted a Conference on 

Economic Development in Northern Ontario in June 1995.  A number of regional 

stakeholders attended, including: regional organizations, representatives from other 

federal regional entities, provincial representatives, municipal representatives, the private 

sector, academics, and Northern Ontario Members of Parliament (Industry Canada 1995). 

At the conference, the Minister of Industry, John Manley (MP – Ottawa South) made it 

clear that FedNor was “not a hand-out program” (Industry Canada 1995: 14).  Manley 

also emphasized that the government would not bring “made in Ottawa” solutions to the 
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region but rather would help the region search for innovative approaches and support 

consensus building among key stakeholders. 

According to Manley the FedNor program framework was scheduled to sunset in 

1995 but was saved due to the efforts of the twelve Northern Liberal MPs. As noted 

earlier, the Liberals won every seat in Northern Ontario in the 1993 election. As one key 

informant described, Manley would have faced a ‘palace revolt’ (KI-08) by the Northern 

Ontario Caucus if FedNor had ceased as a program. While another explained how it was 

“a last minute kind of plea from the Northern MPs who got together and lobbied the PM” 

(KI-23).  This was corroborated by Manley who told conference delegates, “they have 

been persistent, sometimes more persistent than we would have liked, in presenting the 

Northern Ontario point of view in Caucus and in Cabinet” (Industry Canada 1995: 11, 

emphasis added).  

 The federal reforms did, however, prompt the 1996 re-engineering of the 

program. FedNor received a new mandate and a three-year budget of approximately $60 

million.  It would now focus on improving access for small businesses to capital, 

information, and markets along with promoting community partnerships (Office of the 

Auditor General of Canada 1997).  Non-repayable direct contributions to businesses were 

eliminated and replaced by a “fully repayable, commercially-based lending [approach] 

backed by loan loss reserves delivered by third parties” (Industry Canada 2008: 1).  

Essentially, FedNor moved away from providing direct assistance to businesses to 

offering financial support to ‘not-for-profit business-oriented organizations’ located in 

Northern Ontario.  These organizations included business and trade associations, local 

economic development associations, municipalities and post-secondary educational 
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institutions (Industry Canada 1998) (see Table 4.6 for a description of specific funds).   

The FedNor Advisory Board was also terminated.  

 

Table 4.6: A Revitalized FedNor  

FUNDED PROGRAMS DESCRIPTION 

Northern Ontario 

Economic 

Development Fund 

Eligibility: not-for-profit, business oriented organizations 

located in Northern Ontario 

 Support for wages and benefits; professional and special 

services; research consultants’ fees; travel and 

accommodation; liability insurance; and rental or purchase of 

materials, supplies and equipment 

Not-For-Profit Fund 

Eligibility: not-for-profit, business oriented organizations 

located in Northern Ontario 

 Develop business and trade opportunities; improve business 

competitiveness through seminars and quality initiatives; 

provide specialized services to SMEs and entrepreneurs; 

regional economic development; feasibility and marketing 

studies; marking projects; and research and analysis 

Tourism Fund 

Eligibility: not-for-profit organizations like tourism associations 

and alliances of commercial operations engaged in tourism 

 Support for cooperative marketing initiatives; speciality 

tourism package development; tourism skills development, 

and sector-specific economic research and analysis 

Pre-Commercial 

Fund 

Repayable assistance to SMEs in Northern Ontario for pre-

commercial research and development and market research 

Source: Industry Canada 1998 

 

The government also released A New Partnership for Jobs and Growth in 

Northern Ontario (1996), which outlined a new framework for a revitalized FedNor.  

Highlighting the new federal approach to regional development it stated,  

Rather than attempt to provide a full range of marketplace services in house, as it 

has sought to do in the past, FedNor will play a more catalytic role, leveraging the 

skills and expertise of outside organizations and stakeholders. New partnerships 

will permit FedNor’s operations to be rationalized, the staff reduced and its skills 

refocused” (7, emphasis added). 
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It also argued that the future to job creation in Northern Ontario was through small, 

innovative firms and by enhancing business competitiveness through trade promotion and 

domestic marketing.  FedNor would also be focussed on upgrading telecommunications 

infrastructure in the region to improve technological capability and competitiveness.  

While this redesign was influenced by federal reforms and new economic priorities, it 

was considered necessary given the ‘profound impact’ of the global economy on 

Northern Ontario (Industry Canada 1996: 1). 

The revitalized FedNor placed a stronger emphasis on communities arguing that, 

“a key to successful partnering will be the role that Northern Ontario’s communities play 

in shaping their economic destiny” (3).  As noted earlier, in October 1995 FedNor 

assumed responsibility for the Community Futures Program in Ontario.
36

  This transfer 

significantly changed the federal approach to regional development in Northern Ontario 

by creating a stronger focus on community development.
37

  The CFDCs also became “the 

key vehicle for FedNor’s micro-business lending efforts, and the focal point for 

businesses seeking information” (5). The report also stressed the importance of ‘seamless 

partnerships’ between stakeholders including the province and municipal economic 

development organizations.   

In an interview with the Sudbury Star, Andy Mitchell (MP Parry Sound-

Muskoka) detailed the new role of FedNor in Northern Ontario.  He stated, “what we try 

to do now is invest the money and create an environment within which businesses can be 

                                                 
36

 The CFDCs are “incorporated non-profit organizations governed by a local volunteer board of directors”.  

They provide advice, information, and referral services to entrepreneurs and local SMEs.  CFDCs also 

provide access to capital for SMEs through “locally governed investment funds that can provide loans, loan 

guarantees or equity investments for business start-up, expansion or stabilization” (Industry Canada FedNor 

2008: 4; see also Industry Canada FedNor 2002) 
37

 This transfer included a significant increase in staff numbers at FedNor. One key informant estimated 

that the CFDCs transfer increased staff by roughly 50 percent (KI-23). As a result, the CFDCs community 

focus had a strong influence on FedNor. 
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successful” (Special Section 1999: A9).  Mitchell continued, “forging partnerships with 

the private sector and communities, allows investments from the federal agency to have a 

greater effect than if grants were given to a single business” (Special Section 1999: A9).  

Yet, it also introduced the risk of downloading the responsibility for regional 

development to a broad range of ‘partners’ including the private sector, not-for-profits, 

communities, and the provincial government.   

The revitalized FedNor also included a new focus on strategic development and 

advocacy.  Under this framework FedNor would include a research budget to encourage 

the analysis of key regional issues.  This included a Northern Ontario Database
38

 

available to the CFDCs for comprehensive small-area analyses (Canada FedNor 1998).  

At the same time, FedNor would “establish an internal policy analysis, development and 

advocacy capability to ensure that Northern Ontario has a strong voice at the national 

level” (Canada FedNor 1996: 6).  However, FedNor was still located under the purview 

of Industry Canada.  Simply put, FedNor could advocate a ‘Northern’ perspective but 

Industry Canada held the authority and power to create policies and set the parameters.   

The revitalized FedNor approach also included a new focus on meeting the unique 

needs of Aboriginal entrepreneurs and Northern Ontario francophone communities along 

with improving the economic prospects for women and youth. For example, in 1997 

FedNor launched a Youth Internship Initiative.  It also assembled an Aboriginal Working 

Group, provided information on the program to women’s associations throughout the 

region, and launched a three-year action plan under Section 41 of the Official Languages 

Act (Industry Canada 1998).  

                                                 
38

 The Northern Ontario Database included the Census of Canadian Population, the Census of Agriculture, 

Labour Force Survey data, and Taxfiler small-area data all provided by Statistics Canada (Canada FedNor 

1998).   
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In June 1999, Industry Minister John Manley announced that FedNor would not 

be phased out and $60 million would be added to its budget over the next three years. 

FedNor also shifted its focus after a number of community dialogue sessions held 

throughout 1998 and a Northern Ontario Caucus meeting in September 1999 to discuss 

new program priorities.  In November, five strategic areas more closely tied to the 

‘knowledge-based’ economy were announced: Trade, Innovation, Investment, 

Connectedness, and Community partnerships.  This also included a stronger emphasis on 

youth internships, community economic infrastructure, telecommunications 

infrastructure, applied research and development, community recovery, innovation 

capacity building, and information and communications technology applications 

(Standing Committee on Industry 2000; Industry Canada FedNor 2002; Industry Canada 

FedNor 2008).  

FedNor also received a Secretary of State – Andy Mitchell (MP Parry Sound-

Muskoka).  As noted earlier, during the 1996 institutional restructuring of ACOA, WD, 

and FORD-Q each received a junior minister or Secretary of State.  In this regard, 

FedNor was now similar to the regional development agencies. The continuation of 

FedNor can be attributed to the sizable and vocal Northern Ontario caucus (Industry 

Canada FedNor 1995; Dobrovnike 1999).  In the 1997 election, Northern Ontario had 

once again sent a Liberal MP to Parliament Hill in every riding.
39

  As a result, what 

started as a short-term assistance program in Northern Ontario evolved into a long-term 

institution for regional development.  

                                                 
39

 In 1996, Northern Ontario lost one federal riding through the electoral boundary readjustment process for 

a total of eleven seats. 
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In August 2000, Ottawa redrew the boundaries of Northern Ontario by adding the 

District of Muskoka to the southern portion of the region.  In a news release by Industry 

Canada-FedNor, they attributed this boundary revision to amendments made by the 

provincial government earlier that year (In Brief 2000a).  When questioned over the 

decision to ‘extend northern status’, the Secretary of State explained that FedNor had 

simply adjusted the boundaries to ensure consistency between the two senior levels of 

government (Standing Committee on Industry, Science and Technology 2002).  As I 

discuss in Chapter Six, the provincial decision to extend the boundaries of Northern 

Ontario was highly contentious because of Muskoka’s proximity to Toronto and its 

function as ‘Cottage Country’.  Politically complicating matters, Muskoka was part of an 

electoral riding where half of the riding was considered Northern Ontario (Parry Sound) 

and the Member of Parliament for the riding was the Secretary of State for FedNor.  

Thus, Mitchell had little political choice but to follow the provincial lead or risk political 

repercussions in his own riding.  

Related to this, the governance structure was revised based on a geographic 

delivery model.   The head office was located in Sudbury with regional offices in Sault 

Ste. Marie and Thunder Bay and satellite offices in Timmins, North Bay, Parry Sound, 

and Kenora.  FedNor officials argued that this structure would facilitate relationships at 

the community-level, assist FedNor officers in identifying needs and opportunities, and 

spatially distribute officers on-the-ground throughout the region.  The revised 

organizational structure also included a Policy and Planning function tasked with 

program and policy development, guidance to FedNor officers, and program evaluation 

(Industry Canada FedNor 2002).  FedNor also established a more ‘bottom-up meets top-
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down’ approach to regional development to inform and evaluate regional development 

efforts by holding regional consultations hosted by MPs and a citizen engagement forum 

and youth symposium (Canada FedNor 2002).   

Late in 2003, Paul Martin succeeded Jean Chrétien as Prime Minister and leader 

of the Liberal Party.  In announcing his cabinet, Martin re-established ACOA and WD as 

stand-alone agencies with cabinet representation.  The Minister of Industry, Lucienne 

Robillard, was also named the Minster responsible for the Economic Development 

Agency of Canada for the Regions of Québec (CED-Q).
 40

   FedNor, however, remained 

under the direct purview of Industry Canada with Joe Comuzzi (Thunder Bay-Nipigon) 

acting as Minister of State (The Globe and Mail 2003; Savoie 2006).   

In the 2004 election, the Liberals under Paul Martin were reduced to a minority.  

In Northern Ontario, they lost two seats to the NDP in Sault Ste. Marie (Tony Martin) 

and Timmins-James Bay (Charlie Angus).
41

  Later that year, the geographic scope of 

FedNor expanded to include Eastern Ontario through a $10 million Eastern Ontario 

Development Fund (EODF).  It was designed as a short-term response to the challenges 

of the region including layoffs in the high-tech and manufacturing sectors and lack of 

access to capital for SMEs as well as youth out-migration and insufficient 

telecommunication capacity (Canada FedNor 2006; Canada House of Commons 2004).  

The opposition alleged that the money was announced shortly before the election in an 

                                                 
40

 In 1998, FORD-Q was renamed – the Economic Development Agency of Canada for the Regions of 

Québec (CED-Q stands for Canada Economic Development for Québec Regions).  In 2005, the Act 

establishing the Economic Development Agency of Canada for the Regions of Québec was passed granting 

CED-Q autonomous legal status (Canada CED-Q 2008). 
41

 In 2004, Northern Ontario lost another federal riding through the electoral boundary readjustment 

process for a total of ten seats. 
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attempt to protect a number of Liberal seats that were at risk in the region (Canada House 

of Commons 2005).   

It also reflected ongoing discussions between Liberal MPs over creating a 

regional development agency for Ontario.  The Globe and Mail reported that the issue 

was discussed at a meeting between Ontario cabinet ministers following the election and 

packaged “in terms of seats lost” (Taber 2004: A.5).  In the article, Minister Joe Volpe 

(Eglinton-Lawrence) stated, “Ontario ministers are looking for ways in which the federal 

government can play a much more proactive role in the economic development of those 

areas that are not as advantaged or developed as say, for example, the Golden Horseshoe” 

(Taber 2004: A5).  However, creating a regional development agency for Ontario, a 

‘have’ province, would be a politically provocative move.  The EODF, on the other hand, 

was less contentious, providing support for the economic challenges in Eastern Ontario 

and providing political visibility for the struggling Liberals.   

Under the Liberals, regional development shifted from providing direct subsidies 

to businesses to creating the environment for businesses to succeed.  That the regional 

development institutions survived the program review and austere environment was 

attributed to their political value.  As one key informant described “the difficulties in 

shutting them down is that they’re popular and so…the Minister’s of provinces where 

they’re located generally get a lot of mileage out of them, [they] get a lot of profile, the 

Government of Canada gets a lot of profile for having them there” (KI-03).  In Northern 

Ontario, the region was politically bolstered with Liberal MPs in every riding.  As a 

result, FedNor was strengthened from a short-term program to a long-term institution for 

regional development.  FedNor also developed a more proactive role on the ground in 
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Northern Ontario.  This “bottom-up meets top-down” approach provided communities 

with access to federal programs thereby enhancing federal visibility. 

 

4.2.3 A Battle Between the Federal ‘Hatfields’ and the Provincial ‘McCoys’  

In the 2006 election, the Conservative Party
42

 led by Stephen Harper defeated the 

Liberals and formed a minority government.  The Liberals were suffering from the lasting 

impacts of the sponsorship scandal, internal strife within the party, and a mid-campaign 

announcement that the RCMP was investigating a potential leak on tax changes related to 

income trusts (Campbell 2006). In Northern Ontario, the Liberals lost another seat in 

Parry Sound-Muskoka to Tony Clement (Conservative).  During the 1990s, Clement was 

a driving force within the Mike Harris ‘Common Sense Revolution’, as a provincial 

politician and cabinet minister (as detailed in Chapter Six).  In the 2003 provincial 

election, Clement was defeated in the Brampton West-Mississauga riding and made an 

unsuccessful attempt to win the Brampton West seat for the federal Conservative Party in 

2004.  During the 2006 election he ran in Parry Sound-Muskoka narrowly beating Liberal 

incumbent Andy Mitchell by twenty-eight votes (Young 2006; Sudbury Star 2006). 

Over the last decade, the Conservative Party and its predecessors were vocal 

opponents of the RDIs labeling them ‘corporate welfare’ and ‘bureaucratic 

entrepreneurship’ while putting forth motions for their abolishment (see for example 

Canada House of Commons 1998; Leblanc 2009; Curry 2010; Ivison 2010).  However, 

during a plenary session at the 2005 Conservative Party policy conference in Montreal, 

the delegates rejected a proposal that would have eliminated the RDIs and replaced them 

                                                 
42

 In 2003, the Canadian Alliance and the Progressive Conservative Party voted to unite, forming the 

Conservative Party of Canada.  The Canadian Alliance was the successor of the Reform Party. 
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with targeted business-tax reductions.  Harper reportedly argued that the party view 

mirrored his own preference for regional development, which was to focus on “general 

infrastructure development and delivering conventional programs through a regional 

agency” (Roick 2005: 1; Savoie 2006). 

Tony Clement, the only Conservative MP in Northern Ontario, was appointed 

Minister of FedNor and Minister of Health.  However, FedNor remained a program 

within Industry Canada.   The Northern Ontario Development Fund was renamed the 

Northern Ontario Development Program (NODP) and it was slightly revised to focus on 

the areas of Community Economic Development (CED)
43

, Trade and Tourism, 

Innovation, Information and Communications Technology (ICT), Business Financing 

Support, and Human Capital.  The intended results of the NODP include: improving 

youth retention; capacity building to respond to local economic development challenges 

and opportunities; increasing innovation and technology infrastructure; and improving 

business and trade skills (Industry Canada FedNor 2008). 

It didn’t take long for a bitter partisan dispute to erupt between the provincial 

Liberals and the federal Conservatives in Northern Ontario. As the president of one 

Northern newspaper commented, “I’ve been watching politics for 35 years in this 

province and I’ve never seen anything so economically hurtful and personally vitriolic” 

(Atkins 2008: online).  At the centre of this conflict was the Centre for Excellence in 

Mining Innovation (CEMI), a not-for-profit organization, at Laurentian University in 

Sudbury.  The idea behind CEMI was to build on the city’s strength in mining and 

                                                 
43

 The 2007-2008 Business Plan states: “Community economic development helps engage and empower 

communities to take responsibility for managing their own futures and seizing opportunities that will result 

in sustainable long-term economic benefits, including job creation, economic diversification, and enhanced 

business competitiveness” (Industry Canada FedNor 2007: 14).  
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position it as a centre for international mining research.  The idea also fit nicely with 

plans in the federal Liberal Red Book to establish centres of excellence throughout 

Canada.  FedNor had also been an early supporter working with “mining partners to 

establish a mining technology research centre and cluster” (FedNor 2002: 5). According 

to Liberal MPs, plans were underway to fund CEMI when the federal Liberals were 

defeated in 2006 (O’Flanagan 2005; 2006; Bartolucci 2006).   

Over the next several years the political battle ensued between the provincial 

Liberals and the federal Conservatives.  By 2008, CEMI had secured support from a 

number of sources including $5million each from mining companies, Vale Inco and 

Xstrata, and $10 million from the province.   The centre had also submitted a proposal to 

FedNor for $9.5 million over five years and was waiting on a decision.  It all culminated 

with Sudbury Liberal MPP, Rick Bartolucci, calling Clement tight-fisted and the 

‘Minister of FedNot’ for the delay (Desrosiers 2008).  A short time later, Clement’s press 

secretary released a statement saying that the project did not fit ‘current funding 

priorities’.  The press release continued,  

FedNor has a limited funding base and must take this into account when making 

funding decisions […] This proposal would require significant investment that 

would not serve to maximize FedNor’s priorities of promoting growth, economic 

diversification, job creating and sustainable, self-reliant communities in Northern 

Ontario (St. Pierre 2008: online). 

 

The opposition and critics slammed this decision as partisan, political and having nothing 

to do with the actual merits of the proposal (Atkins 2008; St. Pierre 2008).   

 In a pointed editorial, the President of the Northern Life, Michael Atkins, 

described this decision as the ‘high cost of split jurisdictions’.  He argued that the 

decision resulted from “the war between the province and the federal government and to 
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a lesser extent the tensions between the Sudbury office of FedNor and its minister” 

(Atkins 2008: online).  He likened it to the battle “between the Hatfields and the McCoys, 

better known as the Harris Tories and the McGuinty Liberals” (Atkins 2008: online).   As 

one key informant summarized: 

There is I think a personal antagonism the federal Minister responsible for FedNor 

and our MPP who was the Minister of Northern Development and Mines and I 

would not be surprised if there is an element of that that has affected the 

decision…of the feds to…respond the way they did to that…some of that politics 

it’s not nice but…it happens…and it’s unfortunate because my understanding 

from people who were very close to it was all the ducks…everything was lined up 

it was yes, yes, yes all along the way and then bang somewhere around the 

Minister something happened.  

 

As this key informant alluded, the Sudbury FedNor office had reportedly been a strong 

supporter of CEMI (Atkins 2008; St. Pierre 2008).  In fact, establishing a mining 

technology research centre and cluster was identified as a key recommendation in the 

2002 FedNor Northern Ontario citizen engagement forum.  FedNor had also invested in a 

research initiative focussed on understanding and developing the mining supply and 

services cluster in Sudbury.
44

 

Adding insult to injury, Industry Minister Tony Clement approved funding the 

following year for the Innovation Centre for the Canadian Mining Industry at the 

University of Toronto.  As one Sudbury Star editorial explained, “the similarity in names 

is no coincidence – they are both research centres vying for government support and 

private investment. The difference, of course, is that one is located where mines are and 

one isn’t” (MacLeod 2009: online).  In another editorial Atkins reported:  

                                                 
44

 This project was part of a national five-year SSHRC funded research initiative looking at the role of local 

and regional clusters in Canada led by David Wolfe and Meric Gertler from the University of Toronto.  Dr. 

David Robinson from the Economics Department at Laurentian University was the lead researcher on the 

Sudbury study (see Robinson 2005). 
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The decisions by the federal government to deny funding to CEMI, which was all 

but invented by FedNor staff here in Sudbury – and tirelessly championed by 

FedNor executive director Louise Paquette – is a deliberate, calculated snub to the 

city of Sudbury, its provincial member Bartolucci (who belittled FedNor) and, most 

assuredly, Paquette (who championed it). The willingness to quickly invest in a 

competing institution at the University of Toronto just adds incredibility to the 

inside story (Atkins 2009: online). 

 

The Sudbury Star called it a ‘deliberate snub’ (MacLeod 2009) while the Chair of the 

Greater Sudbury Chamber of Commerce argued that it “perpetuates the all-too-familiar 

narrative that ‘if you want to succeed, then you must go south’” (Gatien 2009: online).  

In response, Clement issued a letter explaining that the U of T centre had applied 

and received funding through the Knowledge Infrastructure Program (KIP) while CEMI 

had not applied for funding under this program.  He called the comparison a ‘petty spin’ 

(Clement 2009a).  His letter, however, did little to take the sting out of the earlier 

decision to deny CEMI funding.  In August 2009, FedNor finally provided CEMI with 

$4.25 million in funding under the Community Adjustment Fund.  According to a press 

release, the money would go towards a project examining methods of reducing mine 

energy costs to make the mining industry more viable and globally competitive (Punch 

2009).  However, this bitter partisan feud resulted in a more politically charged and 

divisive approach to regional development in Northern Ontario.  This was especially 

concerning given the emphasis on securing partnerships to obtain regional development 

funding.  It also underscores how politics can blur regional development decisions.  

 

4.2.4 The Stand up for Northern Ontario Campaign 

In June 2007, FedNor critic and NDP MP Tony Martin (Sault Ste. Marie) introduced a 

private member’s bill (C-451) to establish FedNor as a fully independent regional 
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development agency instead of a program ‘buried’ inside Industry Canada.  Martin 

argued that FedNor had become FedOntario with nearly one-third of its funding going to 

rural areas in Eastern and Southern Ontario and the Muskoka’s.  The proposed legislation 

would thus ensure FedNor money remained in the North.  Martin also wanted Northern 

Ontario to return to the French River boundary thereby excluding Parry Sound and 

Muskoka from FedNor.  He told the Sault Star, “We need clearly defined boundaries so 

that FedNor funding is not bled off into regions which are more Near North than 

Northern Ontario” (Bellerose 2008: online, emphasis added).  Martin did, however, 

advocate for Eastern and Southern Ontario to receive their own agency rather than 

acquire money at the expense of Northern Ontario (Martin 2007; 2008).   

Shortly thereafter, Martin embarked upon his “Stand Up for Northern Ontario” 

campaign, a series of consultations across Northern Ontario on Bill C-451.
45

  Throughout 

his travels, he received nearly unanimous support for an independent FedNor (Martin 

2007; 2008).  Tony Martin was, however, met with fierce opposition in Parry Sound-

Muskoka over its exclusion from Northern Ontario (Town of Bracebridge 2008).  

Minister Clement started a petition calling on residents to say no to Bill C-451 (Clement 

2007).  He also implicated Liberal MP Anthony Rota as a supporter of the bill.  While 

Rota did support the idea of an independent FedNor, he did not support the exclusion of 

Parry Sound-Muskoka (Adams 2007).  At the Bracebridge consultation, participants 

softened Martin’s position on Parry Sound-Muskoka with a compelling case outlining a 

number of ‘strong historical, geographical, cultural and economic ties with the north’ 

(Martin 2008).  

                                                 
45

 The consultations were held in: Sudbury, Thunder Bay, Kenora, Fort Frances, Sault Ste. Marie, Espanola 

(Algoma-Manitoulin riding) and Bracebridge (Parry Sound-Muskoka riding) (Martin 2008). 
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A number of recommendations were presented during the “Stand Up for Northern 

Ontario” campaign.  These included: calling for a Northern regional development 

strategy; a depoliticized funding process; and additional funding and clout for FedNor.  In 

terms of governance structure, Martin envisioned a Board of Directors and a variety of 

economic and social advisory councils along with community input to determine regional 

development priorities (Martin 2008).  In February 2008, Rota introduced Bill C-499 

which was virtually identical to Bill C-451 except it included Parry Sound-Muskoka.  In 

September 2008, Parliament was dissolved resulting in a snap election and the demise of 

both bills.   

 The 2008 election resulted in another Conservative minority under Harper.  In 

Northern Ontario, the NDP secured seven seats while the Conservatives won two seats 

(Kenora and Parry Sound-Muskoka) and the Liberals were reduced to a single seat in 

Nipissing-Temiskaming. This was a humiliating defeat for the Liberals who had held a 

number of ridings in the region for decades.  For example, the riding of Algoma-

Manitoulin-Kapuskasing and its previous incarnations had been a Liberal stronghold 

since 1935, while in Sudbury Liberal incumbent Diane Marleau lost the seat she had held 

since 1988 (Galloway 2008; Shufelt 2011).  Both ridings went to the NDP.   

There are a number of reasons for this NDP surge in the once Liberal dominated 

region.  For one, the rising profile and popularity of NDP leader Jack Layton in English 

Canada and the lack of strong leadership and internal divisions within the Liberal Party 

cannot be ignored (Galloway 2008).  The forestry industry in Northern Ontario was also 

in crisis resulting in mill closures and layoffs.  These closures were driven by a number 

of factors including the impacts of the softwood lumber dispute, a slow-down in the 
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American housing market, international competition, the rising Canadian dollar, and 

industrial energy prices (for more detail see Moazzami 2009: Rosehart 2008).  In the 

mining industry, the international sale of Inco and Falconbridge and their impending 

contract negotiations also created uncertainty for workers.  Amidst these layoffs and 

industry changes, the NDP campaign to ‘put working families first’ resonated with voters 

in the region.  

 

4.3 NEW REGIONAL INSTITUTIONAL SPACES, 2009-201246 

The 2009 Budget significantly altered the regional development institutional landscape in 

Canada.  Under the section title, Helping all Regions Prosper – two new regional 

development agencies were announced – one for Southern Ontario now known as 

FedDev Ontario and one for the Canadian Territories called CanNor.  The result, as 

Savoie describes, ‘…is that every postal code in Canada now has access to a federal 

regional economic development agency’ (2009: online), including Toronto. He is also 

optimistic that these changes reflect a confirmation that Canada is made up of an 

assortment of regional economies.  For Savoie, there is promise that federal policy-

makers now have the opportunity to really understand Canadian regions and their 

economic potential, strengths, and weaknesses.  However, as I demonstrate below, the 

political motivations behind their creation detracts from any potential commitment or 

recognition that Canada is made up of a series of regions. 

The creation of these new institutional spaces (especially FedDev Ontario) has 

dramatically changed the traditional approach to regional development in Canada from 

supporting slow-growth regions to regional development in all regions.  While Savoie 

                                                 
46

 This title was inspired by the work of Martin Jones (1999) on ‘new institutional spaces’. 
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(2009) believes there is now a symmetrical approach to regional policy across the 

country, I would argue that there is in fact an ‘uneven institutional geography’ (Goodwin 

et al. 2002: 210) with five regional development agencies and one regional development 

organization.  The idea of a regional development agency for southern Ontario was not 

new.  The Liberals had flirted with the idea but abstained because of the anticipated 

political ramifications (Taber 2004).   

The decision to create FedDev was in part due to the global financial downtown 

and the subsequent impacts on the auto industry in Southwestern Ontario.  As the budget 

explains, 

Southern Ontario benefits from a number of economic advantages including high 

education levels, large and prosperous urban centres, and a close proximity to the 

United States marketplace. However, the weakening U.S. and global economies 

have resulted in plant closures and slower economic growth that are creating 

hardships for workers and families in Southern Ontario (2009: 182). 

 

However, the politics of a minority government dealing with a recession cannot be 

ignored.  As one Globe and Mail reporter argues, in minority governments “ideology 

doesn't rule them; political survival does” (Simpson 2010: F9).  The Conservatives had a 

strong base in rural Southern Ontario and as one key informant explained: “You’ve got to 

be seen to be doing something” (KI-08).  Another more pointedly stated: 

I question the sincerity of it.  If there was any kind of history where they [the 

Conservative Party] would have said yeah we believe in this and this is something 

that we want to continue with or even a hint of…you know it’s something we could 

work with.  But what we have is a very strong opposition to agencies…or regional 

economic development period.  Suddenly, it’s there!  I can’t see any other reason 

than political force. 
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The global financial downturn, thus, provided the perfect political shield to deflect 

criticism and make the decision to include the so-called ‘powerhouse’ of Confederation 

appear less provocative.
47

  

Across Canada, the regional development institutions were used strategically to 

respond to the deepening recession.  In the 2009 budget, they were given responsibility 

for delivering the Community Adjustment Fund, a $1 billion short-term stimulus fund 

designed to offset the impacts of the recession.  The fund was intended to support 

“community transition plans that foster economic development, science and technology 

initiatives, and other measures to promote economic diversification” (Bell 2009: 33).   

The government also responded through enhancements to EI, tax relief, and an 

infrastructure stimulus fund. 

 

4.3.1 FedNor and the Debate Over Agency Continues 

The creation of FedDev Ontario also introduced a large degree of uncertainty for FedNor.  

The fear and speculation circulating Northern Ontario was that FedNor would become a 

program within FedDev Ontario.  In February 2009, Liberal MP Anthony Rota 

(Nipissing-Temiskaming) (re)introduced Bill C-309 an Act to establish the Economic 

Development Agency of Canada for the Region of Northern Ontario.  His bill had the 

same intentions of its predecessors (Bill C-451 and Bill C-499) to turn FedNor into a 

stand-alone agency, however, with the creation of FedDev Ontario this bill took on a new 

urgency.  Once again, to garner support Rota included Parry Sound-Muskoka in his 

definition of Northern Ontario.  Bill C-309 had backing from the NDP, Liberals and Bloc 

                                                 
47

 The creation of CanNor in the Canadian Territories was also linked to the importance of a ‘Northern’ 

strategy and arctic sovereignty to the Conservative brand.  The regional development agency based on 

developing the economy of the North was seen as one way to assert sovereignty (Ivison 2009).  
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Québécois along with support from across Northern Ontario (Canada House of Commons 

2009a; Canada House of Commons 2011; Timmins Chamber of Commerce 2010).   

In the House of Commons, Rota argued that Bill C-309 was about fairness and 

equality between the regional development institutions (Canada House of Commons 

2011).  Proponents of the bill further argued that as a program FedNor lacked legitimacy, 

transparency, and permanency.  For example, the regional agencies like ACOA have Acts 

of Parliament that establish them as separate entities as well as outline their mandates and 

powers.  They are also required to file detailed financial and performance reports to 

Parliament.  FedNor, on the other hand, has no Act of Parliament and as Rota told the 

House of Commons,  “in essence, a program can be changed, manipulated or even 

eliminated on a whim (2009a: 3547).  

As a program, FedNor is included in the reports for Industry Canada, which 

contains limited spending information and breakdown of activities.  More problematic, 

according to Rota, reports for a program are only available at year-end, which usually 

takes another six to eight months before they’re released.  He likened it to “driving a car 

and concentrating on the rear view mirror” (Canada House of Commons 2009a: 3547).  

For regional development, Rota argued, “we really have to look ahead” (3547).  One key 

informant also expressed concerns about the stability of FedNor within Industry Canada:  

But let’s say the Industry Minister was from, I don’t know Toronto, Vancouver, 

some other large centre? And FedNor is there, a program, and you know we’ve got 

to cut spending somewhere and here’s an easy one I don’t know anything about 

Northern Ontario, let’s pull out. 

 

FedNor has the additional challenge of needing “to balance the imperatives of its 

relationship with Industry Canada while at the same time addressing jurisdictional 

sensitivities at the frontlines of its operations” (Conteh 2011: 133).     
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Also at issue was the shared responsibility for FedNor with the Minister of 

Industry.  As one key informant explained,  

As the Minister of Industry, he’s very busy.  I don’t take that away from him.  We 

need a Minister for regional development in Northern Ontario who’d be able to 

concentrate on Northern Ontario  [they continued] In the past we had a Minister 

of State for FedNor even if it was a program it had its own Minister of State like the 

other economic development programs. 

 

As a consequence, Rota told the House of Commons that FedNor applications were being 

stalled waiting for the Minister’s approval.  Delays were also cited by a number of key 

informants (Canada House of Commons 2009a). An evaluation of the Northern Ontario 

Development Program emphasized that the project approval process was prohibiting the 

success of the program.  It found that between April 1, 2006 and January 31, 2010 the 

average approval time for a project was 140 working days.  This was more than twice as 

long as approval times at the RDAs in Western Canada and Québec (Industry Canada 

FedNor 2011). Whether this was caused by the shared responsibilities of the Minister is 

open for debate.   

 The Conservatives maintained that the shift from a program to an agency would 

increase bureaucracy and cost more to administer thereby limiting FedNor’s contributions 

to Northern Ontario.  In a press release, Minister Clement also claimed that it would 

increase red tape in Northern Ontario (Clement 2009b).  In the House of Commons, 

Clement and a number of Conservative MPs spoke to the merits of the program and 

highlighted significant projects underway.  Their strategy was, ‘if it ain’t broke, don’t fix 

it’ (Standing Committee on Industry, Science and Technology 2009: 4; Canada House of 

Commons 2009a; 2009b).  Conservative MP Greg Rickford (Kenora) called the bill 

redundant, bureaucratic, and paternalistic (Canada House of Commons 2011: 8261).  One 
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key informant further explained that being situated within Industry Canada wasn’t a bad 

place for FedNor because a lot of the administration is taken care of: “….what it does is it 

costs you a huge amount of money because your administration costs will go right 

through the roof”.  They also pointed out how FedNor doesn’t have to produce annual 

reports to Parliament.  Instead, they highlighted: “FedNor will appear as a line in a 

budget [for Industry Canada]. It’s a lot easier to defend a line then it is a document 40-

50 pages thick”.  While it is easier to defend a few lines, it does lack transparency.  

Unlike its predecessors, this Bill made it to second reading but it failed to receive a royal 

recommendation and never proceeded.
48

 

In January 2010, the Director General left FedNor and the program was left out of 

the federal budget.  This fuelled further speculation that FedNor would be rolled into 

FedDev (Whitehouse 2010).  In fact, when Minister Clement visited FedNor in March, 

the media purported that he was there to announce cuts or to kill the agency.  Clement 

stated, however, that ‘it was business as usual’ (Mulligan 2010).  While FedNor did 

continue, one key informant explained that it was close to being disbanded because it was 

perceived as being Liberal and highly politicized as such.  

 When FedDev was finally off the ground, it introduced a new way of thinking 

about regional development in Canada.  The headquarters is in Kitchener-Waterloo which 

is one of the most economically dynamic and high-tech innovative cities in Ontario 

(Martin and Florida 2009).  In terms of FedDev priorities, there is a focus on innovation, 

competitiveness, and productivity.  It also appears more focused on providing 

                                                 
48

 Bill C-309 required a royal recommendation because it would necessitate new spending and the 

appointment of personnel (Canada House of Commons 2009b).  A Minister of the Crown is required to 

submit a royal recommendation before the bill is read a third time.  This, therefore, would have required the 

assistance of a Conservative Cabinet Minister (Canada House of Commons 2006). 
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contributions to not-for-profit corporations, small and medium sized enterprises, and 

post-secondary institutions to improve innovation in the region versus community 

development  (Canada FedDev 2011).  These priorities are in line with the transformative 

agenda proposed by Canadian political scientists Neil Bradford and David Wolfe (2010).   

The purpose of their policy paper, prepared for the Mowat Centre for Policy 

Innovation, is to provide insights on how FedDev can be a ‘…strategic leader in regional 

transformation’ (Bradford and Wolfe 2010: 2).  Using arguments from ‘new regionalism’ 

to inform policy and governance their recommendations include focusing on the 

innovation-related strengths of all regions and ‘go big or go home’ transformative 

projects. However, as one key informant explained, this agenda has a number of trade-

offs.  For example, concentrating resources on fewer but larger projects might lead to 

rewarding the urban superstars rather than helping to build capacity in smaller rural 

communities.  It may also prioritize economic development over community 

development and pit urban against rural (KI-37).    

In Northern Ontario, key informants in the innovation and creativity study (Hall 

and Donald 2009) stressed the importance of FedNor with regards to financial resources 

and guidance.  Also stressed was the connection to FedNor staff on-the-ground in 

Northern Ontario who work directly with entrepreneurs as well as local and not-for-profit 

economic development organizations.  This was especially the case in smaller more 

remote communities where there is lower financial capacity and expertise for economic 

development (Industry Canada FedNor 2002).  FedNor also provides investment to 

counteract a number of peripheral realities in Northern Ontario.  For example, since 2005 

FedNor has invested over $10 million in support of telecommunications projects in 
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Northern Ontario. These investments provide access to education via distance learning, 

tele-health consultations with medical specialists in urban centres thousands of kilometres 

away, and access to broadband for 125 previously un-serviced communities.  The goal of 

connecting communities through telecommunications was to alleviate some of the social 

and economic challenges associated with the geographic constraints in Northern Ontario 

(Industry Canada FedNor 2009b). 

However, as the Director General of FedNor eluded “‘change is the only 

constant’” (Canada FedNor 2010: 1).  In 2011, the Conservatives led by Harper won a 

majority government.  In Northern Ontario, the Conservatives gained two seats for a total 

of four while the NDP lost one seat to the Conservatives for a total of six.  In less than a 

decade, the Liberals had gone from holding every seat in the region to not a single seat in 

the region.  This decline in support also reflects the realities for the Liberals nationally.  

Shortly after the election, the terms and conditions for the NODP were set to expire. This 

combined with a program evaluation created the environment to revisit the program and 

reflect on its priorities.  FedNor, thus, conducted a comprehensive review of the NODP 

and more emphasis was placed on: targeting SME competitiveness; targeting projects that 

involve partners and regional approaches; linking to economic development strategies; 

maximizing short and medium-term economic diversification and growth; and creating a 

greater number of jobs (Canada FedNor 2010: 7).  The FedNor program was 

subsequently restructured to focus on community economic development, business
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growth and competitiveness, and innovation.
49

  The emphasis on maximizing short and 

medium-term impacts or so-called ‘shovel ready’ strategies, however, does little to 

address the deeper regional development challenges and provide long-term solutions for 

Northern Ontario.  Set within this context of renewal and review, MP Claude Gravelle 

(NDP Nickel Belt) (re)introduced Bill C-204 to once again establish an economic 

development agency for Northern Ontario.  

Over the last couple of years, the Conservatives have embarked on a deficit-

reduction review with every federal department submitting plans and proposals for five 

and ten percent cuts.  As the Globe and Mail reports, regional development agencies will 

be on the front line in this battle to tackle the deficit (Curry 2010; 2011).  Budget 2012 

explains,  

the regional development agencies will consolidate offices, internal services, 

procurement and environmental assessment services to eliminate duplication and 

reduce operating costs, while continuing to deliver quality services to entrepreneurs 

and communities. Aligning with private sector and community demand, they will 

focus on supporting projects with the greatest economic growth and job creation 

potential in communities across Canada (Canada Department of Finance 2012: 

280). 

 

This includes planned savings between the five agencies of $26.7 million in 2012-2013, 

$73.4 million in 2013-2014, and $86.9 million in 2014-2015.  At FedNor, fifteen 

positions reportedly have been cut (Northern Life 2012). Given the current economic 

climate and the Conservative political agenda, change is the only constant for regional 

development in Canada. 

                                                 
49

 To promote competitiveness FedNor now invests in “projects that improve productivity, reach new 

markets, facilitate access to capital, foster investment, encourage entrepreneurship and cultivate industry 

collaboration” (Industry Canada FedNor 2012a:online). The innovation component focuses on encouraging 

the “adoption, adaptation and commercialization of new technologies, fostering technology linkages 

between business and institutions, advancing technological research and development, and promoting 

community innovation initiatives” (Industry Canada FedNor 2012b: online). 
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4.4 SUMMARY OF FEDERAL INITIATIVES IN NORTHERN ONTARIO 

This chapter has provided an overview of the federal regional development initiatives in 

Northern Ontario since the 1960s as a response to territorial politics and economic 

disparities set within the broader context of state restructuring. This chapter also 

highlighted how key Northern MPs and regional organizations were instrumental in 

getting the federal government to recognize Northern Ontario as a ‘distinct’ region in 

Canada.  It also demonstrated how regional development initiatives are politically 

strategic and contested.  This chapter further detailed how Northern Ontario as a region 

has been produced, reproduced, and contested through the actions of individuals and 

institutions.  It is a region with a highly politicized territorial shape (Paasi 1986) that has 

been pulled south to include Muskoka.  In defining the territorial shape of Northern 

Ontario, the federal government has often relied on the provincial designation.  

This chapter has also highlighted how Canada’s particular form of neoliberalism 

was distinct from other jurisdictions.  Canada’s version of neoliberalism was initially less 

dramatic and was more incremental in nature when compared to the USA and UK.  The 

reason for Canada’s particular form of neoliberalism perhaps has a lot to do with the 

deeply entrenched regional nature of Canadian politics.  Territory has always been a 

crucial organizing principle in Canada, which has led to a politics of economic 

development that is all about territorial contestation and compromise.  Recently, a more 

hardline neoliberal ideology has emerged in Canada and only time will tell what impacts 

this ideological shift might have on the politics and policies of regional development.  

It is worth noting that the recent creation of RDIs in all regions raises important 

questions about regional development in Canada. In an article in the Globe and Mail, 
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Jeffrey Simpson (2009) discusses the political complexities of regional development in 

Canada.  He contends that there is no reasonable justification for having a regional 

development agency for the fastest growing region in the country – Western Canada – 

“except that one existed and no one in the media or politics dared to question its 

existence” (A13).  For the Liberals, Western Economic Diversification was important to 

make up for past policy insensitivities like the National Energy Program, while for the 

Conservatives, the West is the political base of the party.  Neither could, therefore, 

politically afford closing it.  As a result, Simpson argues that having agencies in Western 

Canada and Southern Ontario “mocks the original idea of serious regional development 

focusing money on the least-advantaged parts of Canada” (A13).  He further reasons that 

“Canada no longer...has a regional development policy…but a series of funds, to be 

spread around the entire country as civil servants and their political masters see fit” 

(A13). 

Although some see RDIs across Canada as an opportunity to push a regional 

agenda at the federal level we need to be cautious of intensifying regional disparities in 

an ‘every region for itself’ (Morgan 2006: 193) approach to regional development. 

Transformative agendas focused on innovation and strategic investments within do little 

to address disparities between regions.  More importantly, an uneven institutional 

geography (Goodwin et al. 2002) now exists with five RDAs and one regional 

development organization. As Goodwin et al. (2002) argue, “institutional unevenness 

also possesses the potential to create uneven capacities to act, and ultimately an uneven 

pattern of economic success and/or failure” (210).  In Ontario, this approach does little to 

address the North-South divide that exists in the province and may actually serve to 
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accentuate it.  I turn now to a discussion on the history of provincial regional 

development initiatives in Northern Ontario. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

Provincial Regional Development Initiatives  

in Northern Ontario 

1960s-1985 

 

There appears to be a lack of vision concerning how to deal with the north and a 

lack of political will to do anything more than that which is sufficient to prevent 

really serious political dissent (Weller 1990: 288). 

 

This chapter outlines the history of provincial regional development initiatives in 

Northern Ontario, between the late 1960s and 1985.  The impetus for these initiatives was 

a deep sense of territorial grievance and the reality of economic hardships in the region.  I 

divide the provincial approach to regional development during this time into two stages: 

designing regional development 1966-1979; and responding to political and economic 

crisis 1977-1985. More specifically, I describe how and why the approach has changed, 

the key actors, the political strategizing and disputes, and how Northern Ontario as a 

region has been produced, reproduced, and contested through these initiatives.  

Methodologically, the first half of this chapter is based on archival material, newspaper 

articles, and government sources while the later half includes key informant interviews.  

 

5.1 DESIGNING REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT: 1966-1979 

In April 1966, Premier John Robarts released a white paper entitled, Design for 

Development, which would set the framework for regional development policy in Ontario 

over the next decade.  This policy statement established the priorities for a regional 

planning program in the province and identified the institutional and administrative 

changes that were needed to carry out this task.  In this statement, Robarts explained that 
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the responsibilities of the government include “guiding, encouraging, and assisting the 

orderly and rational development of the province” as well as complementing the efforts 

of the “private sector of the economy in helping to create an atmosphere for growth and 

development” and creating policies that fit the “mould of Ontario’s conditions” (Ontario 

Office of the Prime Minister 1966: 2).  

 In contrast to the federal approach during this time, the Design for Development 

program was not focused on alleviating disparities between regions but rather to 

“encourage each region to achieve its social and economic potential within the overall 

framework of the province” (Ontario Office of the Premier 1968: 3).  It emerged as a 

growth management strategy to address the increasing concentration of people in large 

urban areas, unstructured sprawl, and the careless and unwise use of Ontario’s physical 

environment (Thoman 1971).  This would be accomplished through rational and 

comprehensive regional land use and economic development planning.  As this approach 

unfolded over the next decade, it introduced a number of institutional and administrative 

changes.  Design for Development also produced and reproduced regions throughout the 

province for planning and administrative purposes.  As the remainder of this section 

details, in Northern Ontario the Design for Development program was met with regional 

discontent. 

The first statement was focused on ten provincial planning regions that previously 

existed as economic regions.  These economic regions were created in 1954 by the 

federal government and adopted by Ontario, with some minor adjustments, for planning 

and statistical purposes (Scollie 1973; Thoman 1971).  The ten regions included 

Northwestern Ontario, Northeastern Ontario, St. Clair, Lake Erie, Niagara, Midwestern 
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Ontario, Toronto-Centred, Lake Ontario, Georgian Bay, and Eastern Ontario.  The 

Northeastern Ontario region included the districts of Algoma, Manitoulin, Sudbury, 

Nipissing, Temiskaming, Cochrane South, and Cochrane North (Proctor et al. 1969a) 

while the Northwestern Ontario region included the districts of Thunder Bay, Rainy 

River, and Kenora (Proctor et al. 1969b).  

Design for Development also involved a number of institutional and 

administrative changes that ranged from the creation of a Cabinet Committee to an 

Advisory Committee on Regional Development (for more detail see Appendix D).  Of 

relevance are the regional development councils, which were established in 1954 as 

regional development associations, in each of the ten economic regions.  As Scollie 

(1973) explains, the regional development associations were initially created to address 

concerns, especially in Eastern and Northern Ontario, over regional economic disparities. 

They were made up of municipal appointees, corporate members, and provincial 

representatives and they were primarily concerned with industrial and tourism promotion 

(Thoman 1971; Scollie 1973; Tindal 1972).  As part of the Design for Development 

program the regional development councils received a slight increase in funding and the 

name was changed from associations to councils.  The province identified the councils as 

the ‘true voice of the region’ and they were tasked with providing a regional view and 

consultation on regional development plans (Tindal 1972). In Northern Ontario, there 

were two councils: the Northwestern Ontario Regional Development Council 

(NWORDC) and the Northeastern Ontario Regional Development Council (NORDC).  

In December of 1968, the provincial government released a second white paper 

Design for Development: Phase Two. This phase included statements delivered to the 
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legislature by Premier Robarts and the Minister of Municipal Affairs, W. Darcy 

McKeough.  It also detailed the progress being made on three regional plans, including: 

Northwestern Ontario, Toronto-Centred region, and the Mid-Western region.  More 

importantly, the 1968 white paper reversed earlier policy thinking on regional 

government and emphasized the link between regional development and regional 

government reform (Ontario Office of the Prime Minister 1968).
50

 At a conference on 

regional government in Northwestern Ontario, Minister McKeough, told the delegates 

that regional government was a tool to bring about tax reform, define responsibilities, and 

achieve regional development (Quectico Centre 1969).   As a result, Phase Two shifted 

the focus from regional development to restructuring municipal government on a regional 

basis throughout the province (Ontario Office of the Prime Minister 1968). 

 

5.1.1 Northern RDC Development Plans 

Early in 1968, the Regional Development Councils were invited by the Treasurer and 

Minister of Economics, Charles MacNaughton, to produce a report in their respective 

regions identifying the major urban and rural problems, potential solutions, cities and 

towns that might be possible growth centres, appropriate measures of land control, and 

any other issues outside these themes. By 1969, the Northeastern Ontario and 

Northwestern Regional Development Council’s released their final reports, which were 

designed as five year development plans and prepared by the consulting firm Proctor, 

Redfern, Bousfield, and Bacon (Proctor et al. 1969a; 1969b).  In Northeastern Ontario, 

                                                 
50

 This shift in discourse reflected recommendations from the Beckett Select Committee on Municipal 

legislation (1965) and the Smith Committee on Taxation.  Both committee’s advocated for the 

reorganization of municipalities into fewer but larger regional government’s (Richardson 1981; Ontario 

Committee on Taxation 1967).  
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public consultations were held and a questionnaire was distributed to all municipalities 

with six categories of inquiry, including: employment and income; business and 

economic services; housing; health; recreation environment; and general services to the 

population. The survey identified a number of specific problems, with the top five 

including: insufficient job choice; shortage of rental units; shortage of doctors; shortage 

of dentists; and shortage of single-family homes. A number of solutions were also 

proposed, namely: incentive schemes, public housing, road links, migration, and 

vocational training. The report also discussed the lack of knowledge about the potential 

for mineral and forestry products in the region and the higher prices for goods, gas, and 

transportation.    

A number of regional development priorities were put forward for the following 

five years, described in table 5.1.  However, the report noted the difficulty in applying a 

‘regional approach’ due to the vast distances and ‘considerable parochialism’ in 

Northeastern Ontario (Proctor et al. 1969a: 78).  From an administrative perspective, 

Northeastern Ontario also had two major issues.   First, the Government of Ontario would 

likely need to provide the financial resources to assist regional economic development in 

Northeastern Ontario and it would need to occur on terms that matched the needs of the 

region.  This was identified as “a major complaint of people throughout the north, that is, 

the north is a special case and, it requires different consideration, and has not for the most 

part been getting it” (87).  To accomplish this the report suggested that fiscal resources be 

redistributed from Southern Ontario to Northern Ontario.  However, the report argued 

that the large population base in the south “swings considerably more weight when 

budget time rolls around”, thus, making redistribution highly unlikely (87). 
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Table 5.1: Northeastern Ontario Five-Year Development Plan 

PHASE DESCRIPTION 

Phase 1: 1969-1970  Establish the Northeastern Ontario Development Corporation 

to promote and encourage development 

 The corporation should include a broad range of municipal 

and business representative appointed jointly (50-50 basis) by 

the province and Northeastern municipalities 

 Prepare and implement the plan for Northeastern Ontario 

 Establish a fund set between $10-20 million 

 Encourage a 2.5% population growth rate 

Phase 2: 1970-1971  The development corporation should create programs to 

improve employment and incomes 

 The province should create incentive schemes for people and 

industry 

 The province should address housing needs through public 

housing; urban renewal; rent supplement schemes; and 

establish minimum housing standards 

Phase 3: 1971-1972  Improve health services 

 Improve to community services like road linkages; airports; 

programs to attract doctors and dentists 

 Establish satellite universities 

 Expand vocational institutions 

Phase 4: 1972-1973  Improve business services  

 Improve recreation opportunities including more camp sites 

and way stations; better commercial harbours 

 Improve the environment including air and water pollution 

standards; higher limits on hunting and fishing and increased 

game wardens  

Source: Proctor et al. 1969a: 89-91. 

 

The development plan also recommended establishing a Northern Authority or a 

Northern Ontario Development Corporation, to redistribute the responsibility of regional 

economic development from the province to the region.  The authority would be tasked 

with allocating funds to the regional development needs in the region as well as act as a 

liaison between the province and regional interests.  It would further function as a 

coordinating authority for the region or as the report detailed the authority would be “in 
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effect a regional government” (88).  The rationale behind this proposal was to give 

Northern Ontario the strength and institutional ability to make regional economic 

development choices at a comparable level to municipalities in Southern Ontario.   

 Similarly in Northwestern Ontario, the five-year development program report 

identified the major problems in the region using a sectoral approach.  Major issues 

included transportation costs, the capital-intensive nature of the resource industries, and 

the lack of secondary industry like processing in the region. In trying to prevent single-

industry towns, participants in the report suggest that there should be a ban on new town 

sites associated with natural resource development unless it would cost more to provide a 

30-minute commuter service to the site.  The report also tried to establish a link between 

the underdevelopment of Northwestern Ontario and the federal focus on national unity.   

It noted, “to many it seemed impossible to have a country such as Canada with an area as 

undeveloped as Northwestern Ontario smack in its centre.  The economic goal thus 

became a kind of national unity goal” (Proctor et al. 1969b: 16).  

 Overall the Northwestern Ontario regional development report put forward forty-

six recommendations.  Within these recommendations three general regional themes 

emerged: to improve the quality of life in the region while maintaining the unique and 

attractive characteristics; to provide a comparable level of goods and services to other 

regions in the Province; and to improve economic and job opportunities (Ontario 

Department of Treasury and Economics 1970).  Many of the recommendations depended 

on the creation of a regional authority.  This type of institutional arrangement was 

deemed “necessary for [Northwestern Ontario] to organize in such a way that it may 

present a voice equivalent to the larger organizations to the south of it” (Proctor et al. 
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1969b: 116).  The report further explained, “it’s not that other regions in the Province are 

better organized than Northwestern Ontario, but rather that the municipalities which 

comprise them are bigger and closer to the seats of power than are Northwestern Ontario 

municipalities” (Proctor et al. 1969b: 116).  The proposed authority for the Northwest 

would function in the same capacity as the authority suggested for Northeastern Ontario.  

Overall, the regional development plans for Northeastern and Northwestern Ontario 

argued for distinct policies that fit the regional needs and priorities and rejected the 

applicability of province-wide policies.  

While the regional development councils were preparing their reports, the 

provincial government initiated a study in Northwestern Ontario that was jointly financed 

with the federal government under the ARDA program. The Regional Development 

Branch conducted this work under the guidance of a Federal-Provincial Committee 

(Thoman 1971).  They also relied on assistance from researchers at Lakehead University 

and consultations held by the NWORDC. A progress report was released in 1969 and it 

included an analysis of the socio-economic characteristics in the region. The report noted 

that the regional economy is vulnerable to external demand for pulp, newsprint, minerals, 

and recreational resources.  However, the report contained no policy solutions aside from 

generic statements about the need to focus on growth points, the potential expansion of 

resource industries, and transportation policies (Ontario Department of Treasury and 

Economics, Regional Development Branch 1969).   
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5.1.2 ‘A Romantic Affair With Northern Ontario’ 

The reports by the Northern RDCs and the Northwestern progress report did, however, 

highlight a growing discontent in the region with Queen’s Park.  The government 

responded by holding three Northern Development Conferences in Timmins, Sudbury 

and Thunder Bay during September and October of 1969.  Interested northerners and 

groups were invited to “no-holds-barred sessions” with cabinet ministers, MPPs, senior 

civil servants and advisors (Ontario Department of Mines and Northern Affairs 1970: 

183).  From these meetings, three major concerns emerged: 1) conditions in the north are 

different and programs designed for Southern Ontario are quite often not applicable in the 

North; 2) there is a transportation issue in the North in terms of access and costs; 3) there 

is a communications gap between northerners and the government (Ontario Department 

of Mines and Northern Affairs 1970).  As result of these conferences, a special Cabinet 

sub-committee proposed a new institutional arrangement to bridge the communication 

gap between the region and the government.  As Glenn describes, “the Conservative 

government under John Robarts was not oblivious to northerners’ growing sense of 

alienation” (1997: 3). 

On April 23
rd

, 1970, Premier Robarts announced the creation of the Northern 

Affairs Branch, within the Department of Mines, at a luncheon for northern delegates 

during the Ontario Provincial-Municipal Conference.  He stated that the intended role of 

the Branch “will be to make all the services of Queen’s Park more readily available in all 

communities of Northern Ontario, no matter how remote” (Ontario Department of Mines 

and Northern Affairs 1970: 183).  On July 1
st
, 1970, the Department of Mines was 

renamed to include the branch as the Department of Mines and Northern Affairs.  The 
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head office was located in Toronto while three regional offices were opened in Sudbury 

(mid-northern), Timmins (northeastern), and Thunder Bay (northwestern).  Another 

twenty-two Northern Affairs offices and a number of smaller satellite offices were 

established throughout Northern Ontario that were staffed by northerners or northern 

oriented individuals who had experience working with the region through other 

government departments (Ontario Department of Mines and Northern Affairs 1970).  

Robarts also announced the creation of a Northern Ontario Development Corporation 

(NODC) with offices in Sudbury, Thunder Bay and Timmins to provide loans and 

advisory services similar to the Ontario Development Corporation (Toronto CP 1970).
51

 

On the surface, the Northern Affairs Branch recognized and was responding to the 

desire for a different approach to regional development in the region.   However, no new 

programs or services were created.  As Glenn (1997) argues, the Branch simply 

administered and coordinated existing government programs in the region. In the 

Legislature, MPP for Timiskaming, Donald Jackson (NDP), also argued that Northern 

Affairs was nothing more than a “romantic affair with Northern Ontario” that lacked 

plans for ‘northern development’ (Legislative Assembly of Ontario 1970a: 1690).  The 

Northern Affairs Branch thus represented a highly visible political strategy to temper 

regional concerns without creating a fundamentally new approach to regional economic 

development in Northern Ontario.  

                                                 
51

 The purpose of the NODC was to stimulate industrial development and diversification (Statutes of 

Ontario 1970).  Originally, the NODC reported to the Minister of Trade and Development and was 

governed by a Board of Directors from the Northern Ontario business community (Statutes of Ontario 

1970; Ontario Ministry of Industry and Tourism 1975).  By 1975, the NODC was providing assistance 

through incentive loans and term loans through a number of programs including: loans to small business; 

venture capital for Canadians; pollution control equipment loans; tourist industry loans; industrial 

mortgages and leasebacks; and an export support program (Ontario Ministry of Industry and Tourism 

1975). 
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5.1.3 Design for Development in Northern Ontario 

Also in 1970, the Government of Ontario released Design for Development: 

Northwestern Ontario Region, Phase 2 which focused on policy recommendations.  Once 

again, the federal and provincial governments jointly funded the report.  It was released 

in Thunder Bay at Lakehead University with a number of Cabinet Ministers in 

attendance.
52

  This Phase of the program identified a number of issues in Northwestern 

Ontario including distance to markets, a dispersed population, and a regional economy 

highly vulnerable to fluctuations in external demand.  The Phase 2 report argued that, 

“the resulting plan will work toward equalizing the opportunities for economic growth in 

all areas of the region” (Ontario Department of Treasury and Economics 1970: i, 

emphasis added).  However, it failed to address how opportunities would be equalized 

between regions. 

By this point, provincial officials within the Regional Development Program had 

decided on using performance areas and the growth point/pole concept to coordinate 

spatial and structural development in the planning regions (refer Appendix E).  Thunder 

Bay was selected as the Primate Centre, while Kenora-Keewatin, Fort Frances, Dryden, 

and Geraldton were designated as Strategic A Centres and Atikoken, Rainy River, Red 

Lake-Balmertown, Sioux Lookout, Nipigon-Red Rock, Terrace Bay, Marathon, and 

Manitouwadge were identified as Strategic B Centres.
53

  Through this report, 69 specific 

recommendations were made covering the entire spectrum of Provincial expenditures, 

                                                 
52

 As Thoman (1971) explains, this included: Treasurer and Minister of Economics – Charles 

MacNaughton; Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing – Darcy McKeough; Minister of Highways – 

George Gomme; Minister of Transport – Irwin Haskett; Minister of Lands and Forests – Rene Brunelle; 

Minister of Tourism and information – James Auld; Ministers of Public Works – John Simonett; and the 

federal Minister of State for Urban Affairs - Robert Andras. 
53

 Primate Centres were defined as Metropolitan areas that can channel or stimulate economic activity 

while Strategic A centres had potential for diversified development and Strategic B centres were resource 

dependent with known reserves (Thoman 1971; Ontario Department of Treasury and Economics 1970). 
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including: economic development, transportation and communication, community and 

regional environment, social and economic welfare, public safety, health, education, and 

recreation and culture.   

These recommendations ranged from optimizing forest resources, mineral 

deposits, and recreational opportunities to increasing male and female employment 

opportunities and diversifying the economy.  Regional Development Program officials 

proposed four general strategies for development in Northwestern Ontario. These 

included: maintaining the status quo; encouraging out-migration and contraction; 

promoting rapid expansion; promoting moderate expansion.  They opted, however, for 

the development strategy premised on promoting moderate expansion, which included a 

target minimum of 18,000 new jobs and a number of suggestions over a twenty-year 

period (1971-1999) (refer to Table 5.2).  NDP Leader Stephen Lewis raised concerns 

over what he called a ‘pessimistic report’ and the decision to focus on moderate 

expansion versus “more dramatic development which might have meant something to the 

region” (Legislative Assembly of Ontario 1970b: 4964).  Lewis also argued that 

government was treating Northwestern Ontario as a ‘resource hinterland’ and a ‘client-

state of southern Ontario’ (Legislative Assembly of Ontario 1970b: 4965). 
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Table 5.2: Moderate Expansion Development Strategy for Northwestern Ontario 

POLICY THEME STRATEGY 

Economic Policy 

 First priority for industrial location should be 

Primate Centre; second priority to Strategic A 

centres; and third to Strategic B centres 

 Focus on diversifying the regional economy 

 Maintain and intensify the primary and 

resource-oriented sector 

 Encourage, if economically feasible, more 

advance phases of resource processing and 

manufacturing 

Social Infrastructure 

 Attention on developing health, social services, 

education, cultural, recreational, and 

government services 

Transportation and 

Communication 

 Improve linkages within the region and 

between the region and Southern Ontario 

Regional Government 
 Implementation wherever there is a 

demonstrated need 

Source: Ontario Department of Treasury and Economics 1970: 75. 

 

On January 23, 1971, the Department of Treasury and Economics released Design 

for Development: Northeastern Ontario Region, Phase 1.
54

  This report represented an 

initial analysis of the region’s socio-economic and physical resources, the trends and 

problems, and the goals, needs and priorities.  The report was the result of extensive 

provincial consultations with a wide range of actors from the Northeastern Ontario 

Regional Development Council and the Advisory Board to academics and businesses.  

Some of the major issues identified include slow growth rates, lack of diversification, low 

population density, distance to markets, and a regional economy highly vulnerable to 

fluctuations in external demand. Thirty potential centres of opportunity were also 

                                                 
54

 It was simultaneously released by the Minister of Mines and Northern Affairs, Allan Lawrence and the 

Minister of Lands and Forests, Rene Brunelle in Timmins along with the Treasurer and Minister of 

Economics, Charles MacNaughton and MPP for Nickel Belt, Gaston Demers in Sudbury [see Press release 

by Mr. Dunnill Department of Treasury and Economics Regional Development Branch January 21
st
, 1971. 

N.O.R.D.C. - Design for Development – Requests, RG 6-58 (RG VI XI 2-2).  Archives of Ontario 

(Toronto)]. 
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classified.  This included: three regional centres, four sub-regional centres, sixteen full 

convenience centres, and seven daily shopping centres.  This Phase also explored a range 

of regional goals, needs and priorities based on the full spectrum of Provincial 

expenditures, including: economic development, transportation and communication, 

community and regional environment, social and economic welfare, public safety, health, 

education, and recreation and culture.  

The overall response to the Phase 1 report was described as ‘generally negative’ 

based on meetings throughout Northeastern Ontario and a number of briefs submitted by 

municipalities and organizations
55

.  William J. Hanley from Lakehead University 

prepared a report based on these meetings and briefs where he explained that the reaction 

ranged from “angry, apathetic, derisive, disbelieving, parochial, relieved or satisfied”
56

.  

The Phase 1 report came under intense criticism for a number of reasons.  First, there was 

a lack of an overall policy statement or philosophy on regional development in Northern 

Ontario, which prevented the discussion of explicit goals.  The report also presented 

statistics that were out-of-date and were presented on a district level that did not reflect 

the realities of individual communities.  Statistical comparisons where also made between 

the Northeast and the province as a whole but not between regions within the province.  

As the consultant argued, “needless to say the out-of-date, misleading, and (at times) 

erroneous data utilized for this Analysis did not help to alleviate the feeling by many that 

Design for Development is nothing more than a political pipe-dream”
57

.  

                                                 
55

 Response to the Phase I: Analysis Report Design for Development: Northeastern Ontario Region by 

William J. Hanley Lakehead University June 1970.  N.O.R.D.C. - Design for Development – Response 

1970-1971, RG 6-58 (RG VI XI 2-2).  Archives of Ontario (Toronto). 
56

 Ibid, page 2. 
57

 Ibid, page 11. 
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Individual briefs identified a number of other concerns including rhetorical 

statements about the goals in the region and the lack of knowledge over Northern 

‘realities’. Municipal officials in Timmins were also concerned about the city’s 

designation as a ‘sub-regional’ centre which they defined as “under, below, of less 

importance” and not a fitting classification for the city
58

.  The Sault Ste. Marie Chamber 

of Commerce further commented: “the sad thing is that the first report took five years and 

contains only the problems, and merely states what we all know. There is danger that the 

Report could become merely a political gimmick”
59

.  Opposition MPPs from Northern 

Ontario also raised concerns over a statement in the Toronto-centred report that 

contended the region “can increase its economic role in processing resources which 

currently originate in Northern Ontario, and move to major markets in the Chicago-

Detroit-Cleveland industrial area” (Ontario Regional Development Branch 1970: 4)
60

.  

Overall, the briefs called for more processing of natural resources in the region and for 

the government to “channel industry from the South to the North”
61

.  Furthermore, they 

called on the government to “insist on northern development, and not simply to hope that 

it happens”
62

.  

 

 

                                                 
58

 Brief from the Timmins-Porcupine Chamber of Commerce June 29
th

, 1971, page 1.  N.O.R.D.C. - Design 

for Development – Response 1970-1971, RG 6-58 (RG VI XI 2-2).  Archives of Ontario (Toronto). 
59

 Design for Development: Northeastern Ontario Region Phase 1: Analysis Commentary submitted by the 

Sault Ste. Marie and District Chamber of Commerce to the Northeastern Ontario Regional Development 

Council April 27
th

 1971, page 11.  N.O.R.D.C. - Design for Development – Response 1970-1971, RG 6-58 

(RG VI XI 2-2).  Archives of Ontario (Toronto). 
60

 See also Northern Ontario, "The Government We Deserve". 
61

 Response to the Phase I: Analysis Report Design for Development: Northeastern Ontario Region by 

William J. Hanley Lakehead University June 1970, page 17 (original emphasis). 
62

 Ibid, page 17-18, original emphasis. 
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In August of 1971, McKeough released a Policy Statement on the Northwestern 

Ontario Region under the Design for Development program.  Following the release of the 

Phase 2 report, the Northwestern Ontario Regional Development Council (NWORDC) 

held a series of public meetings to explain and discuss the recommendations.  A total of 

33 briefs were submitted by municipalities, associations, and private citizens urging the 

Government to do more in Northwestern Ontario. According to McKeough’s statement, 

the brief from the Northwestern Ontario Development Council and many of the 

municipal briefs argued that the government should achieve the Phase 2 economic aims 

within five years versus the proposed twenty years.  However, he explained that based on 

past trends the target and time period stated by the government was realistic and more 

attainable.  

A brief from the Geraldton Chamber of Commerce also identified the lack of 

local decision-making and control in the region stating, “the Provincial government, with 

its well organized bureaucracy, has complete control over this entire district…about the 

only thing that we do not require a permit for is picking blueberries” (Treasurer of 

Ontario and Minister of Economics 1971: 2).   As noted earlier the NWORDC report 

called for the establishment of a Northern Authority to oversee the Design for 

Development program and provide Northern Ontario with the strength and institutional 

ability to make regional economic development decisions.  However, McKeough 

addressed this in his statement arguing, “since our regional development planning 

touches on almost every aspect of Provincial jurisdiction, the overall co-ordinating body 

for the on-going program is the Cabinet” (Treasurer of Ontario and Minister of 
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Economics 1971: 3).  Interestingly, the newly created Department of Mines and Northern 

Affairs was absent from McKeough’s statement.   

McKeough also noted that the growth centre concept was well received “because 

there is a realization that not every place in such a vast region has the same potential for 

expansion” (Treasurer of Ontario and Minister of Economics 1971: 5).  However, there 

were some modifications in selecting centres and the language used to describe centres.  

First, Ignace was added to the list of growth centres (for a total of 14) due to mining, 

forestry and tourism development.  A second change was to apply the term growth areas 

instead of the more narrowly defined growth centres.   For example, a number of growth 

‘centres’ were actually a collection of municipalities like, Red Lake, Balmertown, and 

Ear Falls.  Thus, the Provincial Government described growth areas as a more 

appropriate term that wouldn’t be constrained by municipal boundaries.  Finally, the 

statement by McKeough addressed concerns and confusion over ‘Strategic A’ and 

‘Strategic B’ designations.  The Township of Atikoken was particularly concerned over 

its designation as a ‘Strategic B’ centre.  As McKeough explained: “It should be stressed 

that the labels assigned to growth centres should not be construed as meaning lower or 

higher priorities of timing of investment; rather, it means emphasis on different kinds of 

investment”  (Treasurer of Ontario and Minister of Economics 1971: 6, original 

emphasis). 

The Government of Ontario accepted Phase 2, with the aforementioned 

modifications, as a statement of policy.  This meant that provincial expenditures in 

Northwestern Ontario would be directed by the policy recommendations in the Phase 2 

report.  However, the statement failed to identify which of the 69 policy 
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recommendations would be prioritized.  More importantly, McKeough did not provide 

any information on financial commitments or specific programs, aside from a recently 

announced program providing incentives for mining exploration.  

 

5.1.4 The Demise of the RDCs 

By the summer of 1972, Phase One reports had been released for the Midwest, Niagara, 

the Northeast, Lake Erie and Lake Ontario while a Phase Two report and policy 

statement had been released for Northwestern Ontario.  The Toronto-Centred Region had 

also received a lot of attention due to its substantial population and pressures for growth 

(Ontario Office of the Treasurer 1972).  Then, on June 16
th

 1972, Premier William Davis 

released a statement to the Legislature on Design for Development: Phase Three.  One of 

the most significant changes was a new system of ‘planning regions’ where the existing 

system of ten ‘economic regions’ was reduced to five – Eastern Ontario, Central Ontario, 

Southern and Western Ontario, Northeastern Ontario, and Northwestern Ontario. As 

Davis explained, “larger units covering a major urban centre and its entire tributary 

region are required if we are to make plans which are rationally related to the economic 

and social activities of the Province” (Ontario Office of the Premier 1972: 3).   

A more detailed statement on June 19
th

 followed from Treasurer McKeough to the 

founding convention of the Association of Municipalities.  McKeough provided a 

detailed progress report on the Regional Development Program.  He then proceeded to 

describe the changes in structure and implementation of regional development in Ontario. 

Aside from the introduction of five new planning regions, another significant change 

concerned the regional development councils.  The Regional Development Councils were 
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fashioned in the original Design for Development statement and lauded as important 

regional advisors in the program.  However, McKeough argued that they “have not been 

entirely suitable for the developing needs of the Program” and that the Councils “have 

tended to duplicate activities already undertaken by municipalities” (1972: 7).  In their 

place, McKeough proposed two new bodies in each of the five regions.  As Tindal (1972) 

describes, these new organizations were ‘ill-defined’ in McKeough’s statement aside 

from the acknowledgement that one would represent business, commercial and academic 

interests while the other would represent municipal interests.  Phase Three also 

established a clear shift in thinking from regional development to local government and 

urban planning.
63

  

In Northern Ontario, the decision to dissolve the RDCs was met with hostility 

from municipalities, the RDCs, and MPPs. While RDCs in other parts of the province 

had struggled with membership, visibility and finances, the NORDC and the NWORDC 

had represented nearly 96 percent of the population in Northern Ontario and 80 percent of 

municipalities
64

.  The Northern Councils were also strong promoters and advocates of 

economic development in the region.  In Northeastern Ontario, thirty Chambers of 

Commerce agreed to petition the government to reactivate the RDC arguing that its 

                                                 
63

 The Advisory Committee on Regional Development was also reconstituted as the Advisory Committee 

on Urban and Regional Planning.  In addition, the Phase Two statement included a number of major 

municipal reorganizations including the new City of Thunder Bay.  Three more municipal reorganizations 

were introduced in Phase Three for the Sudbury area, the Waterloo area, and Timmins-Porcupine (Ontario 

Office of the Premier 1972; Ontario Office of the Treasurer 1972). 
64

 Personal and Confidential Memorandum To: Honourable Charles MacNaughton, Ministry of Tourism, 

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs from Leo Bernier Minister of Natural Resources October 16, 

1972.  Regional Development Councils - General (Sept –Dec 1972), RG 6-58 (RG VI XI 2-2).  Archives of 

Ontario (Toronto); The Times-News Thunder Bay December 12
th

, 1972.  Lacky Phillips Wins Rounds of 

Applause.  N.W.O.R.D.C. – correspondence (1972), RG 6-58 (RG VI XI 2-2).  Archives of Ontario 

(Toronto); North Bay Nugget, November 10
th
, 1972. Queen’s Park “bureaucrats” running North?  

N.O.R.D.C. closing of council (1972-1975), RG 6-58 (RG VI XI 2-2).  Archives of Ontario (Toronto). 
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closure had created a planning vacuum
65

.  In a letter to the Minister of Economics and 

Intergovernmental Affairs and Treasurer – Charles MacNaughton, Kenora MPP and the 

Minister of Natural Resources – Leo Bernier – argued that the northern councils deserve,  

special consideration by the Government in order to avoid any possibility that what 

has in the past been an effective link between the Province and the various 

municipalities should not be lost in favour of an experimental approach that could 

be too loosely defined and lacking in immediate acceptability among those groups 

who have been participating closely with us in the past”
66

.  

 

Even Premier Davis expressed concerns over the “great deal of frustration and 

disillusionment” with the “way in which the Northwestern Development Council had 

been phased out and with the lack of action since then”
67

.  Complicating matters, in 1973 

the Department of Mines and Northern Affairs was merged with the Department of Lands 

and Forests to create the Ministry of Natural Resources (Glenn 1997).
68

  In less than a 

year Northern Ontario had lost three regional development institutions and these losses 

would be reflected in the next election. 

In Northeastern Ontario, the region also expanded to include the District of Parry 

Sound (see Figure 5.1), which previously was included in the Georgian Bay Region. As 

noted in Chapter One, the traditional boundary for Northern Ontario extended along the 

French River and included the District of Nipissing.  However, the decision to include the 

                                                 
65

 North Bay Nugget, April 9
th

, 1973 by David Hall.  N.O.R.D.C. closing of council (1972-1975), RG 6-58 

(RG VI XI 2-2).  Archives of Ontario (Toronto). 
66

 Personal and Confidential Memorandum To: Honourable Charles MacNaughton, Ministry of Tourism, 

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs from Leo Bernier Minister of Natural Resources October 16, 

1972, page 2.  Regional Development Councils - General (Sept –Dec 1972), RG 6-58 (RG VI XI 2-2).  

Archives of Ontario (Toronto). 
67

 From Premier Davis to John White Treasurer and Minister of Treasury, Economics and 

Intergovernmental Affairs September 6
th

, 1973, page 1.  N.W.O.R.D.C. – correspondence, RG 6-58 (RG VI 

XI 2-2).  Archives of Ontario (Toronto). 
68

 In 1972, the Committee on Government Productivity completed a three-year inquiry that is described by 

Glenn (1996) as “the most ambitious public administration reform initiative in Ontario history” (5).  The 

Committee, which started in 1969, was tasked with improving the effectiveness and efficiency of 

government.  As Glenn (1996) explains, one of the changes stemming from this inquiry included the 

creation of 18 new Ministries from 22 former departments – including the new Ministry of Natural 

Resources. 
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District of Parry Sound was not simply an administrative manoeuver.  Early in 1973, 

Lorne Maeck MPP for Parry Sound started urging the provincial government to include 

Parry Sound in Northern Ontario
69

.  In a tongue-in-cheek editorial from North Bay, the 

author welcomed Parry Sound to ‘our world’ – “After all, don't we want the home town 

of Bobby Orr to be in the North? […] Muskoka? Sorry, but we think you’d be better off 

to remain in the ‘South’”
70

.   Ironically, Maeck argued that being included in Northern 

Ontario would help Parry Sound ‘climb up the economic ladder’.  The real motive behind 

his efforts was to gain access to special programs and funding like the Northern Ontario 

Development Corporation.  According to Maeck, Parry Sound was losing out on 

industrial development to neighbouring communities in ‘Northern Ontario’
71

.  

In the midst of these changes, the provincial government announced a new 

Regional Priority Budget to carry out regional economic and social development 

recommendations.  Cabinet approved the first budget in 1973 and as its name implies it 

provided financing for projects with a high regional priority but were outside the scope of 

normal ministerial budgets (Ontario TEIGA and Ministry of Northern Affairs 1977).  

While the Regional Priority Budget was being adopted, DREE was reorganizing the 

federal regional development program to focus on General Development Agreements 

(GDAs) with the provinces.  The Regional Priority Budget, thus, became the mechanism 

to provide joint federal-provincial funding for regional development in Northern and 

Eastern Ontario which were identified as slow-growth regions (Ontario TEIGA 1976a; 

Ontario TEIGA and Ministry of Northern Affairs 1977). 

                                                 
69

 The North Bay Nugget, Wednesday October 24
th

 1973. “North” status sought for Parry Sound District.  

Leo Bernier Fonds, F 1431.  File 06.3 Secession.  Archives of Ontario (Toronto). 
70

 North Bay Nugget Friday Oct 26
th

 1973 – We’d Welcome new “northerners”.  Leo Bernier Fonds, F 

1431.  File 08.15, Northern Ontario Secession.  Archives of Ontario (Toronto). 
71

 Ibid “North” status sought for Parry Sound District. 
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Figure 5.1: New Boundary of Northern Ontario 

 

 
 

 

 In the 1975 election, the PCs under Bill Davis were reduced to a humiliating 

minority government and the NDP led by Stephen Lewis became the official opposition 

backed by support in Toronto and Northern Ontario (Morton 1980).  In Northern Ontario, 

the party lost three seats to the NDP winning only five seats compared to nine by the 

NDP (the Liberals and Liberal-Labour each had one seat for a total of sixteen seats in the 

region) (see Appendix F for provincial voting patterns in Northern Ontario).  As White 

(2002) explains, the significant Conservative losses during the election were seen as 
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“retribution for regional government” (20).  In Northern Ontario, it also reflected a 

growing regional hostility following the dissolution of the Regional Development 

Councils and the Department of Mines and Northern Affairs.  It further revealed a 

growing regional alienation with top-down decision-making. 

  

5.1.5 Design for Development: A Profile in Failure 

By the mid-1970s, the postwar boom had started to unravel.  The energy related recession 

of 1973-74, inflation, high unemployment, and slower demographic growth signalled 

new political and economic realities (Morton 1980; White 1996; Savoie 1992).  In 

Ontario, the 1975 Budget argued, “along with other major economies, Canada has 

experienced high rates of inflation for some time, while more recently it has begun to feel 

the effects of a worldwide weakening in economic growth (Ontario TEIGA 1975: 1).  By 

1976, the Budget was concerned with ‘slashing provincial spending’ and ‘fiscal restraint’ 

(Ontario TEIGA 1976b: 1).  In the 1976 DREE report, Climate for Development Ontario 

Region, it noted that the Ontario manufacturing sector was hit particularly hard in the 

1975 economic slowdown with a sharp increase in unemployment.  As Morton (1980) 

explains, Ontario’s prominence as the industrial heartland was beginning to show signs of 

weakening.    

In February 1976, the Assistant Deputy Minister (ADM) in charge of the Design 

for Development Program highlighted the impacts of these new provincial economic 

realities at a regional policy conference in Northeastern Ontario.
72

  The ADM noted that 
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the program was now faced with a modest budget.  They also argued “the general goal or 

intent of an economic development strategy would be to promote, when economically 

feasible, the development of northeastern Ontario” (Honey 1976: 9, emphasis added).  

The ADM further explained that diversification and expansion would be gradual in 

Northeastern Ontario.  The 1976 DREE report also argued, “as a result of the sharpening 

world and national competition, the emphasis of the Ontario government has been and 

will continue to be on the attraction of industry to the province” (DREE 1976e: 10).  As 

the economic troubles intensified, the provincial government arguably was more 

concerned with attracting industry to the province and less concerned with where it 

located within the province.  In fact, the statement made by the ADM for the Design for 

Development program on economic development in Northern Ontario left little hope that 

industry would be channelled to the region. 

 The address by the ADM for the Department of Regional Economic Expansion 

(DREE), Ontario Region also provides interesting insights into the federal-provincial 

tensions and challenges of administering regional development policies in Northern 

Ontario.  For example, in the absence of a Northeastern Ontario Design for Development 

Phase Two report they noted, “the Ontario government has been hampered in putting 

forward development proposals for consideration by DREE and provincial priorities and 

objectives have been unusually difficult to discern” (McIntyre 1976: 58).  The ADM 

further explained, “Ontario has wanted to retain for itself the complete responsibility for 

regional development planning, despite offers of assistance by DREE, offers incidentally 

which have been accepted by several other provincial governments” (McIntyre 1976: 58).  

This resulted in a much slower pace of negotiations on regional development in 
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Northeastern Ontario.  They further stressed, “the determination of regional development 

priorities is the prerogative of the Province” (McIntyre 1976: 60). 

 The following month, the Provincial Government released the long-awaited 

Northeastern Ontario Regional Strategy (NORS) under the Design for Development 

Program.  The report intended to provide an appropriate regional strategy to alleviate the 

challenges in Northern Ontario.  The strategy identified a number of issues and trends in 

Northeastern Ontario including distance to markets, lack of finance capital, transportation 

challenges, and below average population growth.  It is worth quoting at length the 

realization that, 

the long-standing problems of Northeastern Ontario have led to a feeling of neglect 

among its residents.  In some residents’ minds the failure to deal with some of the 

problems represents a lack of attention and resolve on the part of government. The 

great physical distance separating the region’s residents from Toronto, the centre of 

much of the provincial government’s decision-making, reinforces this impression. 

As well, many government programs are designed and administered with the 

majority of the population in mind, and thus are interpreted to reflect the needs and 

conditions of southern Ontario rather than the sometimes different circumstances of 

Northeastern Ontario (Ontario TEIGA 1976a: 25). 

 

As a response, provincial officials recommended economic, social, and spatial strategies, 

which together constituted the Northeastern Ontario Regional Strategy.   

 The general objectives of the economic strategy were: greater stability of 

production, employment and earnings; increased diversity of occupational opportunities; 

improvement of productivity and earnings; and employment and population growth. With 

regards to the social strategy, the goals were to improve housing, health, and education 

services while the spatial strategy was divided into an urban system strategy and a 

resource base strategy.  Within each of these strategies and objectives generic statements 

were made to encourage or investigate further.  Overall, this report was a strategy for 
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more plans with no implementation projects or policies to act on aside from those that 

were currently underway within the Regional Priority Budget in Sudbury, Timmins, 

Parry Sound, Elliot Lake and Matachewan.   

 The strategy was subjected to intense criticism in the Legislature and in 

Northeastern Ontario.  In the Legislature, Liberal MPP for Nipissing, Richard Smith, 

argued that “it has taken eleven years to get to this point” and the strategy “was nothing 

but a proposal” (Ontario Legislative Assembly 1976c: 2630).  He also questioned the 

political intentions of the strategy claiming that: 

It is not based in any way on the goals of the residents of northeastern Ontario. It’s 

nothing but a political pulp document which they hope will get them through the 

upcoming election and perhaps save the four or five seats they hold in northeastern 

Ontario (Ontario Legislative Assembly 1976c: 2633) 

 

Smith raised further concerns over the complacency of the strategy to leave the region “as 

it is for the next 25 years” (Ontario Legislative Assembly 1976c: 2633).  Ed Deibel 

(leader of the Northern Ontario Heritage Party) expressed similar sentiments on the 

television show, The Government We Deserve, hosted by Judy Lamarsh.  He called the 

strategy “a lot of words” without meaning due to the lack of funds tied to implementing 

the document
73

.  

 In Northeastern Ontario, the Sudbury and District Chamber of Commerce 

provided the Ministry of Treasury Economics, and Intergovernmental Affairs (TEIGA) 

with a detailed and scathing response called, A Profile in Failure.  In reference to the 

Chamber response, Treasurer McKeough reportedly stated: “I got so mad I couldn’t 

finish reading it” (quoted in Weller 1980: 251).  On the first page, the Chamber response 

stated: “the fundamental problem with NORS can be summed up as the troika of no’s – 
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no strategy, no analysis and no programs. Therefore, no use” (Sudbury and District 

Chamber of Commerce 1977: 1).  It further argued that this was a ‘secret strategy’ 

focused on the “colonial exploitation of the natural resources of the North for the benefit 

of the South” (Sudbury and District Chamber of Commerce 1977: 7). The response 

continued, “on careful evaluation, one has to conclude that the NORS views the North as 

the supplier of raw materials for the Golden Horseshoe and as a market for its 

manufactured goods and services (Sudbury and District Chamber of Commerce 1977: 7). 

 Within the Northeastern Ontario Regional Strategy (NORS) economic strategy, 

the Chamber of Commerce was concerned with the emphasis on the continued 

development of the existing mining, forestry and tourism sectors with manufacturing, 

business and transportation sectors appearing as afterthoughts.  The response described 

the NORS spatial strategy as “an unmitigated disaster” (Sudbury and District Chamber of 

Commerce 1977: 8) because it identified four subregional centres – Sudbury, North Bay, 

Timmins and Sault Ste. Marie.  At the heart of this ‘disaster’ was the inclusion of 

Sudbury in the same rank order as Timmins, Sault Ste. Marie and North Bay.  In fact, the 

Sudbury and District Chamber of Commerce called it “sheer economic ignorance” (1977: 

10). 

 The Chamber provided an alternative to the provincial NORS – the Northeastern 

Ontario Development Strategy (NODS).  This included six strategies that ranged from 

relocating jobs from the Golden Horseshoe to concentrating assistance in areas with 

higher potential for productivity in Northeastern Ontario.  They also created sixteen 

action programs for immediate implementation that included infrastructure projects, 

industrial incentive packages, and strengthening programs and research capacity at 
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Laurentian University.  Towards the end of the response the central issue was finally 

identified, namely: “the utilization of wealth generated in the Northeast for Northeastern 

development” (1977: 13).  Overall, the Chamber argued 

The NORS is devoid of any strategy of development – physical, economic or 

social. It represents the pinnacle of intellectual bankruptcy of the Southern 

Establishment in even analyzing the problems of the North, let alone dealing with 

them effectively.  The only way to deal with NORS is to let it terminate as an 

expensive receptacle of dust until it glides gracefully (or otherwise) into oblivion 
(Sudbury and District Chamber of Commerce 1970: 1, emphasis added).   

 

The Sudbury and District Chamber of Commerce was not alone in this growing 

alienation and sense of grievance towards the provincial policies in Northern Ontario.    

 By September 1976, a North Bay motel operator, Ed Deibel, had created the 

Northern Ontario Heritage Party (NOHP).  Throughout 1976 and 1977, he embarked on a 

tour across the region to obtain the 10,000 signatures needed to certify the party and run 

candidates in the next provincial election.  Deibel had previously started a one-man 

campaign across Northern Ontario to acquire 25,000 members for a New Province 

Committee and signatures for a petition to establish a plebiscite on creating a new 

province.
 74

  However, he discovered that a less contentious approach would be a political 

party for Northern Ontario (see Chapter Seven).  With the rise of the Northern Ontario 

Heritage Party and the backlash over NORS combined with a minority government and 

looming election, the PCs needed a highly visible strategy to dampen this growth 

resistance and win back political support in Northern Ontario.   One way the government 

responded was through the creation of the Ministry of Northern Affairs.  As the next 

section details, in many ways 1977 marked a turning point in Northern Ontario with a 

number of regional issues on the political agenda. 
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5.2 RESPONDING TO POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC CRISIS: 1977-1985 

During the 1970s, Ontario’s role as the unchallenged leader of the national economy had 

significantly diminished. The provincial economy faced strong challenges including 

international competition in manufacturing, volatile world markets, and high-energy 

costs.  In the early 1980s, resource-producing regions like Northern Ontario were hit hard 

when Canada entered a severe recession that collapsed energy and other commodity 

prices (Simeon 1990; White 1996).  In fact, between 1970 and 1985, Northern Ontario 

lost an estimated 25,000 jobs in mining, forestry, and related industries due to 

international competition, globalization, technological advances, labour unrest, and the 

capital-intensive nature of the resource industries (MNDM 1986 quoted in Weller 1997: 

303).  As noted, in the late 1970s Davis and his minority government needed a highly 

visible strategy to dampen the growing regional resistance and win back political support 

in Northern Ontario prior to the next election.  The response can be divided into three 

strategies all of which unfolded in 1977: a Ministry for Northern affairs, a Royal 

Commission, and a Select Committee on the Inco and Falconbridge layoffs. I turn now to 

a discussion of each of these initiatives and their impact on regional development. 

 

5.2.1 A Ministry of Northern Affairs 

Shortly after the 1975 election, Conservative MPP for Algoma-Manitoulin John Lane 

started appealing for a Ministry of Northern Ontario.  He proposed a coordinating 

ministry that would work with every provincial ministry to bring “government to the 

people in the north – to research, investigate, develop it and assist the vast area of the 

north without local councils” (Ontario Legislative Assembly 1976a: 1025).  He also 
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argued that a Ministry of Northern Ontario would provide First Nations with access to 

government.  Lane was opposed to a ministry that would simply administer government 

services in Northern Ontario much like the previous Department of Mines and Northern 

Affairs.  He was concerned with legislation that was often passed and ill-fitted to the 

realities of Northern Ontario or in his words: “What makes good sense down south, 

doesn’t make any sense at all in the north” (Ontario Legislative Assembly 1976b: 2187).  

Lane further explained,  

…the lack of attention to the north is not intentional. It is just that the multitudes 

from the heavily populated areas are demanding much more attention from the 

various ministries and there is just not sufficient time to give the time to the 

complicated problems of the north that they deserve. After being here for nearly 

five years and watching the process, I cannot see matters improving (Ontario 

Legislative Assembly 1976b: 2187).  

 

He also reasoned that it would be in the best interests of the province to stimulate growth 

in Northern Ontario. 

 During 1976, John Lane conducted a survey and sent out over 300 letters to 

municipalities, First Nations, and other organizations across Northern Ontario.  He also 

wrote newspaper columns and appeared on the radio to generate support for a Ministry of 

Northern Ontario (Ontario Legislative Assembly 1977a).  Lane also appeared on the 

television show, The Government We Deserve, hosted by Judy Lamarsh with Ed Deibel 

(Leader of the Northern Ontario Heritage Party) and Jack Stokes (NDP Thunder Bay-

Lake Nipigon)
75

.  On the show he discussed the need for a Ministry for the North and the 

limited commitment from the Conservative Caucus.  This included an influential Cabinet 

Minister, Leo Bernier (MPP for Kenora), who had concerns over the type of Ministry 

being proposed.    
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He was also met with resistance from the NDP as Stephen Lewis argued that the 

government had already “tried and rejected it” with the creation of the Department of 

Mines and Northern Affairs, which he described as “a disaster” because a Toronto MPP, 

Allan Lawrence, was made the Minister (Ontario Legislative Assembly 1976a: 1025-

1026, emphasis added).  NDP member for Algoma, Bud Wildman, further contended that 

the government should really focus its efforts on getting all the Ministries, which are 

involved in North, “to do the job they’re supposed to be doing” (Ontario Legislative 

Assembly 1976a: 1026). Lane responded by asking all Northern MPPs to “forget political 

advantages and disadvantages as politicians…[and] work together as members for the 

north to improve government services and the quality of life for the people we represent” 

(Ontario Legislative Assembly 1976a: 1026). 

 By 1977, however, the minority government and impending election created the 

circumstances for a highly visible provincial response to dampen resentment and win 

back political support.   The provincial government responded with the creation of the 

Ministry of Northern Affairs on February 3
rd

 1977 in a cabinet shuffle that named Leo 

Bernier (MPP Kenora) as Minister (Toronto CP 1977: 1).  Bernier told the Sudbury and 

District Chamber of Commerce that the Ministry would be “the eyes, the ears and the 

voice of Northern Ontario” (The Sudbury Star 1977: 3).   

The 1977 Speech from the Throne introduced the new Ministry and confirmed 

legislation for its establishment.  Following the Throne Speech, Premier Davis argued 

that the Ministry of Northern Affairs legislation:  

…represents a renewed commitment on the part of this government to overcome 

the obstacles of great distances and relatively dispersed populations to provide 

comparable services and access to the people of northern Ontario. It is also a 

recognition of the wishes, which have been expressed by many people in the north, 
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for a ministry which would have special responsibility for ensuring that the 

problems specific to the vast area of northern Ontario are considered when 

government decisions are made (Ontario Legislative Assembly 1977e: 274). 

 

Like its predecessor (the Department of Mines and Northern Affairs), the Ministry would 

acquire a number of northern portfolios from other Ministries and it would also be tasked 

with coordinating government policies and programs in the region. 

The NDP were highly skeptical of the new Ministry, especially under Bernier’s 

leadership, calling it ‘window-dressing’, ‘a political ploy’, ‘shallow, a sham’, ‘an 

admission of failure’ and ‘an insult to the people of Northern Ontario’” (Gibbons 1977: 1; 

Ontario Legislative Assembly 1997c: 571).  Their complaints stemmed from Bernier’s 

earlier reservations over the creation of a Ministry of Northern Ontario and his 

performance as Minister of Natural Resources (Gibbons 1977).  In response to these 

criticisms, a Chronicle Journal editorial (Thunder Bay) argued that it didn't matter if the 

Ministry was created to regain Northern seats because at the very least it showed that the 

north was worth fighting for
76

.  Skeptics also argued that three Northern MPPs held 

influential cabinet positions and little had changed (including Bernier – MNR; John 

Rhodes – Transportation, then Housing; and Rene Brunelle – Community and Social 

Services) (Atkins 1977). 

In April, the government selected Kenora and Sault Ste. Marie (SSM) in a 

controversial decision for the location of the two Northern Affairs main offices 

(Vaillancourt 1977; Bateman 1977; Lamarche 1977; The Sudbury Star 1977; Van 

Alphen; Copeland 1977).  Both were Conservative strongholds with one office in 

Bernier’s riding (Kenora) and the other in the riding of John Rhodes the Minister of 
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Housing (SSM).  The towns of Kenora and Keewatin and the Township of Jaffray and 

Melick had lobbied for Kenora in a brief to Premier Davis.  They argued that Kenora had 

‘all the problems of the North’ but also offered amenities for public servants
77

.  In 

Northeastern Ontario, local elected officials in Sudbury and Timmins along with 

opposition MPPs and the Sudbury and District Chamber of Commerce saw these 

locations as political rather than informed decisions (Vaillancourt 1977; Bateman 1977; 

Lamarche 1977; The Sudbury Star 1977; Van Alphen 1977; Copeland 1977). In Sudbury, 

many charged that this was punishment for supporting the NDP who were highly critical 

of Bernier and the Ministry of Northern Affairs (Vaillancourt 1977; Bateman 1977; 

Lamarche 1977; The Sudbury Star 1977; Van Alphen 1977; Copeland 1977).  

  In a move to regain a majority, Davis called a snap election in April.  During the 

election, the NOHP obtained the 10,000 signatures needed for official registration but 

could not register as a political party because of the election campaign (Brock 1978). The 

PCs still finished five seats short of a majority but gained seven seats in the June election 

(White 1996). In Northern Ontario, the PCs secured three seats from the NDP in the 

ridings of Cochrane South, Fort William and Timiskaming for a total of eight seats. The 

NDP finished with six seats while the Liberals and Liberal-Labour each held on to one 

seat. 

After the election, legislation to establish the Ministry of Northern Affairs 

proceeded.  The second reading of the Ministry of Northern Affairs Act provides 

interesting insights into the establishment of the Ministry.  In his opening statement, 
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Minister Bernier highlighted the importance of the Act because it represented a ‘renewed 

commitment’ to overcome Northern Ontario’s ‘obstacles’ like distances, the dispersed 

population and dependency on the resource-based economy (Ontario Legislative 

Assembly 1977b: 469).  He then went on to describe the positive response the Ministry 

had received in the Northern press.  Bernier also responded to comments that the 

government had tried this approach in the past through the Department of Mines and 

Northern Affairs arguing that the “northern affairs branch was only an information 

package for setting up…the 25 northern affairs information offices across northern 

Ontario” (Ontario Legislative Assembly 1977b: 473).   

NDP MPP Elie Martel (Sudbury East) refuted Bernier’s claims that the Northern 

Affairs Branch had been nothing more than an information package.  In fact, he 

compared the statements made by the government announcing the former Northern 

Affairs Branch and the current Ministry of Northern Affairs.  They both indicated the 

unique problems of the north with regards to distance, dispersed population and 

transportation.  Each statement also described how Northern Affairs would co-ordinate 

government efforts in the region.  Like its predecessor, the responsibility for a number of 

programs was transferred to the Ministry of Northern Affairs from other ministries while 

no new services or program were created.
78

 

Also during the second reading, the NDP and Liberals questioned the political 

intentions of the Ministry and the location of the main offices.  The opposition further 

argued that Kenora and Sault Ste. Marie were inaccessible to most Northerners.  Bernier 
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defended the decision stating that they “went to the extremities to pull that part of 

Northern Ontario into the centre and to Queen’s Park” (Ontario Legislative Assembly 

1977c: 577).  Lane also reasoned that if politics really did influence the decision they 

would have selected ridings where they wanted to make ‘political marks’ versus safe 

seats (Ontario Legislative Assembly 1977c: 577) 

The Ministry of Northern Affairs Act was short on details and lacked any new 

regional development programs.  A description of the boundaries of Northern Ontario 

was also not included but the Act did state that the function of the Ministry was to co-

ordinate government activities in Northern Ontario.  This included: 

 developing and recommending Government priorities, policies and 

plans for Northern Ontario;  

 administering Ministry programs and co-ordinating Government 

programs and services relating to Northern Ontario; 

 advising and assisting in the planning and budgeting of other 

government programs, services and activities in Northern Ontario 

provided by other ministries; 

 promoting and facilitating the accessibility of the residents of Northern 

Ontario to the programs, services and activities of the Government of 

Ontario; 

 making recommendations regarding priorities for the development of 

research in all aspects of the social and economic conditions of all 

areas of Northern Ontario; 

 administering such other programs and performing such other duties as 

are assigned to it by any Act or by the Lieutenant Governor in Council 

(Statutes of Ontario 1977: 26).  

 

The NDP proposed three economic amendments to the legislation that went unheeded.  

This included a tomorrow fund to divert a percentage of resource taxes into a special fund 

to help single-industry communities manage economic downturns.  They also proposed a 

new crown corporation tasked with resource exploration and a broader interpretation on 

lending money to promote the processing and manufacturing of resources in Northern 

Ontario.  Overall, the opposition wanted the Ministry to move beyond a simple 
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coordinating ministry to one that played a more direct role in the economic development 

of Northern Ontario (Ontario Legislative Assembly 1977d).  

By 1978 the Ministry of Northern Affairs had 169 staff in 34 Northern Affairs 

offices across the region.  The Northern Affairs officers had a dual purpose.  First, they 

were strategically positioned throughout the region to provide individuals and 

communities with a single access point to government services.  They also acted as the 

eyes and ears of the region to advise the Ministry on regional development strategies and 

initiatives.  The two regional headquarters were established in Kenora and SSM with an 

Assistant Deputy Minister in each location.  In the 1973 Ontario Cabinet restructuring, 

Ministries with similar portfolios were grouped within one of three policy fields: 

Resource Development, Social Development, and Justice.  The Ministry of Northern 

Affairs was a member of all three and the Treasury Board which gave the Minister a 

unique position to access and influence policy development in other ministries
79

.   

At the Northern Ministers Conference in Fort McMurray, Minister Bernier lauded 

his generous $140 million budget that was in spite of government-wide fiscal restraint.
80

  

However, the majority of this money came from existing programs that were transferred 

to the Ministry (i.e. ONTC; responsibility for northern roads; and municipal 

infrastructure see Glenn 1997).  More importantly, the Ministry lacked an overall plan for 

regional development in Northern Ontario to guide policy and decision-making.  As a 

briefing note to the Northern Ministers Conference described, “instead of formulating a 

‘grand plan’ for Northern Ontario, MNA’s approach to identifying and meeting service 
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needs is to co-ordinate actors and activities in the north and to spend on a community 

and regional priority basis”
81

.  This approach, thus, reflected the political realities of 

why the Ministry was created which was to provide a highly visible political strategy to 

showcase government efforts in the region, similar to what MacLeod and Jones have 

called state-led regionalization. 

The Ministry of Northern Affairs assumed the responsibility for coordinating the 

Design for Development Program along with the Ministry of Treasury and Economics 

before the program was largely abandoned by the end of the decade.  A number of reports 

were released for Northwestern Ontario before its demise including a report on the 

initiatives and achievements of the program (1977), a white paper outlining a strategy for 

development (1978), and a follow-up policy for development (1979).   The white paper 

signaled a clear shift in thinking around how to deal with the economic uncertainties in 

the provincial economy.  It argued, “ while the proposals contained in this strategy are 

intended to facilitate economic development in the region, the extent to which such 

development is realized will depend very much upon initiatives taken in the private 

sector” (Treasurer of Ontario 1978: 18).   

The white paper also placed more emphasis on federal responsibilities in shaping 

regional development in Northwestern Ontario. The difficult economic challenges facing 

the government and the private sector were mentioned numerous times throughout the 

strategy.  In a rather pessimistic tone, the strategy stated, “while economic diversification 

is a central policy objective, it is difficult to foresee a rapid diversification of the region’s 
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economy away from its natural resource base, unless very expensive and costly 

interventions were to be made in the market economy” (Treasurer of Ontario 1978: 28). 

A number of concerns were also voiced, including a resolution passed by Northwestern 

Ontario Municipal Association (NOMA) in 1978, opposing the designated growth centre 

concept.  As a result of the political repercussions, the follow-up Policy for Development 

(1979) report discontinued this approach.  Designating and ranking cities for 

development proved highly contentious for a minority government.  

 

5.2.2 The Royal Commission on the Northern Environment 

Another way the government responded to regional tensions in Northern Ontario was 

through the Royal Commission on the Northern Environment.  The Royal Commission 

was established on July 13
th

, 1977 by an Order-in-Council.  The Honourable Justice 

Patrick Hartt (a Justice of the Supreme Court of Ontario) was asked to “assess the 

environmental effects of major enterprise in the north, recommend methods for their 

assessment and to examine alternative uses for northern resource” (Ontario Royal 

Commission on the Northern Environment 1978: 2).  The Royal Commission was mainly 

concerned with an area referred to as ‘North of 50’ or the area above the fiftieth parallel 

of latitude.  

The event that precipitated the Royal Commission was a 1976 Memorandum of 

Understanding between Reed Paper Ltd and the Government of Ontario.  It concerned a 

proposal by the company to build a pulp mill and acquire timber-harvesting rights – in 

the largest, uncut stand in the province – north of Red Lake.  Reed was also the owner of 

the Dryden Paper Mill, which was implicated in the mercury contamination of the 
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Wabigoo/English/Winnipeg River system and the subsequent collapse of the surrounding 

First Nations economy dependent on that river system.  The Grand Chief of Grand 

Council Treaty #9 and the people in the region were particularly concerned that Reed 

would receive the timber license without consultation and consideration of the social, 

economic, and environmental impacts of the development (Ontario Royal Commission 

on the Northern Environment 1985: 5.8-5.11).   

 The initial proposal was enticing because of the potential for employment and the 

company agreed to participate in a hearing of the Environmental Assessment Board.  

However, pressure by the opposition in the Legislature and a public outcry across the 

province led to the creation of the Commission (Ontario Legislative Assembly 1976d; 

1976e; Ontario Royal Commission on the Northern Environment 1985).  Shortly after the 

establishment of the Commission, the forest development project proposed by Reed 

ceased to exist as a viable project due to financial and economic circumstances (Ontario 

Royal Commission on the Northern Environment 1978; 1985).  However, the 

Commission continued for the next eight years 

 In 1978, the Commission released its interim report which was described as a 

“vacuous anti-climax” and “a disappointment” by Northern media (as quoted in Weller 

1980: 264).  Weller (1980) describes how Hartt had become disillusioned and 

overwhelmed by the broad terms of the Commission.  He further notes, “suspicion began 

to arise among many northerners that a southerner and a staff of young southern ‘whiz-

kids’ simply did not understand the problems of the north” (264).  After the release of the 

interim report, Hartt joined the Indian Commission of Ontario.  He was replaced by Ed 

Fahlgren, “a mining executive from Red Lake with Conservative party political 
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affiliations” (Weller 1980: 264).  In 1985, the final report was released and by then it had 

amassed hundreds of presentations and written submissions from across Northern 

Ontario.   The final report made 129 recommendations on topics ranging from new 

institutional arrangements to protecting the northern environment to resource based 

industries to planning and First Nations.   

The Commission was initially conceived during a politically turbulent time. As 

the previous sections discussed, regional tensions were strong in Northern Ontario and 

with the minority government and the threat of an impending election, any controversy 

had the potential to be politically sensitive.  As Weller (1984) argues, the Royal 

Commission “intended to convey a sense of governmental concern and willingness to 

listen, thereby generating a sense of political efficacy and trust among a wide variety of 

groups” (204).  During the Commission, government attention shifted to provincial 

economic growth and the constitutional debates (see White 1996 Chapter 16).  By the 

release of the final report, Weller (1997) describes the Royal Commission as “the longest 

running and very nearly the most expensive provincial inquiry ever, with possibly the 

least useful output of any before or since” (Weller 1997: 297).   

 

5.2.3 The Select Committee on Inco and Falconbridge Layoffs 

In 1977, the Government of Ontario also responded to economic concerns in Northern 

Ontario through a Select Committee. In October 1977, Inco Ltd announced layoffs at its 

Sudbury operations affecting over 1,800 workers.  Subsequently, Falconbridge 

announced cuts to over 750 workers in December of that year.  As a result, the Select 

Committee of the Ontario Legislature on Inco and Falconbridge Layoffs was established 
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to investigate the factors and considerations leading to the layoffs and to provide long-

term recommendations.  The Select Committee was also tasked with examining the future 

plans of the companies and any impacts on Canadian operations.  The Select Committee 

included eighteen MPPs – nine Conservatives, five Liberals and four New Democrats – 

with seven of the MPPs representing Northern Ontario.  A number of company officials, 

workers and union executives were called before the committee.  Based on this 

information the Select Committee prepared an interim report in February 1978 to 

correspond with the Inco layoffs and the final report was released prior to the March 31
st
, 

1978 Falconbridge layoffs.  

The Select Committee reported on a number of factors that contributed to the 

layoffs in the Sudbury region.  This included deteriorating consumer demand as well as 

an oversupply of nickel on the world market, increased international competition, and 

inaccurate market forecasting.  A report prepared by the MNR in February 1977 provided 

a stern warning to the nickel industry.  It argued, 

The Ontario nickel industry is the world’s largest nickel production complex and 

Ontario’s largest mineral producer. It is suffering from a massive accumulation of 

inventory of finished metal as a result of the recent recession and of lower than 

anticipated rates of growth of consumption in major markets. Unless the markets 

improved rapidly in the near future, it is difficult to see how cuts in Sudbury mine 

output can be avoided (MNR 1977: 19, as quoted in Select Committee on Inco and 

Falconbridge Layoffs 1978: 10).  

 

These economic circumstances precipitated the decisions by the companies to reduce 

production and significant cost-savings were foreseen by reducing the workforce.   

 The report also put forth a number of long-term recommendations.  From a 

regional development perspective the report suggested that the province consider 

relocating the MNR to Northern Ontario to better serve those involved in the resource 
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industry.  They also proposed transportation improvements between Elliot Lake and 

Sudbury to shift labour to meet demands.  The report further recommended that all three 

levels of government should develop a diversification strategy.  More specifically, the 

report advocated for: expanding mining research and development at Laurentian 

University; tax incentives for diversification; locating an auto parts plant in Sudbury (one 

of three that was being discussed at the time); and developing a mining equipment 

manufacturing industry.  The Select Committee hoped that a diversification strategy 

would cushion Northern Ontario’s largest city from the cyclical impacts of the resource 

economy. 

 The NDP members of the Select Committee reluctantly endorsed the final report 

of the Committee.  In an appendix to the report, they expressed concerns with “a 

document which assigns little or no responsibility for the plight of the Sudbury workers 

to either the companies involved or to the Government of Ontario” (Select Committee on 

Inco and Falconbridge Layoffs 1978: 24).  For example, they argued that Inco was not a 

passive victim to deteriorating economic circumstances and they identified a number of 

decisions the company made to protect itself from the vagaries of the international nickel 

market that ultimately impacted the Sudbury operations.  Moreover, these NDP members 

contended that a portion of the stockpile was accumulated consciously in preparation for 

any possible contract dispute in the 1978 negotiations with the United Steelworkers.  

 The NDP also took issue with the provincial approach to regional development in 

Northern Ontario, stating that: 

The Government of Ontario over the years has failed to develop any policy which 

will ensure that our natural resources provide the maximum possible benefits to the 

people of Ontario and has continued to grant concessions to process ores abroad, 

which, in fact reduces jobs to Canadians and it has failed to diversify the one-
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industry towns in Northern Ontario.  There has been and continues to be a great 

deal of prattle about the need to diversify but despite many studies over the years 

no firm policy has been undertaken by the Government of Ontario on any of the 

recommendations which would, in fact, diversify the one-industry communities. 

We would like to offer a number of specific illustrations (Select Committee on Inco 

and Falconbridge Layoffs 1978: 27). 

 

They further cited a number of examples of inaction or insufficient regional development 

policies like the Design for Development – Northern Ontario Regional Strategy.  In their 

discussion they made reference to the Sudbury and District Chamber of Commerce 

response to this strategy (discussed previously in this chapter).  Based on their response, 

they concluded that the strategy was “absolutely useless” and “indicative of what the 

Government of Ontario has done pertaining to northern development” (Select Committee 

on Inco and Falconbridge Layoffs 1978: 28).   

The NDP rejoinder also detailed a number of reports on the resource economy 

that the government ‘failed to act’ on. This included the rejection by both levels of 

government to the interim report on the Inco layoffs by the Select Committee.    The 

interim report proposed a 60-day moratorium to provide more time to develop methods to 

lessen the impact of the pending layoffs.  The moratorium would include 30 days of 

excess production financed by interest free-loans provided by the Government of Canada 

and Province of Ontario.  The remaining 30 days would involve a work-sharing program 

between the company and the union.  It also recommended an ‘improved early retirement 

and severance program’ by Inco and to allow ‘attrition, early retirements, and severances 

to reduce the work force’ (Select Committee on Inco and Falconbridge Layoffs 1978: 34-

35).  A strong consensus on these recommendations was not reached between the 

members of the Select Committee (see 35-40).  
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 The NDP response also included a number of recommendations from public 

ownership of the primary resource industries and a provincial industrial strategy to an 

independent nickel institute in Sudbury and the transfer of government operations to 

create a regional service centre in Sudbury.  However, the Select Committee did little to 

stem the layoffs and alter the socio-economic situation in Sudbury.  In fact by September 

1978, Sudbury was on the frontline of a historic 8.5 month labour dispute between the 

United Steelworkers of America (USWA) Local 6500 and Inco (for a detailed description 

of the strike see Clement 1981: 322-331).  By 1979, as a result of layoffs, attrition and 

retirement, Inco’s Sudbury workforce had declined to 13,600.  This is in contrast to 1976 

when hourly paid employees at Inco numbered 18,000 (Clement 1981: 256).  As Saarinen 

(1992: 174) explains, between 1971 and 1981 mining-based employment in the Sudbury 

region declined from 25,700 to 17,000 and by 1981 Sudbury was one of only two CMAs 

in Canada to experience population decline.  The following chapter continues the story of 

provincial regional development initiatives in Northern Ontario beginning with a new 

politics of regional development as the ‘Big Blue Machine’ or PC era came to an end in 

Ontario.   
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

Provincial Regional Development Initiatives  

in Northern Ontario 

1985-2012 

 

 

Take one ton of good intentions and mix an equal quantity of platitudes. Recruit a 

team of writers and tell them to please everyone and offend no one. You may then 

get the Northern Ontario Growth Plan that was recently dumped on the long 

suffering public (Hunt 2011: online). 

 

This chapter continues the history of provincial regional development initiatives in 

Northern Ontario, between 1985 and 2012.  As mentioned in the previous chapter, the 

impetus for these initiatives was a deep sense of territorial grievance and the reality of 

economic hardships in the region.  I divide the provincial approach to regional 

development during this time into four stages: a new politics of regional development 

1985-1990; reactionary measures 1990-1995; a common sense revolution for Northern 

Ontario 1995-2003; and a new strategy for Northern prosperity and growth 2003-2011. 

More specifically, I describe how and why the approach has changed, the key actors, the 

political strategizing and disputes, and how Northern Ontario as a region has been 

produced, reproduced, and contested through these initiatives.  Methodologically, this 

chapter is based on archival material, newspaper articles, government sources, and key 

informant interviews.  

 

6.1 A NEW POLITICS FOR REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT: 1985-1990  

In 1985, Davis announced his resignation and Muskoka MPP Frank Miller succeeded 

Davis as leader of the PC party and Premier of Ontario.  Miller called an election for May 

2
nd

 and the PCs finished with only 52 seats while the Liberals finished with 48 and the 
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NDP with 25 seats.  As White (1996) explains during the election campaign Miller had 

harsh criticisms for the NDP.  He was also seen as a right-wing politician, which would 

make it difficult for the NDP to support his government.  Comparatively, Peterson and 

the Liberals had run on a campaign platform that was closer to the NDP platform. When 

the NDP held meetings with both the Conservatives and the Liberals following the 

election it became clear that the NDP would ally with the Liberals to defeat the PCs.  The 

parties signed an ‘Accord’ whereby the NDP agreed to support a Liberal government for 

two years in return for implementing “‘common campaign proposals’, dealing with such 

issues as rent review, environmental regulation, and public accessibility to government 

[…] within a framework of fiscal responsibility” (White 1996: 325).  The Liberals also 

agreed not to call an election for two years. On June 18
th
, 1985 the PC ‘Big Blue 

Machine’ came to an end. 

After the 1985 election, the Liberals held only one seat in the region
82

 while the 

NDP had seven and the PCs had a majority with eight seats.  Despite this, Peterson and 

the Liberals introduced a number of new programs for Northern Ontario. One of his first 

initiatives was to combine the provincial responsibility for mines with the Ministry of 

Northern Affairs, renaming the Ministry the Ministry of Northern Development and 

Mines.  The merger was in recognition of the “economic importance of mining and its 

particular importance to many northern municipalities” (MNDM 1985: 1, quoted in 

Glenn 1997: 5), while the name change reflected the importance of economic and social 

development (Ontario Legislative Assembly 1985c).  Two Cabinet Ministers were also 
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 David Ramsey (MPP for Timiskaming) was elected as an NDP member but crossed the floor to join the 

Liberals in 1986. 
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assigned responsibility for the Ministry, one for Mines and the other for Northern 

Development (Glenn 1997). 

Peterson also established an Advisory Committee on Resource Dependent 

Communities, initiated a Northern Ontario relocation program of government ministries, 

and created the Northern Ontario Heritage Fund.  These initiatives are discussed in 

greater detail below.  What separated Peterson from his predecessors was his distinct 

passion for Northern Ontario, his dedication to spread provincial wealth and stability to 

the region, and his strategy to build on the strengths of the regional economy (KI-13; 

Sudol 2004).  In Northern Ontario, some describe Peterson as  “one of the most 

innovative and visionary premiers to ever govern Ontario -- and the best advocate the 

North has ever had” (Sudol 2004: A9).  By the late 1980s, Peterson and the provincial 

government were also bolstered by strong economic growth in Southern Ontario (Simeon 

1990). 

 

6.1.1 The Rosehart Report and the Northern Ontario Relocation Program 

The Liberals moved quickly to establish a Cabinet Committee on Northern Development 

and a number of Northern Development Councils (NDCs)
83

 in Northern Ontario.  The 

NDCs would have representation from municipalities, labour, business, education, and 

industry to provide feedback on new government proposals in the region (Ontario 

Legislative Assembly 1986a).  On December 19
th

, 1985 the government also created the 

Advisory Committee on Resource Dependent Communities to “examine the current 

situation and future outlook for resource dependent communities in Northern Ontario” 

                                                 
83

 The NDCs were originally called Regional Development Councils. 
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(Rosehart 1986: 1).  Dr. Bob Rosehart, President of Lakehead University, led a unique 

Committee that included one MPP from each of the three major parties along with three 

citizens.
84

  The Committee was tasked with providing a report and proposals to the 

Minister of Northern Development and Mines by May 31
st
, 1986. 

The Rosehart Report made 80 recommendations and recommendations for future 

study pertaining to: Northern Development Opportunities, Senior Government in the 

North, Community, and Community and Employment Adjustment.  In discussing the 

particular challenges of the North, the report identified a number of economic issues like 

vulnerability to world commodity prices and the cyclical nature of the resource economy 

as well as social concerns like youth out-migration and a declining population.  The 

report also questioned the effectiveness of federal and provincial approaches to regional 

development in Northern Ontario, arguing: “short term solutions, although a component 

of an overall strategy, will not and have not lead to any significant progress in terms of 

the development of Northern Ontario” (Rosehart 1986: 5).  The opinion of the report was  

that a “band-aid” approach will not significantly improve the plight of the residents 

of the North, but rather a special commitment, both politically and by the residents 

of Ontario, is necessary, if the North is to share in a meaningful way in the quality 

of life present in this Province” (5, emphasis added).   

 

The report recommended a development strategy with long-term structural impacts for 

Northern Ontario. 

 A number of the recommendations in the report were acted on almost 

immediately by the Liberal ‘minority’ government keen to act and in need of electoral 

                                                 
84

 The MPPs included: Gilles Morin (Liberal – Carleton East), Bud Wildman (NDP – Algoma), and Jack 

Pierce (PC – Rainy River). While the citizen appointments included: Bob Axford (VP of the Canadian 

Association of Threatened Single Industry Towns), Ron MacDonald (President of the Sudbury local United 

Steelworkers), and Ginette Quirion (former Hearst town administrator) (Ontario Legislative Assembly 

1985a). 
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support for an impending election. For example, the Rosehart Report argued that the 

Provincial Government had a responsibility to create jobs in the North.  It advocated for 

the transfer of five thousand ministry positions to the region by 1991.  In July 1986 

Peterson announced the Northern Ontario Relocation Program (NORP), a plan to transfer 

1,600 public servants to the North as a tool to encourage employment diversity and a 

‘Northern sensitivity’ in policy-making. It would also help offset employment losses in 

the mining, forestry, and steel industries.  The program had the added benefit of 

providing for the construction of new buildings to house the relocated ministries (Savoie 

1992; Weller 1997; Contenta 1986).  

 As a result, the headquarters of MNDM, the mining health and safety branch of 

the Ministry of Labour, and the Ontario Geological survey were all moved to Sudbury.  

Peterson also announced the creation of a Mineral Research Directorate and a Research 

Chair in Rock Mechanics and Ground Control at Laurentian University.  By transferring 

these provincial mining-related research functions to Sudbury, Peterson was trying to 

build on the city’s mining expertise and establish it as a ‘centre of mining excellence’ 

(Sudol 2004).  Also transferred were the Ontario Lottery Corporation and the forestry 

branch of the MNR to Sault Ste. Marie, the Registrar General’s Branch of the Ministry of 

Consumer and Commercial Relations as well as the Student Awards Branch of the 

Ministry of Colleges and Universities to Thunder Bay, and staff from the headquarters of 

the Ministry of Correctional Services to North Bay (Weller 1997).   

 The Northern Ontario Relocation Program required political will.  It was 

expensive and highly contentious with the public service.  As the Toronto Star reported 

“Ministry relocation announcements tend to be welcomed with the same enthusiasm that 
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factory workers have for plant closings” (Henton 1989).  However, the government 

established relocation coordinators to identify people who would move and showcase 

Northern cities to those who were sceptical.    Those who chose not to move were offered 

alternative provincial positions with comparable salary in the same geographic area 

(Henton 1989; Proby 1989).  While the program was greeted with resentment in Toronto, 

in Northern Ontario Peterson was seen as the “North’s best friend” (Sudol 2004). 

 The Rosehart Report also recommended the establishment of a Northern Ontario 

Fund because traditionally little revenue generated from the natural resources industries 

had been reinvested in the North.   The report proposed an administrative structure 

including an ‘independent’ board of seven northern residents appointed by the 

government.  The report suggested a number of sources for funding including: 

 the transfer of assets of the Northern Ontario Development 

Corporation to the Northern Ontario Fund, 

 the consolidation of line ministry financial programs such as 

NORDEV and AgriNorth, 

 the transfer of 50% of the special $100 million commitment to 

Northern Ontario made during the 1985 Budget to the Northern 

Ontario Fund, 

 an additional commitment financed through a percentage of 

provincial revenues from resource industry taxation. The appropriate 

percentage can only be determined by observing the initial operating 

year or two of the fund 

 a negotiated yearly Federal Government financial commitment 

through the Federal Government’s Canadian Jobs Strategy Program 

(Rosehart 1986: 25, emphasis added). 

 

The idea of a Northern Ontario Fund, to divert a percentage of resource taxes to help 

single-industry communities manage economic downturns, was initially proposed by the 

NDP during the creation of the Ministry of Northern Affairs.  
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6.1.2 The Northern Ontario Heritage Fund 

 The 1987 Speech from the Throne stated that the government would create a ‘Northern 

Ontario Heritage Fund’ to be administered in close consultation with the NDCs (Ontario 

Legislative Assembly 1987a).  The NDP had put significant pressure on Peterson and the 

Liberals to finally establish the fund (see for example Ontario Legislative Assembly 

1986b).  Furthermore, economic circumstances in Northern Ontario were dire.  In some 

communities the average unemployment rates were twice the provincial average and the 

population of the region had declined between 1981 and 1986 (Ontario Legislative 

Assembly 1986c; White 1998).  Politically, the late summer of 1987 marked the end of 

the two-year no-election promise by the Liberals.   

The May 1987 Budget announced that $30 million would be earmarked for the 

fund.  The NDP members questioned the seriousness of this amount when $30 million 

would be spent on building the Skydome and another $35 million had been promised to 

Toyota for an assembly plant in Southern Ontario (Ontario Legislative Assembly 1987b).  

However, bolstered by a strong provincial economy and the elapsed terms of the Accord, 

Peterson called an election for September 10
th

, 1987.   After the vote, the Liberals won a 

majority with 95 seats while the NDP held 19 seats and the PCs finished with 16.  In 

Northern Ontario, the Liberals went from one seat to seven while the NDP finished with 

six and the PCs with three seats.  The Liberal’s regional development efforts in Northern 

Ontario had thus translated into votes on Election Day.   

In April 1988, MPP Shelley Martel (NDP Sudbury-East), put forward a motion, 

which was supported by the PCs, in an attempt to embarrass the government to act on the 
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Northern Ontario Heritage Fund (Ontario Legislative Assembly 1988a). Nearly a year 

after the Liberal government announced plans for its establishment, the fund was still in 

development.  Several days later Minister of Northern Development and Mines, René 

Fontaine, introduced plans for the Fund.  The government pledged $30 million a year for 

12 years in recognition of the need for long-term commitment in Northern Ontario.  A 

board or corporation consisting of Northerners would administer the fund and it would 

have a separate account away from the province’s consolidated revenue fund.  Unspent 

funds would be carried over for future use and the corporation could invest money that 

wasn’t needed in the short-term while interest earned would revert to the funds account  

(Ontario Legislative Assembly 1988b).  There was also a clear discourse that this fund 

was ‘by Northerners for Northerners’ (Ontario Legislative Assembly 1988c). 

The lengthy debate surrounding Bill 116, an Act to establish the Northern Ontario 

Heritage Fund, put forward a number of criticisms and concerns from the opposition.   

The NDP and Conservatives wanted an extra $30 million for the previous year because 

the Liberals had waited a year to create the fund after its initial announcement.  The 

opposition were also critical of whether the fund was being set up with the $30 million in 

revenue from the federal export tax on softwood lumber that was reportedly earmarked 

for Northern Ontario to assist forest communities and workers impacted by the additional 

cost of lumber in the American market.   

Opposition members and some regional organizations also targeted the size of the 

fund (Canadian Press 1987). NDP members charged that $30 million would essentially 

pay for one project in Northern Ontario.  They expressed further concern that the fund 

would not be generated by resource revenue and taxation.  The original (NDP) idea for 
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the ‘Tomorrow’ or ‘Heritage’ Fund was based on the Alberta Heritage Savings Trust 

Fund.  It was created in 1976 by the Alberta government to collect a portion of the non-

renewable resource revenue to save for the future and diversify the economy.  It also 

received a $1.5 billion special contribution from Alberta’s General Revenue Fund 

(Alberta Treasury Board and Finance 2012).  NDP members cited this as a real example 

of the commitment required to assist a region like Northern Ontario.  They also stated 

that in Northern Ontario, this would translate into a comparable startup fund of $500 

million. 

Conservative members expressed concern that it would be used as a ‘slush fund’ 

by other ministries to alleviate their responsibilities in Northern Ontario.  Essentially, 

they feared that other line ministries would respond ‘let Heritage Fund do it’.   

Conservative members also saw the corporation as an extra level of bureaucracy.  They 

also doubted the sincerity of the Liberals, arguing that the Fund was announced as an 

election strategy to garner political support in Northern Ontario.  In terms of the Bill, 

both opposition parties commented on its lack of clarity and vagueness.  There was also 

trepidation over the wording that the Minister ‘may’ make grants to the Corporation as 

opposed to ‘shall’ make grants.  After this extensive and often spirited debate, the 

Northern Ontario Heritage Fund Corporation (NOHFC) was officially established on 

June 1
st
, 1988 (for the debate see Ontario Legislative Assembly 1988b; Ontario 

Legislative Assembly 1988c; Ontario Legislative Assembly 1988d; Ontario Legislative 

Assembly 1988e; Ontario Legislative Assembly 1988f). 

The Northern Ontario Heritage Fund Act was short on details.  It did, however, 

provide the objectives for the Corporation, namely:  
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(a) to advise and make recommendations to the Lieutenant Governor in 

Council on any matter relating to the growth and diversification of the 

economy of Northern Ontario; 

(b) to promote and stimulate economic initiatives in Northern Ontario; and 

(c) to commission studies and enter into contracts in connection with the 

objects set out in clauses (a) and (b) (Statutes of Ontario 1988: 192).  

 

Unlike the Act establishing the Ministry of Northern Affairs, this Act did geographically 

delineate the territorial districts of Algoma, Cochrane, Kenora, Manitoulin, Nipissing, 

Parry Sound, Rainy River, Sudbury, Thunder Bay and Timiskaming. The first annual 

report of the NOHFC provided a more detailed explanation of the mandate, which was: 

to promote and stimulate economic development in Northern Ontario by providing 

financial assistance for single-industry communities experiencing economic 

disruption; development of new technology, especially in the resource sector; and 

for small businesses to get started, modernize or expand (NOHFC 1989: 2). 

 

The first board of directors consisted of 20 members including the Minister of Northern 

Development and representatives from business, labour, First Nations, and municipalities 

across Northern Ontario.  To fulfill its mandate, NOHFC had four major programs: 

Norfund, Single-Industry Communities, New Technology Development, and Special 

Projects (see Table 6.1).  
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Table 6.1: NOHFC Programs  

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

Norfund 

Purpose: create jobs, improve the competitiveness of small businesses, 

diversify output of Northern firms 

 Loan guarantees, loans and grants or a combination of all three 

Applicability: Small businesses, resource industries, tourist operators, 

municipal governments, and small-scale private sector developers 

Single-

Industry 

Communities 

Purpose: help undertake long-term planning and restructuring needed to 

cope with major economic disruptions such as plant closures and 

downsizing 

 Loan guarantees, loans and grants or a combination of all three 

Applicability: communities, corporations, groups or firms  

New 

Technology 

Development 

Purpose: expansion and diversification of the northern economy by 

supporting research and development of new technologies, especially in 

the resource sectors  

 Loan guarantees, loans and grants or a combination of all three 

Applicability: resource industries, small businesses and 

research/educational institutions 

Special 

Projects 

Purpose: target structural barriers to northern economic development 

(sparse population, climate, distances); reduce these structural 

impediments and increase the value added of northern goods and 

services 

 Loan guarantees, loans and grants or a combination of all three 

Applicability: resource industries, small businesses and 

research/educational institutions 

Source: NOHFC 1988: 8-9 

 

In 1990, Peterson called a snap election, less than three years into his mandate, 

encouraged by strong public opinion polls.  It was a contentious and costly move.  As 

Tanguay (1997) explains,  

voters took out their frustrations – about Meech Lake, about political corruption 

(the Patti Starr scandal, which had tainted some of the government’s top cabinet 

ministers and some of the premier’s closest advisers), and about the deteriorating 

economic situation (free trade and the GST had combined to exacerbate the effects 

of the recession that had just started) (21). 

 

As a result, the NDP led by Bob Rae secured 74 of 130 seats in a shocking defeat of the 

Liberals.  In Northern Ontario, the NDP won ten seats, up from six in the previous 
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election.  The Liberals, on the other hand, lost three seats for a total of four and the 

Conservatives were down to two seats.   

Under the Liberals the approach to regional development in Northern Ontario had 

shifted from a more passive to a more active, interventionist role.  Peterson had the 

political will to use the government as a diversification strategy through the Northern 

Ontario Relocation Program.  The Liberal strategy in Northern Ontario was also premised 

on supporting research and development in the resources sectors.  Mining and forestry 

were seen as strengths that the region could build on.  Moreover, there was a shift to 

promoting entrepreneurship, competitiveness, and ‘made in Northern Ontario’ solutions 

(see Conference on Northern Business & Entrepreneurship 1987; Ontario Legislative 

Assembly 1987a). 

 

6.2 REACTIONARY MEASURES: 1990-1995 

As Rachlis and Wolfe (1997) explain, by Election Day in 1990 Ontario was entering a 

period of recession that would decimate hundreds of thousands of jobs over the next 

several years.  A confidential memo, obtained by the media, detailed the desperate 

situation in Northern Ontario (Walkom 1990).  The memo from the Deputy Minister of 

Northern Development to the Cabinet Secretary reportedly stated, “I don’t want to be 

alarmist or anything […] But I have to bring to your attention the increasingly 

degenerating state of the northern Ontario economy” (Walkom 1990: A27).  The memo 

then continued to highlight a number of examples including: the closure of two iron ore 

mines, one in Temagami and the other in Kirkland Lake; the closure of the major 

employer, a gold mine, in Virginiatown; a sawmill closure and imminent bankruptcy of 
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another in Hearst; uncertainty at the Algoma Iron Ore Mine in Wawa; economic 

difficulties facing Sudbury’s third largest employer; and economic uncertainties at 

sawmills in Northwestern Ontario  (Walkom 1990).    

This tenuous economic situation was fuelled in part by the high Canadian dollar, 

the federal softwood lumber tax, and the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement.  However, 

as one Toronto Star writer asserted, the economic troubles in Northern Ontario were also 

created in part by the Government of Ontario.  He stated: “the truth is, there has never 

been much serious attention paid to developing a balanced economy in northern Ontario.”  

The North, he argued, “has always been a hinterland of Toronto” (Walkom 1990: A27). 

Elliot Lake was perhaps one of the hardest hit communities.   The once renowned 

‘Uranium Capital of the World’ was devastated by massive layoffs (Leadbeater 1998a).  

As Leadbeater (1998a) explains, 

The first wave began in the summer of 1990. Denison reduced production and laid 

off over 400 employees at the end of July. Rio Algom ceased production at its 

Panel Mine and Quirke Mine at the end of August eliminating nearly 1600 jobs. 

Next, at the end of February 1992, Denison ceased production entirely, eliminating 

over 1,000 jobs. Finally, at the end of June 1996, Rio Algom’s Stanleigh Mine 

hoisted the last skip and another 400 to 500 jobs were lost to the community (38-

39). 

 

In less than two years, over 3,000 mining jobs were lost in a single-industry community 

with a population of only 18,000.
85

  The events that precipitated the layoffs and closures 

included declining uranium prices and new discoveries of uranium in regions with a 

lower cost of production.  The final blow was dealt by the Ontario Hydro decision to 

terminate a long-term contract to source uranium from Denison mine in Elliot Lake.   At 

the time, Mayor George Farkouh stated that the city was deceived.  The contract, signed 
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 As Leadbeater (1998b) explains, the population of Elliot Lake in 1986 was 17,985 compared to 14,089 in 

1991.  
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in 1977, was scheduled to run until 2012.  Instead, Ontario Hydro announced the 

cancelation of the contract in June 1991 to source uranium at a lower cost from 

Saskatchewan (Leadbeater 1998a; Heard 1999; Krejlgaard 1991). 

 In April 1991, while the Hydro contract was being negotiated, the Minister of 

Northern Development and Mines – Shelley Martel (Sudbury East) – created an Elliot 

Lake and Area Working Group.
86

  The purpose of the group was to design diversification 

strategies in response to the layoffs and mine closures.   After the June announcement by 

Hydro, local officials, the community, and Liberal MPPs petitioned the provincial 

government to instruct Hydro to purchase all of its uranium requirements from Elliot 

Lake until diversification efforts in the community were successful.  However, faced with 

an economic recession and growing deficit the government cited a $1 billion cost to 

taxpayers and ruled out the possibility (Krejlgaard 1991). 

 Instead, on June 17
th

, 1991 the NDP announced a $250 million adjustment and 

diversification program for Elliot Lake.    As Minister Martel informed the Legislature, 

this included a $65 million contribution from Ontario Hydro to the NOHFC to be held in 

trust for communities along the North Shore. From this funding, $9.6 million was set 

aside for short-term job creation targeted at miners laid off in the previous year.  Another 

$8 to $10 million would be used to reduce the municipal debts in Elliot Lake and Blind 

River.  The remaining funds would be used to establish a business development fund, 

provide support for essential community services and social programs, and to offset 
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 As Heard (1999) explains, the working group included Dave Mellor (USW Elliot Lake Staff 

Representative); Lois Miller (Algoma-Manitoulin NDP riding president); Floyd Laughren (Treasurer of 

Ontario); Shelley Martel (Minister of MNDM); Bud Wildman (Minister of MNR); Jenny Carter (Energy 

Minister); Ruth Grier (Environment Minister); Bob McKenzie (Labour Minister); and Leo Gerard (USW of 

America Director). 
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municipal costs.  Ontario Hydro also agreed to continue purchasing uranium from Rio 

Algom until 1996 (Ontario Legislative Assembly 1991).   

 During the early 1990s, the approach to regional development remained relatively 

unchanged and reactionary in nature.  In addition to Elliot Lake, the NDP also provided 

direct assistance to other single-industry communities facing severe economic downturns.  

Moreover, the NDP created a new corporate identity for Northern Ontario Heritage Fund 

Corporation (NOHFC), which included a new logo that prominently displayed ‘Heritage 

Fund’.  The Norfund program was also restructured to include the small business 

incentive program, the industrial infrastructure program, the resource development and 

diversification program, and the tourism development program (refer to Table 6.2).  It 

was later renamed the Business Development Program. Despite being major proponents, 

the NDP did not attempt to restructure the fund to utilize resource revenues and taxation.  

 

 

Table 6.2: Norfund/ Business Development Program 

Program Description 

Small Business Incentive 

Program 

 Interest-free forgivable performance loans for the 

establishment, expansion or modernization of 

commercial activities 

Industrial Infrastructure 

Program 

 Interest-free forgivable performance loans to the 

private and public sector for such activities as 

mapping, power and water supply, and waste disposal 

Resource Development and 

Diversification Program 

 Investment and pre-investment studies for small-scale 

commercial activities with the identified potential to 

expand or diversify the use of natural resources 

Tourism Development 

Program 

 Assistance to tourist facility operators and regionally-

significant tourist attractions and events 

 Includes a Planning and Feasibility Studies 

subprogram and Tourism Facilities Marketing 

Subprogram 

Source: NOHFC 1992; 1993. 
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By 1995, Rae and the NDP were highly unpopular and had lost many of their 

traditional supporters.  As Woolstencroft (1997) describes, during the NDP tenure 

provincial debt had doubled, public service labour contracts had been revoked, and 

election promises were abandoned.  The PCs were election-ready with a platform known 

as the ‘Common Sense Revolution’ that was based on reduced government spending and 

welfare reform (see Woolstencroft 1997 for a detailed description of the events leading to 

the election results).  On Election Day, Mike Harris and the Conservative Party won 82 

seats while the Liberals secured 30 and the NDP dropped to seventeen seats.  In Northern 

Ontario, the NDP still held the majority of seats with eight while the Liberals gained two 

seats for a total of six.  The PCs held onto two seats but they belonged to two of the most 

powerful men in government at the time: Mike Harris, the Premier, and Ernie Eves, the 

Minister of Finance.  

 

6.3 A COMMON SENSE REVOLUTION IN NORTHERN ONTARIO: 1995-2003 

During the campaign Harris and the PCs challenged voters to join the ‘Common Sense 

Revolution’ (CSR), a “revolution of practical ideas for making government work better 

for the people it serves” (Ontario Progressive Conservative Party 1994: 2).  The CSR was 

built on five major reforms: cutting provincial income taxes; reigning-in government 

spending; slashing government barriers to job creation, investment, and economic 

growth; reducing the size of government; and balancing the budget (Ontario Progressive 

Conservative Party 1994: 3).  The CSR reflected the firm establishment of neoliberalism 

in Ontario with greater reliance on the private sector and radical reforms to the role of 

government.  As White explains, the objective of the CSR manifesto  
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was to substantially reduce the size and cost of the Ontario state (and thereby 

reduce the requisite tax burden), to cut back the state’s regulatory reach and its 

intervention into the private sector, to eliminate a range of non-essential state 

activities, to run government on a more ‘business-like basis and to render 

government less intrusive and more responsive to the views of the public (2002: 24, 

emphasis added). 

 

White (2002) further explains that while the Harris government promoted a more laissez-

faire, deregulated approach to the private sector and the economy, Queen’s Park became 

more interventionist in reforming areas like labour, municipal governance, education and 

welfare. 

 Harris embarked on a ‘Northern Focus Tour’ during the election and promised a 

‘voice for the north’ (Harris 1995).  Building on the political disaffection in Northern 

Ontario he argued,   

One theme we heard over and over again on our Northern Focus tour is that 

Northerners are fed up with dictates from Queen’s Park. They’re not interested in 

consultation without real listening, or promises without real action. Legislation 

must be tailored to suit conditions in the North, not just the Greater Toronto Area 
(1995: 33, emphasis added). 

 

Harris and the Progressive Conservative Party developed a Northern platform that would 

give Northerners a greater say in policies that impact the region; reduce ‘often-

conflicting’ regulatory burdens on forestry and mining; freeze mining taxes and fees; 

develop ‘destination attractions’ and tourist opportunities; and establish a renewed 

mandate for the Ontario Northland Transportation Commission among others (see Harris 

1995). 

 The CSR emphasis on reduced subsidies and a smaller provincial government 

would have a significant impact on regional development in Northern Ontario.  Over the 

last decade, public sector jobs had played a strong role in provincial government 

diversification efforts and cuts would undermine these initiatives.  For example, in the 
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Premier’s hometown of North Bay the top ten employers in 1995 were all public sector 

agencies – including the Ontario Northland Transportation Commission (ONTC) 

(Walkom 1997). After the 1995 Throne Speech, residents in North Bay held up placards 

outside the constituency office of Mike Harris that read: ‘No jobs. No pay. No North 

Bay’ (as quoted in Weller 1997: 301).  The importance of public sector jobs and the role 

of the provincial government in Northern Ontario cannot be understated.  The election of 

Harris and the CSR would, thus, introduce a radical new approach to the governance of 

regional development in Northern Ontario.   

Among the first CSR targets in Northern Ontario was NorOntair.  It was created 

in 1971 to address the inherent transportation issues in Northern Ontario and the Ontario 

Northland Transportation Commission (ONTC), a provincial agency, ran it.  It 

exclusively serviced a number of small, remote communities and those opposed to the 

cuts warned that it could further isolate and cripple these communities (O’Hallarn 1995; 

see also Weller 1997).  In 1996, NorOntair was shutdown and its assets sold to the private 

sector with no consultation in Northern Ontario (see Ontario Legislative Assembly 1995).  

Its closure corresponded to a $10 million decline in provincial funding to the ONTC that 

resulted in over 300 jobs losses in Northern Ontario (Globe and Mail 1995). 

 

6.3.1 Northern Ontario Heritage Fund Controversy and Redesign 

Shortly after the election, Chris Hodgson  (Victoria-Haliburton) was given dual 

responsibility for the Ministry of Natural Resources and Ministry of Northern 

Development and Mines. This marked the first time an MPP from Southern Ontario 

would lead the Ministry dedicated to Northern Ontario.  The Liberals argued, “the fact 
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that Mike Harris would make a Southerner responsible for Northern Ontario speaks 

volumes” (Ontario Liberal Party 1999: 3). Part of the CSR mission was to ensure, 

“government does business like a business” (Ontario Progressive Conservative Party 

1994: 16).  In line with this political agenda, the Harris government adopted a business 

planning approach that outlined the vision, core business, key strategies, and key 

performance measures for each ministry  (Ontario MNDM 1996).  The 1995 Throne 

Speech also promised a refocused mandate for the Ministry of Northern Development 

and Mines to provide Northerner’s a greater voice.  Set within this context, the Ministry 

would now act as ‘a broker’ for Northern Ontario (Ontario MNDM 1996).  

 Early in 1996, the Toronto Sun reported that money was ‘missing’ from the 

Northern Ontario Heritage Fund (Toronto CP 1996a; 1996b).  MPPs discovered that in 

1995 the NDP transferred $60 million from the NOHFC to the province’s Consolidated 

Revenue Fund to deal with the burgeoning deficit. The Liberals were outraged that 

money was ‘taken’ from Northern Ontario and demanded that it be returned with interest.  

The PCs also expressed outrage with the NDP but challenged the Liberals to find the 

money (Ontario Legislative Assembly 1996a; Toronto CP 1996; Schofield 1996).  

However, when newly appointed Minister Hodgson signed the 1994-1995 annual report 

for the NOHFC it contained the following statement:  

As part of a refinancing arrangement approved by Treasury Board of Cabinet; the 

Ministry of Finance; the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines; and the 

Corporation, the Corporation repaid $60 million to the Minister of Finance on 

March 31, 1995 (NOHFC 1995: 9). 

 

After significant pressure, the 1996 Budget announced that the PCs would return the $60 

million to the NOHFC and provide $5 million in interest. In Northern Ontario this 

‘repayment’ fiasco, however, further perpetuated feelings of alienation and exploitation.  
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 In October 1996, the NOHFC was officially redesigned.  In a similar move to the 

federal government, the Harris government eliminated direct subsidies to businesses.  

Instead NOHFC was now focused on providing funds for: tourism enhancement 

(attraction development and tourism marketing); infrastructure/telecommunications 

projects; and strategic partnerships (NOHFC 1997).  The provincial approach to regional 

development in Northern Ontario became overtly focused on roads and tourism.  The 

Harris government argued, “Good highways literally pave the way for economic 

development” (Ontario MNDM 1999b).  There was no semblance of a long-term plan or 

strategy for regional development in Northern Ontario.   However, roads and tourism 

enhancement were politically visible and relatively short-term shovel ready strategies.  

This shift also reflected more neoliberal thinking by eliminating direct subsidies to 

businesses.   

 

6.3.2 Fewer Politicians in Northern Ontario 

Also in 1996, the Harris government introduced the Fewer Politicians Act (Bill 81), a 

proposal to adopt federal riding boundaries that would reduce the number of seats in 

Ontario from 130 to 103. This was consistent with their political ideology and agenda for 

smaller government.  The PCs argued that fewer politicians would do better for less, 

conflating a smaller government with a more effective and cost-efficient government 

(Ontario Legislative Assembly 1996b).  As a result, Northern Ontario would lose one-

third of its provincial ridings in a redesign that would create ridings geographically 

bigger than some of Canada’s provinces.  As one reporter commented, “It’s one thing for 

Liberal Frank Miclash of Kenora, who flies his own plane. But what of poor Gilles 
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Pouliot, the veteran New Democrat from Lake Nipigon who will represent a riding that 

takes up close to one-quarter of the province” (Coyle 1996: A13, emphasis added).  The 

bill sparked a heated debate in the Legislature especially with Northern MPPs over the 

bill’s spatial ignorance.   

 The MPP from Kenora, Frank Miclash, argued that it violated one of the 

fundamental values of representation – regionalism. Opposition MPPs, regional 

organizations, local elected officials, and the northern media all agreed that this bill was 

unfair and that it “would further swamp the voice of Northern Ontario’s sparse 

population” (Coyle 1996: A13; Ontario Legislative Assembly 1996b; 1996c).  One 

opposition MPP even renamed it the ‘Make the Northern and Rural Ridings Disappear 

Act’ (Ontario Legislative Assembly 1996c).  Harris was also chastised, as a ‘Northerner’, 

for not appreciating the geographic realities of the region.  In a twist of irony, during a 

similar debate in 1985, PC MPP Ernie Eves argued:  

population is not and should not be the only consideration in determining these 

boundaries…we should also consider such factors as community and diversity of 

interests, means of communication, varying conditions of representation between 

urban and rural ridings, special geographic considerations, and traditional riding 

boundaries (Ontario Legislative Assembly 1985b: online). 

 

This decision to reduce the number of seats in Northern Ontario reignited calls for 

separation, which had been dormant since the early 1980s (Coyle 1996).  The bill passed, 

however, ensuring that in the 1999 election there would be five less seats in Northern 

Ontario. 
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6.3.3 Regional Development Teams and a Smaller Public Service 

The Harris government in 1999 created a new approach to regional economic 

development in Northern Ontario.  With this new approach, staff from other Ministries 

working in Northern Ontario were consolidated into the Ministry of Northern 

Development and Mines.  This new style of regional development, more explicitly, 

divided Northern Ontario into six area teams centred around: Kenora, Thunder Bay, Sault 

Ste. Marie, Timmins, Sudbury, and North Bay.  In each of these centres there was a team 

of Northern Development Advisors (NDAs) with sectoral responsibilities in tourism, 

agricultural, natural resources, business/industry, mining, or Aboriginal economic 

development.  The area teams also consisted of Northern Development Officers (NDOs) 

located in 32 smaller communities within the region (Ontario MNDM 1999a; 1999b; KI-

22; KI-08). 

The area teams were designed to act as the focal point for economic development.  

More specifically they: 

 Delivered economic development programs and services of various ministries; 

 Provided information and guidance to northern clients concerning a wide range of 

economic development programs and services; 

 Provided input to provincial economic development and policies; 

 Supported the NOHFC by promoting programs, assessing proposals and 

monitoring projects; 

 Supported trade, investment and marketing initiatives; 

 Facilitated consultation with northerners on policy ideas and initiatives; and 

 Assisted communities in identifying economic development priorities and new 

economic opportunities (Ontario MNDM 1999a: 2) 

 

These area teams were the “eyes and ears” of the government on the ground in Northern 

Ontario (Ontario MNDM 1999a).  The government also created the Regional Economic 

Development Unit to oversee and coordinate the operations of the area teams, liaise with 

other ministries, and undertake research and analysis. 
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 As an approach, the Harris government viewed this consolidation as a ‘better way 

of doing business’.  More specifically, they saw this as a way to organize staff resources 

more effectively, integrate the efforts of other ministries, and ensure policies were 

consistent with Northern priorities (1).  This new approach provided one-stop access to a 

broad range of regional development services within the Ministry of Northern 

Development and Mines.  But it also placed the sectoral responsibilities of other 

Ministries on MNDM and risked severing the connection between staff and their former 

Ministries.  By 1999, there had also been a significant reduction in the public service in 

Northern Ontario (as seen in Figure 6.1).  While the breakdown is by planning region, it 

is likely that the consolidation did result in some of this decline.  As one Northern 

Ontario observer noted, “Since the Harris Conservatives came to power, budgets have 

been slashed and staff cut back. In fact, many feel the Conservative government’s 

cutbacks have disproportionately damaged the northern economy as thousands of public-

service jobs have been eliminated” (Sudol 2003: A.19).  This was especially concerning 

to regional actors and organizations because public service jobs had been decentralized to 

Northern Ontario during the 1980s to stimulate regional development. 
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Figure 6.1: Classified Civil Service in Northern Ontario, 1980-2010 

 

 
 

Source: Compiled by Author using the Ontario Civil Service Commission and Ministry of 

Government Services 1980-2010. 

*Note: In 1999, location data was unavailable for 4,143 civil servants due to the migration of 

employee information to a new system.  Thus, the number of civil servants in 1999 might be 

slightly higher in Northern Ontario. However, there was still a decline in the numbers under the 

Harris government.  

 

 

6.3.4 Politicizing the Boundaries of Northern Ontario 

Mike Harris and the PCs, however, secured another majority in the 1999 election.  It was 

the first election since the decision was made to reduce the number of seats.  In Northern 

Ontario, the riding redesign translated into lost seats for the NDP and the Liberals.   The 

NDP saw four seats disappear for a total of four and the Liberals lost one for a total of 

five.  Mike Harris and Ernie Eves retained their seats in Nipissing and in the newly 

merged Parry Sound-Muskoka.  As a result of this merger, the provincial government 
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redrew the boundaries of Northern Ontario to include the District of Muskoka (see Figure 

6.2).  The announcement was tucked inside one of the Budget 2000 papers with the 

following statement: “The District of Muskoka will be included in Northern Ontario for 

all Government funding purposes” (Ontario Ministry of Finance 2000: 12). 

 

Figure 6.2: Adding Muskoka to Northern Ontario 

 
 

It was a controversial decision influenced by politics.  The riding redesign merged 

the Districts of Parry Sound and Muskoka.  Politically complicating matters, Parry Sound 
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was included in definitions of Northern Ontario and Muskoka was not.  Thus, half of the 

riding had access to Northern Ontario funding like NOHFC.   The decision to extend the 

boundaries of Northern Ontario was slammed by opposition MPPs and regional 

stakeholders because of Muskoka’s proximity to Toronto and its ‘Cottage Country’ 

designation.   One local elected official reportedly “‘invited’ Muskoka to actively 

participate in true Northern Life, including our shorter…life-expectancy, and driving on 

our treacherous, two-lane highways” (In Brief 2000b: A3).  In a tongue-in-cheek column 

in the Sudbury Stay one columnist wrote:  

It’s mind-boggling to consider, but right now there’s someone lounging in a 

Muskoka chair with an Upper Canada Lager in his or her fist, a Roots logo on his 

or her chest and the CN Tower practically visible on the horizon – and they’re in 

Northern Ontario (Moodie 2000: A2). 

 

He continued more seriously, “Muskoka, with its astronomical land values (and, by 

extension, deep municipal coffers) and close proximity to the city, cannot, clearly, be 

seen as occupying the same (dented) boat as the rest of us”.  One former Conservative 

MPP turned local elected official did however see value in adding “more voices to those 

who speak for northern issues” (Vaillancourt 2000: A2).  Plus, advocates from Muskoka 

countered the wealthy stereotype by arguing that the average person in the area worked 

low-wage service jobs (Bourette 2000: A1). 

After the election, Tim Hudak (Erie-Lincoln) – another MPP from a Southern 

Ontario riding – was appointed Minister for Northern Development and Mines.  Two new 

programs were added to the NOHFC: the Capital Assistance for Small Communities 

Initiative and the Capital Assistance for Small Primary Health Care Facilities Program 

(Ontario MNDM 1999b).  The first provided small communities (including First Nations 

and unincorporated areas) with funding for infrastructure projects while the second 
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program provided assistance to small primary health care facilities and small hospitals to 

upgrade medical equipment or expand buildings. 

Over the next three years, there would be three different Ministers from Southern 

Ontario ridings placed in charge of the MNDM.
87

  This was in stark contrast to former 

Ministers like Leo Bernier and René Fontaine who were strong regional figures.  The 

new regional development discourse was about ‘fostering a globally competitive 

Northern Ontario’ (Ontario MNDM 2001).  In the 2000 Budget, the Harris government 

doubled the annual funding to the NOHFC to $60million.  The following year details 

were announced for a renewed and expanded NOHFC mandate.  This included eight new 

programs focused on: Northern Health Care Assistance; Expanded Cellular Telephone 

Service; Capital Assistance for the Agricultural Sector; Northern Trails; Capital 

Assistance to Enhance Drinking Water Protection in Northern Ontario; Capital 

Assistance to Enhance Northern Communities; Far North Assistance; and Economic 

Diversification Assistance (Ontario MNDM 2002; NOHFC 2002). 

 

6.3.5 The Politics of Regional Smart Growth  

By its second term, the Harris government was faced with political discontent in “its most 

important electoral constituency” – the suburbs (Eidelman 2010: 1219).  As Eidelman 

(2010) explains, there were a number of issues that precipitated this collective suburban 

frustration including lengthy commute times, traffic congestion, and environmental 

degradation all related to urban sprawl.  She also attributes the highly publicized 

                                                 
87

 Tim Hudak (Erie-Lincoln) 1999-2001; Dan Newman (Scarborough Southwest) 2001-2002; and Jim 

Wilson (Simcoe Grey) 2002-2003. 
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environmental battle over the Oak Ridges Moraine
88

 and the tainted water scandal in 

Walkerton
89

 as turning points in public awareness over the costs of unregulated 

environmental management.  As a result, the Harris government introduced several 

planning reforms including the Brownfield Statute Law Amendment Act; the Oak Ridges 

Moraine Protection Act; a review of the Provincial Policy Statement for planning; and a 

new Municipal Act (MMAH 2002).  The Conservative government also incorporated a 

new land-use planning discourse premised on ‘smart growth’, an American planning 

strategy designed to manage urban sprawl that was captivating planners and policy-

makers (for a discussion see Filion 2003; Tomalty and Alexander 2005).   

Advocating a ‘made-in-Ontario’ approach, the smart growth vision for the 

province was based on three guiding principles: a strong economy, vibrant communities, 

and a clean and healthy environment.  In 2002, five smart growth panels were created to 

plan Ontario’s future.  Reminiscent of the Design for Development program, these multi-

stakeholder panels were established for each of the planning ‘zones’: Western Ontario, 

Central Ontario, Eastern Ontario, Northeastern Ontario, and Northwestern Ontario. A 

Smart Growth Secretariat was created within the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and 

Housing (MMAH) to coordinate the provincial initiative.  Each panel was tasked with 

developing a long-term plan that included: a socio-economic and natural resources profile 

of the ‘zone’, an overview of priority growth-related issues, and implementation 

strategies to combat those issues (MMAH 2002).   

                                                 
88

 The Oak Ridges Moraine is an ecologically sensitive area stretching 160 kilometres from the Trent River 

in the east to the Niagara Escarpment in the west (Ontario MMAH 2007).  
89

 In May 2000, E. Coli contaminated the drinking water in Walkerton killing seven people and over 2000 

people became ill.  A judicial inquiry discovered that budget reductions at the Ministry of the Environment, 

which were implemented by the PCs, contributed to the tragedy (Ontario Ministry of the Attorney General 

2002; Eidelman 2010) 
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 The panels, however, were strictly advisory, they had no statutory power, and 

they were politically appointed (Brennan 2002).  Critics suspected that their real motive 

was to put issues like sprawl, gridlock and garbage disposal on the backburner until after 

the next provincial election.  There was also speculation that the panels would provide 

the government with a convenient “they are all under study” response to concerns about 

these issues (Urquhart 2002: K02).  Not surprisingly, the smart growth panels did little to 

curtail urban sprawl (Eidelman 2010; Keil 2002). They did, however, initiate a new 

‘regional’ planning discussion in the province that would continue with the Liberals. 

 In Northern Ontario, the smart growth panels consisted of representatives from 

industry, municipalities, First Nations, tourist associations, and the environment.  To no 

one’s surprise, the final report for both Northeastern and Northwestern Ontario morphed 

into regional economic development reports designed to attract growth.  The 

Northeastern report stated, “the key to a brighter future for northeastern Ontario is more 

growth – growth in population, growth in educational opportunity, growth in economic 

activity, and growth in household income” (2003: 7), while the Northwestern report 

argued, “Growth is essential for sustaining and improving the quality of life that residents 

of the northwest know their region has to offer” (2003: 11). 

 The reports included over one hundred recommendations ranging from promoting 

mining and forestry clusters to encouraging more value-added opportunities in those 

industries.  The panels also suggested more strategic use of tax incentives like tax 

incentive zones and they placed more emphasis on the role of post-secondary education 

and research (Ontario Smart Growth 2003a; 2003b).  The final reports, however, were 
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criticized for the political diversion they afforded the Harris government.  For example, a 

Sudbury Star editorial commented, 

These are warm, fuzzy notions, but they have been around for a long time and 

didn’t need a Smart Growth panel to regurgitate them. It doesn’t really matter, 

because this exercise has all the earmarks of a government lip-flapping session 

designed to eat up time and divert attention. It’s supposed to make it look as 

though government is doing something, when government is doing nothing (The 

Sudbury Star 2003: B8). 

   

The reports were also released shortly before the 2003 provincial election. Thus, any 

potential action on recommendations would be delayed until after the votes were counted. 

 Mike Harris resigned in 2002 and was succeeded by Ernie Eves.  During the 2003 

election campaign, Eves promoted his “Road Ahead” strategy. In Northern Ontario, Eves 

promised to hold at least one Cabinet meeting per year in the region.  He also promised a 

youth retention strategy, a tax incentive zone strategy, and highway improvements 

(Ontario Progressive Conservative Party 2003).  The Liberal ‘True North’ strategy 

promised to establish Northern Development Councils, a Grow Bonds North program, a 

Youth Opportunity Strategy, and Northern Highways Strategy (Ontario Liberal Party 

2003).  However, the Conservatives could do little to counter discontent over the 

dismantled welfare state and the impacts of several scandals like Walkerton.  On the 

other hand, the Liberal Party’s focus on education, health and affordable housing 

resonated with Ontarians.  On Election Day, the McGuinty Liberals secured 72 seats 

while the PCs were reduced to twenty-four and the NDP to seven.  In Northern Ontario, 

the Liberals held seven seats, the NDP lost one seat for a total of three and the PCs were 

down to a single seat. 
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6.4 A STRATEGY FOR NORTHERN PROSPERITY AND GROWTH 

The first attempt by the McGuinty Liberals at regional development in Northern Ontario 

was the Northern Prosperity Plan (NPP), a strategy designed to ‘return hope and drive 

prosperity in the North’ (Ontario 2004a).  The NPP focused on four pillars to pursue 

‘economic and community renewal’, including: strengthening the North and its 

communities; listening to, and serving northerners better; competing globally; and 

providing new opportunities for all.  Since 2003, the Liberals have introduced a number 

of regional development initiatives in Northern Ontario in response to regional tensions 

and economic difficulties especially in the forestry sector.   

The approach to regional development still includes a focus on highways but it 

also involved a number of new initiatives.  These new strategies include: Northern 

Development Councils; a Go North marketing initiative; and a revamped NOHFC 

(Ontario 2004b).  The Liberal approach also involved a return to the ‘historical’ 

definition of Northern Ontario.  As the forestry crisis intensified especially in 

Northwestern Ontario, the Liberals also responded with an Economic Facilitator.  Then in 

2007, McGuinty and the Liberals embarked on a Growth Plan for Northern Ontario, an 

approach reminiscent of Design for Development.  I turn now to a discussion of each of 

these initiatives. 

 

6.4.1 NDCs, Go North, and the NOHFC 

To strengthen the ‘voice of Northern Ontario’, the McGuinty Liberals (re)established the 

Northern Development Councils (NDCs) representing the five major cities, the 

northwest, and the northeast (Ontario 2005a).  The province expected to create a fourth 
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council for the Far North, however the Nishnawbe Aski Nation (NAN)
90

 declined on the 

basis that “there has to be a government-to-government arrangement in place first” 

(Hunter 2005: online).  While it was initially rejected, a Council for the Far North was 

created in 2006 (Ontario 2006).  The councils were appointed and consisted of a 

chairperson and approximately ten members including municipal and private sector 

representatives.  The councils reported to the Minister of Northern Development and 

Mines and provided input on government priorities in Northern Ontario.  For example, 

NDCs were tasked early on with launching community dialogues to gather input on 

creating new opportunities for youth and recommending strategies to grow and 

strengthen northern businesses (Ontario 2005b).   

According to a press release, the NDCs would act as the “direct link between the 

[Minister] and their northern communities” as well as “help set the government agenda 

for the North and contribute directly to stronger democracy” (Ontario 2005b).  However, 

the NDCs are creatures of the province.  The provincial government sets their parameters 

and they are called on when a ‘northern perspective’ is needed. Political appointments 

also diminish critical debate on policy matters.  This type of institutional arrangement 

also risks downloading the responsibility of regional development to handpicked 

volunteers. 

Also part of the Northern Prosperity Plan, the Liberal government created the GO 

(Government of Ontario) North Investor Program to position Northern Ontario to 

compete globally.  It included a targeted marketing and investment attraction initiative 
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and a northern communities investment readiness program.
91

  The GO North program 

was designed to assist northern communities identify investment opportunities and 

respond to potential investors.  It targeted investments from value-added industries, large-

scale tourism facilities, and research-intensive investments that would build on Northern 

Ontario strengths.  A GO North team was also created to ‘identify, respond to and 

develop investment opportunities’ (Ontario 2004c).  

 While this program is laudable, regional actors expressed several concerns over 

the marketing of Northern Ontario especially through the Ministry of Economic 

Development and Trade (MEDT).  In one anecdote, a key informant described a meeting 

with a representative from MEDT about marketing Northern Ontario. 

[The MEDT official] said, ‘oh how did you get here to Sudbury? Did you fly?’ And 

I said, ‘well no [it’s] only 90 minutes from Sudbury.’ And [they] said, ‘oh…I 

shouldn’t have asked that anyway, you probably don’t have an airport.’  And I 

said to [them], ‘and you’re the one who is going to be marketing my city? And 

you don’t know that not only do we have an airport we have … one of only four 

in Ontario that could land a 747 and you’re here to market my city?!’ 

 

The language used in marketing material refers to the region as “Ontario’s North”, as 

opposed to Northern Ontario, with stereotypical images of dogsleds and snowmobiles.  

As one key informant explained,  

That brochure is called Ontario’s North and that’s what they put [referring to an 

image on the inside-back cover of a dogsled], that’s to lure industry, that’s what 

they have.  They took that out and I think the new one now is either ice fishing or 

snowmobiling. You know they’ve upgraded us from the dogsled.  It’s frustrating! 

 

More recently, the image on the Ontario’s North inside-cover has changed to reflect a 

running stream and fall colours.  
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 In addition, to these new programs, a revamped NOHFC was announced in 

January 2005.  The refurbished mandate reflected the priorities of a new provincial 

political agenda focused on youth, entrepreneurs, public-private partnerships, and 

communities.  Six new programs were created, including: the Enterprise North Job 

Creation Program; the Northern Ontario Youth Internship and Co-op Program; the 

Northern Ontario Young Entrepreneur Program; Small Business Energy Conservation 

Program; the Emerging Technology Program; and the Infrastructure and Community 

Development Program.  Depending on the program, funding was available in the form of 

repayable loans, conditional contributions and forgivable performance loans (Ontario 

2005b-h).    

 The newly appointed Minister of Northern Development and Mines, Rick 

Bartolucci (Sudbury), moved quickly to redefine the boundaries of Northern Ontario to 

the ‘traditional definition’. He had been a fierce opponent of the PC decision to include 

Muskoka.  The 2004 Budget eluded to the boundary change: 

Finally, a concentrated effort and a clear focus are needed to overcome the special 

challenges facing Northern Ontario. As a result, we propose to return the 

definition of Northern Ontario, for the purpose of government policy and program 

delivery, to what it was before September 2000 (Ontario Ministry of Finance 2004: 

96, emphasis added). 

 

When questioned in the Legislature to clarify whether Muskoka would be considered part 

of Northern Ontario by Norm Miller (PC Parry Sound-Muskoka), Bartolucci said the 

simple answer was “no”.  He also argued that the move had “not only history on its side, 

[but] credibility” (Harries 2004: A:4).  Miller tried to persuade the Liberals to rescind 

their decision arguing that the average family income in Muskoka was less than in the 
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minister’s riding.  He also presented a petition from his constituents but it was to no avail 

(Ontario Legislative Assembly 2004a; 2004b; Harries 2004).   

 

6.4.2 The Forestry Crisis and the Regional Development Response 

By 2005 the forestry sector in Northern Ontario was in crisis.  An editorial in the Thunder 

Bay Chronicle Journal described the situation: “The second-biggest industry in the 

province has been tossed about on monstrous waves of trouble for…years.  More than 

5,000 people have lost their jobs, leaving many communities desperate for economic 

salvation” (reprinted in the Toronto Star 2006: A28). Bullock (2010) further explains, 

warning signs were evident in 2001 with the Softwood Lumber Dispute while the ‘perfect 

storm’ hit in 2003 with layoffs and indefinite closures.  This pattern of layoffs and 

closures would continue to devastate Northern Ontario.  In addition to the Softwood 

Lumber Dispute, this situation was being driven by the rising Canadian dollar, increasing 

provincial energy prices, rising fibre costs, anticipated wood supply shortages, the 

declining US housing market, and strong international competition (Moazzami 2006; 

2009; Rosehart 2008; Bullock 2010).   

Amidst the layoffs and closures, there was mounting criticism and pressure from 

industry, communities and labour for the province to act.  As the Mayor of Kenora said in 

an interview with the Globe and Mail, “We made it very clear we’re fighting for our lives 

and we need [their] help” (Howlett 2005a: A4).  Members of the Council on Forest 

Sector Competitiveness expressed a similar call for urgent action.  They wrote, 

The forest industry in Ontario is in crisis. Action is urgently required to prevent 

predictable and irreversible consequences for communities, businesses and 

workers. The forest industry is the economic bedrock of Northern Ontario, but 

the crisis in the industry threatens the prosperity of all of Ontario. After the auto 
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sector, forest products are the single largest contributor to the provincial balance of 

trade (Ontario MNR 2005: 1). 

 

At one point, emotions became so desperate that the Minister of Natural Resources was 

reportedly burned in effigy outside a closing sawmill in a small town in Northeastern 

Ontario (Ross 2005; Urquhart 2005) (for more detail on the forestry crisis see Bullock 

2010). 

The McGuinty Liberals responded with a number of initiatives.  This included the 

MNR Minister’s Council on Forest Sector Competitiveness (2005), made up of seventeen 

representatives with nearly half from industry and the rest from labour, municipalities, 

First Nations, and the environment.  The Council provided the MNR with twenty-six 

recommendations on topics ranging from transportation to energy (MNR 2005; see 

Bullock 2010 for an in-depth discussion).  As a result, the provincial government 

established a $350-million Loan Guarantee Program, a $150-million Forest Sector 

Prosperity Fund, $140 million in electricity rebates for northern pulp and paper mills, $75 

million for the construction and maintenance of primary and secondary forest access 

roads, and a $70-million one- time stumpage fee refund in 2005-2006 (Ontario 2007a: 5).  

The NOHFC was also used to invest in forestry related projects and assist impacted 

communities.  

 These attempts were criticized for being too little, too late and falling short of a 

long-term strategy to reduce industrial energy costs (Strauss 2005; Howlett 2005b; 

Stewart 2006).  The Ontario Director of the Union of Communications, Energy and 

Paperworkers told Northern Ontario Business, “The government has flirted with 

solutions but not stepped up to the plate and done anything substantive” (Stewart 2006: 

online).  Another editorial in the Thunder Bay Chronicle Journal wrote, 
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Wouldn’t it be nice if a provincial aid initiative for Northern Ontario was met with 

universal praise, and thanks, because it would make the kind of difference that 

really mattered? Instead, the announcements generally fall short of not just what 

was asked for, but what is needed to register a fundamental improvement 
(reprinted in the Toronto Star 2006: A28). 

 

Northern Ontario had already experienced a 43 percent decline in pulp and paper 

employment (Moazzami 2009) and population declines of 3.7 percent in Northwestern 

Ontario and 5.3 percent in Northeastern Ontario between 1996-2006 (Rosehart 2008).
92

  

This situation reignited calls for separation and sparked a ‘crisis’ regionalism (discussed 

in Chapter Seven), mobilized by a collective anger with the provincial response and 

management of natural resources in Northern Ontario.  

In March 2007, with an election looming, the Liberals appointed Dr. Robert 

Rosehart as the Northwestern Ontario Economic Facilitator.  In 1986, Rosehart had led 

the Advisory Committee on Resource Dependent Communities in Northern Ontario and 

was tasked again with providing the Ontario government with recommendations “to 

inspire a new generation of growth in the northwest” (Ontario Ministry of Finance 2007: 

15).   A few months later, the province announced it would also be creating a Growth 

Plan for Northern Ontario (Ontario 2007b). 

During the campaign, NDP leader Howard Hampton (Kenora-Rainy River) 

challenged the other leaders to hold a debate in Northern Ontario on issues confronting 

the region.  McGuinty declined and opted to discuss northern issues at the leaders debate.  

The NDP accused the Liberals of leaving Northern Ontario behind and failing to deliver 

on their plan for prosperity in the region (Gray 2007).  The Liberals’ Northern platform 

was intent on reminding voters of the “eight years of Conservative cuts and strife” 
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(Ontario Liberal Party 2007: 9).  They promised to increase NOHFC from $60 million to 

$100 million, continue investing in Northern highways, continue developing Northern 

research and innovation capabilities, and improve health care and education.  On Election 

Day, McGuinty won another majority government winning 71 seats while the PCs won 

twenty-six and the NDP secured ten seats.  In Northern Ontario, the election produced the 

same results: seven Liberals, three NDP, and one PC.    

 

6.4.3 The Rosehart II Report  

To counter growing political unrest and economic circumstances in Northwestern 

Ontario, McGuinty appointed Michael Gravelle (Thunder Bay-Superior) as Minister of 

Northern Development and Mines while David Ramsey (Temiskaming-Cochrane) was 

dropped as Minister of Natural Resources and replaced by Donna Cansfield (Etobicoke 

Centre).  The 2008 Budget announced two significant investments in research and 

innovation for Northern Ontario: $25 million to support the establishment of the Centre 

for Research and Innovation in the Bioeconomy in Thunder Bay and $15 million to assist 

with the establishment of an Invasive Species Centre in Sault Ste. Marie (Ontario 

Ministry of Finance 2008). 

 In February 2008, the Northwestern Ontario Economic Facilitator, Dr. Robert 

Rosehart, submitted his final report entitled Northwestern Ontario: Preparing for Change 

(commonly called the Rosehart II Report).  In less than a year, Rosehart had travelled 

extensively across Northwestern Ontario gathering input from more than 120 meetings 

with groups and organizations, visiting sixteen municipalities, and over twenty meetings 

with First Nations leaders.  Rosehart had the assistance of two provincial staff and the 
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support of a staff-working group from Ontario economic ministries.  A common 

argument running through the final report is that Northern Ontario needs strong political 

will from all levels of government to act combined with aggressive grassroots 

regionalism to further regional development initiatives. 

More specifically, the Rosehart II Report offered 47 recommendations on eleven 

different themes ranging from governance and the forestry sector to the Aboriginal 

economy and education.  This includes, for example: 

 A Northwestern Ontario Policy Institute;  

 A Ontario government presentation centre; 

 A Northern desk in the head of each Ministry; 

 A Forest Industry Secretariat; 

 A Northern Development Commissioner; 

 All weather roads in the Far North; 

 More four-laning on Northern Highways; 

 Forest Tenure Review; and 

 Buy Ontario-Canada policies. 

 

The report also described a number of governance and regional development constraints.  

In the past, a Deputy Minister and/or two Assistant Deputy Ministers were located in the 

Northwest.  However, provincial centralization and cutbacks had severely limited the 

senior bureaucratic presence in Northwestern Ontario.  This absence leads to feelings of 

alienation and inhibits provincial policymaking in the region. Rosehart also found that 

“the forest industry feels somewhat abandoned by government and that it lacks a 

‘champion’ within government” (27).  This is in stark contrast to the mining sector and its 

positive relationship with MNDM.  Forestry is under the direct purview of the MNR 
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which also houses parks, recreational and wildlife sections and as Rosehart explains, “at 

times [they can] be complementary and at other times adversarial” (27).
93

 

 

6.4.4 A Growth Plan for Northern Ontario  

As noted earlier, the province also announced it was creating a Growth Plan for Northern 

Ontario.  Rosehart, thus expected, many of his recommendations to get picked up by this 

initiative.  The ‘Growth Plan’ concept evolved out of the Harris ‘Smart Growth Panels’ 

with a similar regional focus and concern with infrastructure.  In 2004, the McGuinty 

Liberals initiated the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, a plan to identify 

where and how growth should occur to help guide provincial infrastructure investments 

in the fastest growing region of the province.  The Places to Grow Act followed in 2005, 

which provided the province with the legislative strength to require conformity with 

applicable growth plans.
94

  The award-winning Growth Plan for the Greater Golden 

Horseshoe was released in June 2006.  It is a 25-year land-use/infrastructure plan 

designed to: 

 Revitalize downtowns to become vibrant and convenient centres; 

 Create complete communities that offer more options for living, working, 

learning, shopping and playing; 

 Provide housing options to meet the needs of people at any age; 

 Curb sprawl and protect farmland and green spaces; and 

 Reduce traffic gridlock by improving access to a greater range of transportation 

options (Ontario Growth Secretariat 2012: online). 
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Development, Mines and Forestry while the MNR retained responsibility for forest management (Ontario 
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This plan introduced a regionalized planning approach that was fundamentally different 

from the municipal approach that previously existed. It also required intensification and 

more compact development in the Greater Golden Horseshoe region. 

After its release, senior public servants were keen to develop a growth plan for 

Northern Ontario.
95

 There was also significant regional pressure from planning and local 

elected officials in Northern Ontario.  In 2006, municipalities and planning boards across 

Northern Ontario submitted A New Deal for Planning in Northern Ontario to the 

Minister of Municipal Affairs.  The report suggested a number of short-term planning 

legislative changes that were needed in Northern Ontario to deal with the provincial one-

size-fits-all approach.  They also called for a “comprehensive, co-coordinated approach 

by at least seven (7) Ministries of this Province (NDM, MTO, MOE, MMAH, MPIR, 

MNR, and OMAF)…rather than the ‘piecemeal’ and un-coordinated policy initiatives 

that have been instituted” (2006: 4).  

 The McGuinty government announced it would be creating the Growth Plan for 

Northern Ontario prior to the 2007 election.  It was a welcomed initiative in a region 

where many felt that the crisis in the forestry sector was being ignored or not 

comprehended by policymakers and MPPs at Queen’s Park.  Like its predecessors, the 

Growth Plan for Northern Ontario would be entirely different from similar plans in 

Southern Ontario.  While the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe was 

focused on managing extreme growth pressures, the growth plan in Northern Ontario, 

would be focused on “achieving a more sustained pattern of growth, recognizing regional 

challenges like stemming youth out-migration, creating sustainable regions and 
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improving infrastructure networks ” (Ontario 2007b: online).  In Northern Ontario, the 

growth plan transformed from a land use/infrastructure plan into a regional development 

strategy. 

  The Growth Plan for Northern Ontario was developed with good intentions.  It 

was the first time in over 30 years (see Design for Development) that the provincial 

government was undertaking a comprehensive look at regional development issues in 

Northern Ontario.  Over the last decade, the provincial policy voice of Northern Ontario 

had significantly eroded.  The number of Northern MPPs pushing regional concerns had 

been reduced through electoral reform and there was less knowledge in the provincial 

public service about northern issues due to centralization and cutbacks.  Thus, at the very 

least the growth plan would engage with regional actors and bring a new understanding 

of the realities of Northern Ontario to Queen’s Park.   However, from the onset it was 

tasked with doing too much with too little financial commitment and political will.  The 

global financial downturn and the recession also complicated matters by repositioning 

Ontario as a ‘have-not’ province in the midst of the Northern growth plan process.  

The Growth Secretariat in the Ministry of Public Infrastructure and Renewal (now 

known as the Ministry of Infrastructure) led the process with support from the Ministry of 

Northern Development and Mines.  The first step involved the release of – Towards a 

Growth Plan for Northern Ontario a Discussion Paper – in 2008 outlining seven themes 

that would frame the growth plan dialogue.   These themes were compiled from reports 

written by northern leaders and organizations and they included: 

 Strengthening and advancing resource-based industries; 

 Growing emerging sectors; 

 Fostering research, innovation and commercialization; 

 Increasing education and training opportunities; 
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 Retaining and attracting people and jobs; 

 Supporting business development and entrepreneurship; and 

 Making strategic use of infrastructure (Ontario MOI and MNDMF 2008). 

 

As one key informant explained, it was important to frame the discussion paper with 

northern material: 

the North was particularly sensitive about this group of Southerners deciding 

their fate. So the discussion paper was really to show we know you’ve done a lot of 

work, we’re not starting from scratch. We’re starting from your work; it’s 

important; it feeds into this.   

 

The ‘G-North’ Ministers Table, a group of seventeen Ministers, was also established to 

bring together the Ministers with responsibilities that corresponded with Growth Plan 

objectives in Northern Ontario.  

Over the next year, more than 2,500 northerners provided input in over 80 events 

across the region, including: 13 regional forums; 13 technical tables; a Think North 

Summit; 20 meetings with Aboriginal communities and organizations; and youth 

workshops.  In October 2009, the province released the Proposed Growth Plan for 

Northern Ontario.  Based on these consultations the dialogue themes were reframed into 

five key areas: Building Towards a New Economy; Investing in People and Progress; 

Forging a New Relationship with Aboriginal Peoples; Connecting and Strengthening 

Northern Communities; and Promoting Environmental Stewardship.  Each area was 

further divided into a number of themes (see Appendix G) producing over 80 

recommended ‘plans of action’.
96

   

After its release, the province invited municipalities, organizations and 

individuals to respond through public meetings and written submissions.  Municipalities 
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and organizations replied with an impressive richness and diversity of detailed responses.  

While regional actors appreciated the proposal, it fell short of their expectations.  For 

example, at a meeting in Sudbury between provincial officials and academic, economic 

and municipal representatives, a reporter for Northern Ontario Business described how 

“after the television cameras left and the doors were closed, the gloves came off” 

(Stewart 2009).  The following paragraphs describe the strengths and weaknesses of the 

proposed plan based on submissions, interviews, and a Facilitator’s summary report.
97

  

A number of positive attributes were identified, including: it was a comprehensive 

plan backed by legislation; it focused on both traditional economic sectors and emerging 

areas like the bioeconomy; it involved extensive consultations in Northern Ontario and 

provided opportunity for feedback; and there was an explicit effort to engage with First 

Nations and address Aboriginal issues (see Dilks 2010; FONOM 2010; City of Timmins 

and the TEDC 2010; NOACC 2010; Common Voice Northwest 2010; SSMEDC 2010; 

Ontario Chamber of Commerce 2010).  Another well-received proposal, which originated 

with regional actors in Northwestern Ontario, was for a Northern Research and Policy 

Institute.  However, many in the Northwest were keen to see the research component 

separated to facilitate the establishment of a Northern Ontario Public Policy Institute 

(Common Voice Northwest 2010).  

 In many cases, however, submissions urged the government to raise its game 

(FONOM 2010; SMMEDC 2010).  For example, the Ontario Chamber of Commerce 

(2010) wrote “the OCC views this Plan as a vision for Northern Ontario rather than a 

comprehensive Plan that includes concrete ideas and actionable solutions”.   The biggest 
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area of concern was the lack of detail on implementation, performance measures, 

timelines and financial commitments.  For example, a letter from the City of North Bay 

(2010) expressed,  

While most of the Plan of Action goals contained in this document are appropriate 

it is very difficult to comment on their value without significantly more detail 

relating to implementation timelines, clear delineation of the expected partners and 

their respective roles, projected funding, and a formal mechanism to track and 

evaluate the success of the implementation strategy (8). 

 

This was reiterated in a letter by the Ontario Chamber of Commerce (2010) that argued, 

“In order for the Northern Ontario Growth Plan to be a success it is imperative that the 

Plan be a ‘living document’ that is reviewed, assessed and updated on a periodic basis 

rather than a ‘snapshot-in-time’” (1-2). 

 The proposal to create ‘regional economic zones’ was among the most ambiguous 

action plans.  There was little detail on where they would be located or how they would 

be defined or what role they would even play.  The proposed plan explained at length,  

Experience shows that collective action by communities to jointly pursue regional 

priorities yields greater success than isolated, fragmented community actions. 

Collaborative regional economic planning takes into account infrastructure, labour 

force, environment and socio-economic circumstances to build an integrated long-

term plan to achieve shared economic priorities. Effective regional economic 

planning is inclusive, comprehensive, aligned with key sectors and connected to 

regional and world markets. It helps develop competitive advantages by connecting 

a region’s assets with necessary infrastructure, education, innovation and business 

supports (MOEI and MNDMF 2009: 42). 

 

Regional organizations were concerned over whether the regional economic zones would 

add another layer of bureaucracy, be forced regionalization, and have rigid boundaries.  

For example, the submission from North Bay (2010) firmly stated: “It is North Bay’s 

opinion that forced regional economic zones are not in the best long term interest of the 
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North. Economic relationships should be voluntary based on common interest and 

collaboration; not geographic or forced” (emphasis added). 

 The City of Timmins and their Economic Development Corporation (2010) also 

commented on the lack of attention to the traditional problems of Northern Ontario, like 

population decline, deteriorating infrastructure, and high transportation costs, and how 

these issues might be resolved.  The proposed plan also lacked a detailed value-added 

strategy.  This was emphasized by the Sault Ste. Marie Economic Development 

Corporation who wanted assurances that, “Northern Ontario’s natural resources – 

minerals, forests and water – are not exported in their lowest values but will be exported 

as close to its end product that generates the most value and wealth for the region’s 

economy” (SSMEDC 2010: 13).  Other gaps included: an immigration/migration strategy 

to counter population decline; an affordable housing strategy; and a senior’s strategy to 

assist the ageing population in Northern Ontario.  There was also no recognition of the 

Ontario Northland Transportation Commission and its role as part of a transportation and 

economic development strategy (Dilks 2010; FONOM 2010; City of Timmins and the 

TEDC 2010; NOACC 2010; Common Voice Northwest 2010; SSMEDC 2010; Ontario 

Chamber of Commerce 2010). 

 Key informants also expressed their concerns with the vagueness and lack of 

commitment in the growth plan.  As one key informant stated, “Growth plan, promises, 

promises…. I tell you something about promises the government should know that you 

can’t raise a family on promises, you can’t pay the mortgage on promises” (KI-01).  

While another argued, “It’s as close to total garbage as you can get.  And I would go on 

to say that in multiple ways but the plan consists of lots of statements we will develop a 
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plan, okay? The statement, my plan is to develop a plan is logically equivalent to I don’t 

have a plan!” (KI-15).   Several others echoed these concerns: 

It was just a…shopping list of stuff we might do and maybe it will be okay and it 

should have been a strategy.  And it was a shopping list.  I read the whole thing a 

while back and I’ve forgotten half of it…but it’s done nothing to change what ails 

us, which is the way we make decisions, nothing.  And another study means 

nothing (KI-12).     

 

What is the growth plan?  ….there’s no growth plan.  It’s…like somebody was 

going to the supermarket and drew up a wish list.  There’s no plan there at all.  I 

mean I could write up a list that says get a dozen eggs, you know a pound of butter, 

three loaves of bread, you know two cans of beans,…and…you know 4 litres of 

milk.  I can do a list like that…I don’t have to…I can do it very quickly…cause 

that’s all it is.  There’s no plan. (KI-33). 

 

Key informants highlighted the plan’s good intentions but the lack of political 

will.  For example, when asked their opinion on the growth plan, one key informant 

stated: 

Hahahaha that’s my view.  What growth?  You know it’s…you know again it’s 

well intended.  I don’t think what the government tried to do is bad, I think they 

truly believed that we could put in place this Ontario go…grow Northern growth 

plan or whatever the hell they called it and it’s gonna be a good thing for all of 

Northern Ontario.  But if you don’t have the political will to make the changes 

that we just talked about, grow what?  (KI-19). 

 

Another key informant discussed the implications of trying to please everyone in a single 

document:  

It’s really watered down and again it’s politically correct.  It’s just every group 

under the sun is you know tried to be taken care of.  [They continued] ...it makes 

sure that everybody is covered but nobody is covered well or adequately.  I’d 

throw it out...I’d throw it out tomorrow (KI-34). 

 

Key informants also expressed concerns over the consultations and whether they were 

really being heard.  As one key informant stated,  

But again in my mind the mistakes they’re making is they’re doing that out of 

Southern Ontario and when they come to sell it to Northern Ontario it’ll be a 
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document that’s already written up and they’ll say this is what we heard and 

people will sit back and say well that’s not what we said (KI-20). 

 

While another key informant insinuated, “it was a PR thing primarily to suggest that 

something could be done” (KI-16).   

 Throughout 2010, optimism and hope for a fundamentally new approach to 

regional development in Northern Ontario began to fade.   Ontario was hit hard by the 

global financial downtown and subsequent recession.  The province’s strong connection 

to the US economy and the high Canadian dollar translated into a dramatic slowdown in 

the manufacturing sector.  For the first time, the so-called powerhouse of Confederation 

was a have-not province receiving transfer payments through the national equalization 

program.  With a projected $21.3 billion deficit in 2009-2010 (Ontario Ministry of 

Finance 2010), the Growth Plan for Northern Ontario was no longer a priority.  As one 

key informant explained,  

So they say well you know we’re in deficit maybe the growth plan we can’t apply 

financial figures to each program and we can’t apply timelines because we don’t 

know when it will be possible, then why do it?  (KI-34). 

 

While another key informant reiterated,  

if we don’t see it this next budget, which you know we’ve got a Province that’s 

23billion in the hole, I mean …what are they gonna be able to give to this growth 

plan is gonna be the next question…we may not ever see a Northern Ontario 

growth plan because the next government could come in and say we’re not 

interested. (KI-20). 

 

It is also worth noting that during the growth plan process job losses continued in the 

forestry sector while layoffs and a bitter labour dispute beleaguered Sudbury.
98

  Xstrata 

also announced it would be closing the Kidd Metallurgical Site (smelter and refinery) in 

Timmins in May 2010 leaving 670 people without work in a community of only 43,000 
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people (Statistics Canada 2007c).  Xstrata would continue to mine in Timmins but the ore 

would now be processed to a concentrate and then shipped to Quebec.  Provincial 

environmental regulations and high industrial energy costs were cited among the reasons 

for this closure (Stewart 2010; Talaga 2010a).  The province also lacks legislation 

requiring ores or minerals to be treated and refined in Ontario. 

 The Growth Plan for Northern Ontario was finally released on March 4
th

, 2011 

concurrently in Thunder Bay and Sudbury.  It was refocused into six theme areas: the 

economy, people, communities, infrastructure, environment and Aboriginal peoples.  

However, the plan did little to address concerns over the lack of detailed implementation 

strategies, financial commitments, and timelines.   It also attempted to cover too many 

areas as the preamble explicitly describes, “this plan is in part an economic development 

plan, an infrastructure investment plan, a labour market plan and a land-use plan” 

(Ontario MOI and MNDMF 2011c: 2).  The plan is filled with generic statements with 

very few specific strategies to achieve them.  For example: 

 The Province will focus economic development strategies on the following 

existing and emerging priority economic sectors and the distinct competitive 

advantages that Northern Ontario can offer within these sectors [proceeds to lists 

eleven sectors] (Ontario MOI and MNDMF 2011c: 9). 

 The Minister of Infrastructure will work with the Minister of Northern 

Development, Mines and Forestry and other ministries to identify economic and 

service hubs in consultation with municipalities and other parties, as appropriate 

(Ontario MOI and MNDMF 2011c: 27). 

 

In fact, only three ‘next steps’ were identified with no new financial commitments.  

Instead money would be invested from the Northern Ontario Heritage Fund:  

 Pilot regional economic planning areas to help retain and attract investment; 

 A Northern Ontario Multi-modal Transportation Strategy with a $2.2 million 

investment from NOHFC  

 A Northern Policy Institute with a $5 million investment from the NOHFC 

(Ontario MOI and MNDMF 2011a; 2011b). 
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In response to these criticisms, Minister of Infrastructure Bob Chiarelli told reporters at 

the release, “The northern growth plan is not a financial document…It’s a planning 

document. We’re not going to pre-commit and pre-spend without the proper planning and 

consultation” (Ulrichsen 2011: online).  

As a regional development approach, the growth plan includes an explicit ‘new 

regionalism’ discourse (see Chapter Two).  For example, there is a strong emphasis on 

regions as the key spatial unit for long-term economic development, labour market, and 

infrastructure planning.  The importance of research and innovation, strengthening 

networks and collaboration between businesses, and global competitiveness are also 

highlighted throughout the plan.   The Growth Plan was also positioned as a “plan for 

Northerners by Northerners” based on the extensive consultations.  

The opposition, however, was quick to criticize the lack of detail in the growth 

plan.  In a press release, NDP MPPs Gilles Bisson (Timmins-James Bay) and Michael 

Mantha (Algoma-Manitoulin) argued that the “plan is vague and has no money to do 

anything” (Ontario NDP 2012).  Mantha also described it as “a plan to make a plan that 

took seven years to come together and in the end produced nothing” (Ontario NDP 2012) 

while Bisson gave the province an “F for failure” (Mulligan 2011).  Northern media also 

called it ‘a plan for a plan’ (MacLeod 2011; Chronicle Journal 2011).  For example, the 

editor of the Sudbury Star argued that the ‘plan is paved with good intentions, but that’s 

about it’ (MacLeod 2011) while a columnist for the North Bay Nugget called the plan 

‘amazingly ignorant’ (Hunt 2011).  John R. Hunt, the columnist for the Nugget 

continued: “Take one ton of good intentions and mix an equal quantity of platitudes. 

Recruit a team of writers and tell them to please everyone and offend no one. You may 
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then get the Northern Ontario Growth Plan that was recently dumped on the long 

suffering public” (Hunt 2011: online). 

The Northern Ontario Policy Institute was, however, a welcomed announcement 

for many municipalities and regional organizations.  The concept originated with a 

regional organization called Common Voice Northwest and was subsequently 

emphasized in the Rosehart II Report.  A press release explained that the Policy Institute 

would play a key role in monitoring and implementing the Growth Plan.  Lakehead 

University President Brian Stevenson and Laurentian University President Dominic 

Giroux were appointed as special advisors to the Minister of Northern Development and 

Mines to establish its mandate and assist with its development.  The province was quick 

to consult with regional organizations asking for feedback on its mandate.  It was even 

mentioned by Minister Gravelle at the Think North II Summit hosted by the province in 

June 2011.  However, it was excluded from the Liberal campaign material during the Fall 

2011 provincial election and silence has since ensued. 

The province has since established Sudbury and Thunder Bay as the pilot zones 

for the ‘regional economic development areas’ (REDAs).
99

   In the growth plan they are 

described as “an inclusive, collaborative mechanism for long-term economic 

development, labour market, and infrastructure planning that crosses municipal 

boundaries. (Ontario MOI and MNDMF 2011c: 29).  In a report prepared for the Ministry 

of Northern Development and Mines by McSweeney & Associates (2011), regionalism is 

understood as an important tool to: “provide a unified voice for economic development; 

enable communities to undertake initiatives that singularly would be impossible to do; 

                                                 
99

 The Growth Plan refers to them as Regional Economic Planning Areas while Budget 2010 lists them as 

Regional Economic Development Planning Areas. The Advisory Committees are using Regional Economic 

Development Areas. 
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compete more effectively in the global marketplace for new investment; encourage 

economic prosperity and opportunity to everyone; province focus and leadership; 

development high-performing regions” (2). 

To assist with the development of the REDAs and advise provincial ministries on 

other growth plan matters MNDM established a Northern Advisory Committee (NAC).  

The NAC is made up of thirty-nine appointed individuals from across Northern Ontario 

representing municipalities and municipal associations, Aboriginal communities and 

organizations, Francophone organizations, economic development organizations, and 

postsecondary, workforce planning and research organizations (NE-REDA 2012).  The 

NAC has since subdivided into Northeast and Northwest Advisory Committee’s. 

A headline in the Timmins Daily Press, however, has identified a growing 

regional tension: “Centralization of Northern Ontario to Sudbury and Thunder Bay leaves 

other communities out in the cold” (Snider 2011). This is especially the case in 

Northeastern Ontario with North Bay, Sault Ste. Marie, and Timmins City Councils 

passing a motion demanding that they be treated equally with Sudbury and Thunder Bay 

by the province. PC MPP and former North Bay Mayor Vic Fedeli cautioned to the North 

Bay Nugget that the “province is playing ‘divide and conquer’ games with the region” 

(Dale 2012).  A spokesperson for the Minister of NDM explained to the North Bay 

Nugget: “Sudbury and Thunder Bay were chosen to lead this process because they are 

the two largest communities in north eastern and north western Ontario”.  They 

reportedly continued, “At this time we can’t presuppose what the ultimate model will 

look like. These are times of fiscal prudence and our government is taking a measured 

approach with a keen eye to the appropriate use of tax dollars” (Dale 2012: online, 
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emphasis added). However, the Sudbury Pilot Zone Team has since included partners 

from across Northeastern Ontario (NE-REDA 2012).  

In October 2011, the McGuinty Liberals were reduced to a minority government 

with only 53 seats while the PCs secured 37 and the NDP 17.  In Northern Ontario, the 

Liberals were reduced to four seats.  The NDP, however, gained two seats for a total of 

five.  The PCs also added a seat for a total of two. The first Budget of the Liberal 

minority government emphasized a pressing need to reduce the provincial deficit.  In 

Northern Ontario, the Budget announced that the Ontario Northland Transportation 

Commission will be divested and its assets sold in an attempt to save an anticipated $250 

million over three years.  This is despite a 2002 pledge to not privatize ONTC signed by 

McGuinty (North Bay Nugget 2012).
100

  This decision explains why the ONTC was not 

included in the Growth Plan for Northern Ontario.  It might also be an omen for the 

future of regional development initiatives in Northern Ontario. 

As a final note, a number of key informants described the lack of influence the 

Ministry of Northern Development and Mines has in creating regional development 

policy and influencing cabinet.  For example, one key informant explained: 

Northern Development and Mines and Forestry today as they’re now called, has 

such a tiny imprint at the cabinet table.  They would be the speck, the fly, the 

speck on the fly at the table.  You know health, massive budget; infrastructure, 

massive; MEDT, massive budget; transport, massive; energy, massive; Northern 

economic…Northern development? Who gives a crap especially when there’s 

only such a sprinkling of seats?  The amount of seats here would be in a few 

blocks you know area of downtown Toronto where there’s a member from you 

know this east and this west and that south and all the things between you know?  

It’s…so insignificant that who would care and the budget is so tiny.  So it’s very 

                                                 
100

 According to the North Bay Nugget, the pledge stated: “I will guarantee the people of Nipissing that my 

government will not approve or allow the privatization of the ONTC; and I further guarantee that my 

government will not permit any restructuring plan to go forward that relocates jobs out of Northern Ontario 

or eliminates transportation services provided by the ONTC” (2012: online). 
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telling that their budget’s so tiny.  It’s very telling what they really think of the 

North (KI-35). 

 

While another illustrated, that while the Ministry is important in the North, it’s not 

important in Toronto: 

I think the…Ministry of Northern Development is seen as very important in the 

North but it’s not seen as very important in Toronto.  I think on the Cabinet 

pecking order it’s not there [They continued] but Northern Development was not, 

it wasn’t a major Ministry. Up here you don’t say that, it will get you in trouble, 

but it’s true (KI-07). 

 

A number of key informants, however, explained that this lack of power is not surprising 

given their original intent, which was to provide government visibility in the region and 

reduce political discontent.   

Related to this, one key informant explained how Northern Development and 

Mines is treated as a scapegoat by other Ministries:  

You know and I think part of the challenge is…the existence of a Northern Ministry 

and I’m not advocating for its demise! But the existence of a Northern Ministry 

almost makes it a scapegoat.  And allows all the other Ministries to say well 

MNDMF will look after that (KI-32).
101

   

 

This “let MNDM do it” approach echoes previous concerns with regional development 

institutions like DREE.  These regional institutions are also stuck between a rock and a 

hard place when regional actors deem government policies insensitive to the region.   

After discussing two regionally sensitive examples, one key informant explained: “we 

have to look at it too from a broader provincial context” and later conceded “it puts our 

ministry in sort of a difficult position”. 

 

  

                                                 
101

 As noted in Chapter Three, when I was trying to arrange interviews with other Ministries like Economic 

Development and Trade to get a general overview of regional development in Ontario, I was also deferred 

to Northern Development and Mines because of the focus of my research. 
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6.5 SUMMARY OF PROVINCIAL INITIATIVES IN NORTHERN ONTARIO 

This chapter has provided an overview of the provincial regional development initiatives 

in Northern Ontario since the 1960s as a response to a deep sense of territorial grievance 

and economic disparities within the broader context of state restructuring.  This chapter 

also highlighted how Northern MPPs, regional organizations, and regional separatist 

threats were instrumental in getting the provincial government to respond to Northern 

Ontario.  It further detailed how Northern Ontario as a region has been produced, 

reproduced, and contested through the actions of individuals and institutions.  It is a 

region with a highly politicized territorial shape (Paasi 1986) that has been pulled south 

and north to include and exclude Muskoka. 

As regional development policy thinking has evolved in Ontario, the Peterson 

Liberals were among the few elected governments to connect the importance of the 

mining and forestry economy to regional development in Northern Ontario.  Rather than 

see the natural resource economy as a challenge, they saw it as an opportunity to build 

forward linkages to research and innovation.  However, they stopped short of tying 

resource wealth to regional development through the Heritage Fund.  The recent Growth 

Plan also had the intentions of connecting regional development to the latest thinking on 

innovation and the benefits of fostering emerging sectors like the bioeconomy.  However, 

the recent recession and subsequent austerity measures have significantly slowed down 

these efforts.  

This chapter has also demonstrated the impacts of political strategizing on 

regional development initiatives.  For example, Ontario’s neoliberal turn under the Harris 

PCs in the late-1990s shifted the regional development thinking to quick-fix solutions 
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like investing in roads and tourism infrastructure and away from investing in businesses.  

They also repositioned the Ministry of Northern Development and Mines to act as a 

‘broker’ for the region.  More importantly, rather than strengthening institutional capacity 

and decision-making in the region, the Harris ‘Common Sense Revolution’ slashed 

government spending, government employment, and political representation in the 

region.   

The previous three chapters have highlighted an interesting disconnect between 

research and policy.  In some instances, policies have followed insights from economic 

geography and the regional development literature (i.e. growth poles; clusters; new 

regionalism).  However, as these initiatives unfold they are often politically contentious 

or politically strategic measures that do little to address economic challenges.  More 

importantly, quality-led economic development in terms of policies that promote a high-

wage, high value-added economy are overlooked.  As noted in Chapter Two, Amin 

(1999) and others contend that a major issue in many less-favoured regions are policies 

that are focussed on low-grade initiatives and disembodied ventures that lack 

connectivity.  Related to this, regional development initiatives are overtly focused on 

shovel-ready projects and photo-ops (see Chapter Seven).   

On a final note, the RDIs like FedNor and Northern Development and Mines 

reflect an interesting paradox.  As noted in Chapter Four, they are neither top-down 

institutions nor bottom-up creations (Peck 1998).  They were designed to reflect the 

needs of the region and are often labelled as ‘for the region by the region’.  However, 

they are also creatures of the state.  In fact, the state sets their mandates and priorities, 

determines their funding, and defines their authority.  Borrowing from Jones and 
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MacLeod (2004; Jones 2004), these RDIs are state-driven regionalization strategies and 

as such are required to act within the provincial or federal political context while 

responding to region-specific issues and initiatives.  These RDIs are, thus, truly stuck 

between a rock and a hard place between the state and the region. I turn now to a 

discussion of the North as a contested region and provide more detailed examples of 

regional responses to these provincial and federal regional development initiatives. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

 

Regional Responses:  

Multiple North’s and Contested Regionalisms 

 

It has been asserted that Ontario’s north is much like the attic of a house – 

generally ignored and paid attention to only when it makes strange noises or sends 

down a burst of cold air (Di Matteo et al. 2006: 174). 

 

 

As highlighted throughout the last three chapters, federal and provincial regional 

development initiatives were often in response to and shaped by territorial politics in 

Northern Ontario.  In this chapter, I explore Northern Ontario as a region of ‘multiple 

North’s’ with politicized boundaries.  Far from coherent, the region is deeply contested.  

But it is also united by a ‘regional politics of difference’ (MacLeod and Jones 2001).  

Within this I describe a number of concerted regional efforts that have emerged since the 

1960s in response to economic adversity and government policies.  These include: a 

defiant regionalism encouraging secession and political representation; a crisis 

regionalism in response to the forestry sector restructuring and divestiture of the ONTC; 

and a new regionalism premised on working together for regional development and 

political representation.  I then turn to a discussion of the regional response for regional 

development in Northern Ontario.  This provides the final chapter to the regional 

development story in Northern Ontario, further highlighting the complexity and politics 

of regional development. 

 

7.1 THE MULTIPLE NORTH’S 

In their work on Northern British Columbia, Sean Markey et al. (2007; 2009) caution 

against generalizing ‘The North’ due to the intra-regional economic, cultural and spatial 
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diversity.  These intra-regional differences produce a variety of territorial claims within 

the region, which also plays a role in defining a regional interest and the governance of 

regional development.  In Northern Ontario, a number of key informants were quick to 

differentiate the ‘multiple North’s’ that exist.  For example, one key informant explained: 

“Northern Ontario consists really of three North’s – there’s Northeast, Northwest, and 

the Far North and you need to understand that they are hugely different” (KI-02), while 

another stated: “Northern Ontario has really always been a region of sub-regions” (KI-

05).  In a more detailed response one key informant explained: 

…again I’m not telling you anything you don’t know, there’s Northeastern Ontario 

and Northwestern Ontario and now that’s something else that I suspect the vast 

majority of policy-makers across the road have no clue about.  It’s the North, 

right? Sudbury’s kind of close to Thunder Bay, isn’t it?  You know…I’m sure 

you’ve…I’m sure people think that and…obviously there are important common 

situations, and problems, and identities and so on but at the same time there’s 

very significantly different economic interests and pathways and opportunities 

and problems and so on (KI-14). 

 

In another response, one key informant described:  

Well…one of the things that we didn’t really talk about is I mean you have 

something that’s called Northern Ontario but what is that?  You’ve got…you 

know the North end which is isolated, totally isolated.  You know, not even roads 

or railways in many, many communities, small communities, mind you, First 

Nations.  You’ve got that extreme.  You got a whole band of communities sort of 

in the middle that are totally dependent on forestry or mining, you know Timmins 

area right across Kirkland Lake, Marathon and so on and then you’ve got five 

major centres which are cities.  Then you’ve got the south end which you know 

dips almost, you know right to well…the Southern Ontario borders and it has its 

own challenges and its own opportunities, distance isn’t as big an issue for Parry 

Sound Muskoka as it is for say James Bay. So while we call something Northern 

Ontario it’s still within Northern Ontario there’s all kinds of challenges.  So do 

we treat everybody the same? (KI-18). 

 

This quotation takes into account the spatial division of the population between the five 

largest urban centres – Greater Sudbury, Thunder Bay, Sault Ste. Marie, North Bay, and 

Timmins – and a number of much smaller resource and Aboriginal communities.  Related 
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to this, the region is also culturally distinguished by 106 of 134 First Nations 

communities in the province and a large number of Franco-Ontarians (Ontario MPIR and 

MNDM 2008).  

 Adding to this intra-regional diversity is conflict over the territorial shape (see 

Paasi 1986) of Northern Ontario.  As noted in Chapters Four through Six, since the 1970s 

Parry Sound and Muskoka were added and in some instances removed from Northern 

Ontario.  As one key informant simply described: “Muskoka which is, federally it’s in 

Northern Ontario, provincially it’s in Southern Ontario.  So you can see how it all gets 

complicated” (KI-09).  While another key informant described the tension over where 

Northern Ontario is: 

KI: Wherever Northern Ontario is, because that’s another huge fight and I don’t 

know where you know? Is Parry Sound Northern Ontario? 
 

H: Or Muskoka? 

 

KI: Well that’s the whole issue! Yeah and…you know how far East do we go 

before we’re in Ottawa and not in Northern Ontario and that sort of thing… (KI-

17). 

 

As noted in the previous chapters, adding Parry Sound and especially Muskoka were 

politically motivated and contentious decisions.  As one key informant passionately 

stated: “Although I don’t consider…Muskoka to be part of Northern Ontario.  I don’t 

care what anybody says.  Once you get past the French River you’re on your own!” 

(KI-10).  This reference to the French River takes into account the historical dividing line 

between Northern and Southern Ontario. 

 The provincial government further divides Northern Ontario into a number of 

administrative regions.  For example, the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport divides 

Northern Ontario into three tourism regions: the North East, North Central, and North 
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West.  On the other hand the Local Health Integration Network approach distinguishes 

between the North East and North West.  The Ministry of Natural Resources also 

distinguishes the Far North while the new regional economic development areas are 

focused on Sudbury and Thunder Bay.  In the past, Northern Ontario has also been 

divided into the Northwest and Northeast (Design for Development) and Northwest, 

Northeast and Northlands (DREE).  The region is also divided by 24 Federal Community 

Futures Development Corporations (CFDCS), 144 municipalities, more than 150 

unincorporated communities, 46 Local Services Boards and 191 Local Roads Boards 

(Ontario MEI and MNDMF 2009). 

Related to this, these multiple North’s are reflected in a variety of bottom-up 

organizations competing for their visions of economic development and representation.  

For example, the Northwestern Ontario Municipal Association (NOMA)
102

, Northwestern 

Associated Chambers of Commerce (NOACC)
103

, and Common Voice Northwest 

represent various interests in Northwestern Ontario, while the Federation of Northern 

Ontario Municipalities (FONOM)
104

 and the Northeastern Ontario Municipal Association 

(NEOMA) represent various interests in Northeastern Ontario and the Nishnawbe Aski 

Nation (NAN)
105

 represents First Nations communities across Northern Ontario.  There 

are also a number of provincially appointed councils including the Northern Advisory 
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 NOMA was created in 1947 to represent municipalities from the Districts of Kenora, Rainy River, and 

Thunder Bay (Brock 1978). 
103

 NOACC is a registered provincial lobbyist organization that was founded in 1931.  It unites Chambers 

of Commerce throughout Northwestern Ontario and acts as the voice for over 2,000 businesses in the 

region (NOACC 2008).   
104

 FONOM was formed in 1960 to represent municipalities in the Districts of Algoma, Manitoulin, 

Sudbury, Parry Sound, Nipissing, Timiskaming, and Cochrane.  Both NOMA and FONOM include a Board 

of Directors, elected from their membership, and host annual conferences in their respective regions.  Their 

basic objective is to unite municipalities and advocate regional and municipal interests to government and 

other organizations (Brock 1978).    
105

 NAN is a political territorial organization representing 49 First Nation communities in Northern Ontario 

(Nishnawbe Aski Nation 2012). 
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Committee which has divided into Northeast and Northwest units.  Thus, there are a 

variety of political geographies and territorial claims that exist within the region and in 

the words of one key informant: “… you can see how it all gets complicated” (KI-09). 

Historically in Northern Ontario, communities have competed against each for 

private and public sector investment.  As one key informant described, this is especially 

an issue for Northeastern Ontario:  “In the Northwest they only have one large 

community right?  Thunder Bay.  Whereas here in the Northeast we’ve got the 

four…and you and I both know historically…you know…it’s all been for me right” 

(KI-02).  Another key informant explained in more detail: 

…as these communities became established they perceived each other and in fact 

were rivals…So that the history of Northern Ontario has shown very little 

evidence of cooperation on any sort of regional level [they continued] I think it’s 

because…these…each of these communities…has ultimately been dependent on 

external forces…whether they be private or public and certainly like public in 

terms of government…and that…creates a rivalry you know…there are public 

resources that are accessible but they’re not unlimited and they have to be 

allocated… (KI-05). 

 

In explaining the lack of intra-regional cooperation between northern communities in 

British Columbia, Markey et al. (2009) emphasize the structure of the resource economy 

and its impacts on the development of the region.  As they describe, this structure 

“reinforced direct linkages between the individual hinterland communities and the 

provincial metropolitan core (for public policy and management functions) and with 

headquarters of the resource industry (for employment and economic functions)” (223).  

This, historically, reduced the need for cooperation between communities in Northern 

BC.  In Northern Ontario, a similar development pattern emerged where communities 

were better connected to major cities like Toronto, Ottawa, and Winnipeg than with other 
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northern communities.  Northern Ontario, thus, consists of multiple North’s producing a 

region that is deeply contested over its territorial shape and internal political geographies. 

 

7.2 REGIONALISMS IN NORTHERN ONTARIO 

Despite this internal diversity and competitiveness, people in Northern Ontario do share a 

regional consciousness (Paasi 2003; 2009b) premised on being ‘distinct’ from Southern 

Ontario.  Most key informants cited economic, demographic, and geographical 

differences between Northern Ontario and Southern Ontario.  The regional consciousness 

is, thus, relative and needs to be understood in relation to Southern Ontario.  While a 

relational perspective to regions (see Chapter Two) is useful in thinking about the 

relationships involved in connecting territorial spaces, boundaries still matter for politics 

and policies (as highlighted in the previous section and chapters).  As one key informant 

explained: 

Well it’s sort of like when you have a common enemy.  You can unite against a 

common enemy so as a Northern Ontarian you are identifying yourself distinct 

from Southern Ontario and camp versus cottage and that sort of thing… (KI-05). 

 

As Weller (1990) also argues, “much of the politics in the north is motivated by a sense 

of grievance or alienation. This is partly the result of a perceived ignorance on the part 

of those in Queen’s Park and the south in general” (279; emphasis added).  Likewise, key 

informants expressed this frustration over a lack of knowledge and concern about the 

region.  As one key informant described:  

I mean I talk to people in Toronto and Markham and it’s the middle of June and 

you know trying to attract investment or a recycling plant and they’ll say well how 

cold is it up there?  You say Northern Ontario and they think we’re talking about 

Iqaluit, you know?  Or on the tip of Baffin Island… (KI-22). 

 

While another key informant stated:  
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…public policy has just become more focused on the Greater Toronto Area too.  If 

it doesn’t happen in the Greater Toronto Area, if it doesn’t matter in the Greater 

Toronto Area, then it doesn’t matter.  So things that are important to the Northern 

Ontario economy hardly ever get on the…agenda (KI-33). 

  

This sentiment was echoed by KI-34, who argued: “They don’t give a shit!  We have 

very few electoral seats, we have a vast land and small population and in the grand 

scheme of things I’m quite sure they’d be all happy if we just moved South”.   

Related to this, regional actors are united over a deep concern with policies made 

for the region by policy-makers from Southern Ontario.  As KI-32 explained: “there’s a 

real sense that the North feels very disconnected from the South.  And that Southern 

Ontario policy decision-makers don’t understand the realities of the North” while KI-

26 stated: “they’ve had people from Southern Ontario dealing with primarily Northern 

Ontario issues and I don’t care how smart they are it takes a while to get up to speed”.  

Key informants often cited a number of specific examples including, the cancellation of 

the spring bear hunt, the recent Endangered Species Act, and the Far North Act.  For 

example:  

I think that…there is a lack of awareness in other parts of the Province of what 

this part of the Province is like and the challenges it faces and I mean the 

greatest recent symbol of that of course has been the spring bear hunt fiasco 

where you know a gang down in Toronto who think Bears are the greatest thing 

since sliced bread decided that you know ultimately it was a bad thing to do and we 

shouldn’t do so we didn’t and they changed it (KI-17).   

 

Northerners would perceive that [the Endangered Species Act] as a policy being 

set by Southerners because there’s no impact on them, there’s no caribou on 

Yonge Street, so they really don’t care? (KI-22)  

 

These examples were initiated by organizations, largely based out of Toronto, who 

lobbied provincial politicians.  They were also top-down policy-decisions met with fierce 

opposition in the region by a variety of interests.   
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In Northern Ontario, there is also a feeling among individuals that the region is 

simply viewed as a depository of natural resources for the benefit of Southern Ontario.  

This leads to a common frustration over the management of natural resources and 

resource wealth.  For example, Weller (1985: 132) explains how local populations in the 

provincial norths “feel exploited, underprivileged, alienated and unable to control their 

own industries or that of their regions”.  As one key informant explained: “I mean there’s 

a lot of commonalities as well in terms of nobody down there cares about us, they’re just 

ripping all the resources out, you know they’re taking resources and the taxes and we 

don’t get bugger all out of it…” (KI-26).  Many key informants also described the region 

as being exploited or a colony.  For example, KI-15 explained:  

Well Northern Ontario absolutely fits the description of being exploited in a 

technical sense [They continued] the closest word that’s familiar to people that 

describes the situation is colony, right? I don’t think it’s exactly right because of 

course everybody has a vote […] but so many other features of colonial regimes 

are present. I think the best thing to do is say this isn’t exactly right but it’s the best 

way we have right now. 

   

One key informant, who was visiting a First Nation’s community in the Far North, 

provided a powerful anecdote regarding the tensions over resource management and 

political power: 

Like I was in one community where there was a debate, there was drilling rig that 

you could see from the community centre out on the lake and they were not 

happy about it and people just showed up and started doing this stuff and I said 

you know if that was in Rosedale [an affluent neighbourhood in Toronto] and you 

know 100 yards out there and somebody moved in a drilling rig, shit would hit 

the fan! (KI-24). 

 

As noted in the previous chapters, with only eleven seats provincially and ten seats 

federally, Northern Ontario has a very small political voice. 
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As MacLeod and Jones (2001) discuss in their case study of the North East of 

England, “a regional politics of difference fermented out of growing economic adversity: 

in short, uneven regional development became something work mobilising around” 

(683).  Likewise, in Northern Ontario economic adversities and government policies have 

mobilized various regional actors into strategic alliances to demand solutions designed 

“in the North, by the North, for the North” (Summerville and Poelzer 2005: 119).  As 

noted in Chapter Two, a politics of regional development also explores the regional 

movements, contestation, and resistance involved in regional development.  The 

remainder of section, thus, explores a number of regionalisms that have emerged in 

Northern Ontario since the 1960s.  This includes: a defiant regionalism; a crisis 

regionalism; and a new regionalism.  

 

7.2.1 Defiant Regionalism: Regional Secession and a Political Party 

The 1973 Ontario Budget included a proposal to introduce a seven percent tax on heat 

and energy.  For many in Northern Ontario, this tax was another example of a policy 

created by ‘Queen’s Park’ that didn’t reflect the realities of living in the region. In North 

Bay, a tax repeal committee was created with Ed Deibel, a local motel operator, as 

chairman.  As Brock (1978) explains, this committee garnered tremendous support 

throughout the North and with opposition MPP’s which led the Davis Conservatives to 

repeal the tax.  As chairman, Deibel heard a number of grievances about how Queen’s 

Park was out of touch with Northern Ontario.  

 These grievances prompted Ed Deibel to start a one-man campaign across 

Northern Ontario to acquire 25,000 members for a New Province Committee and 
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signatures for a petition to establish a plebiscite on creating a new province.
 106

  The 

petition included the following statement: 

We the people of Northern Ontario hereby ask Queen’s Park for a vote on the 

question of a new province. Consideration and discussion on a new province for 

Northern Ontario has been going on since 1905. We, the undersigned, further agree 

that this action has become necessary because of Queen’s Park lack of concern 

and consideration to the people’s problems of Northern Ontario and its total 

development. [It continued] The Ontario legislature has failed Northern Ontario 

very badly in not developing the secondary industry potential with our abundance 

of natural resources. Our sons and daughters born, raised and educated in the 

north, should have challenge, job opportunities and be able to plan their futures in 

the land that they know, respect and love (preamble quoted in The Sudbury Star 

1974: 15, emphasis added).  

 

In an article entitled, A New Province in Northern Ontario, Deibel described the 

government approach to Northern Ontario as “short-term, ‘band-aid’ remedies” that were 

“trotted out during every election” (Deibel 1976: 3).  He also argued that the North was a 

“hinterland for southern exploitation, a colony of the South, a place from which to derive 

raw materials” (Deibel 1976: 3-4).  Deibel further contended that with only sixteen seats 

in the Ontario Legislature, Northern Ontario is dependent on “the knowledge and 

sympathy” of elected officials from the South (Deibel 1976: 4).  These political, 

economic and social issues formed the basis of his argument for a new province. 

In September 1974, Deibel started a 55-town tour of Northern Ontario that he 

finished at the end of October by camping out on the lawn of Queen’s Park (Sudbury Star 

1974; Brock 1978).  After three days and numerous media interviews Deibel was granted 

a 30 minute meeting with the Premier where Davis informed Deibel that a plebiscite 

would not help Northern Ontario’s problems (Brock 1978).  In an earlier letter to Deibel 

from Davis, he also stated: 
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I cannot accept your request for a plebiscite because the North is as much Ontario 

as the South. One cannot survive without the other. Ontario needs it varied regions, 

different expressions and diverse life styles to make it whole […] But surely 

Ontario, the province, supercedes [sic] politics and government policies, for 

Ontario is much more – Ontario is a heritage
107

. 

 

In addition, letters from the Minister of Industry and Tourism, Claude Bennet, and the 

Minister of Natural Resources, Leo Bernier, commented on the lack of interest by 

Northerners in creating a new province.  They argued that this was reflected in the poor 

turnout at organizational meetings throughout the North
108

.  The majority of 

municipalities and all the Chambers of Commerce in Northern Ontario were also opposed 

to the idea of a new province (Sudbury Star 1974; Brock 1978).  By the 1975 election, 

Deibel had only amassed 600 New Province Committee members and 6,000 signatures 

calling for the new province plebiscite.  Needless to say, Davis did not grant a plebiscite 

during the election.  

Ed Deibel did not let this deter his efforts to put Northern Ontario on the political 

agenda.  During his northern tour he discovered that people were disillusioned with 

Queen’s Park but weren’t ready to give up on it (Brock 1978).  Deibel decided that a less 

contentious approach would be a political party for Northern Ontario.  In September 

1976, he created the Northern Ontario Heritage Party (NOHP) and started a campaign to 

obtain the 10,000 signatures needed to certify the party and run 16 candidates in the next 

provincial election.  The party platform asked: “Is it fair? That all our natural resources 

leave Northern Ont. Let’s stop this policy. We believe that 50% of our natural resources 
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should be processed and manufactured to the finished product here in Northern Ontario” 

(photo in Brock 1978: 43). 

From the onset, Deibel made it clear that NOHP was not a secessionist party per 

se: “Our goal is not to secede, but to close the gap between the North and the South. 

Secession is a last resort” (quoted in Brock 1978: 42).  Interestingly, Deibel took offence 

to the media labeling him and the NOHP as ‘separatist’.  In responding to this label he 

argued: “We won’t be separate or different from anyone else. We’re not attempting to do 

what the current Quebec government is trying to do.  We’re 100 per cent Canadian. 

Secessionists, maybe; but separatists, no” (as quoted in Brock 1978: 42).  As noted in 

Chapter Four, in 1976 the Parti Québécois won the Quebec provincial election with the 

goal of securing independence for Quebec from Canada.  Deibel wanted it to be clear that 

if Northerners were ‘forced’ to create a new province it would still be a part of Canada. 

Throughout 1976 and 1977, Ed Deibel travelled across Northern Ontario to garner 

support for his new political party.  In 1976, Deibel was invited to the annual meeting of 

the Federation of Northern Ontario Municipalities (FONOM) where, according to Brock 

(1978), he informed the delegates that they were “professional beggars” and “…stupid to 

let the wealth of the Northland benefit southern Ontario” (31).  Deibel was also invited to 

discuss Northern Ontario with John Lane (Conservative Algoma-Manitoulin) and Jack 

Stokes (NDP Thunder Bay-Lake Nipigon), on the television show The Government We 

Deserve
109

.  He accused Queen’s Park of exploiting, mismanaging, neglecting, and 

ignoring the North.  However, his only strategies were: 1) to process and manufacture 50 

percent of the region’s natural resources to finished products in Northern Ontario; and 2) 
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separation if Queen’s Park maintains the status quo.  Stokes and Lane both argued that 

Northerners would not support a separate province. 

In February 1977, a conference was held in Kapuskasing sponsored by the 

University College of Hearst on Northern Ontario’s Future: Development or Growth?.  

René Brunelle (Conservative MPP Cochrane North), DREE officials, and Ed Deibel were 

among the invited speakers.  During his presentation, Deibel aired a number of political 

and economic grievances.  First, he argued that because the power base of political 

parties are located in Southern Ontario, Southern Ontario interests are therefore best 

served in the Legislature.  Second, he made the point that current political parties do not 

represent the needs of Northern Ontario but reflect their own political aspirations.  Third, 

he felt that there was a lack of leadership and a policy for development in Northern 

Ontario.  Finally, he was concerned with what he described as the “gross neglect and 

mismanagement of our natural resources” (Deibel 1977: 90). 

Deibel also posed a number of questions to the audience including: “1) Should we 

continue to accept the idea that we must be beggars – hat in hand when dealing with 

Queen’s Park?” and “2) Should we continue to put our tremendous amount of wealth into 

the economy of Ontario and not receive our fair share of the benefits?” (1977: 92).  The 

fundamental language of the NOHP was social and economic justice for Northern 

Ontario, which would be accomplished through the processing of natural resources in the 

region.  The NOHP would also unite Northerners especially in Northeastern Ontario, 

which Deibel argued is: 

a region whose municipalities have not yet realized that their joint destinies are tied 

irrevocably to the mounting of a joint effort to realize the full potential of the area. 

Destructive competition appears to be so prominent among these municipalities 

that joint action to remedy their problems is impossible (1976: 5, emphasis added). 
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He believed that “united we stand and divided we fall” and the NOHP would provide this 

unity for Northern Ontario. 

 A number of key themes emerged during the question and answer period, 

including: where is Northern Ontario; scepticism over the effectiveness of NOHP; and 

the role of Northerners in setting the regional agenda.  MPP Brunelle (Conservative 

Cochrane North) corrected Deibel on the number of Northern MPPs in the Legislature 

and that the “North begins at North Bay”. Deibel responded, “this is how we disagree, 

Northern Ontario begins at Parry Sound; we include Parry Sound” (1977: 95).  A number 

of attendees also raised concerns over the effectiveness of a new political party with only 

sixteen seats that could easily be cancelled out by the remaining seats in the South.  

Interestingly, T.J. Flood (General Manager, Sudbury Regional Development Corporation 

and President, Ontario Industrial Development Council) argued that Northerners are not 

supporting their elected officials.  He stated: 

Maybe we haven’t been giving them the right kind of support that they need. I 

think that’s part of the Northern Ontario problem. We send some fellow to Toronto 

and say go and do your job and if you don’t do it well we’ll talk to you at the next 

election, but we forget about him and we don’t support him and he needs support 

for every damn day he’s down there (Boréal 1977: 98). 

 

He also called on all those in attendance to play a more proactive role in setting the 

Northern agenda otherwise it would be written by government officials in Southern 

Ontario. 

As noted in Chapter Five, the NOHP obtained the 10,000 signatures needed for 

official registration but was too late to register as a political party in the 1977 provincial 

election (Brock 1978).  Diebel and the NOHP continued into the early 1980s but they 

failed to attract candidates to run in the next provincial election and the party 
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disappeared.  However, a number of key informants credit this show of defiance as a 

major catalyst behind the creation of the Ministry of Northern Affairs.  For example, KI-

08 explained: 

It was this pipedream, it was crazy but it got a lot of people nervous that they’re 

talking about what?! Northern Ontario will separate? And then they started to 

think about it, well jeez they’ve got all of this revenue that they’re going to develop, 

they’ve got the mines, they’ve got the logging companies, they’ve got tourism, 

they’ve got commercial fishing. That’s all wealth that’s generated, comes out of 

the ground or out of the lakes or whatever and the money goes South to Toronto.  

But if it didn’t go South to Toronto, jeez maybe we should consider throwing a 

few bucks at…Northern Ontario.  
 

While another key informant stated:  

 

Well part of that response of that growing political anger was to damp down that 

separatist impulse and it worked. They were successful at reducing complaints 

and separatist inclinations from developing in Northern Ontario (KI-15). 

 

Although the NOHP was short-lived, it did garner political attention and it encouraged 

Northerners to challenge the government over policies that were insensitive to the region.  

As one key informant argued: “we shouldn’t accept the way Northern Ontario is…we 

should be fighting [for] the way Northern Ontario should be” (KI-01).    

Despite the disappearance of the NOHP in the mid-1980s, the idea of regional 

secession lingers under the surface in Northern Ontario.  For example, a 1999 article in 

the Ottawa Citizen (Lindgren 1999) described a growing frustration towards the Harris 

government in Northern Ontario. This included, fourteen municipalities across 

Northeastern Ontario writing a letter to Prime Minister Jean Chretien asking him to 

outline the conditions needed for Northern Ontario to separate.  At the same time, a 

paper-mill worker and wilderness outfitter from Marathon, Robert Woito, was attempting 

to create a new political party with the goal of separating from Ontario (Lindgren 1999).   
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This regional discontent directed at the Harris PC government was sparked by a 

number of issues including a doctor shortage, municipal downloading, the riding 

reduction, the cancelation of the spring bear hunt, and the Toronto garbage debate.  For 

example, Stan Sudol, a Toronto-based journalist and mining blogger wrote in 2003: 

What pushed me to rethink the issue of northern separation were recent statements 

by many media pundits in the Greater Toronto Area that the North would be a 

willing host for Toronto’s trash, should Michigan cancel its garbage contract with 

the mega-city. This typical southern colonial arrogance toward the North only 

helps fuel the cultural differences between the two regions. The North is as much 

a willing host for Toronto’s garbage as a crack-addicted prostitute is to a john 
(A19, emphasis added). 

  

While the municipalities who wrote to the Prime Minister explained, 

The Lands for Life initiative (which designates new parks) and the spring bear hunt 

are two prime examples of major issues that will have a dramatic economic 

impact on the future of Northern Ontario, and where the wishes of northern 

citizens have been completely ignored (Lindgren 1999: A1, emphasis added). 

 

As one Northern resident was quoted, “there is widespread belief that northern Ontario 

needs a better deal from Queen’s Park” (Lindgren 1999: A1). 

 More recently, the forestry crisis and the McGuinty Liberal government response 

have generated feelings of regional alienation.  As Di Matteo et al. (2006) highlight, 

during the forestry crisis editorials appeared in both the Winnipeg Free Press and the 

Thunder Bay Chronicle Journal supporting a merger between Northwestern Ontario and 

Manitoba or ‘Mantario’.  In a lengthy article in the Ottawa Citizen, columnist Robert 

Sibley summed up the situation, 

Northerners feel their voice is lost in the cacophony of catering to vote rich 

southern Ontario. They’ve seen thousands of jobs in northern Ontario’s forestry 

industry lost in recent years because of the high Canadian dollar, increased energy 

costs, and competition from low-cost producers in China and Russia, but all the 

attention is focused on the problems of southern Ontario’s manufacturing 

industries. Northerners wonder if anyone in southern Ontario cares that the 
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population of many northern towns is stagnant or, in some cases, declining 
(2007: B1). 

 

This sentiment intensified when the auto industry received a ‘bail-out’ by the provincial 

and federal governments.  As one key informant stated:  

So even though the auto sector gets all of the big bucks and all of the big media 

attention…the decline in the forest industry in Ontario has had a greater impact on 

the economy of Ontario then the auto industry has.  And…we’re still hurting from 

it…and for a lot of our communities they’re never gonna come back you know? 
(KI-29). 

 

Another key informant stated that the general ideological shift in government, both 

provincially and federally, is cause for separation:   

So I don’t expect much and you know the ideological shift to the extent that such a 

thing has taken place in Ontario and Canada is not in the direction of more 

government it’s in the direction of less.  So I don’t think you’re going to see a hell 

of a lot there…Unfortunately…in my judgment which is one of the reasons why I 

think we should separate.  Get the hell out, this is crap, it’s ridiculous! (KI-17). 

 

As one columnist for the Timmins Daily Press explained before the 2011 provincial 

election: “Not even God could make trio [McGuinty, Horwath, and Hudak] take note of 

North’s concerns” (Perry 2011: online). 

In 2010, with growing regional discontent over a “GTA driven Queen’s Park” 

(NOHP 2010: 1), Ed Deibel revived the Northern Ontario Heritage Party collecting the 

1,000 signatures needed to obtain official party status.  He told the Timmins Daily Press, 

“I’m concerned about the type of government we are getting in Northern Ontario. 

Northern Ontario is treated like a colony. Colonies don’t grow” (Snider 2010: online).  

This time, Deibel and the NOHP were concerned with getting a better deal for Northern 

Ontario as opposed to secession.   He was still concerned, however, with seeing more of 

the region’s natural resources processed to a finished product in the region.  In a press 
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release, Deibel stated: “We are not asking for bailouts or charity; we just want to 

maximize the benefit of our resources before they are gone forever” (NOHP 2010: 1).  

The imagery for the party compares size, population and political representation 

in the provinces of Newfoundland and Labrador and New Brunswick to Northern Ontario 

and asks: “So how’s that working out for us?” (see Figure 7.1).  The party platform is 

focussed on the following six principles: 

 Increasing the number of Northern Ontario ridings in the Legislature of Ontario 

 A New Northern Ontario Member of the Ontario Legislature elected by and 

representing First Nation communities in Northern Ontario. 

 The formation of a Northern Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources with ministry 

offices being located centrally in Northern Ontario. 

 The formation of a provincially recognized "Northern Ontario" Caucus whose 

mandate is to support the interests of Northern Ontario Residents. The Northern 

Ontario Caucus would have the right to veto any proposed legislation that does 

not support the interests of Northern Ontario Residents. 

 Support for the free, unlimited use and access of all Northern Ontario Crown 

lands and waterways to all Northern Residents. 

 The establishment of a Ministry of Northern Ontario Economic Development with 

a ministry headquartered centrally located in Northern Ontario for accessibility to 

Northern Ontarians (NOHP 2011).  

 

The party goal was to field a candidate in each Northern Ontario riding during the 2011 

provincial election.  However, Deibel struggled to find candidates despite positive 

support expressed by comments on the NOHP website.  Deibel was also battling health 

concerns that prevented him from campaigning (Snider 2011).  On Election Day, the 

NOHP ran candidates unsuccessfully in Kenora-Rainy River and Timiskaming-Cochrane.  

The party did retain its official party designation and comments are still appearing on the 

NOHP website discussing insensitive and inadequate provincial policies in Northern 

Ontario.   
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Figure 7.1: Northern Ontario Heritage Party Thinking 

 
Source: NOHP 2011 

 

 In a recent article, political scientist Tim Nieguth (2009) explored secession in 

Northern Ontario based on an examination of Canadian newspaper articles between 1997 

and 2007.  He identifies a number of key themes used to justify secession in the region: 

a sense of neglect at the hands of the provincial government, a conviction that the 

North has suffered adverse effects from actions of the provincial government, a 

perceived lack of representation at Queen’s Park, a feeling of Southern domination 

and insufficient local self-determination, a resentment against perceived Southern 

arrogance that leads southerners to regard the North as the hinterland of the South, 

and a sense that the North and South are socially, economically, and culturally 

distinct (151). 

 

However, despite this collective frustration it hasn’t translated into widespread physical 

support for a political party or secession.  A number of key informants explained that a 

political party would further split the already small number of seats in Northern Ontario:   

He’s making the awareness of…making sure that the proper emphasis is given to 

Northern Ontario. The creation of a political party…probably isn’t the best way to 

go but…you know what? I’m not going to be…I’ve never been too critical of 

somebody who wanted to try and affect change…and maybe I’m not so…sold on 

his way of making change but you know here’s a guy who has a passion for 

Northern Ontario.  He believes in the strengths of Northern Ontario.  That’s 

hard to criticize, it really is.  So it might not be the way to go but boy don’t shoot 

the messenger.  He…sends out a good message absolutely important for Northern 

Ontarians, it’s good (KI-21). 
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Another key informant explained that the government has created a dependency scenario 

where people fear “that the goodies…will stop and you know the world will come to an 

end…” (KI-17).  

 

7.2.2 Crisis Regionalism in Northern Ontario 

At the height of the forestry crisis in the mid-2000s, a new regionalism emerged in 

Northwestern Ontario.  It was largely driven by the Northwestern Ontario Municipal 

Association (NOMA) in response to the lack of provincial government attention to the 

forestry crisis.  To get on the political radar, it became evident to regional organizations 

that “methods of affecting policy and direction of government have evolved, and new 

methods of advocacy are needed” (Rosehart 2008: 14).  These new methods of advocacy 

included: an attempt to recast the forestry crisis as a provincial issue versus a regional 

issue; and a common voice initiative to bring together the diversity of interests within 

Northwestern Ontario. 

To recast the forestry crisis, NOMA began a letter campaign directed at Southern 

Ontario Mayors and MPPs in nearly 200 Southern Ontario communities that would be 

impacted by any decline in the forestry industry in Northern Ontario.  This included cities 

like Mississauga, the City of Toronto, Oakville and Burlington.  The letter stated: The 

Forestry Industry in Ontario is in crisis and we need your help; otherwise we will all 

lose! (NOMA 2005, original emphasis). Michael Power, the NOMA President at the 

time, explained to a local newspaper, “I can tell you the mayors in southern Ontario have 

been a little stunned by it.  They had no idea that forestry touched them” (Fort Francis 

Times 2005).   
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This campaign was designed to put pressure on the provincial government to 

respond to the forestry crisis by positioning the forest sector as an Ontario industry 

versus a regional (Northern Ontario) one.  As Power explained, “The more people – like 

southern mayors and MPPs from southern Ontario – who are aware of it and bring it to 

the attention to the premier and members of cabinet, the more likely we can get a 

hearing” (Fort Francis Times 2005).  One key informant spoke about this ‘tactic’ to find 

‘Southern allies’ in detail: 

One of the tactics we used was we…went through the industry across Ontario that 

had a relationship to wood and we…found out the dollar value of their part of the 

pie.  So company in Mississauga, company in Toronto, actually multiple 

companies, we were able to quantify how much value there was from a stick of 

wood in Northern Ontario that went through their place of business and then we 

communicated that to every Member of the Legislature riding by riding and as 

well municipalities. We got Hazel McCallion on side, we got the then Mayor of 

Oshawa on side, we got David Miller the Mayor on side, all of them helping to 

advocate for us because we recognized earlier on that even as Northern Ontario 

we’re down to 10 seats okay?  So we’re still a small piece of the political pie at 

Queen’s Park.  So we needed some bigger clout.  So we went and found some 

allies.  And that’s what we’ve had to do in Northwestern Ontario and in Northern 

Ontario for years.  Find Southern allies.  So we were able to quantify for all of 

those folks what the challenges in the forestry industry would mean to their 

community. 

 

Regional actors in Northwestern Ontario, thus, transcended territorial boundaries to find 

allies to increase their political voice at Queen’s Park.  In response, the McGuinty 

Liberals appointed Dr. Robert Rosehart as the Northwestern Ontario Economic 

Facilitator and introduced a number of initiatives for the forestry sector (see Chapter Six).  

 At the 2006 NOMA Annual General Meeting, participants unanimously agreed to 

create a Regional Recovery Program Committee (RRP).  It was tasked with trying to find 

solutions to “repair the damage” to the regions economy and put forward 

recommendations to the government to assist with economic recovery.  In January 2007, 
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the RRP Committee released their final report, Forging the Future: An Economic Vision 

for Northwestern Ontario.  The report argued that not only had Northwestern Ontario 

experienced an unprecedented decline in its economy and population but also its sense of 

empowerment.  To move the region forward the RRP Committee presented the following 

three options: 

 Option One: Continue to put pressure on the Provincial and Federal governments 

to adjust their policies to better reflect the needs of the Northwest;  

 Option Two: Assume much more control of policy development and 

implementation, particularly through devolution of powers from the Ontario 

Government (rather than a realignment of existing municipal responsibilities); and 

 Option Three: Create a region wide organization that takes its own initiative in 

matters of critical policy and economic importance to Northwestern Ontario and 

the people who live here (NOMA 2007: 7).   

 

For NOMA and the Committee, those who lived in the Northwest best understood the 

challenges confronting the region.  Thus, decisions for the region should be made in the 

region.    

 Several months later, NOMA members adopted a ‘Common Voice’ approach and 

committed initial funding for a proposed advocacy organization.  By the end of 2008, 

Common Voice Northwest (CVNW) evolved from a concept into reality.  The goal of the 

organization was to address regional challenges with made-in-the-region solutions.  As 

one key informant explained, 

…we can’t rely on Queen’s Park to know what’s best for us.  I mean that’s why 

we created Common Voice cause we wanted to be able to say okay Queen’s Park 

these are the public policy changes that we need and here’s how we think you 

should go about doing it.  No longer just say please sir? You know can we have 

some more gravy…to do this? 

 

As mentioned by this key informant, regional actors wanted to be strategic and provide 

Queen’s Park with the plan and the strategy rather than relying on policy-makers at 

Queen’s Park.  More importantly, a common voice was seen as imperative in a vast and 
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fragmented region with a diversity of interests.  As CVNW insisted, “To be heard 

clearly…Northwestern Ontario must operate as a consensual union that speaks clearly on 

common areas of interest” (Common Voice Northwest 2009: 6). 

CVNW included representatives from “business, industry, labour, municipalities, 

townships without organization, education, multicultural organizations, [and] 

development and training agencies” (Common Voice Northwest 2009: 6).   Nine sector-

specific taskforces and committees were established in the following areas: energy; 

regional enhancement; research institute; tourism; transportation; mining; youth; 

agricultural; and immigration.  They were designed to determine the issues facing the 

Northwest and offer solutions to the Board of CVNW.  Its executive included George 

Macey, the Ontario Liberal Party Riding President for Thunder Bay-Superior North and 

Iain Angus former NDP MP and MPP.  As an organization, CVNW was instrumental in 

providing a united response during the Growth Plan process (Common Voice Northwest 

2010).  The organization also ensured that the Northern Ontario Policy Institute was 

included as priority in the Growth Plan for Northern Ontario.   

The recent provincial government decision to divest the Ontario Northland 

Transportation Commission (ONTC) to manage the provincial deficit has also sparked a 

crisis regionalism in Northeastern Ontario.  Municipal, business, and labour interests 

have come together under the moniker of the Northern Communities Working Group to 

demand a ‘New Deal for Ontario Northland” or nd4on.  This group consists of the 

Mayors from North Bay, Timmins, Cochrane, Englehart, Iroquois Falls, Kapuskasing and 

Black River-Matheson along with broader municipal support from the North Eastern 

Ontario Municipal Association (NEOMA) and the Federation Of Northern Ontario 
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Municipalities (FONOM).  It also includes the North Bay and District Chamber of 

Commerce and the Ontario Northland General Chairpersons Association, which 

represents the interests of unionized employees at Ontario Northland. 

In addition to the traditional approach of using television and print media to bring 

attention to their cause, this group has launched a social media strategy including a 

website and a web-based postcard campaign to garner support.  The website includes: 

email links to McGuinty, Horwath, and Hudak; links to newspaper articles on ONTC; 

updates on their progress; promotional video’s for ONTC; and opportunity to link their 

cause with Facebook and Twitter.   They also partnered with the Northern Regional 

Publishing Group of Sun Media to include ad and window inserts in eleven newspapers 

across Northern Ontario (nd4on 2012a).  More recently, the North Bay District Chamber 

of Commerce took out a full-page ad in the Ottawa Sun to “inform residents of Premier 

McGuinty’s home town that selling off Ontario Northland, a public entity, isn’t sitting 

well with businesses in the region” (nd4on 2012b: online).  Like their counterparts in 

Northwestern Ontario, the Working Group is transcending terrtitorial boundaries to 

initiate support in more populous political ridings.  

The Working Group is asking for a meeting with Premier Dalton McGuinty and 

for the provincial government to: 

 Pause the divestiture process; 

 Open consultations with stakeholders; 

 Give Northerners a seat at the table; 

 Allow the multimodal transportations study to be undertaken as stated in the 

Growth Plan for Northern Ontario; 

 Encourage sustainable options to come forward; and 

 Initiate a New Deal for Ontario Northland (nd4on 2012c). 
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The Group is committed to using a “cooperative, collaborative regional approach” to 

move their agenda forward (nd4on 2012c: online).  They have also paid particular 

attention to the language surrounding this decision to divest ONTC.  The McGuinty 

Liberal government has referred to the transfer of government money to ONTC as a 

subsidy.  However, similar transfers to government transportation agencies, like 

Metrolinx in the GTA, are called an investment.  This is reflective of the general view 

surrounding regional development: interventions in Northern Ontario are seen as 

subsidies or handouts while interventions in Southern Ontario are seen as investments.  

The Group is also trying to connect the divestiture of ONTC to broader debates over who 

gets to make decisions about Northern Ontario.  

This crisis regionalism in Northern Ontario has, thus, emerged in defense of 

traditional industries and economic development.  Both of the aforementioned examples 

highlight new methods and strategies of regional advocacy.  Tired of waiting for the 

provincial government to respond, NOMA started their own campaign to get the forestry 

crisis on the provincial political agenda by transcending regional boundaries and 

recasting it as a provincial rather than a regional issue.  They were also instrumental in 

putting forward a Common Voice with a regional agenda.  While, the Northern 

Communities Working Group has come together to demand a ‘New Deal for Ontario 

Northland’ using social media and taking the issue to Southern Ontario.  Both examples 

are explicitly focused on acting together.  
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7.2.3 “We’ve Got to Act Regionally” (KI-11)  

Since the early 2000s, there has been a more concerted effort to think regionally in 

Northern Ontario by a variety of regional actors.  This new grassroots regionalism is in 

large part a response to federal and provincial government restructuring.  As noted in the 

previous chapters, this included federal fiscal restraint and a program review that 

represented a fundamental shift in thinking in favour of less government and the 

provincial ‘Common Sense Revolution’ with a greater reliance on the private sector and 

radical reforms to the role of government.  It is also a response to increased globalization 

that has shifted government attention away from regional disparities to promoting the 

competitiveness of large cities.  As a result there is a new urgency for local actors to work 

regionally.     

For example, in 2000 the Mayors from the five largest cities (Sudbury, Thunder 

Bay, Sault Ste. Marie, Timmins and North Bay) in Northern Ontario created a ‘loose’ 

coalition known as the Northern Ontario Large Urban Mayors (NOLUM).  One of the 

Mayors explained, 

I had this idea in the back of my mind that what we needed in the North was for the 

Mayors of the major cities to get together maybe form some kind of association, a 

loose association, that would look at broad policy issues that we could all agree on 

(interview from Hall 2007).
110

 

 

It was designed in part to reduce the spatial distance between the cities and to reduce the 

competition between them; thus, providing them with a united voice on common policy 

concerns.   
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 Based on a key informant interview for Hall, H.M. 2007. Being Realistic About Planning in No Growth: 
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 One of the first policy concerns NOLUM acted on was getting a medical school in 

Northern Ontario.  In 1999, the Harris PC government commissioned Dr. Robert 

McKendry to report on physician supply and demand in the province.  One of his 

recommendations was that a new medical school should be located in Northern Ontario at 

Laurentian University in Sudbury and Lakehead University in Thunder Bay.
111

  This was 

not the first proposal for a medical school in Northern Ontario.  In 1986, the Rosehart 

Report (see Chapter Six) recommended: “[t]hat the Government of Ontario, in response 

to the continued need for health professionals in the North, develop a medical school in 

Northern Ontario…” (30).  However, as Geoffrey Tesson and John Whitfield (2009) 

describe, “[f]or the first time, the growing aspiration of the physician community and 

municipal and academic leaders were mirrored by a government-appointed expert who 

was about to make recommendations on how to address the physician shortage” (6). 

Northern advocates took a two-pronged approach to ensure that the school stayed 

on the political radar after the release of the McKendry Report: academic and political.  

The academic approach included a working group known as the Northern Ontario Rural 

Medical School (NORMS) Liaison Council (for more detail see Tesson and Whitfield 

2009: 7).  The political approach included NOLUM who met in North Bay to discuss the 

idea of a medical school and unanimously agreed to support it.  They also requested and 

received a meeting with the Minister of Health Elizabeth Witmer who expressed interest 

in receiving a proposal from the NORMS Liaison Council (Tesson and Whitfield 2009).  

 By early 2001, a leaked report recommended that Sudbury, Thunder Bay and 

Windsor become clinical education satellite campuses of existing medical schools.  This 
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decision was not welcomed in Northern Ontario.  As one newspaper headline in Sudbury 

read: “Satellite Campus Not Enough” (Editorial 2001a: A6) while another editorial 

described this approach as “unacceptable to the North” (Editorial 2001b: A6).  As the 

Mayor from Sudbury, Jim Gordon, explained: “[c]ontrol would remain in the hands of a 

medical school in the south, and they would simply try to refine some ideas for the North 

that fit into their puzzle” (O’Flanagan and Kelly 2001: A1).  The Mayors didn’t quit and 

continued to lobby cabinet ministers at Queen’s Park.  The Sudbury Chamber of 

Commerce also threw its support behind the medical school proposal as did First Nations 

communities across Northern Ontario.  As the CEO of the Sudbury Chamber of 

Commerce explained: “[n]ever before has the north been so united on a single issue” 

(Nicholson 2001: B7). 

In March, the newly appointed Minister of Northern Development and Mines, 

Dan Newman, met with NOLUM and provided them with $40,000 to support a 

International Medical School Symposium in April at Laurentian (O’Flanagan 2001a: A1).  

According to Mayor Gordon, Minister Newman indicated, “that it was an historic 

occasion to have a mayors’ coalition that was so singularly united on an issue” 

(O’Flanagan 2001a: A1).  On April 25
th

, two days before the planned international 

symposium, Newman held a press conference in Sudbury and announced that Northern 

Ontario would get a ‘made-in-Northern Ontario medical school’ (O’Flanagan 2001b: 

A1).  He credited the unity demonstrated by northern mayors and stated: “[e]very mayor I 

spoke to, the number one issue they wanted to talk about was the northern medical 

school” (O’Flanagan 2001b: A1). 
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A month later, politics derailed this unity when Minister of Health, Tony 

Clement, assigned Laurentian in Sudbury as the main campus with Lakehead in Thunder 

Bay as a clinical education campus.  However, shortly afterwards the new PC leader, 

Ernie Eves, supported the original dual campus model (Tesson and Whitfield 2009).  In 

2005, the Northern Ontario School of Medicine (NOSM) opened with main campuses in 

Sudbury and Thunder Bay.  NOSM is the first medical school in 30 years to open its 

doors in Canada and is only the second in North America during that same time period. 

The medical school has a social accountability mandate to focus on issues relevant to the 

North. For example, Aboriginal and rural health are two key areas for clinical research 

while basic research is focusing on drug discovery from natural products obtained in the 

boreal forest through their bio-prospecting initiative. NOSM is connected to over 100 

communities in the North with an aim to improve access and confront the health issues 

facing small and remote areas (Hall and Donald 2009; 2012).  

Since then, NOLUM has produced three reports sometimes in collaboration with 

the Northwestern Ontario Municipal Association (NOMA) and the Federation of 

Northern Ontario Municipalities (FONOM) (2003; 2005; 2007).   The reports all focus on 

specific challenges confronting the region and urge the provincial and/or federal 

governments to act.  For example, in the 2003 report they argue: “Globalization, 

concentration, outsourcing and deregulation have produced an unintended negative 

impact on already disadvantaged regions such as ours” (NOLUM 2003: 5).  They 

identified several issues including: uncoordinated policy and program delivery; 

downloading; and declining fiscal transfers.  They also offered a number of proposals 

focused on: education; relocating government offices; incentive packages for northern 
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business and industry; immigration strategy; investing in research and development; and 

creating a brand for Northern Ontario. 

The most recent report – Northern Lights: Strategic Investments in Ontario’s 

Greatest Asset (2007) – was prepared as a position paper for the three political parties 

prior to the election.  It was concerned with the record levels of revenue returned to the 

provincial government from the booming mining sector. The Large Urban Mayors, thus, 

argued, “it is time to reinvest a portion of these earnings in the cities that house the 

industries and workers that produce this wealth for the benefit of all Ontarians” (NOLUM 

2007: 1).  They offered a number of ideas for a Northern Platform, including: a growth 

ignition strategy for Northern Ontario; an energy strategy; a resource revenue sharing 

strategy; and a transportation and infrastructure strategy.  Their strategy is to show unity 

and act regionally to send a ‘strong message to the provincial and federal governments’ 

(City of Greater Sudbury 2005).   

A number of key informants across the region emphasized the growing 

importance of putting forward a regional voice.  For example, one key informant 

explained: 

…at the end of the day we really have the same issues, the same problems, the 

same lack of budget, the same lack of respect and we thought wouldn’t it be 

better? And if you took a pencil in you hand and you snapped it, it’s easy.  But if 

you put five pencils in your hand you can’t break that (KI-34). 

 

While another key informant described: 

We’ve got to act regionally […] We…have to act collectively. 

 

H:  And why do you think that’s so important? 

 

KI:  Well because the minute you’re competing against each other than 

you…leave yourself to be exploited, okay?  Exploited…economically by…capital 

and you leave yourself open to being exploited politically…and I’m not naïve 
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about that and I think it’s a real problem where…political parties are only too 

willing to exploit those decisions from their own advertisement and…gathering of 

seats [They continued] I think…beggaring our neighbours is not the solution to 

economic development I think regional partnerships and working together when 

one benefits well we all benefit (KI-11). 

 

This new emphasis on working together highlights the old adage of ‘united we stand, 

divided we fall’.  

Other key informants explained, working collectively is especially important to 

increase political representation in the region: “so you try to…sing out of the same 

hymnbook and have a common message you know strategize together and that often is 

effective you know” (KI-31).  This was reinforced by KI-20 who described:  

I think what you’re gonna see with Northern Ontario and I hope it’s beyond the 

next election that we can continue that…is that Northern Ontario has to continue 

on that trend which is our…Mayors and our leaders need to be working together 

on the big issues and the big policy issues and hopefully if we can do that then we 

can….put enough pressure on government especially with them going into an 

election year to probably look more favourably at Northern Ontario policies then 

they ever did in the past… 

 

Another key informant further explained a common voice produces a louder message 

when compared to multiple voice or a ‘bunch of noise’:  

And in order to maximize their strengths, if you were hearing a bunch of voices 

from a bunch of people you end up receiving a bunch of noise…but if you have 

one voice from a whole bunch of people that’s real power (KI-21). 

 

One key informant also emphasized the declining pot of money for economic 

development and how this requires a regional strategy for investment:   

Cause again only so much money in the kitty and you can all peck away at it 

individually and then you go okay there’s no more money left and what did you 

achieve as opposed to saying if we all believe this is…these are the strategic 

priorities of our region and get the government to focus on what those strategic 

priorities are then at least you’re doing it within a context of better developed 

outcomes (KI-02). 
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Looking to the future, another key informant noted that the region needs a common 

philosophy to ensure that economic benefits from the Ring of Fire remain in the North: 

so I think we need to change our philosophy in the North and we’re starting to do 

that of working much closer together…not always competing you know for the 

same industries, the same tourism opportunities.  So I think we have to continue 

that and I believe the Ring of Fire is going to…it’s gonna be one that will definitely 

set the direction for Northern Ontario because it’s such a huge opportunity right 

now and many communities are going to you know do that we want it in our 

community type thing.  And I think what we need to strive for is we need to first 

ensure that the benefit comes to Northern Ontario, where it goes after that you 

know if it goes to Timmins or Sudbury or whatever I think then that’s a different 

story.  But if we don’t fight to keep…the actual wealth in Northern Ontario then 

the direction of Northern Ontario will be set…and all these little small 

communities…mining suppliers, youth retention all that kind of stuff will be 

gone KI-20). 

 

There is, thus, a growing desire in Northern Ontario to work collectively to promote 

economic development and strengthen regional political representation in the face of 

intense political and economic restructuring.  That being said, this regionalism is tenuous 

and easily divided by political and economic decisions.    

 

7.3 REGIONAL RESPONSES FOR REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

In 2007, the President of the Northern Life, Michael Atkins, along with two economists, 

David Robinson (Laurentian University) and Livo Di Matteo (Lakehead University), 

began a series of articles on “Rethinking Northern Ontario” appearing in Northern 

Ontario Business.  Their goal was to stir regional debate over the issue of regional 

governance, as Atkins (2007) described: “It’s…meant to be a catalyst for an important 

debate about how we administer and manage this wonderful part of the world. We can do 

a lot better” (4). Their timing was in sync with the initiation of the Growth Plan for 

Northern Ontario process.  However, this trio had been speaking about regional issues 
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for a number of years. While the series was relatively short-lived, they did offer a 

‘rethinking’ of regional development and key informants throughout the interview 

process echoed much of what they said. 

 They identify piñata politics as a significant issue confronting regional 

development in Northern Ontario.  The piñatas are FedNor and NOHFC and they argue: 

although the intentions are laudable and many worthwhile initiatives have received 

funding, the effect is an inefficient welfare patchwork that funnels almost all 

economic development strategies through these two agencies.  Funding and 

priorities are subject to the whims and priorities of succeeding federal and 

provincial governments that are not always in sync (Di Matteo et al. 2007a: 27)  

 

As a result, communities are usually thinking about what FedNor or NOHFC will think 

of an economic development initiative.  For this trio, this “reshapes thinking, slows 

progress, transfer responsibility and creates a culture of dependency” (Di Matteo et al. 

2007a: 27).   

During the interview process, one key informant also attributed the lack of critical 

discussion on government policies to the grants-based approach to regional development, 

something I refer to as pacifier politics.  They explained: “[They’re] quite brilliant.  They 

have their finger everywhere.  Somebody is always got an application in so how dare 

they actually speak their minds”.  In other words, many regional actors tend not to speak 

out about state policies when they have become so dependent on them for competitive-

based grants. Essentially, people fear that their access to funding might be impacted.  

Other key informants explained how the government is always looking for the next 

photo-op and the political motivations behind regional development funding:  

What we’ve got now is a system that’s fairly politicized.  Invite the Minister and 

the Premier to stand on the side of the highway with a golden shovel get a photo-

op say how great I’ve been to your riding so that you can vote my guy back in next 

time.   
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The regional development initiative such as FedNor or Heritage Fund…fritter their 

money away.  All politically motivated.  Absolutely, unquestionably politically 

motivated […] You can see this week their catering to the Aboriginals, this week 

it’s something else, this week they stuck their foot in it in Sudbury and gapped on 

something ridiculous so now Sudbury gets a whole bunch of money.  It’s always 

politically motivated.  There’s no rhyme or reason to any of the funds…you know 

poor Timmins is a great example.  They have nobody who is on the side of the 

government, both federally or provincially.  They get so little it’s…depressing to 

look at.   

 

However, a number of key informants in this research and the innovation and creativity 

study (Hall and Donald 2009) also highlighted the importance of NOHFC for levelling 

the playing field in terms of access to capital.  As one key informant noted: “we don’t 

have the track record, we’re a start-up organization so I think where the Province has 

really fulfilled a really critical niche for us is they’ve given us some money to give us that 

opportunity” (Hall and Donald 2009). While another emphasized: “NOHFC is just a 

lifeline for Northern Ontario in general” (KI-28).  

 The biggest issue for this trio, however, is that “Northern Ontario has little 

jurisdiction over anything that matters” (Di Matteo 2007b: 5).  Building on this theme 

they argue: “You can’t grow up, whether you are a kid or a political entity until you are 

accountable for your actions” (Di Matteo 2007b: 5).  This lack of control over economic 

and policy decisions that impact the region was the focus of many interviews. For 

example, one key informant described this lack of control as a paternal approach to 

policy-making: “So it’s a bit of a paternal sort of approach to policy-making because 

those who end up making the decisions by and large, by and large are not people from 

the industry, are not people from the region” (KI-19).  Another key informant discussed 

how they were trying to obtain greater control: “so we’re trying to cobble together a 

suggestion that says okay these are the tools we need…to give us greater control over 
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our own destiny” (KI-29).  In one interview, the sale of Inco and Falconbridge was cited 

as a prime example.  There was no concerted public debate over the implications of this 

massive change by city officials, the province, or the federal government (see also Atkins 

2007).  As this key informant described: 

It was sort of like sitting at the feet of the king and I feel there’s something 

fundamentally wrong when a community that has provided the wealth to this 

company and remember it’s been the largest hard rock mining [community] in 

Canada and one of the largest in the world cannot get it together to say we’re part 

of this, this is important to us, it’s our future too.  And force a public inquiry on 

the application. We never had a single study done by the federal government 

either… [they continued] That whole thing where the future of our area, that’s just 

an elementary democratic thing, the whole future is determined without regard 

for the people; without discussion with the people; without transparency; without 

any kind of democratic process (KI-16). 

 

As highlighted throughout this research, this lack of control is a major contributor to the 

sense of regional alienation in Northern Ontario. 

 The ‘rethinking’ trio saw hope in the 2006 passing of the Stronger City of Toronto 

for a Stronger Ontario Act, which included the devolution of (some) authority to the City 

of Toronto.  For Di Matteo et al. (2007a), this reflected provincial recognition of “the 

critical need to devolve authority to a region with distinct needs” (27).  They also saw the 

Growth Plans as provincial recognition of the critical need to see the province through a 

‘regional prism’ (Atkins 2007).  As a result, they recommended a Region of Northern 

Ontario Act, however they leave the description up for regional discussion.  A starting 

point: regional accounts for Northern Ontario because “no one can govern without good 

data” (Di Matteo 2007b: 5). 

 In other work, Di Matteo and colleagues do explore what regional devolution for 

Northwestern Ontario might look like.  They propose the devolution of functions like 

“economic development, environment and energy, municipal affairs, natural resources, 
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northern development and mines, transportation, culture, and tourism and recreation” (Di 

Matteo et al. 2006: 190).  But “redistribution functions such as health, education, and 

social services should remain at the provincial level” (Di Matteo et al. 2006: 190).  To 

fund the regional devolved authority, they suggest a “guaranteed fiscal transfer of 

provincial revenue from income or sales tax points” to ensure revenue is more closely 

linked to the economy rather than politics (Di Matteo et al. 2006: 190).  

 A number of key informants discussed the need for some type of regional 

authority.  As one key informant stated: “So for Northern Ontario I think they are 

desperately lacking in mechanisms and structures to enable regional planning and 

coordination and decision-making and implementation” (KI-04).  While another 

passionately responded: 

You have to put in the intellectual capital so policy making has to come from 

where it actually happens, where the people are, where they get the issues, where 

they’re not far away making a political decision on the next election rather than 

you know ongoing policies that will enrich the economy [they continued] you 

have to change the decision-making, you have to do it structurally somehow 

and…otherwise you’ll have the continuing bullshit that goes on now which is 

nothing really (KI-12). 

 

KI-15 simply stated: “some sort of parliament…and…devolving some authority, some 

significant authority, for development decisions”.  While KI-16 provided a more 

detailed response: 

we would need to have…some kind of discussion…political voice…for the 

North…so I’m thinking of like a consultative assembly…that would…you know 

include people from these resource councils and any other councils dealing with 

the environment or labour issues as participants and voices and Mayors and other 

groups…and it would be funded and supported with law in their visions.  So it 

would be across the North people would come together and there would be a 

range of issues they would debate as Northerners…and it would be defined you 

know that they meet at least once a year and so on…and I think it’s main effect 

would be like in resources….investigation and…debating alternatives and you 

know providing reports to the people and so on…and it would not be…legislative 
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at least not now.  And I think…you know if it has resources and could seriously 

discuss you know have access to data that it would begin to shape thinking and 

you know suggestions. 

 

However as the devolution debates in the UK revealed,  

there is a need for eternal vigilance to guard against the danger of allowing the 

pursuit of the Holy Grail of regional economic renewal and revival via regional 

devolution to become the device through which the […] state shifts the blame on to 

the victim for the continuing economic problems of peripheralized regions (Hudson 

2006: 168). 

 

Devolved authority, thus, must be met with fiscal capacity and the authority to act. 

The proposed Northern Ontario Policy Institute was viewed as a first step to 

providing the region with an institution that could potentially access good data and be a 

voice for the region. As one key informant explained: “they need an advocate, they need 

something that they can wave around. So I think an annual report from a Northern 

policy institute would go a long way to give them ammunition to deal with the other 

Ministries” (KI-24). However, as noted in Chapter Six the silence blanketing the 

proposal and the current fiscal austerity in the province might foreshadow its future 

existence.   

Related to the lack of control, a number of regional key informants were 

unsatisfied with the provincial approach to managing natural resources and resource 

wealth.  Di Matteo et al. (2007c) in the ‘rethinking’ series argue, “it is no longer enough 

to be ‘hewers of wood’” (5) and the “concept of value-added must be extended to 

everything we do in the North” (5).  A number of key informants talked about the ‘rip it 

out and ship it out approach’.  As KI-19 explained in more detail:  

What’s worse is we don’t have a policy that says how we’re gonna maximize the 

benefits of the extraction of those natural resources and the processing of those 

natural resources here in Ontario.  And I think at the very least, and call me 

protectionist if you want I don’t give a shit, we should not develop any of these 
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natural resources unless we do the processing of these natural resources here in 

Ontario.  Why?  Cause then we control the impact on the environment by saying if 

there’s going to be a smelter somewhere in Northern Ontario we’re going to build 

it with the best technology.  You don’t have to have the…Beijing type refinery…you 

can have an Ontario one.  Does it cost more money? Absolutely.  But that is the 

cost of doing business…What are the secondary jobs that come out after the 

manufacturing that we can do after the extraction of either forestry products, 

mining products or whatever it is.  How can we convert that stuff into the value-

added industry?  
 

More recently, after discovering diamonds near Attawapiskat in the Far North, De Beers 

Canada and the province worked out an agreement whereby 10 percent of the mine’s 

yearly production are sold to a manufacturer, selected by the province, to cut and polish 

the stones in Ontario.  A Vancouver-based company was selected and opened a facility in 

Sudbury (Ontario MEDI 2012b).  A number of key informants explained that more of 

this thinking is needed backed my policy: 

We have the majority of the forests in Ontario, we have the majority of mining and 

mining opportunities that continue to be found in Northern Ontario.  That’s not 

gonna be taken away from us.  So what we need to do is just build on value-added 

related to those activities.  So and as I said earlier on the diamond mine find you 

know at first you know historically we would have went yahoo diamonds are 

being found. DeBeers takes them out of the ground and brings them to…Antwerp 

or wherever their … establishments are in Europe and do all the cutting and 

polishing and blah, blah, blah.  And so we get the jobs created in the mines when 

the mine closes we’re done.  Now what we’ve done is said wait a minute.  We 

want to be part of the economic value chain so if you’re taking product out 

of…our backyard we want some value-added done here. We want some of the 

long-term and it…it’s interesting to see the First Nations also approaching it that 

way and now…developing better…business arrangements with these companies 

with these opportunities, becoming part of that and saying it’s not just about taking 

our trees from us and doing something else with them out of our jurisdiction (KI-

02). 

 

How do we…I mean everybody talks value-added but what the hell is it? ?  I mean 

how do we take that and put it on the ground and say you know okay we’ve got 

diamonds coming out of victor mines […] How come…we do have a polishing 

plant here now with a few people but it’s a very small part of the value added like 

why can’t we take that to jewellery? Why can’t we just keep taking that all the 

way along a continuum and keep getting more value added and more jobs rather 

than shipping the logs?  You know?  Where can we get more value in the 
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process?  So it’s more exploration, its more index of you know what is our 

mineral wealth and where is it and how do we develop it (KI-22). 

 

When asked why the province doesn't require other processing in the province the 

common response was: “because there’s certain economic realities like globalization” 

(KI-13).  But as Peck (2001b) would argue, elected officials are always using 

globalization as justification for particular political and economic strategies or in the case 

of Northern Ontario they use it as an excuse to not act.  

Aside from creating a value-added strategy for natural resources in the region, key 

informants also talked about investing wealth generated by resource industry taxation 

back into the region.  As KI-15 stated: “Economic development in Northern Ontario 

means using that flow of resource rents to develop the people” while KI-07 explained: 

“the…resource wealth we have here is substantial…we’re still not doing enough with it 

and that’s bothersome”.  As Michael Atkins wrote in one editorial: “We are starved.  We 

have no serious stake in the wealth of our resources. When things are good, the profits go 

elsewhere, and when they are bad, we are all laid off” (Atkins 2006).  In the ‘rethinking’ 

series they also explained, “instead of using the resource wealth to build the base for a 

new economy in the North, we ship our resources, jobs and thus our children beyond the 

region for others to benefit from” (Di Matteo et al. 2007c: 5).  Recommendation put 

forward by key informants and the ‘rethinking’ trio (Di Matteo et al. 2007c: 5) include: 

community forests
112

; a value-added strategy; a value-added secretariat; investing 

resource wealth into Northern research and development; and aligning education 

priorities to reflect the Northern economy. 
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7.4 SUMMARY 

This chapter painted a picture of the complexity and disconnect between the regional 

response to regional development and the government initiatives described in the 

previous chapters.  It explored Northern Ontario as a region of ‘multiple North’s’ with a 

tangled web of intra-regional political geographies.  But it also showed how this 

contested region is united by a ‘regional politics of difference’ (MacLeod and Jones 

2001) in relation to Southern Ontario as well as united over who has the right to decide 

and make policies decisions for Northern Ontario.  Within this I described a number of 

concerted regional efforts that have emerged since the 1960s in response to economic 

adversity and government policies.  These included: a defiant regionalism encouraging 

secession and political representation; a crisis regionalism in response to the forestry 

sector restructuring and divestiture of the ONTC; and a new regionalism premised on 

working together for regional development and political representation.   

This chapter also described the regional response for regional development 

including a regional authority and a new approach to resource management and wealth, 

with a particular focus on value-added resource development.  It is interesting to note the 

disconnect between regional calls for more control and value added economic 

development and the state response that often uses globalization as an excuse not to act.  

This thinking by regional actors is more in line with insights from economic geography 

on encouraging endogenous development, linkages, value added and diversification in an 

attempt to move away from the ‘staples trap’ that has characterized Canadian resource 

development (Watkins 1963; Hayter and Barnes 2001; Barnes and Gertler 1999).  On the 

other hand, the state, more often than not, has been focussed on shipping low-value 
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unprocessed natural resources from the region.  As one key informant described even the 

emphasis on mining supply and services is focussed on backward linkages, which are 

there to “facilitate the extraction not necessarily to facilitate value added” (KI-16).  
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

 

Conclusions and Policy Insights 

 

[We need] a future in the North for our children…Our voice must be that of 

constructive criticism of past errors, of positive approaches to today’s problems and 

of realistic preparations for tomorrow” (Don McKinnon [father, northerner and 

prospector] 1990: 22). 

 

The objective of this dissertation was to unpack the multi-scalar political geographies of 

regional development through a study of state restructuring and the wider politics of 

representation and political strategizing. This objective translated into the following 

research questions: 

(1) How and why have federal regional development initiatives in Northern Ontario 

changed since the 1960s? 

 What are the key moments? 

 Who are the key actors? 

 What are the impacts of political and economic restructuring? 

 How and why have these initiatives been contested? 

 How do they define Northern Ontario? 

 

(2) How and why have provincial regional development initiatives in Northern 

Ontario changed since the 1960s? 

 What are the key moments? 

 Who are the key actors? 

 What are the impacts of political and economic restructuring? 

 How and why have these initiatives been contested? 

 How do they define Northern Ontario? 

 

(3) What are the regional responses? 

 What does regionalism in Northern Ontario look like? 

 Who is involved? 

 How does this regionalism contest and shape regional development 

initiatives? 

 

The answers to these questions have demonstrated the multi-scalar and complex nature of 

regional development initiatives in Northern Ontario. More pointedly, this thesis has 
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clearly shown that regional development is not just about finding economic solutions to 

regional challenges but that these initiatives are also deeply political.  In this final 

chapter, I summarize the major findings from this research, discuss some limitations and 

areas for future research, and provide policy insights for regional development in 

Northern Ontario. 

 

8.1 SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS 

This research has provided an overview of the federal and provincial regional 

development initiatives in Northern Ontario since the 1960s as a response to territorial 

politics and economic disparities set within the broader context of state restructuring. In 

Chapter Four, I described the federal approach to regional development during three 

distinct stages: national unity and DREE 1969-1987; decentralizing regional development 

to have-not regions 1987-2009; and new regional institutional spaces 2009-2011.  In 

Chapter Five and Six, I described the provincial approach to regional development 

through six distinct stages: designing regional development 1966-1979; and responding 

to political and economic crisis 1977-1985; a new politics of regional development 1985-

1990; reactionary measures 1990-1995; a common sense revolution for Northern Ontario 

1995-2003; and a new strategy for Northern prosperity and growth 2003-2011.  As these 

chapters demonstrated, regional development initiatives are often on the frontlines of 

state political strategies ranging from encouraging visibility, to easing regional tensions, 

to responding to economic challenges, and to managing deficits.  Regional development 

is, thus, not just about finding economic solutions to regional challenges but these 

initiatives are also deeply political. 
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 This research makes a number of important contributions.  First, as highlighted in 

Chapter Four, a study of regional development policy reveals that Canada’s particular 

form of neoliberalism was distinct from other jurisdictions.  Canada’s version of 

neoliberalism was initially much less dramatic and incremental when compared to the 

USA and UK with perhaps the exception of Ontario’s drastic reforms under the Common 

Sense Revolution during the Mike Harris PC years.  The reason for Canada’s particular 

form of neoliberalism perhaps has a lot to do with the deeply entrenched regional nature 

of Canadian politics.  Territory has always been a crucial organizing principle in Canada, 

which has led to a politics of regional development that is all about territorial contestation 

and compromise. 

Another important contribution is my argument regarding the recent creation of 

regional development institutions (RDIs) in all regions across Canada, which raises 

important questions about regional development in Canada.  Although some see this as an 

opportunity to push a regional agenda at the federal level, I argue that we have now 

created an ‘uneven institutional geography’ (Goodwin et al. 2002: 210) with five regional 

development agencies and one regional development organization.   As Goodwin et al. 

(2002) argue, “institutional unevenness also possesses the potential to create uneven 

capacities to act, and ultimately an uneven pattern of economic success and/or failure” 

(210).  We also need to be cautious of intensifying regional disparities in an ‘every region 

for itself’ (Morgan 2006: 193) approach to regional development. Transformative 

agendas focused on innovation and strategic investments within do little to address 

disparities between regions.  In Ontario, this approach does little to address the North-

South divide that exists in the province and it may actually serve to accentuate it.  Given 
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the current economic climate and the Conservative political agenda, change is the only 

constant for regional development in Canada. 

A third and related contribution is my positioning of these RDIs like FedNor and 

Northern Development and Mines as an interesting paradox.  They are neither top-down 

institutions nor bottom-up creations (Peck 1998).  The RDIs were designed to reflect the 

needs of the region and are often labelled as ‘for the region by the region’.  However, 

they are also creatures of the state.  In fact, the state sets their mandates and priorities, 

determines their funding, and defines their authority.  Borrowing from Jones and 

MacLeod (2004; Jones 2004), these RDIs are state-drive regionalization strategies and as 

such are required to act within the provincial or federal political context while responding 

to region-specific issues and initiatives.  These RDIs are, thus, truly stuck between a rock 

and a hard place between the state and the region. 

I also demonstrated how regional development initiatives are overtly focused on 

shovel-ready projects and photo-ops.   As discussed in Chapter Seven, the current grants-

based approach to regional development also creates what Di Matteo et al. (2007a) term 

piñata politics where grants are sprinkled around the region according to the priorities of 

the state.  Granting agencies, like the Northern Ontario Heritage Fund, do fund many 

worthwhile initiatives as well as help to confront the peripheral realities of the region and 

they do act as a lifeline to SMEs.  However, without a clear long-term regional strategy 

focused on value added development for the entire region, these funds are only a Band-

Aid solution.  This grants-based approach to regional development can also create a 

pacifier politics that stifles critical discussion over state policies.  In other words, regional 
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actors tend not to speak out about state policies when they have become so dependent on 

them for competitive-based grants.   

A fifth contribution of my thesis is the interesting disconnect between regional 

development thinking and actual regional development policy.  In some instances, 

policies have followed insights from economic geography and the regional development 

literature (i.e. growth poles).  However, quality is never addressed in terms of high-wage, 

high value added economic development.  As key informants expressed, the concept of 

value added should be the focus of all policies in Northern Ontario.  Instead, the concern 

especially with natural resources is ‘ripping it out and shipping it out’.  More importantly, 

elected officials and policy-makers use globalization as an excuse not to act.  The 

provincial Peterson Liberals were one of the only elected-governments to actively 

connect the importance of the mining and forestry economy to regional development in 

Northern Ontario.  Rather than see the natural resource economy as a challenge, they 

treated it as an opportunity to build linkages to research and innovation.  However, they 

stopped short of tying resource wealth to regional development through the Heritage 

Fund.   

 This research also makes important contributions to the debates emphasizing the 

politics of regional development.  By using a multi-scalar approach, I was able to 

demonstrate how regional politics matter.  As noted in Chapter Two, a politics of regional 

development also explores the regional movements, contestation, and resistance in and 

through which regional development initiatives are constituted.  In Northern Ontario, a 

‘regional politics of difference’ (MacLeod and Jones 2001) has emerged to confront 

economic adversities and government policies.  In response, regional actors have created 
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strategic alliances to demand solutions designed “in the North, by the North, for the 

North” (Summerville and Poelzer 2005: 119).  This has included: a defiant regionalism 

encouraging secession and political representation; a crisis regionalism in response to the 

forestry sector restructuring and the divestiture of the Ontario Northland Transportation 

Commission (ONTC); and a new regionalism focused on acting regionally (described in 

Chapter Seven). 

 To insert themselves into the political agenda, regional organizations are 

discovering new methods of advocacy.  For example, the Northwestern Ontario 

Municipal Association responded to the forestry crisis in the early-2000s by finding 

‘Southern allies’ and recasting the crisis as a provincial issues rather than a regional one.  

This organization also recognized the importance of bringing forward a ‘common voice’ 

amongst the diversity of interests within Northwestern Ontario.  Tired of waiting for the 

state and policy-makers to act, regional actors wanted to be strategic and provide Queen’s 

Park with the plan and the strategy.  In Northeastern Ontario, a similar crisis regionalism 

has emerged in response to the divestiture of the ONTC.  Regional actors have created a 

‘New Deal for Ontario Northland’ or nd4on movement using social media and taking the 

fight to the Premier’s hometown in Ottawa.  In both cases, regional actors have 

transcended territorial boundaries in their search for allies to increase their political voice 

at Queen’s Park. 

 In general, since the early 2000s, there has been a more concerted effort to think 

regionally in Northern Ontario by a number of regional actors.  This new grassroots 

regionalism is in large part a response to provincial and federal state restructuring and 

general disregard by the state concerning the particular economic needs of Northern 
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Ontario.  As noted in the previous chapters, this has included federal fiscal restraint, a 

federal program review that favoured less government and the provincial ‘Common 

Sense Revolution’ that radically reformed government to be smaller and to take a more 

business approach to service delivery.  Government attention has also shifted away from 

regional disparities towards the promotion of big-city competitiveness.   All of these 

factors combined have pushed local actors desire to work regionally.  One of the 

successes of this new regionalism includes the successful lobbying and implementation 

of the Northern Ontario School of Medicine, which was discussed in the previous 

chapter. 

 Finally, this research provides important insights for understanding regions.  We 

often fail to recognize the intra-regional differences that can produce a variety of 

territorial claims within the region.  As we saw in Chapter Seven, Northern Ontario is a 

region of ‘multiple North’s’.   But despite this internal diversity, people in Northern 

Ontario do share a regional consciousness (Paasi 2003; 2009b) premised on being 

‘distinct’ from Southern Ontario. The regional consciousness is, thus, relative and needs 

to be understood in relation to Southern Ontario.  While a relational perspective to 

regions (see Chapter Two) is useful in thinking about the relationships involved in 

connecting or differentiating territorial spaces, boundaries still matter for politics and 

policies.  As noted throughout this research, Northern Ontario has been politically 

produced, reproduced and contested.  This includes a highly politicized battle over the 

territorial shape (Paasi 1986), which has been pulled south and north to include and 

exclude Muskoka.  Anssi Passi’s concept of the region is helpful for understanding the 
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region as a historically contingent process that is produced and reproduced through the 

actions of individuals and institutions. 

 

8.2 LIMITATIONS AND AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

There were several limitations that confronted this research but give insight for areas of 

future study. Time and space didn’t allow for a deep investigation into the rich intra-

regional political geographies that exist in the North.  For example, the territorial identity 

and regional strategies of the following groups were not explored in any depth: First 

Nations, women’s groups, environmentalists, union leaders, and industrial workers etc.  

In Chapter Two, I discussed Jessop’s thinking about the state as a social relation and the 

importance of unpacking the different voices acting in and through the state.  Of 

relevance here is the politics of regional development initiatives and First Nations in 

Northern Ontario, especially given the government’s renewed interest in resource 

extraction in the Ring of Fire (see Post-Script).  A further study might take as its focus 

how First Nations think about territorial shape in Northern Ontario, regionalism, and 

methods of advocacy.  Future research might also consider questions surrounding First 

Nations and social justice associated with regional development initiatives.  This research 

agenda might explore: when regional development initiatives included explicit programs 

for First Nations; how these initiatives have changed; who the major actors are, both 

government and non-government; and the political strategizing informing these 

initiatives. 

 Another limitation related to time and space was my inability to conduct an in-

depth study on the internal ‘regime’ politics of the various regional organizations.  An 
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interesting research endeavour in the future might be to study organizations like NOMA, 

FONOM, and NOACC to explore their histories, mandates, strategies and internal 

politics.  This would add another chapter to the politics and complexity of regional 

development.  As the provincial regional economic development areas (REDAs) emerge 

there will also be an opportunity to study their shape, governance, and approach.  The 

REDAs will also provide another excellent case study and provide an international 

comparison to Jones and MacLeod’s path breaking work on regionalization and 

regionalism.  I will keenly watch how these REDA’s unfold. 

 One final area for future research will be to address the current federal regional 

development institutions (RDIs).  More research and critical insights are needed on 

individual RDIs including their histories, approaches, governance structures, challenges, 

best practices, relationships with regional actors, and relationships with the state.  

Questions might also ask what role if any the current RDIs play in building capacity for 

regional innovation to connect with current debates in economic geography.  Research 

might also focus on how the various RDIs produce and reproduce regions to engage with 

current debates in regional geography.  This is important, given the new regional 

institutional spaces that were created in Southern Ontario and the Canadian Territories 

and the debate over whether there is now recognition that Canada is made up of a series 

of regional economies.  

 

8.3 POLICY INSIGHTS FOR REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN NORTHERN ONTARIO 

In recent years, a number of geographers have expressed concerns about the policy 

relevance and distance of geographic research (Peck, 1999; Martin, 2001; Massey, 2001; 
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Dorling and Shaw, 2002; Markusen, 2003). In critical regional studies, Ann Markusen 

(2003) argues that, “...there has been a retreat from engagement with regional policy 

since the late 1980s...” (705). She further posits that the lack of attention to the role of the 

state in regional development is intensifying this policy distance. Ron Martin (2001) 

shares this sentiment and argues that we should, “...interrogate and evaluate existing 

policies and policy-making practices to reveal their limitations, biases, and effects” (190). 

This is increasingly important given the changing economic, social, and political trends.  

This research has explicitly engaged with regional policy and I have interrogated a 

number of the concerns raised by Markusen and Martin.  

 Throughout the interview process I was provided with a number of policy insights 

for regional development in Northern Ontario.  In this section, I summarize these policy 

insights using a multi-scalar approach focused on federal, provincial, and regional 

recommendations.  But first I turn to a number of general recommendations for regional 

development in Northern Ontario.  First and foremost, value added should be intrinsic to 

regional development thinking.  Recognition of the importance of adding value and 

expecting quality in terms of jobs and the standard of living is imperative.  The “rip it out 

and ship it out” mentality surrounding natural resources does nothing to encourage 

innovation and regional development.   

 A new conversation on regional development is needed – one that recognizes 

regional development as an investment and not a subsidy.  Regional development should 

be repositioned as a proactive tool to create regional opportunities as opposed to the 

traditional reactive response to regional tensions and economic challenges.  Regional 

development should not be used to fund politically strategic initiatives.  Instead, regional 
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development should be used to create regional development opportunities for the region. 

 Multilevel governance should be encouraged.  As David Wolfe and Tijs Creutzberg 

(2003) explain, multilevel governance encourages cooperation between all levels of 

government.  This is especially important in Northern Ontario where multiple scales of 

government intersect and in some instances contradict each other with regards to regional 

development (i.e. funding for CEMI).  

 More specifically, based on the key informant interviews, my UK experiences, 

and the economic geography and regional development literature, I offer a number of 

policy recommendations.  Recommendations for the federal government include: support 

FedNor as a standalone agency; encourage a stronger regional voice in policy decisions; 

and promote institutional learning between RDAs.  Recommendations for the provincial 

government include: consider converting the regional development branch of the 

Ministry of Northern Development and Mines into a Northern Ontario Secretariat; 

encourage geographic sensitivity at Queen’s Park; rethink resource development and 

resource revenue; produce regional accounts and a Northern Ontario database; move 

forward with the Northern Ontario Policy Institute; and study the feasibility of regional 

government in Northern Ontario.  Recommendations for regional actors include: act 

regionally to facilitate economic development; be proactive and find new methods of 

advocacy; market Northern Ontario and encourage regionalism; establish an annual 

regional political assembly.  A full description of each of these recommendations is 

provided in Appendix H. 
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8.4 POST-SCRIPT – THE RING OF FIRE  

The Ring of Fire, described as “one of the most promising mineral development 

opportunities in Ontario in almost a century” (Ontario MNDM 2012: online), started to 

capture headlines and government attention as my fieldwork was unfolding.  While a 

detailed overview is outside the scope of this research, a brief discussion is warranted.  

The Ring of Fire is a massive (over 5,000 square-kilometre) area located over 500 

kilometres northeast of Thunder Bay in the Far North.  As an article in the Ontario 

Business Report explains,  

…by 2008 prospectors struck gold, so to speak.  What they uncovered, for the first 

time in commercial quantities anywhere in North America, was an extremely rare 

mineral called chromite.  The discoveries are so vast that the Ontario mining 

industry and others speak of a multi-billion deposit that may take generations to 

fully exploit (Ontario MEDI 2012a: online). 

 

The production potential is comparable to the historic mineral finds in Sudbury, Timmins 

and Kirkland Lake.   

 In February 2010, McGuinty reportedly argued: “In a highly competitive, 

knowledge-based global economy, we are not going to succeed in Ontario by pulling 

stuff out of the ground” (Blizzard 2010: online).  However, the following month the 

provincial throne speech and budget highlighted the importance of the Ring of Fire to the 

Northern economy.  As one reporter described: “Premier Dalton McGuinty just pulled off 

the fastest head spin since Linda Blair grossed us all out in the Exorcist. One minute the 

premier thought mining was a dying industry. The next, it’s alive and saving the 

economy” (Blizzard 2010: online).  As other media reports describe, “McGuinty's 

enthusiasm for resource extraction has grown since Ontario's manufacturing economy has 

struggled to regain its footing from the 2008 recession” (Jenkins 2012: online).  The 
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Finance Minister also told the Greater Sudbury Chamber of Commerce: “When we come 

out of this recession, we will be bigger and stronger and that will be led by Northern 

Ontario which contributes so much to our wealth and our prosperity” (as quoted in 

Carmichael 2010: online).  

In 2010, a Ring of Fire secretariat and coordinator were established within the 

Ministry of Northern Development and Mines to work and consult with First Nations, 

northern Ontarians, and the mining industry.  However, tensions have already emerged 

between mining companies, First Nations, Northern communities, environmental groups, 

and the province.  As one Toronto Star headline posited, the “Ring of Fire [is] a chance 

to remake, or ruin, the north” (Talaga 2010b: online). Only time will tell how this 

contested political story of economic development will unfold.  A new rock may be stuck 

in a very hard place.  
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APPENDIX A: ETHICS 

 

Department of Geography 
Mackintosh Corry Hall 

Queen’s University 

Kingston ON 

K7L 3N6 

 

 

 

[Insert Date] 

 

This letter is an invitation to consider participating in research I am conducting for my 

Ph.D. thesis in the Department of Geography at Queen’s University under the supervision 

of Dr. Betsy Donald.  The primary goal of this research is to investigate the politics 

surrounding the formation and implementation of spatial economic development 

strategies in the periphery.  In addition, I will explore questions regarding the politics of 

representation while also examining the implications of changing economic, political, and 

social trends for spatial development policy.  More specifically, I intend to answer the 

following set of research questions: How did Northern Ontario become a distinct space at 

the national and provincial scale? What are the politics that surround the formation and 

implementation of spatial economic development strategies in Northern Ontario? What 

are the challenges and opportunities of creating and implementing spatial economic 

development policies for peripheral regions? 

Participation in this study is voluntary. It will involve an interview of approximately 20-

45 minutes in length to take place in a mutually agreed upon location. You may decline 

to answer any of the interview questions if you so wish and may withdraw from the 

interview at any time.  With your permission, the interview will be tape-recorded to 

facilitate collection of information, and later transcribed for analysis.  However, if you 

prefer not to be tape-recorded then I will take notes.  The questions are quite general (for 

example: What are the challenges with creating and implementing economic 

development policies for peripheral regions like Northern Ontario?).  All information you 

provide is considered completely confidential.  Your name will not appear in any thesis 

or publication resulting from this study, however, with your permission quotations will be 

used which will identify your general occupation (for example: FedNor representative; 

MNDM representative; Northern Ontario Researcher; Federal Politician etc.).  Please 

note that the rarity of your occupation means that it might not be possible for me to 

present the results of this interview anonymously; however, your occupation will not be 

identified in any written report without your expressed written consent. 

The information gathered during this session will be kept strictly private and will not be 

used for any purpose other than the objectives of the research project, the results of which 

will be published in a thesis and standard academic outlets such as books and journals, 

available to researchers, students, policy makers and the general public.  If, for any 

reason, you wish to withdraw your interview response you may do so no later than [insert 
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date] by contacting me at (613) 533-6000 ext 75721 or by email at 6hmh1@queensu.ca .  

Data collected during this study, will be retained for up to seven years in a secure 

location. There are no known or anticipated risks to you as a participant in this study. 

 

If you have any questions regarding this study, or would like additional information to 

assist you in reaching a decision about participation, please contact me at (613) 533-6000 

ext 75721 or by email at 6hmh1@queensu.ca . You can also contact my supervisor, Dr. 

Betsy Donald at (613) 533-6040 or betsy.donald@queensu.ca .  

 

I would like to assure you that this study has been reviewed and received ethics clearance 

through Queen’s University. However, the final decision about participation is yours. If 

you have any comments or concerns resulting from your participation in this study, 

please contact the Chair of the General Research Ethics Board, Dr. Joan Stevenson, 

telephone: (613) 533-6081, email: chair.GREB@queensu.ca . 

 

Thank you for your assistance with this project. 

Yours Sincerely, 

 

Heather M. Hall 

Ph.D. Candidate 

Department of Geography 

Mackintosh Corry Hall, D320 

Queen’s University 

Kingston ON K7L 3N6 

(613) 533-6000 ext 75721 

6hmh1@queensu.ca 

mailto:hmhall@fes.uwaterloo.ca
mailto:hmhall@fes.uwaterloo.ca
mailto:betsy.donald@queensu.ca
mailto:chair.GREB@queensu.ca
mailto:6hmh1@queensu.ca
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CONSENT FORM 

 

I have read the information presented in the information letter about a study being 

conducted by Heather M. Hall of the Department of Geography at Queen’s University. I 

have had the opportunity to ask any questions related to this study, to receive satisfactory 

answers to my questions, and any additional details I wanted. 

 

I am aware that I have the option of allowing my interview to be tape recorded to ensure 

an accurate recording of my responses.   

 

I am also aware that excerpts from the interview may be included in the thesis and/or any 

publications to come from this research, with the understanding that the quotations will 

not have my name but rather a general occupation identification (for example: FedNor 

representative; MNDM representative; Northern Ontario Researcher; Federal Politician 

etc.). 

 

I was informed that I may withdraw my consent at any time without penalty by advising 

the researcher no later than [insert date].   

 

This project has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance, through Queen’s 

University.  I was informed that if I have any comments or concerns resulting from my 

participation in this study, I may contact the Chair of the General Research Ethics Board, 

Dr. Joan Stevenson, telephone: (613) 533-6081, email: chair.GREB@queensu.ca . 

 

With full knowledge of all foregoing, I agree, of my own free will, to participate in this 

study. 

 

YES     NO     

 

I agree to have my interview tape recorded. 

 

YES    NO     

 

I agree to the use of quotations with a general occupation identification in any thesis or 

publication that comes out of this research. 

 

YES    NO     

 

Occupation Identification: ___________________________ 

 

Key Informant Name: _______________________________ (Please print)   

Key Informant Signature: ____________________________  

Investigator Name: _________________________________ (Please print) 

Investigator Signature: ______________________________ 

Date: ____________________________ 

mailto:chair.GREB@queensu.ca
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ALL NORTHERN ONTARIO KEY INFORMANTS 
 

Date: 

Interview Number:  

 

 

Describe your current position and in particular your role in regional economic 

development in Northern Ontario? 

 

 

There are basically three areas I would like to talk about: 

 

 The first area includes general questions about regional identity in Northern 

Ontario and the issues, challenges and opportunities in the region 

 The second section will get your views on regional economic development, how it 

has changed, and the position of Northern Ontario within these changes; and 

 The final area is looking at the institutions and policies in Northern Ontario  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do you think Northern Ontario is different from the rest of Ontario and Canada? Why or 

Why not? 

 

 

If yes, what are the challenges and opportunities of having this regional 

distinction? 

 

If yes, do you think this shapes or influences policy? How? 

 

 

What are the top 3 issues facing Northern Ontario right now? Why? 

 

**** Probe for information on 

 

* Why do these issues exist? 

* Are these issues new? 

* How has policy or the government responded? 

 

Are there any options available to mitigate these challenges? If not, what are some 

suggestions? 

 

 

NORTHERN ONTARIO: REGIONAL IDENTITY, ISSUES, AND OPPORTUNITIES 
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Alienation is a consistent theme in the literature on Northern Ontario.  Why do you think 

that is? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In general, what is your view on regional development policies and approaches?  

 

 

What should regional development policies and approaches accomplish? 

 

 

Who should be involved in creating and implementing regional development policies and 

approaches? 

 

 

Have regional development approaches in Canada and in Ontario changed? 

 

 If yes, what have been the key moments? 

 

****probe for information on sectors, institutions, policies 

 

*Why have these changes occurred?  

*Who was involved? 

 

 

Have regional economic development approaches in Northern Ontario changed?  

 

 If yes, what have been the key moments?  

 

****probe for information on sectors, institutions, policies 

 

*Why have these changes occurred?  

*Who was involved? 

 

 

Who are the key actors making the decisions about policies and approaches that impact 

Northern Ontario? 

 

****probe for more information 

 

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND NORTHERN ONTARIO 
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*Is there anyone else who should be involved? 

 

 

 

 

Do you think the Ministry of Northern Development, Mines and Forests has been 

effective at promoting economic development in the region?  

 

****probe for information on 

 

 *Why or Why Not? 

 * Has their approach changed? 

*What are the benefits of MNDMF?  

*What, if anything, could make it more effective?   

 

 

What is your opinion on the Growth Plan? 

 

****probe for information on 

 

 *what is missing 

 *what are the opportunities 

  

 

Has FedNor been effective at promoting economic development in the region?  

 

****probe for information on 

 

* Why or Why not? 

* Has their role changed?  

* What are the benefits of FedNor?  

* What, if anything, could make it more effective?   

  

 

What do you think are the top three challenges with creating and implementing policies 

for Northern Ontario?  

 

 *** probe for information on politics, lack of autonomy, economic conditions 

 

 

 

REGIONAL INSTITUTIONS, POLICES, AND PEOPLE IN NORTHERN ONTARIO 
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What other groups, institutions, or organizations are promoting economic development in 

Northern Ontario? 

 

 ****probe for more information on who, what, where, when, and why? 
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PROVINCIAL KEY INFORMANTS 

 
 

Date: 

Interview Number:  

 

 

Describe your current position and in particular your role in economic development 

in Northern Ontario? 

 

 

There are basically three areas I would like to talk about: 

 

 The first area includes general questions about the identity of Northern Ontario 

and the issues, challenges and opportunities in the region 

 The second section will get your views on regional economic development, how it 

has changed, and the position of Northern Ontario within these changes; and 

 The final area is looking at the institutions and policies in Northern Ontario  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do you think Northern Ontario is different from the rest of Ontario and Canada? Why or 

Why not? 

 

If yes, what are the challenges and opportunities of having this regional 

distinction? 

 

If yes, do you think this shapes or influences policy? How? 

 

What are the top 3 issues facing Northern Ontario right now? Why? 

 

**** Probe for information on 

 

* Why do these issues exist? 

* Are these issues new? 

* How has policy or the government responded? 

 

Are there any options available to mitigate these challenges? If not, what are some 

suggestions? 

 

 

NORTHERN ONTARIO: REGIONAL IDENTITY, ISSUES, AND OPPORTUNITIES 
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Alienation is a consistent theme in the literature on Northern Ontario.  Why do you think 

that is? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In general, what is your view on regional development policies and approaches?  

 

 

What should regional development policies and approaches accomplish? 

 

 

Who should be involved in creating and implementing regional development policies and 

approaches? 

 

 

Have regional development approaches in Canada and in Ontario changed? 

 

 If yes, what have been the key moments? 

 

****probe for information on sectors, institutions, policies 

 

*Why have these changes occurred?  

*Who was involved? 

 

 

Have regional economic development approaches in Northern Ontario changed?  

 

 If yes, what have been the key moments?  

 

****probe for information on sectors, institutions, policies 

 

*Why have these changes occurred?  

*Who was involved? 

 

 

Who is making the decisions about policies and approaches that impact Northern 

Ontario? 

 

 

REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND NORTHERN ONTARIO 
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Who are the key actors making the decisions about policies and approaches that impact 

Northern Ontario? 

 

****probe for more information 

*Is there anyone else who should be involved? 

 

 

 

 

Why was Northern Development and Mines created? Has the focus changed? 

 

Do you think the Ministry of Northern Development, Mines and Forests has been 

effective at promoting economic development in the region?  

 

***probe for information on 

 

 *Why or Why Not? 

 * How has MNDMF changed? 

*What are the benefits of MNDMF?  

*What, if anything, could make it more effective?   

 

Who is making the decisions about which policies or approaches are used? 

 

What have been the key policy moments/strategies or approaches implemented by 

MNDF? 

 

****probe for information on each moment/strategy/approach: 

 

*When did it occur? 

*Why did it occur? 

*Who was involved? 

*Where was it created? 

*What was the scale and focus of the strategy/approach? 

*What were the challenges with creating and implementing that strategy or 

approach?  

*In your opinion was it successful? Why or Why not? (or what was the outcome) 

 

Discuss the Growth Plan 
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 *Why? 

 *Who is involved? 

 *Where is it being created? 

*What is the scale and focus of the strategy/approach? 

*What are the challenges with creating and implementing that strategy or 

approach?  

 *Why the opposition? 

 

Do political interests impact or influence regional development policies in Northern 

Ontario? If yes, how? 

 

 

 

What are the challenges (top three) with creating and implementing policies for Northern 

Ontario?  

 

 *** probe for information on politics, lack of autonomy 

 

 

Other than MNDMF, how is Northern Ontario represented at Queen’s Park? 
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FEDERAL KEY INFORMANTS 

 

Date: 

Interview Number: 

 

 

Describe your current position and in particular your role in economic development 

in Northern Ontario? 

 

 

There are basically three areas I would like to talk about: 

 

 The first area includes general questions about the identity of Northern Ontario 

and the issues, challenges and opportunities in the region 

 The second section will get your views on regional economic development, how it 

has changed, and the position of Northern Ontario within these changes; and 

 The final area is looking at the institutions and policies in Northern Ontario  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do you think Northern Ontario is different from the rest of Ontario and Canada? Why or 

Why not? 

 

 

If yes, what are the challenges and opportunities of having this regional 

distinction? 

 

If yes, do you think this shapes or influences policy? How? 

 

What are the top 3 issues facing Northern Ontario right now? Why? 

 

**** Probe for information on 

 

* Why do these issues exist? 

* Are these issues new? 

* How has policy or the government responded? 

 

Are there any options available to mitigate these challenges? If not, what are some 

suggestions? 
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Alienation is a consistent theme in the literature on Northern Ontario.  Why do you think 

that is? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In general, what is your view on regional development policy and approaches?  

 

 

What should regional development policies and approaches accomplish? 

 

 

Who should be involved in creating and implementing regional development policies? 

 

 

Have regional development approaches in Canada and in Ontario changed? 

 

 If yes, what have been the key moments? 

 

****probe for information on sectors, institutions, policies 

 

*Why have these changes occurred?  

*Who was involved? 

 

 

Have regional economic development approaches in Northern Ontario changed?  

 

 If yes, what have been the key moments?  

 

****probe for information on sectors, institutions, policies 

 

*Why have these changes occurred?  

*Who was involved? 

 

 

Who are the key actors making the decisions about policies and approaches that impact 

Northern Ontario? 

 

****probe for more information 

*Is there anyone else who should be involved? 

 

 

REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND NORTHERN ONTARIO 
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Why was FedNor created? Has the focus changed? 

 

 

Do you think FedNor has been effective at promoting economic development in the 

region? What are the benefits of FedNor? What, if anything, could make it more 

effective?   

 

***probe for information on 

 

 *Why or Why Not? 

 * What are the benefits of FedNor?  

*What, if anything, could make it more effective?   

 

 

Why is it the only regional development organization versus an agency? Does this 

matter? 

 

 

Who makes the decisions about which policies or approaches are used? 

 

 

What have been the key policy moments/strategies or approaches implemented by 

FedNor? 

 

****probe for information on each moment/strategy/approach: 

 

*When did it occur? 

*Why did it occur? 

*Who was involved? 

*Where was it created? 

*What was the scale and focus of the strategy/approach? 

*What were the challenges with creating and implementing that strategy or 

approach?  

*In your opinion was it successful? Why or Why not? (or what was the outcome) 

 

 

Is FedNor currently experiencing any significant changes? Why? In the future? 
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How will SODA affect FedNor? 

 

 

What are the challenges (top three) with creating and implementing policies for Northern 

Ontario?  

 

 *** probe for information on politics, lack of autonomy 

 

 

Other than FedNor, how is Northern Ontario represented at Parliament 
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Department of Geography 
Mackintosh Corry Hall 

Queen’s University 

Kingston ON 

K7L 3N6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[Insert name] 

 

 

I would sincerely like to thank you for participating in an interview for my Ph.D. thesis.  

Your knowledge and opinions are extremely valuable and I am very grateful that you 

provided me with your time and expertise.  It is truly appreciated.  

 

Please do not hesitate to get in touch with me if further thoughts occur to you about the 

subject of the interview.   

 

Once again, thank you! 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Heather M. Hall 

Ph.D. Candidate 

Department of Geography 

Queen’s University 

Kingston, ON 

6hmh1@queensu.ca 

   

mailto:6hmh1@queensu.ca
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APPENDIX B: Federal Members of Parliament in Northern Ontario, 1968-2011 
  

Riding 1968-1972 1973-1974 1974-1979 Riding 1979-1979 1980-1984 Riding 1984-1988 1988-1993 

Algoma Foster Foster Foster Algoma Foster Foster Algoma Foster Foster 

Cochrane Stewart Stewart Stewart Cochrane Penner Penner 
Cochrane-

Superior 
Penner Belair 

Fort William Badanai McRae McRae 
Kenora-Rainy 

River 
Reid Reid 

Kenora-

Rainy River 
Parry Nault 

Kenora-Rainy 

River 
Reid Reid Reid Nickel Belt Rodriguez Erola Nickel Belt Rodriguez Rodriguez 

Nickel Belt Serre Rodriguez Rodriguez Nipissing Blais Blais Nipissing Mantha Wood 

Nipissing Legault Blais Blais 
Parry Sound - 

Muskoka 
Darling Darling 

Parry Sound-

Muskoka 
Darling Darling 

Parry Sound - 

Muskoka 
Aiken Darling Darling 

Sault Ste 

Marie 
Symes Irwin 

Sault Ste 

Marie 
Kelleher Butland 

Port Arthur Andras Andras Andras Sudbury Jerome Frith Sudbury Frith Marleau 

Sault Ste 

Marie 
Murphy Symes Symes 

Thunder Bay 

- Atikoken 
McRae McRae 

Thunder Bay 

- Atikoken 
Angus Angus 

Sudbury Jerome Jerome Jerome 
Thunder Bay-

Nipigon 
Andras Masters 

Thunder Bay-

Nipigon 
Epp Comuzzi 

Thunder Bay Penner Penner Penner Timiskaming Peters 
Lonsdale/ 

MacDougall* 
Timiskaming MacDougall MacDougall 

Timiskaming Peters Peters Peters 
Timmins-

Chapleau  
Chenier Chenier 

Timmins-

Chapleau 
Gervais Samson 

Timmins Roy Roy Roy        

 Liberal 

 PC/Conservative 

 NDP 

 Liberal Labour 

NOTES: *Temiskaming started as liberal and then in a by-election went to the PCs 
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Riding 1994-1997 Riding 1997-2000 2001-2004 Riding 2004-2005 2006-2008 2008-2011 2011 - 

Algoma St. Denis 
Algoma-

Manitoulin 
St. Denis St. Denis 

Algoma-

Manitoulin-

Kapuskasing 

St. Denis St. Denis Hughes Hughes 

Cochrane-

Superior 
Belair 

Kenora-Rainy 

River 
Nault Nault Kenora Valley Valley Rickford Rickford 

Kenora-Rainy 

River 
Nault Nickel Belt Bonin Bonin Nickel Belt Bonin Bonin Gravelle Gravelle 

Nickel Belt Bonin Nipissing Wood Wood 
Nipissing - 

Temiskaming 
Rota Rota Rota Aspin 

Nipissing Wood 
Parry Sound-

Muskoka 
Mitchell Mitchell 

Parry Sound-

Muskoka 
Mitchell Clement Clement Clement 

Parry Sound - 

Muskoka 
Mitchell 

Sault Ste 

Marie 
Provenzano Provenzano Sault Ste Marie Martin Martin Martin Hayes 

Sault Ste 

Marie 
Irwin Sudbury Marleau Marleau Sudbury Marleau Marleau Thibeault Thibeault 

Sudbury Marleau 
Thunder Bay 

- Atikoken 
Dromisky Dromisky 

Thunder Bay - 

Rainy River 
Boshcoff Boshcoff Rafferty Rafferty 

Thunder Bay 

- Atikoken 
Dromisky 

Thunder Bay-

Nipigon 
Comuzzi Comuzzi 

Thunder Bay - 

Superior North 
Comuzzi Comuzzi Hyer Hyer 

Thunder Bay-

Nipigon 
Comuzzi 

Timiskaming-

Cochrane 
Serre Serre 

Timmins-James 

Bay  
Angus Angus Angus Angus 

Timiskaming-

French River 
Serre 

Timmins-

James Bay 
Belair Belair 

          

Timmins-

Chapleau  
Thalheimer    

          

                    

 

Source: Parliament of Canada, Members of the House of Commons. 
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APPENDIX C: Federal – Provincial Subsidiary Agreements in Northern Ontario  

 

SUBSIDIARY 

AGREEMENT 
DATE DESCRIPTION OF PROJECTS 

Northwestern 

Ontario 

May 23
rd

, 

1974 
 sewage system improvements in Thunder Bay 

 establishment of new town-site in the Lake St. Joseph 

 Ignace sewage treatment plant expansion 

 resource access roads  

 highway  upgrade from Savant Lake to Pickle Lake 

 study to identify the infrastructure elements needed to 

service industrial developments in Thunder Bay 

 study related to the harvesting of wild rice 

Dryden 

Developmental 

Infrastructure 

March 24
th
, 

1975 
 water system and sewage system improvements to support 

increased housing, industrial, and commercial 

opportunities  

Interim 

Ontario 

Northlands 

July 7
th
, 

1975 
 financing to life skills courses; teaching homemaker skills; 

develop camping and canoeing facilities; study to identify 

manpower surpluses, shortages, skills and availability; 

evaluation of the projects 

Northeastern 

Ontario 

March 25
th
, 

1976 
 infrastructure in Sudbury Area – water distribution system; 

sanitary sewers; access road construction 

 infrastructure in Parry Sound Area – water source system; 

water distribution system; sanitary sewers; assessment of 

the planning, organization and management of industrial 

development activity 

Single Industry 

Resource 

Communities  

October 

18
th
, 1976 

 accommodate expected rapid growth in population due to 

the acquisition of long-term cutting rights by Kimberly 

Clark of Canada 

 water and sewer system improvements in Nakina, Longlac 

and sewage system improvements in Geraldton 

 airport access and airport construction in Geraldton  

 later included infrastructure to support growth in White 

River associated with expansion at Abitibi Paper Company 

Pulp and Paper 

Facilities 

Improvement 

May 15
th
, 

1979 
 provision of incentives for mill modernization, energy 

conservation and pollution-abatement measures  

Forest 

Management 

Subsidiary 

Agreement  

December 

8
th
, 1978 

 road construction to access mature stands of timber 

 establishment of silvicultural camps, upgrading of tree 

nursery production facilities, soil surveys, applied pilot 

research, and hardwood utilization study 

Northern 

Ontario Rural 

Development 

Agreement 

March 2
nd

, 

1980 
 agricultural technology transfer; farm development and 

marketing; community based geological surveys; resource 

base diversification; rural forest production; tourism 

development; rural employment incentives; rural industrial 

infrastructure; program analysis and review; and public 

information 

Source: DREE 1976b; DREE 1974c; DREE 1975; DREE 1978c; DREE 1979b; DREE 1980a; 

DREE 1981c. 
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APPENDIX D: Design for Development - New Institutional and Administrative 

Arrangements  

 

NAME DESCRIPTION 

Cabinet Committee 
 Facilitate and coordinate the preparation and 

implementation of regional plans 

Advisory Committee on 

Regional Development 

 Made up of senior public servants  

 Advise and assist the Cabinet Committee  

 Examine regional development plans and 

programs prior to their submission to Cabinet 

 Direct and coordinate Regional Advisory Boards 

Regional Development Branch 

 Within the Department of Economics and 

Development and later transferred to the 

Department of Treasury and Economics  

 Prepare regional development plans 

Ontario Development 

Corporation  

 Renamed from the Ontario Development Agency 

 Assist industrial development through the 

provision of loans for fixed capital  

 Higher incentives in northern and eastern Ontario  

Regional Advisory Boards 

 Senior public servants from Provincial 

departments with field offices in the region 

 Liaison between departments and agencies 

 Advise Advisory Committee on regional matters 

Regional Development Councils 

 Renamed from the Regional Development 

Associations  

 Advisory citizen body in each of the ten regions  

Regional Research 
 Regional development research conducted by 

Ontario universities 

Source: Office of the Prime Minister 1966; Thoman 1971; Tindal 1972. 
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APPENDIX E: Design for Development - Performance Areas and Growth Points  

 

NAME DESCRIPTION 

High and Moderately High 

Performance Areas 
 Role is to channel versus stimulate economic activity 

Intermediate Performance 

Areas 
 Role is to channel and stimulate economic activity 

Low and Moderately Low 

Performance Areas 
 Role is to stimulate economic activity  

Primate Centres 
 Metropolitan areas that can channel or stimulate 

economic activity 

Linked Centres  

 Outside a large metropolitan area but linked to a 

primate centre for economic support (ex. 

Employment) 

 Within a 90 miles to Primate Centre 

Strategic Centres (A & B) 

 Not linked to any metropolitan areas but exists to 

serve the specific needs and industries of a particular 

region 

 Mainly in low and intermediate performance regions 

to stimulate and structure economic activity 

 Strategic A – Potential for diversified development 

 Strategic B – Resource dependent with known 

reserves 

Source: Thoman 1971; Department of Treasury and Economics 1970 
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APPENDIX F: Members of Provincial Parliament in Northern Ontario, 1967-2011 

  

Riding 1967-1971 1971-1975 1975-1977 1977-1981 1981-1985 1985-1987 1987-1990 1990-1995 1995-1999 

Algoma Gilbertson Gilbertson Wildman Wildman Wildman Wildman Wildman Wildman Wildman 

Algoma 

Manitoulin 
Farquhar Lane Lane Lane Lane Lane Brown Brown Brown 

Cochrane 

North 
Brunelle Brunelle Brunelle Brunelle Piche Fontaine Fontaine Wood Wood 

Cochrane 

South 
Ferrier Ferrier Ferrier Pope Pope Pope Pope Bisson Bisson 

Fort William Jessiman Jessiman Angus Hennessy Hennessy Hennessy McLeod McLeod McLeod 

Kenora Bernier Bernier Bernier Bernier Bernier Bernier Miclash Miclash Miclash 

Nickel Belt Demers Laughren Laughren Laughren Laughren Laughren Laughren Laughren Laughren/Morin 

Nipissing Smith Smith Smith Bolan Harris Harris Harris Harris Harris 

Parry Sound Johnston Maeck Maeck Maeck Eves Eves Eves Eves Eves 

Port Arthur Knight* Foulds Foulds Foulds Foulds Foulds Kozyra 
Wark-

Martyn 
Gravelle 

Rainy River Reid Reid Reid Reid Reid Pierce Hampton Hampton Hampton 

Sault Ste. 

Marie 
Wishart Rhodes Rhodes Rhodes Ramsey Morin-Strom 

Morin-

Strom 
Martin Martin 

Sudbury Sopha Germa Germa Germa Gordon Gordon Campbell Murdock Bartolucci 

Sudbury East Martel Martel Martel Martel Martel Martel Martel, S Martel, S Martel, S 

Thunder Bay - 

Lake Nipigon 
Stokes Stokes Stokes Stokes Stokes Pouliot Pouliot Pouliot Pouliot 

Timiskaming Jackson Havrot Bain Havrot Havrot Ramsay** Ramsay Ramsay Ramsay 

 Liberal 

 PC 

  NDP 

 Liberal Labour 

 Independent 
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Riding 1999-2003 2003-2007 2007-2011 2011- 

Algoma-Manitoulin Brown Brown Brown Mantha 

Kenora-Rainy River Hampton Hampton Hampton Campbell 

Nickel Belt Martel Martel Gelinas Gelinas 

Nipissing Harris/McDonald*** Smith Smith Fadelli 

Parry Sound-Muskoka Eves/Miller**** Miller Miller Miller 

Sault Ste Marie Martin Orazietti Orazietti Orazietti 

Sudbury Bartolucci Bartolucci Bartolucci Bartolucci 

Thunder Bay-Atikokan McLeod Mauro Mauro Mauro 

Thunder Bay-Superior Gravelle Gravelle Gravelle Gravelle 

Timiskaming-Cochrane Ramsay Ramsay Ramsay Vanthof 

Timmins-James Bay Bisson Bisson Bisson Bisson 

          

          

          

          

          

 

Notes:  

* Knight started off Liberal but switched to an Independent in 1969 

** Ramsay started off NDP but switched in 1986 to Liberal 

*** Harris left in 2002 and McDonald replaced him 

**** Eves left politics briefly and Miller replaced him 

 

 

Source: Legislative Assembly of Ontario, Past and Present MPPs. 
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APPENDIX G: Proposed Provincial Growth Plan for Northern Ontario Themes 

 

KEY AREAS THEMES 

Building Towards a New Economy 

Mining; Agriculture and Aquaculture; 

Tourism and Cultural Industries; Forestry; 

Green Energy; Bioeconomy; Attracting 

Investment and Business Growth  

Investing in People and Progress 
Health; Education; Research and 

Innovation  

Forging a New Relationship with 

Aboriginal Peoples 

Aboriginal Economic Development; 

Aboriginal Education and Skills 

Development 

Connecting and Strengthening Northern 

Communities 

Regional Economic Planning; Regional 

Service Delivery; Transportation; 

Information and Community Technology; 

Quality of Place 

Promoting Environmental Stewardship  

Climate Change; Protecting Endangered 

Species and Ecosystems; Land Use 

Planning in the Far North; Sustainable 

Resource Development; Protecting the 

Great Lakes; Providing Safe Drinking 

Water; Transitioning to a Greener 

Economy 

Source: MOI and MNDMF 2009 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Throughout the interview process I was provided with a number of policy insights for 

regional development in Northern Ontario.  In this section, I summarize these policy 

insights using a multi-scalar approach focused on federal, provincial, and regional 

recommendations.  But first I turn to a number of general recommendations for regional 

development in Northern Ontario.  First and foremost, value added should be intrinsic to 

regional development thinking.  Recognition of the importance of adding value and 

expecting quality in terms of jobs and the standard of living is imperative.  The “rip it out 

and ship it out” mentality surrounding natural resources does nothing to encourage 

innovation and regional development.   

 

A new conversation on regional development is needed – one that recognizes regional 

development as an investment and not a subsidy.  Regional development should be 

repositioned as a proactive tool to create regional opportunities as opposed to the 

traditional reactive response to regional tensions and economic challenges.  Regional 

development should not be used to fund politically strategic initiatives.  Instead, regional 

development should be used to create regional development opportunities for the region. 

 

Multilevel governance should be encouraged.  As David Wolfe and Tijs Creutzberg 

(2003) explain, multilevel governance encourages cooperation between all levels of 

government.  This is especially important in Northern Ontario where multiple scales of 

government intersect and in some instances contradict each other with regards to regional 

development (i.e. funding for CEMI).  

  

More specifically, based on the key informant interviews, my UK experiences, and the 

economic geography and regional development literature, I offer a number of policy 

recommendations.  Recommendations for the federal government include: support 

FedNor as a standalone agency; encourage a stronger regional voice in policy decisions; 

and promote institutional learning between RDAs.  Recommendations for the provincial 

government include: consider converting the regional development branch of the 

Ministry of Northern Development and Mines into a Northern Ontario Secretariat; 

encourage geographic sensitivity at Queen’s Park; rethink resource development and 

resource revenue; produce regional accounts and a Northern Ontario database; move 

forward with the Northern Ontario Policy Institute; and study the feasibility of regional 

government in Northern Ontario.  Recommendations for regional actors include: act 

regionally to facilitate economic development; be proactive and find new methods of 

advocacy; market Northern Ontario and encourage regionalism; establish an annual 

regional political assembly. 
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POLICY INSIGHTS FOR FEDERAL REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

 

SUPPORT FEDNOR AS A STANDALONE AGENCY 

 

 

We now have an uneven regional institutional geography in Canada with five regional 

development agencies and one regional development organization.  As scholars from the 

United Kingdom argue, “institutional unevenness also possesses the potential to create 

uneven capacities to act, and ultimately an uneven pattern of economic success and/or 

failure” (Goodwin et al. 2002 210). 

 

 Pass Bill C-204 An Act Establishing the Economic Development Agency of 

Canada for the Region of Northern Ontario. 

 

 FedNor as a stand-alone agency will promote fairness and equality between the 

regional development institutions. 

 

 FedNor as a stand-alone agency will promote transparency and enhance regional 

development planning. 

 

 

 

A STRONGER REGIONAL VOICE 

 

 

 Regional Development Agencies (RDAs) in slow-growth regions should receive 

higher funding to level the playing field between RDAs and build capacity.   

 

 A regional development strategy should be developed within each RDA with 

short-term and long-term priorities to guide future investment. 

 

 Encourage more multi-level governance especially with the provinces. 

 

 Strengthen the policy function of the RDAs to reposition them as regional 

advisors on pertinent economic development matters in their respective regions. 
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PROMOTE INSTITUTIONAL LEARNING BETWEEN RDAS 

 

 

 Initiate an annual regional development agency conference to promote 

institutional learning especially between RDAs in Canada. 

 

 Each year the conference could be hosted in a different region with an RDA 

acting as host (For example: ACOA could host a conference in Atlantic Canada 

which might be followed by a conference in Quebec hosted by CED-Q) 

 

 This would facilitate face-to-face interactions and networking between policy-

makers within the RDAs to share regional development challenges and 

innovations. 

 

 International, national, and regional policy researchers could also be invited to 

share insights on the latest academic thinking. 
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POLICY INSIGHTS FOR PROVINCIAL REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
 

 

ESTABLISH A NORTHERN ONTARIO SECRETARIAT 

 

 

A major concern expressed by key informants was the lack of clout the Ministry of 

Northern Development and Mines has in setting and influencing regional development 

policy in Northern Ontario. The Ministry is overtly focussed on program and service 

delivery at the expense of designing policy innovations. 

 

 More time should be spent on policy, regulatory functions, investment strategies, 

and identifying different approaches to regional development. 

  

 One option might be to turn the Regional Economic Development Branch of the 

Ministry of Northern Development and Mines into a Northern Ontario Secretariat 

that would have horizontal responsibility to cut across Ministerial silos and 

influence policy and regulatory decisions in Northern Ontario. 

o Establish Mines as a standalone Ministry with Forestry 

o Current program and service delivery staff could be integrated into other 

Ministries as Northern Officers or Desks to promote geographic sensitivity 

within all Ministries. 

 

 Another option might be to establish a Cabinet Committee on Northern 

Development to ensure that issues passing through cabinet and/or policies have a 

Northern perspective at the Cabinet level. 

 

 

 

ENCOURAGE GEOGRAPHIC SENSITIVITY 

 

 

Related to the above policy recommendations, another major concern expressed by key 

informants is a perceived lack of understanding surrounding the realities of Northern 

Ontario, especially by elected officials.   With only eleven political seats at Queen’s Park 

a greater understanding and appreciation of Northern Ontario should be encouraged.   

 

 Host Cabinet meetings twice a year in Northern Ontario (once in Sudbury and 

once in Thunder Bay) 

 

 Reintroduce Familiarization Tours of Northern Ontario for all newly elected 

MPPs.  This would include chartering a bus and travelling to locations throughout 

Northern Ontario.  No flying permitted! 
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RETHINK RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT AND RESOURCE REVENUE 

 

 

 The Ring of Fire is a chance to ‘get it right’ in Northern Ontario.  We have the 

potential to be proactive and think about environmental innovations, social and 

cultural innovations, and regional development innovations. 

 

 A portion of the mining tax revenue generated from the Ring of Fire must be 

reinvested in Northern Ontario in a transparent manner.  This does not necessarily 

imply a tax increase for the company but it does require the province to share part 

of or transfer all of the revenue it receives to Northern Ontario. 

 

 A Ring of Fire Value Added Strategy must be created to ensure that a portion of 

the minerals are processed and manufactured in Northern Ontario. A value added 

strategy for all natural resources would encourage more processing and 

manufacturing in Northern Ontario.  It would also include more research and 

development, skills training, and education that are aligned with the regional 

economy. 

 

 Examples of resource revenue being used to fund regional development include: 

o The Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund was created in 1976 by the 

Alberta government to collect a portion of the non-renewable resource 

revenue to save for the future and diversify the economy.  It also received 

a $1.5 billion special contribution from Alberta’s General Revenue Fund 

(Alberta Treasury Board and Finance 2012). 

o The British Columbia Fair Share Agreement (FSA) in the Peace River 

Regional District is a multi-year agreement between the Province and the 

region that redistributes provincial royalties from the oil and gas sector 

back to the region (Markey and Heisler 2011). 

o In Newfoundland and Labrador oil and gas producers are required to 

spend a certain percentage of their revenues on research and development 

(R&D) and education and training in the province (Greenwood and Hall 

forthcoming). 

o Ontario Aggregate Resources: municipalities receive a portion of the 

provincial royalties from aggregates extracted within their municipal 

boundaries (Report of the Advisory Panel on Municipal Mining Revenues 

2008). 

 

 The Province of Ontario should actively be researching and promoting alternative 

resource management strategies and revenue sharing strategies focused on value 

added resource development. 
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CREATE REGIONAL ACCOUNTS AND A NORTHERN ONTARIO DATABASE 

 

 

As Livio Di Matteo, David Robinson, Michael Atkins and others have argued for years: 

No one can govern without good data. 

 

 One solution is regional accounts that details government revenue and spending in 

Northern Ontario. 

 

 Another idea that has been suggested for years is a Northern Ontario Database.  

One potential model is the Welsh Institute for Social & Economic Research, Data 

& Methods (WISERD). 

o It is a collaborative effort between the Universities of Aberystwyth, 

Bangor, Cardiff, Glamorgan and Swansea in Wales. 

o The aims include:  

 To develop and integrate a coherent set of research data relating to 

Wales;  

 To build networks of researchers and research capacity across 

Wales in the economic and social sciences, as well as contributing 

to UK wide research capacity building;  

 To explore the relationships between research data, research 

methods and the development and understanding of policy
113

. 

 

 A similar joint effort between Northern Universities would be highly valuable for 

researchers and policy-makers in the region. 

 

 Potential sources of funding might include: SSHRC, NOHFC, and FedNor 

 

 The Northern Ontario Policy Institute would be one possible institution that could 

initiate and sustain this endeavour. 

  

                                                 
113

 WISERD.  2012.  Wales Institute of Social & Economic Research, Data & Methods.  Available: 

http://www.wiserd.ac.uk/about-us/ (accessed 23 June 2012). 

http://www.wiserd.ac.uk/about-us/
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NORTHERN ONTARIO POLICY INSTITUTE 

 

 

Northern Ontario lacks strong independent research and policies that focus on the 

challenges and opportunities of the region.  This is important because MNDMF and 

FedNor – while extremely important and critical to Northern Ontario – lack the 

autonomy, capacity and finances to fulfill this role.  A common complaint from Northern 

Ontario researchers is a lack of accessible socio-economic data on Northern Ontario and 

this ultimately impacts policy decision-making.  The Policy Institute should coordinate 

efforts and maintain a collection of socio-economic indicators relevant to the region. 

 

 The Northern Ontario Policy Institute must move forward and it is vital that it 

remain politically independent.  

 

 The Institute needs to have the power to be critical without fear of reprisal.  The 

Institute needs to have the ability to critically evaluate and report on policies that 

might not always be politically popular.   

 

 The mandate of the Policy Institute should include: Providing independent 

research and analysis of economic, technological and social trends affecting 

Northern Ontario; and Developing policy options to strengthen the competitive 

position of northern communities, industry and business to help develop and 

attract highly qualified workers. 

 

 The Northern Ontario Policy Institute should use the Northern Ontario Medical 

School as a model in terms of geographic representation and regional 

partnerships.  It should also draw on the existing research expertise at Lakehead, 

Laurentian, and other Northern Universities including, but not limited to:  

INORD; the Centre for Northern Studies; and researchers studying issues relevant 

to Northern Ontario at Lakehead, Laurentian, Algoma, and Nipissing. 
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NORTHERN ONTARIO POLICY INSTITUTE ORGANIZATIONAL ROLES 
 

Northwestern and Northeastern Advisory Board: (Adapted from the Harris Centre) 

the role of the advisory board should be: 

 To advise on policies and projects; 

 To advise on opportunities for the Policy Institute to collaborate with prospective 

interested parties and to identify stakeholders who may wish to use the Policy 

Institutes for research or policy development; 

 To advise on the means by which the University may enhance its capacity to 

contribute to regional policy and development; and 

 To advise on opportunities for the Policy Institute to secure additional funding. 

The members of the Harris Centre’s Advisory Board are appointed for a three-year term 

by the President of Memorial University and appointments are renewable.  A similar 

approach might be considered for the Northern Ontario Policy Institute.  The Advisory 

Board might include, but not limited to, individuals from the following Northern Ontario 

organizations: 

 Federation of Northern Ontario 

Municipalities 

 Northwestern Ontario Municipal 

Association 

 Northwestern Ontario Associated 

Chambers of Commerce 

 Nishnawbe Aski Nation 

 Training Boards  Anishinabek Nation 

 Northern Development, Mines and 

Forestry 

 FedNor 

 Sault Ste. Marie Innovation Centre  NORCAT 

 Industry  Entrepreneurs 

 

Lakehead and Laurentian Director’s:  

The Director’s should ideally be familiar with working in an academic setting and have 

extensive knowledge of the regional policy issues confronting Northern Ontario.  The 

Director’s should maintain a close relationship and discuss best practices, project ideas, 

and funding sources as well as provide insights to one another.  The Director’s should 

have acute knowledge of the research, stakeholder and policy expertise available 

throughout their sub-regions. 

 

Policy & Research Coordinator’s, Project Staff, and Policy Intern’s:  

The Coordinator’s and Project Staff should be engaged in the day-to-day activities of the 

Policy Institute.  Having a core group of staff will ensure sustainability and maximize the 

impact of the Policy Institute on Northern Ontario.  Student Policy Intern’s might also be 

considered to build capacity and transfer knowledge to the next generation of policy 

practitioners and researchers. 
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REGIONAL GOVERNMENT 

 

 

A number of regional key informants discussed the importance of some type of devolved 

authority for decision-making in Northern Ontario.  Ideas ranged from a Region of 

Northern Ontario Act to Regional Government.  It is hoped that devolved authority would 

increase the political voice of the region and combat regional challenges. 

 

 A Region of Northern Ontario Act similar to the Stronger City of Toronto for a 

Stronger Ontario Act which provided Toronto with more autonomy to make local 

decisions. However, some type of regional government in Northern Ontario 

would need to be established before a similar act could proceed. 

 

 Regional Government might include two-tier indirect systems or two-tier direct 

systems.   

o The indirect system might be comprised of lower-tier municipal 

governments and a variety of regional upper-tier coordinating groups 

focused on specific issues (i.e. tourism, transportation).  The regional tier 

might include appointed lower-tier municipal officials (Stewart 2008). 

o The direct system includes an upper and lower-tier that are directly elected 

by citizens (Stewart 2008). 

 

 Before establishing any system of regional government the following questions 

need to be answered: 

o How will regional government improve socio-economic challenges in the 

region?  

o Will regional government become another layer of government stuck 

between the state and the region? 

o Will devolution produce an economic and democratic dividend?
114

  

 

 In Northern Ontario, the existence of unincorporated territories, First Nations 

territories, and historic intra-regional rivalries might prove difficult for regional 

government.  

 

  

                                                 
114

 These questions are inspired by questions surrounding devolution in the UK (Tomaney, J. 2000.  

Democratically elected regional government in England: The work of the North East constitutional 

convention. Policy Review Section Regional Studies, 34(4): 383-399; Morgan, K. 2002. The English 

Question: Regional Perspectives on a Fractured Nation.  Regional Studies, 36(7): 797-810. 
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REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AREAS (REDAS) 

 

 

As prominent economic geographer, Ray Hudson, argues: “there is a need for eternal 

vigilance to guard against the danger of allowing the pursuit of the Holy Grail of regional 

economic renewal and revival via regional devolution to become the device through 

which the […] state shifts the blame on to the victim for the continuing economic 

problems of peripheralized regions”
115

.  There are a number of cautionary insights from 

the UK on regional devolution to regional development agencies that have modest 

budgets and power and massive responsibilities.    

 

 The REDAs must be equipped with the budgets and power to match their 

responsibilities. 

 

 The REDAs should not become another layer of bureaucracy. 

 

 The REDAs should not be used as a scapegoat to absolve the Provincial 

Government of their responsibilities in Northern Ontario.  

 

 The REDAs and the Provincial Government will need to embrace and foster 

multi-level governance. 

 

 Before establishing the REDAs the following questions need to be answered:  

o What is the role of the REDA?  This will require a small number (less than 

five) of specific responsibilities  

o What is the budget? 

o What is the governance structure? 

o Who will staff the REDA? 

o What is the model? 

 

 In terms of the proposed model – One overarching coordinating body for the 

Northwest and Northeast should be encouraged (NE-REDA and NW-REDA) 

o One unifying voice is needed to considered larger issues, encourage 

collaboration, and represent the region to Queen’s Park and beyond. 

o Within this approach two units might be established including: 

 A spatial unit divided into urban, First Nations, and smaller 

communities 

 A sector unit divided into health, education, mining, forestry etc. 

 

  

                                                 
115

 Hudson, R. 2006.  Regional Devolution and Regional Economic Success: Myths and Illusions about 

Power.  Geografiska Annaler: Series B, Human Geography, 88(2): 168. 
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OTHER REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES 

 

 

 Industrial Energy Strategy  

 

 Immigration Strategy  

 

 MaRS North  
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INSIGHTS FOR REGIONAL ACTORS 
 

 

ACT REGIONALLY 

 

 

Local actors in Northern Ontario need to act regionally to ensure that the region is not 

ignored or exploited.  The medical school is a positive example of what can be 

accomplished when people in Northern Ontario work together. 

 

 Communities, especially in Northeastern Ontario, need to see past the distances, 

the differences, and rivalries.    

 

 More collaboration and partnerships are needed between First Nations and non-

First Nations organizations in Northern Ontario. 

 

 Stop waiting for the government to solve regional problems. Regional 

organizations need to develop the agenda, lead the discussion, and put forward 

policy solutions or risk having decisions being made for the region.  Be the 

facilitator of regional development. 

 

 Continue to find new methods of advocacy including social media and the 

Internet as well as getting buy-in from prominent figures in Southern Ontario to 

put Northern Ontario issues on the political agenda. 

 

 Regional organizations need to get more creative and proactive in representing the 

region. 

o This might include getting all members to contribute to hiring staff to 

organize and promote regional issues and facilitate regional development 

initiatives versus relying on government funding to hire staff on a short-

term basis. 
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MARKET NORTHERN ONTARIO 

 

 

To encourage regionalism, regional organizations in Northern Ontario should jointly fund 

a marketing and branding campaign similar to the Valleys Heart and Soul of Wales 

Campaign.  This approach is designed to encourage communities to get involved in 

promoting this region in Wales
116

.  

 

 Design a website to promote Northern Ontario as the Inspiration and Natural 

Richness of Ontario because of it abundance of natural resources and 

magnificent natural landscapes that have inspired artists and entrepreneurs. 

 

 Encourage all Northerners to write short (40 word) statements about why they 

love Northern Ontario and how Northern Ontario inspires them to appear on the 

website.  

 

 Encourage well-known Northerners to write or film short statements about why 

they love Northern Ontario and how it inspires them to appear on the website. 

 

 Connect with regional tourism initiatives. 

 

 Celebrate regional history, unique landmarks, and Northern innovations. 

 

 Provide access to regional resources where people can trace their roots in 

Northern Ontario. 

 

  

                                                 
116

 The Valleys.  2012.  The Valleys Heart and Soul of Wales. Available: 

http://www.thevalleys.co.uk/heartandsoul/ (accessed 23 June 2012). 

http://www.thevalleys.co.uk/heartandsoul/
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CREATE A REGIONAL POLITICAL ASSEMBLY 

 

 

As Michael Atkins argues: “The problem we need to address is that we have no set 

economic goals as a region, and we have no mechanism to measure our success, even if 

we had goals. An annual meeting focuses the mind” (2007: 4). 

 

 This should include an annual political assembly hosted by regional organizations 

and other partners (i.e. Universities, industry, government).   

 

 The assembly would include all Northern Ontario MPs and MPPs regardless of 

political affiliation, regional organizations like FONOM and NOMA, First 

Nations, industry, and academics.  

 

 International and national experts should be included to learn about best practices 

elsewhere. 

 

 This type of face-to-face assembly would facilitate collaboration, political 

representation, and regional learning. 

 

 It would also be a way to evaluate regional development initiatives on an annual 

basis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


